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Abstract
This thesis is an introduction to Duna, a language spoken by approximately 25,000
people living in Southern Highlands Province in Papua New Guinea. Duna (also
known as Yuna) is classified as a member of the Duna-Bogaya subgroup of the Trans
New Guinea family. This study is primarily based on work with Duna speakers of
the Lake Kopiago region.
The thesis provides a basic treatment of phonology, describes the structure of
simple sentences, and examines in detail the expression of epistemic assessment
(the treatment of a proposition as representing knowledge), a semantic domain that
is richly encoded by bound morphemes in the language.
Chapter 1 gives background information concerning the Duna lands, people,
and language situation. It also describes previous work that has been done on the
language, and the nature and sources of the data used in this study.
Chapter 2 includes an overview of Duna segmental phonology and gives an
account of citation tone contrasts in monomorphemic words.
Chapter 3 outlines Duna word classes, including large open lexical classes such
as nouns, and smaller closed grammatical classes such as demonstratives.
Chapter 4 deals with the structure of the basic clause, describing the different
clause types and outlining dominant and pragmatically marked word orders.
Nouns and NP structure are treated in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 details NP marking
that encodes epistemic positioning, specificity, pairhood, grouphood, semantic role,
grammatical relation, and discourse or pragmatic prominence.
Chapter 7 analyses complex predicates, for example, those that are composed
of a verb and a verb adjunct, or of several verbs in series.
The remainder of the thesis focusses on bound morphemes that are added to
the predicate of a final clause. Chapter 8 treats markers which specify features
of the denoted situation in terms of time or event modality. Chapters 9 and 10
describe evidential markers, information status markers, and epistemic particles,
morphemes which attach to a final predicate to express an epistemic assessment of
the proposition.
Chapter 11 describes the formal and functional features of Duna sentence types
and discusses typical implications that certain predicate markers have concerning a
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In example sentences I use a hyphen (-) to represent ligature between two morphemes where
(at least one) of the morphemes does not occur as a freestanding form. I use the equals sign
(=) to represent ligature for: bound morphemes that attach to the final predicate, but do not
occur in a primary inflectional capacity (§8.1.1.1), that is, epistemic particles (§10.4) and
the sentence-final markers =nia ASSERT and =pe ‘Q’ (§11.1); and dependent third person
pronouns (§6.6.3). I do not use ‘-’ versus ‘=’ to represent an overall distinction between
affixes and a clitics. A large number of the bound forms that I describe in this thesis are
arguably clitics on the basis of their distributional flexibility. However, a more developed
understanding of Duna phonology is necessary to explore the validity and applicability of
a clear clitic/affix distinction, and I use ‘=’ for morphemes which are anomalous in other
ways.
Where a single Duna morpheme requires glossing with more than one English word,
these are separated by a full stop. In certain cases where a given morpheme encodes more
than one category or meaning I use a forward slash (/) to separate these two meanings.
Words in example sentences that are clearly related to Tok Pisin and/or English words
are annotated ‘lw’ (for ‘loan word’) in the gloss. Some of the examples in this thesis in-
clude Duna words that belong to a “special esoteric vocabulary” (Haley 2002:132) called
ke˜yaka. Ke˜yaka terms are used extensively in song, but are not typically used in everyday
conversation or spoken narratives. Ke˜yaka terms are indicated in example sentence glosses
with ‘k.’ preceding the approximate import of the word.
In Chapters 9 to 11 approximations of perception events that are entailed by evidential




1.1 The Duna community
1.1.1 Duna lands and people
Introduction The Duna language is spoken by approximately 25,000 people liv-
ing in the north-west corner of Southern Highlands Province, Papua New Guinea
(Figure 1.1).1 The word ‘Duna’ refers to both a language and a people. This term
(derived from a Huli designation, see §1.1.2) was adopted by the Australian admin-
istration and is now conventionally accepted as standard reference in English and
Tok Pisin; see Haley (2002:14). The indigenous self-designating term is Yuna. The
language is classified as a member of the Duna-Bogaya subgroup of the Trans New
Guinea family (Wurm 1975; Ross 2005a).2
Duna lands extend from the headwaters of the Pori and Tumbudu Rivers in
the south-east, through the river valleys to the Strickland River in the north-west
(Figure 1.2), and lie within the Koroba-Lake Kopiago district of the province. The
information that I provide in this section predominantly applies to the north-western
Duna region (§1.2.1), particularly the Lake Kopiago area. This is where several
researchers who have contributed significantly to the available literature on Duna
were based, and is also where I conducted my own fieldwork (§1.3.1).
The physical environment Duna territory covers an altitude range from about 400m
at the grasslands bordering the Strickland River to over 3000m at peaks in the
mountain ranges that mark the extent of Duna country to the south and north-east
(Robinson 1999:17). The foundation is predominantly limestone karst, with the top-
soil very thin to non-existent in some areas (see, for example, Gammage 1998:93,
1This population figure comes from Haley (2002). Small groups of Duna speakers (identifiable as
distinct Duna communities to varying degrees) also live in other urban or industrial areas of Papua
New Guinea; see for example Gillespie’s (2007b:161-73) description of Duna settlements in Mt
Hagen and Lae in 2005.
2The Trans New Guinea family includes 400+ languages, dominating the central cordillera of
New Guinea.
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95), and numerous caves, pinnacles, sinkholes, and underground waterways spread
throughout the country. See Haley (2002:38-55) for further description of Duna
topography, soil types, waterway and lake systems, and of their significance within
Duna cosmology.
The average annual rainfall at Lake Kopiago is approximately 4500mm (Haley
2002:55; Marecek 1979:22). For Lake Kopiago in 1995, Haley (2002:55) records
mean daytime and nighttime temperatures of 28 and 18.5 degrees centigrade, re-
spectively. Haley (2002:55) further comments that rainfall and temperature records
provide little evidence of an annual seasonal cycle in the Kopiago region, as they
show an even distribution of figures throughout the year.3
Settlement, social grouping, and subsistence Within Duna territory, most people
live in family groups in hamlets spread through the Pori and Tumbudu valleys and
clustered in the low-lying wetland area around Lake Kopiago (the Kopiago Basin).
Other settled areas include the Aluni Valley, the Strickland Gorge area, and loc-
ations at the headwaters of the Logaiyu, Urei, and Wanika Rivers in the eastern
region (Haley 2002:38). Residences and gardens are typically established between
altitudes of 1200m and 1600m (Haley 2002:38).
The Duna area as shown in Figure 1.2 is divided by Duna speakers into some
ninety named territories (generically referred to as rindi ‘land, earth’), typically
bounded by waterways and landscape features (Haley 2002:81; Robinson 1999:102).
These territories, in combination with the people who belong to them, are referred to
in most of the literature concerning Duna as ‘parishes’ (following Modjeska 1977),4
and I also use this term. Unique parish names (for example Hirane, the parish in
which I conducted most of my fieldwork) “simultaneously refer to discrete named
territories, the boundaries of which were marked or fashioned by the original an-
cestors, and the co-resident groups who live within them” (Haley 2002:81). These
co-resident groups comprise two or more different ima awa or ‘clans’ that share
historical and/or geneaological connections with each other and with the original
founders of the parish.
3Duna people identify times of drought and flood (see Robinson 1999), but these are not pre-
dictable on an annual-cycle basis. Whilst many crops have ‘seasons’, as in, times when they are
ready for harvest, these are not reliably indicative of particular calendar months of the year (Haley
2002:55-7).















Figure 1.2 Duna and neighbouring groups, reproduced from Haley (2002)
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Parish and clan identities (as they relate to both people and places) are deeply
significant at a personal and interpersonal level. They are also pivotal in making
practical claims to land, for example for the purposes of residence and subsistence.
Haley (2002:88) says that:
Among the Duna, rights to land are established by demonstrating genealogical
continuity with the ancestors who established the original parish territories, or
to men or women subsequently granted rights. This can be done by invok-
ing any combination of male or female links. Indeed the landowners (dindi
aw’wa) of any particular clan or parish territory are held to be the cognatic
descendants of the clan or parish founder regardless of whether they are res-
ident in the parish. This means Duna can claim and maintain membership in
a potentially unlimited number of parishes.5
Haley adds, however, that is not usual to assert parish membership willy-nilly,
as to be part of a clan or parish entails responsibilities to the group that involve con-
siderable social effort and an outlay of resources, for example contributing towards
brideprice6 of parish members (see also Robinson 1999:101-4).
The majority of Duna people are subsistence farmers. Sweet potato is the staple
food and major garden cultivar (Robinson 1999). Other gardened fruit and veget-
ables that I saw often in the Kopiago area include taro, cassava, corn, pumpkin, cu-
cumber, beans, banana, choko, peanuts, pineapples, pawpaw, and sugarcane. Pigs
are domesticated, and are an important source of protein and fat, as well as being
the “principal source of wealth” (Robinson 1999:62), used for example in compens-
ation and brideprice payments. Some people also keep poultry for meat or eggs, but
such projects generally appear to be quite short-lived.7
A diet of gardened food and protein from domesticated animals is supplemented
by seasonal semi-cultivated tree crops (e.g., fruit pandanus, nut pandanus, chest-
nuts), other foraged forest foods (e.g., mushrooms, ferns, cresses, turkey eggs),
and, in a small part, by hunted game (e.g., possums, bats, wild pig, cassowary, rats,
5The importance of cognatic descent (that is, identity and rights derived through both male and
female ancestry) to Duna society is discussed at some length in the anthropological literature, and is
highlighted as an important way that Duna are different to many other Highlands societies (including
the Huli, see §1.1.2) in which relationships defined through male ancestry are paramount in issues
of land ownership. Several researchers (in particular Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998) and Haley (2002))
also comment on how the cognatic system supports great flexibility in the ‘activation’ of relation-
ships between people and between people and land, providing “a range of entitlements pertaining to
affiliation, residence, and group membership” (Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998:40).
6In the Duna marriage system it is the transfer of an appropriate amount of wealth from the man’s
family to the woman’s family (brideprice) that “establish[es] the couple as a husband and wife in
the community” (Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998:101). Sturzenhofecker argues that the brideprice system is
“the prime mechanism for the reproduction of gender inequality [i.e., male over female] or hierarchy
over the generations” in Duna society (1998:100).
7See Robinson (1999) for a detailed description of gardening and pig husbandry practices in the
Kopiago region.
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smaller birds). However, game is not plentiful in the densely populated Kopiago
region, and is not a major part of the diet. Another subsistence activity (typic-
ally performed by women) is the trapping of carp (see Haley 2002:68; Gillespie
2007b:151-2), which were introduced into Lake Kopiago some time after first con-
tact with Europeans (§1.1.3). This practice apparently carries on the traditional trap-
ping of indigenous freshwater creatures (for example, tadpoles, crayfish, dragonfly
larvae) that no longer flourish to the same degree as formerly, as they are eaten by
the carp.
Services, employment, and development Hanson et al. (2001:102) state that people
who live within Koroba-Lake Kopiago District “are extremely disadvantaged rel-
ative to people in other districts of PNG. There is some agricultural pressure, land
potential is low, access to services is poor and cash incomes are very low.”8
The nominal service and administrative centre in the Duna region is situated
at Lake Kopiago, where a government station was established under Australian ad-
ministration in the 1950s (see Gillespie 2007a:70). This is the location of the largest
airstrip in the region, and fairly regular weekly or twice-weekly flights to Kopiago
are operated by the Mission Aviation Fellowship out of Mount Hagen in Western
Highlands Province. The Highlands Highway (part of the major overland transport
network of the country) reaches Lake Kopiago, but is in poor repair and road access
to the region is intermittent and unreliable. People typically travel throughout Duna
country and into neighbouring areas by foot.
Services at Kopiago are limited. There is a Community School (going up to
Grade 8) and a large health centre, but both of these institutions suffer from short-
ages of staff and resources and operate on somewhat irregular bases. There is no
regular supply of electricity or serviceable telecommunications network.
There is little opportunity for paid employment within Duna territory. Typical
cash crops (e.g., coffee, peanuts) have limited success as income-generating ven-
tures, largely because of high transport costs. Hanson et al. (2001) determined that
the average cash income from agriculture of the Duna population in Southern High-
lands Province was less than 20 kina per person, per year (2001:93). Some cash
is introduced into the local economy from regional resource extraction projects, for
example compensatory/rent-like payments from the Porgera Joint Venture (PJV)
gold mine in Enga Province relating to water use at the upper reaches of the Strick-
land River (see Haley 2002:254-292). Several Duna men that I met had moved for
a period of time to resource extraction project areas (for example, Ok Tedi gold
8As noted by Haley, such difficulties are to some extent invoked in a “celebration of marginality”
(Haley 2002:34) that becomes an important part of the way Duna people define and assert their
cultural identity (see also Gillespie 2007b).
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mine in Sandaun Province) in hopes of paid employment, or were planning to do
so (see also Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998:116-7; Haley 2002:31-2; Stewart and Strathern
2004:141-2).
1.1.2 The larger regional setting
Figure 1.2 shows the language/culture group territories that border on Duna ter-
ritory, including the Yeru and Bogaia lands to the west, Oksapmin and Bimin-
Kuskusmin on the west side of the Strickland River, the Hewa to the north, Ipili-
Paela (Enga) to the east, Huli to the south/south-east, and Febi (Agala/Fembe/Sinale)
peoples to the south/south-west, on the other side of the Muller Range. With the ex-
ception of Hewa (classified as a member of the Sepik Hills family), the languages
of these areas are classified as belonging to Trans New Guinea, representing four
different subgroups of the family (Duna-Bogaya, Ok, Enga, East Strickland) and
Oksapmin, which is generally held to be an isolate within TNG.
The Yeru and Bogaia have particularly strong cultural and kinship ties to the
Duna community, and there are many people who identify as having both Duna and
Bogaia or Yeru ancestry (see for example Haley 2002:93-5).
Little comparative-historical research has been done on the position of Duna
within the Trans New Guinea family, but there is consensus that the Bogaia (also
known as Bogaya/Pokaya/Pokoi) language is Duna’s closest relative.9 Dan Seeland,
one of the founders of the mission station at Ekali/Agali (see also following), has
produced a description of Bogaia phonology and grammar (Seeland 2007ab).10 The
Bogaia language is highly endangered. There are currently a few hundred speak-
ers, and reports suggest that Bogaia people (particularly those who now live in the
Ekali area) are shifting to Duna as a primary language in many spheres of interac-
tion (Anna Lockwood pers. comm., Stewart and Strathern (2004:11)). According to
several Duna and Bogaia people that I spoke with, most Bogaia people speak Duna
as well as (or sometimes to the exclusion of) Bogaia, but very few Duna people
speak Bogaia (although they may be able to identify family relationships that give
them access to Bogaia land). Several Bogaia people I met with indicated that they
alternatively or additionally orient themselves towards Oksapmin settlements on the
9The main evidence for this claim consists of shared innovations in the personal pronouns (Ross
2005a), and of lexicostatistical comparisons. Shaw (1973) compared basic vocabulary items (based
on the 100 item Swadesh list) for Duna, Bogaia, and fourteen TNG languages in the East Strickland
Plain and Mt Bosavi areas. Only Bogaia shared more than nine per cent of resemblant forms (pu-
tative cognates) with Duna, at 20-28%. Voorhoeve (1975:395) reports that the cognation percentage
between Duna and Bogaia is just over 30%, and suggests this figure would be higher but for the fact
that Duna has borrowed a good deal of basic lexicon from Huli.
10I was able to carry out a very small amount of language research with Bogaia speakers (not
presented in this thesis). See also Loughnane and San Roque (forthcoming) for comments on the
Bogaia evidential system, based on Seeland’s material.
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other side of the Strickland River with regard to marriage, education, and employ-
ment prospects, and Oksapmin is reportedly a common second (third, fourth, etc.)
language within the Bogaia community.11
The term ‘Yeru’ currently appears to operate as a genealogical and geographical
designation rather than also referring to an identifiable linguistic group (unlike ‘Bo-
gaia’, which designates land, people, and language). The Yeru lands (comprising
six (Robinson 1999:106) or seven (Haley 2002:81) parishes) are currently occupied
by speakers of Bogaia and/or Duna, a major settlement focus being the mission sta-
tion and air strip at Ekali (Agali) that was established in the 1980s. Haley (2002:81)
notes that the majority of the Yeru population moved out of Yeru lands and into
the Aluni Valley in the later 1960s, largely in response to great loss of life in an
influenza epidemic in 1967 (see also §1.1.3). Despite this migration and loss of
population, the Yeru are still identified/identifiable as a distinct land-owning cul-
tural group (see in particular Robinson 1999:106-9). Duna and Bogaia people I
spoke with further described Yeru people as having a separate language (as also re-
ported in Robinson 1999 and Haley 2002) of which only two or three elderly speak-
ers remain. However, to my great disappointment I was unable to meet with (or
even unequivocally identify) these speakers, and the nature of ‘the Yeru language’
remains entirely elusive to me.
The Huli linguistic/cultural group to the south-east of Duna country comprises
some 80,000 -100,000 people. Towards the border of the two groups as shown
in Figure 1.2 there is increased integration of local Duna speakers into the Huli-
speaking community; see also Robinson (1999:24) and §1.2.1. The Huli language
is a member of the Engan subgroup of Trans New Guinea, and is described by
Lomas (1988) and Rule (1974; 1977).
Drawing on the ethnographic work of Nick Modjeska, Haley (1993; 2002) sug-
gests that in the past Huli people were thought of by the Duna as a kind of ‘super-
Duna’. The Huli engaged in similar cultural practices but did so “better and more
elaborately” and were portrayed in narratives collected by Modjeska from Duna
people in the 1970s as “fabulously wealthy and generous” (Haley 2002:203). How-
ever, over recent decades this ardent admiration has cooled.12 Among people in
the Lake Kopiago region at least, the Huli population is likely to be viewed as an
obstacle to Duna advancement and development. Political instability and govern-
11The anthropologist Thomas Ernst (pers. comm.) further reports that there is some intermarriage
(in the range of 10%) between the Bogaia and Febi peoples.
12Haley pinpoints the exclusionary treatment by the Huli (and Paela) of Duna claims to Mt Kare
gold-wealth in the 1980s and 90s as particularly significant in this shift. By not recognising rela-
tionships bestowed through joint origins and shared responsibilities for regional ritual networks, the
Huli not only acted selfishly but also evidenced “the social and moral decline of the world” (Haley
2002:204).
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ment corruption in the province, as well as some more localised incidents of viol-
ence, theft, extortion, and fraud are commonly attributed to Huli origins or influ-
ence.13 The Huli are seen as encroaching on Duna cultural territory, their imposed
customs infiltrating and weakening Duna cultural practice.14 Similar anxieties exist
concerning a mixing of Duna and Huli language (§1.2.1).
The Bogaia, Hewa, Ok, Huli, Ipili, Strickland Plains peoples (including the
Febi), and at least some Papuan Plateau peoples further to the south (including
speakers of Foe, Fasu, and languages of the Bosavi language family) are identified
by the Duna as having a common primordial origin as the Hela ingini (sons of Hela)
who came to life in the Strickland Gorge. Haley (2002) provides a description of
the Duna origin narrative, and further exploration of the historical and present-day
articulation of the relationship between the named groups, for example through re-
gional ritual complexes. The Hela identity has rhetorical and political resonance
in the larger Highlands area today, as plans continue to be mooted concerning the
formation of a distinct ‘Hela Province’ that includes all of the rich resource extrac-
tion projects of the area; see Haley (2002:296-303), Gillespie (2007b:140-1).
1.1.3 Recent history
The Duna people had no direct contact with Europeans until the 1930s.15 Some per-
sonal Duna accounts concerning pre-contact life can be be found in Stu¨rzenhofecker
(1998), Haley (2002) and Stewart and Strathern (2004). From such accounts and
from Duna people I spoke with, themes that are especially emblematic of this time
include: the rigorous separation of males and females; strictures concerning mar-
13See also (Haley 2002:200). I further observed indications that the Duna are similarly identified
as ‘standover men’ by Hewa and Bogaia communities, and this is also the predominant Febi view of
the Duna (Thomas Ernst pers. comm.).
14See for example: Haley (2002:79) concerning Duna fears that new land registration legislation
would force them to abandon land rights derived through female kin and thus become ‘like Huli’;
Haley’s (2002:310) description of older men and women chastising young people getting ready for a
competition dance performance for not being able to distinguish Huli and Duna dress; and Gillespie’s
(2007b:223) suggestion that Duna performers were reluctant to be identified as similar to Huli in the
public arena of the Mt Hagen cultural show.
15At the time of first contact what is now the country of Papua New Guinea was administered by
Australia as two distinct entities, the Territory of Papua in the south and Territory of New Guinea
in the north. These were brought under joint administrative control in 1949. The division between
Papua and New Guinea reflected erstwhile British and German colonial claims, respectively, and
was determined prior to European exploration of the island’s interior; see van der Veur (1966). This
somewhat notional border passed through Duna territory; however this was not very meaningful in
terms of governance, as all of Duna country was included within the ‘Central Highlands Division’, an
area which straddled the two territories and fell under New Guinea administration. When the Central
Highlands Division was split into three districts in 1951, the portion of Duna country north of the
Papua/New Guinea border was designated as part of ‘Western Highlands District’, but subsequently
incorporated into ‘Southern Highlands District’ (later Southern Highlands Province). I infer that
this incorporation (which resulted in Duna country being contained within a single official boundary
designation) was contemporaneous with the forming of Enga District (later Enga Province) from the
Western and Southern Highlands Districts in 1973.
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rying age and birth-spacing; the widespread prevalence of game and other animals;
the ordered practice of warfare and courting; the potency of ritual sacrifice; and the
significance of the Duna ‘bachelor cult’, one of the most profoundly shaping influ-
ences of pre-contact life, whereby boys would be separated from female kin from
an early age to be schooled into manhood. See also Robinson (1999) concerning
the earlier history of Duna people in the Kopiago area with particular reference to
agricultural practice and periodic environmental stress, and White and Modjeska
(1978) concerning traditional stone tools of the Duna.
A rollcall of documented radical changes that Duna have experienced over the
last century includes “first contact, epidemics on a scale never previously encountered,
the arrival of government and missions, wage labour, self-government, and most re-
cently mineral exploration and industrial pollution” (Haley 2002:5). In Table 1.1 I
provide a brief summary (largely based on secondary sources) of some events and
processes of change that have been significant to Duna history over the last 80-odd
years.
Some first and second-hand accounts from Duna people concerning experiences
of first or early contact can be found in Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:21-5), Stewart and
Strathern (2002:214-6) and Stewart and Strathern (2004:14-15, 117-120). In these
accounts people relate that the earliest white travellers were interpreted as either
portents of, or active protagonists in, the world’s end (see also Schieffelin and Crit-
tenden 1991).
Duna experiences of and responses to events following contact (such as those
shown in Table 1.1) and to environmental pressures have been examined and il-
luminated from different perspectives by researchers in the disciplines of social
anthropology, archaeology, and ethnomusicology, cited throughout this chapter.
A dominant theme of such research is how people incorporate deeply disturbing
change into a specifically Duna cosmology and cultural practice. Haley (2002) for
example explores how Duna people have invoked missionising and mining activ-
ities in the region as part of a “reinvigoration” of indigenous sacred geography.
Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998) suggests that the “enmeshing” of the Christian apocalypse
with the Duna idea of the world’s end/completion in some ways perpetuates people’s
estrangement from their own history. However many Duna people today are expli-
citly interested in making sense of the radically uncertain present (Stu¨rzenhofecker
1998) through keeping faith with the past; see for example Gillespie (2007b:228-
230), Kendoli (forthcoming).
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Table 1.1 Some significant events and processes in recent Duna history
c.1925 Severe drought in the region (Haley 2002:111).
1934 Probable first direct contact between Duna people and Europeans (Fox
brothers gold-prospecting expedition) (Allen and Frankel 1991:98,
Stewart and Strathern 2002:12-14).
1938 The Black and Taylor government exploratory patrol travels through
the area twice; see Gammage (1998), Gillespie (2007a).
1942-45 The New Guinea campaign of the Pacific War (WWII). Civil admin-
istration in Papua and New Guinea is suspended.
c.1946 Highlands-wide influenza and dysentery epidemic reaches Duna areas
causing great loss of life (Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998:23-4 (Duna account),
Haley 2002:111)
1952 Government station at Tari (Huli country) opens following the re-
instatement of civil administration (Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998:20, Gam-
mage 1998:232), and missionaries arrive (Gammage 1998:232). The
Lake Kopiago area remains part of a restricted district and foreign ac-
cess is limited.
later 1950s Australian administration begins to establish the station at Lake Kopi-
ago, now a regular stop on circuit patrols organised from Tari sta-
tion. As Duna areas come under government control, ritual activ-
ity and bachelor cult practice are curtailed or abandoned; see Haley
(2002:26).
1961-2 Construction of the airstrip at Lake Kopiago
1964 Lake Kopiago area is officially ‘derestricted’ and Christian mission
groups arrive; see Gillespie (2007a), Stewart and Strathern (2004:111-
133).
1967 Major mineral exploration surveys commence, and continue sporad-
ically (Haley 2002:12-13).
By this time seven Christian missions of different denominations are
active in the Duna area (Haley 2002:26).
Influenza and gastroenteritis epidemics seriously deplete the Yeru
population Haley (2002:81); see also Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:24, 26).
late1960s-70s Wage migration recruitment (typically to coastal plantations) of
young Duna men as part of the Highlands Labour Scheme; see
Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:115-7), Roberts (1982).
1975 Papua New Guinea becomes an independent self-governing nation.
1984 BHP Biliton begins mining operations at OK Tedi (Tabubil) in Sand-
aun Province.
1987-9 Mt Kare gold rush (Enga Province); see Haley (2002:195-7).
1990 Porgera Joint Venture (PJV) commences mining operations in Enga
Province.
1997 Severe drought in the region; see Robinson (1999), Roberts (1982).
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1.2 Duna language
1.2.1 Language variation
In this thesis I describe Duna as spoken in the Lake Kopiago area. Most of the
people who provided me with language data identified the parish of Hirane (§1.3.1)
as their primary residence (Table 1.2) and have lived near Kopiago for most of their
lives. I have not systematically investigated regional variation within the Duna lan-
guage. In this section, I comment on the perceptions of people of the Lake Kopiago
area concerning language variation, supplemented by some additional observations
made by myself and other researchers. An important contribution to discussion of
this issue is the work of Glenda Giles (§1.2.4), who worked on a description of
Duna based on data largely provided by speakers from the Kelabo area.
For the Duna people of Lake Kopiago, there is a perception that Duna as spoken
in the north-western half of the territory (in the Kopiago Basin and moving north-
west into the Aluni Valley) is different from that of the south-eastern region, which
includes the upper Tumbudi and Pori Valleys, some major settlements being Kelabo
and Pori. Typically, Duna as spoken in the south-east is regarded by Lake Kopiago
people as being strongly influenced by Huli, and such settlements are denigrated as
speaking mixed rather than true Duna language. Haley (2002:200) comments with
regard to the disputed identity of several parishes at the extreme south-east of Duna
country that north-western Duna people “will often disparagingly state that people
from these groups are more like Huli”, and that in these areas “residents are bilin-
gual and have extensive connections to both Duna and Huli parishes”. Conversely,
Richard Alo told me that people from the south-eastern areas regard those from
the north-west as unsophisticated and backward country bumpkins, and make fun
of certain aspects of their speech. Some phonological and lexical differences are
observable between the north-west and south-east, although a comparison of Giles’
pedagogical materials with the 2003-7 corpus does not suggest major systematic
morphological or structural differences between the two regions.
Sound features that were regarded by the Duna people I spoke with as particu-
larly indicative of north-western as opposed to south-eastern Duna origins include
lateral allophony of the voiceless dental stop (§2.1.2.2), and affrication of the initial
prenasalised alevolar stop in the word ndu ‘one’ (§2.1.2.4). Giles (MSb) also noted
that in the Kopiago region a fricative allophone [s] was the most common realisa-
tion of the alveo(-dental) consonant in the voiceless aspirated stop series (§2.1.2.2),
whereas in the Kelabo region in the south-east, [th] was dominant.
There were several lexical distinctions that people in the Kopiago area raised in
discussions of language differences. Duna has many synonym sets of two lexical
items (for example, ‘water, liquid’ is both yu and ipa, ‘moon’ is both khana and
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eke). Typically, one of the set of terms is identical to or clearly resembles a Huli
word, suggesting that these are ultimately Huli words that have entered the Duna
lexicon and now exist in parallel with older Duna words.16
I found that in some cases, one term would be explicitly identified by north-
western Duna speakers as a marker of Huli-influenced speech of the south-east.
For example in the north-west the word for ‘afternoon’ is yopo, whereas in the
south-east people use the word alendo, which is the same as the Huli term (Rule
and unknown collaborators 1971).17 Richard Alo commented that people of the
south-east typically ridicule north-westerners for using the term mbeka for ‘drainage
ditch’ instead of the Huli-like term kana. There are also some distinct usages of the
same lexical item, for example in the south-east pindu denotes ‘stuff, belongings’,
whereas in the north-west this word is reportedly only used as a euphemistic term
for ‘genitals’.
I consider it unlikely that a broad south-east/north-west distinction is sufficient
to describe all geographical variation in the way Duna is spoken.18 However, con-
trastive identification of the north-west (far from the Huli) and south-east (close to
the Huli) is clearly an important societal distinction for people of the Lake Kopi-
ago Basin at least, and this is strongly expressed in their attitude to language vari-
ation.19 As such, I do make some further reference in this thesis to ‘north-west’ and
16Shaw (1973) notes that 27-32% of Huli and Duna words in his 170 item basic vocabulary list
were resemblant. A high proportion of these resemblances are probably due to borrowing from
Huli into Duna (Voorhoeve 1975:395). Shaw found the resemblance between the Huli and Bogaia
vocabulary to be only 5-10%, and this figure is probably a truer measure of the original relationship
between Huli and the Duna-Bogaia subgroup.
17My own observations concerning which speakers use which term in everyday speech confirm
that yopo and alendo are markers of the north-west (for example, Kopiago Basin, Aluni Valley) and
south-east (for example, Kelabo), respectively. However, use of the Huli-like term from a pair of
synonymous words is not unequivocally diagnostic of a south-eastern speech variety in all cases.
For example I have heard an older speaker who has lived in the Kopiago region all her life use
the words yu and ipa (cf. Huli /ipa/) interchangeably within a single monologic text. See also
Gillespie’s (2007b) comments concerning the origin of the compound word ipakana ‘song’, which
is clearly resemblant with a Huli term but is nevertheless identified by Duna speakers of the Lake
Kopiago region as unequivocally their own.
18For example, Giles (MSb) records that labialised consonants in Pori vocabulary items corres-
pond to non-labialised forms in Kelabo, and whilst in Aluni I noted a few vocabulary items that were
different to Kopiago Duna.
19Further to this, it is relevant to note people’s attitudes concerning written Duna. Glenda Giles’
work of establishing a Duna orthography, translating the New Testament, and developing Duna
literacy materials was primarily carried out in collaboration with Duna speakers from the south-east
region. Further, much of this work was apparently achieved or refined while she was resident at
Koroba (just on the Huli side of the border), in her capacity as head teacher at the Koroba High
School. These facts have contributed to a strong identification of the current Duna orthography by
people of the Lake Kopiago area as insidiously ‘Huli’. (The Duna alphabet as used by Giles is
indeed extremely similar to that of Huli, reflecting the fact that the phonemic inventories of the two
languages are very similar.) In my experience Duna speakers in the north-west are likely to interpret
any difficulty they have in reading or writing Duna according to the established orthography as
a direct consequence of Huli influence on Duna as spoken by Giles’ primary collaborators. For
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‘south-east’ Duna, but this is intended primarily as a geographical/social designa-
tion. Further work is needed to determine what linguistic features vary across Duna
speakers, and examine how these may be representative of distinct dialects.
1.2.2 Tok Pisin and English in the Duna community
In the Lake Kopiago area, Duna is the primary language in all domestic settings
and in most public domains (for example, at the market, in court sessions, com-
munity meetings). Children learn Duna as their first language, and many people I
met (especially older women and younger children) are apparently monolingual in
Duna. On occasions where I witnessed an outsider in Lake Kopiago making pub-
lic speeches (or suchlike) in Tok Pisin and/or English, their words would typically
be translated into Duna by a self-appointed interpreter.20 Similarly, in church ser-
vices that I attended the preacher would sometimes read from a Tok Pisin Bible, but
would then ‘translate’ the passage immediately into Duna (sometimes producing an
interpretation with additional commentary rather than a straight literal translation).
Tok Pisin ((Neo-)Melanesian Pidgin) is the major lingua franca throughout at
least the northern half of mainland PNG, and is also widely used in the National
Capital District. It is an official national language of the country, along with English
and Hiri Motu. Tok Pisin is primarily used in the Duna community to communicate
with outsiders (that is, those who do not speak Duna); see also §1.2.3 concerning
the school setting. Most people in the Kopiago area appear to have at least some
familiarity with Tok Pisin.21 This familiarity ranges from full fluency, to passive
comprehension but low production competence, to knowledge of a few vocabulary
items and structures (for example, common nouns, imperative sentences). The level
of competence typically reflects whether and for how long someone has spent time
outside of the Duna community in areas where Tok Pisin is used as a major language
of communication (for example, urban centres such as Mount Hagen). Fluent Tok
Pisin speakers are typically men between the ages of about 25 and 60, who are likely
to have spent periods outside of Duna territory looking for adventure and employ-
ment. People with very limited competence are (as already intimated in the previous
example, in the New Testament orthography, a voiceless velar stop is represented as ‘g’. This is
problematic for Duna people with some literacy in Tok Pisin who have had no training in the Duna
orthography, as their expectation is that this symbol will be associated with a prenasalised voiced
velar stop. People respond to these kinds of problems by divining that what is written is not actually
‘our language’, but that of the south-eastern, Huli-like, Duna. It appears that the current orthographic
and educational situation in the Lake Kopiago region (i.e., a severe lack of consistent training and
institutional support for vernacular literacy educators, see §1.2.3) is incorporated into a mutually
re-enforcing relationship with the trope of the north-west/south-east Duna divide.
20However, see also Haley’s description of a significant meeting between Duna people and tele-
communications officials where this was not the case. Haley comments that particular older, more
knowledgeable men were effectively excluded from taking part in this discussion as it was conducted
in Tok Pisin.
21See also Gillespie (2007b) concerning the use of Tok Pisin in songs.
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paragraph) typically older women or young children. Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:118)
notes that women in Aluni have “very limited knowledge of the lingua franca”.22
Differing levels of Tok Pisin competence according to gender (men having higher
competence than women) is a typical pattern in rural settings in much of Papua New
Guinea (Foley 1986:37).
In the 2003-5 textual data (§1.3.3.1) there are several instances of speakers us-
ing a Tok Pisin-derived form as a replacement for a Duna form; see, for example,
(77), where the speaker uses the Tok Pisin-derived siriki rather than the Duna verb
adjunct ho to mean ‘trick’. Although the speakers I worked with on transcription
and translation would typically ‘correct’ a Tok Pisin-derived form to the Duna equi-
valent, I did not generally hear people express a great deal of anxiety concerning
the encroachment of Tok Pisin on their language. Adults who are fluent Tok Pisin
speakers encourage children to learn this language, and this aim is seen by at least
some parents or guardians as a good reason to take a child traveling to town areas.
People recognise the value of English for obtaining paid employment, but have
little opportunity to learn it and little or no application for it in their daily lives.
During my time in the field I did not hear Duna people using English amongst
themselves, beyond the occasional adoption of a word or phrase, and few Duna
people living in the Kopiago region have a high level of competence in the lan-
guage.23 Such skills are typically only gained through education at a level that is
not available in Lake Kopiago, and generally those who can speak good English
seek work outside the Duna community.
1.2.3 Language and formal education
Children’s schooling is one domain in which language choice is officially legis-
lated. Current national education policy in Papua New Guinea is that the first year
of formal schooling be conducted primarily in the local indigenous language (or a
language that is already known by the students), with English progressively intro-
duced into the classroom after basic literacy and numeracy skills have been acquired
in the vernacular. After three years attendance at a local elementary school, children
progress to primary school (entering at Grade 3), and from this point English is to
be the main language of instruction.24 Schooling in the Duna region, as in many
areas of Papua New Guinea, demonstrates a large gap between national policy and
local practice.
22I assume that Tok Pisin is the lingua franca Stu¨rzenhofecker refers to here.
23Although several of the people I worked with closely spoke English very well, this was largely
as a consequence of having worked for many years in collaboration with the anthropologist Nicole
Haley, that is, a very specific and unusual circumstance.
24See the 2003 National Curriculum Statement of Papua New Guinea, produced by the Depart-
ment of Education, Papua New Guinea.
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The effective running of the Kopiago Community School is beset with diffi-
culties (for example, staff shortages, absconding staff, a dearth of materials). The
teachers I spoke with appeared to be confused about the curriculum they were sup-
posed to be teaching; the institution of elementary schools comprised a consider-
able re-structuring of the schooling system, and was supposed to be accompanied
by further curriculum reform, but the school had not received any new textbooks or
materials relating to this. The policy of using English as the main language of in-
struction from Grade 3 was as far as I could tell only marginally implemented. One
teacher from the Kopiago Community School that I spoke with (who came from an-
other Highlands province and was not a native Duna speaker) explained that in his
classroom he used some English, some Tok Pisin, and some Duna (having learnt the
language as a consequence of moving to Kopiago). I met no school-age children
during my fieldwork (including children living in the greater Lake Kopiago area,
Aluni Valley, and Yokona) who demonstrated any degree of fluency in English.
The operation of elementary schools in the Lake Kopiago region is sporadic and
receives little consistent attention from the Provincial Education Department (situ-
ated in Mendi, the provincial capital). Under the current education system, it is in-
tended that local people receive elementary teacher training, including guidance and
practical assistance in the development and productions of vernacular curriculum
materials. The running of an elementary school becomes largely the responsibility
of these individuals in collaboration with their immediate community and perhaps
a church organisation. However, the elementary teacher training is not extensive,
and for someone from the Lake Kopiago area is comparatively costly and involves
travel that may be expensive or dangerous. It is difficult to obtain reliable informa-
tion about when the training courses are scheduled, and problematic to organise any
financial transactions from the Kopiago area (both in terms of paying initial fees
and receiving subsequent wages or school funding) owing to poor communications
and a lack of any local banking service.
During my time in the Duna region, I saw no evidence that any elementary
schools in the area were receiving consistent government support. The schooling
that is available to younger children is thus largely an ad hoc affair, as it relies on
impetus from the community and/or church as concerns building and furnishing a
school, and the dedication of individuals who have some literacy skills and are will-
ing to spend time and effort trying to disseminate these without the benefit of train-
ing or materials. As the sound representations of the official Duna orthography (i.e.,
that in which the New Testament translation is written) are quite difficult to master
without explicit training and much practice, the self-designated teachers themselves
generally find reading and writing in Duna quite problematic, and do not feel com-
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fortable teaching it. Thus in at least some elementary schools Tok Pisin rather than
Duna is employed as a language of literacy acquisition (although most children do
not actually speak Tok Pisin when they start attending school). In some cases the
teacher may also introduce English language exercises, based on any textbooks they
have to hand or their memories of their own schooling.
Some adult literacy education programmes (focussing on bible study) are also
run in the Lake Kopiago region through church networks. My impression is that
these are primarily conducted in Tok Pisin, but I have not discussed this issue in
detail with trainers or participants.
1.2.4 Previous description of the language
Previous descriptions of the Duna language that have been available to me comprise
three unpublished works, one by Dennis and Nancy Cochrane, and two by Glenda
Giles.
The missionary team Dennis and Nancy Cochrane produced a 26-page manu-
script, ‘Duna essentials for translation’ for submission to the Grammar Department
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) in 1966. Voorhoeve (1975) cites this
document (plus two wordlists) as his source.
Glenda Giles produced an (undated) 11-page ‘Guide to the Pronuciation of
Duna’, as well as a set of 41 ‘Duna language lessons’ comprising approximately
109 pages25 and a 5-page index (cross-referenced to the numbered lessons) of bound
morphemes and irregular verb forms. These were probably produced in the 1970s,
and stemmed from Giles’ intensive work on the language in the course of bible
translation and other mission work with Duna people.26 Lessons are typically struc-
tured around the introduction of bound verbal morphology and/or irregular verb
inflections, with examples of every newly introduced form, and practice exercises
that require knowledge of material presented in earlier and later lessons. She also
provides several summaries of covered material. The description in her lessons is
occasionally repetitive and/or contradictory, as it is clear that she was developing
her analysis as she wrote, and did not regard the document that I have a copy of as
representing a final version.27
25In the copy I have of the document a few pages are clearly missing but I do not know exactly
how many.
26It seems likely that Giles had access to the Cochranes’ report before she started her work, and
that she and the Cochranes worked together to some extent. Giles’ major Duna project was the
translation of the New Testament, and this was presumably something the Cochranes were initially
working towards; mission gossip has it that the Cochranes were extremely disheartened by Giles’
quick aptitude in the language and vigorous efficiency, and so gave up working on Duna themselves.
27For example, in Lesson 37 Giles introduces a “general summary of the final verb” with the
following words: “The material presented here is in summary form and is not entirely consistent
with what has gone before but I think presents a more correct analysis. [...] I hope to re-order these
materials in a simpler form for language learning.”
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Giles typically worked with Duna speakers at Kelabo in the south-east region
(see §1.2.1), or with Duna students who were attending Koroba High School (again
predominantly drawn from the south-east region). I initially approached her work
with strong doubts about its relevance to a study of Duna as spoken in Lake Kopi-
ago, as a number of people had made comments that her materials represented a
very different variety of the language.28 However, the differences I have found
between Giles’ manuscript data and the 2003-7 data collected from Duna speakers
of the north-west region are quite small,29 and less than I originally anticipated.
Giles’ manuscripts have been extremely useful to me in my study, particularly in
the middle stages of my work.30 Her materials have in many cases provided me with
ideas and/or confirmation concerning analyses of many forms and structures in the
2003-7 data, as well as additional language data through the example sentences that
she provides throughout her materials (see also §1.3.3). Although our approaches
are quite different (for example, her purpose is primarily pedagogical whereas mine
is descriptive) and our structural analyses of the Duna language diverge in many
respects, my description owes a good deal to Giles’ earlier work. I have noted
very few bound forms that Giles does not provide some mention of in her work,
and very few instances of a significantly divergent semantic interpretation of these
forms from the ones I present in this thesis. In several cases I have adopted the
labels that Giles proposed for particular verbal inflections and verb classes, and this
is indicated when the terms are first introduced. Throughout this thesis I further
reference other sections of Giles’ work which I found especially comprehensive,
and/or which I judge contributed significantly to the development of my analysis.
As intimated throughout this chapter, the Duna world has been investigated and
described by researchers in the fields of anthropology and ethnomusicology. Sev-
eral of these researchers include extensive documentation and discussion of Duna
vocabulary, as well as including Duna text in their works. I also draw upon these
sources to some extent in my analysis of the language and these are cited as relevant
28Duna speakers (from Lake Kopiago) with whom I was able to work before going to the field
suggested that Giles’ work was a description of Duna as spoken in the south-east, and was not
highly applicable to north-west Duna. Academic researchers working in Lake Kopiago, Horale, and
the Aluni Valley also all reported that Giles’ description was unhelpful to them in terms of language
learning in the field (which is not to say that they did not learn Duna), and the main reason given for
this was dialect difference.
29For example, there are a few cases where a bound morpheme described by Giles was unattested
in the 2003-7 textual data. The Duna speakers I worked with found these forms readily interpretable,
but typically identified them (in full knowledge that I had noted them in Giles’ work) as being
specific to south-east Duna or being of Huli origin. Some lexical differences were also noticeable
(§1.2.1).
30This statement has a kind of backwards logic, but is nevertheless true; it was often only after I
had independently arrived at a tenable analysis of something that aspects of Giles’ description would
suddenly make perfect sense. See §9.2.6.3.
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throughout the thesis.
1.3 Fieldwork and language data
1.3.1 Location/duration of fieldwork and other data-gathering
I was resident at the Rewapi locale in Hirane parish (approximately 3.5 km from
Lake Kopiago airstrip along the old road, see Figure 1.3)31 from September 2003
to January 2004, and from February to June 2005. In June-August 2006 I worked
within the Duna speaking community in Mt. Hagen (Western Highlands Province),
and with Kenny Kendoli and the late Richard Alo in Goroka (Eastern Highlands
Province). I was also able to consult intermittently with Kenny Kendoli and Richard
Alo when they were in Canberra from April-June 2003, September 2006, and (Kenny
only) March of 2007.
Figure 1.3: Lake Kopiago, airstrip, and surrounding parishes: detail from map cre-
ated by Nicole Haley and Rebecca Robinson (2002).
At Rewapi I stayed in a house that had been purpose-built as a base for ANU
researchers, situated within a cluster of dwellings occupied by Haya Suku, her son
Jeremiah, daughter Kipu Piero, son-in-law Kenny Kendoli, and Kipu and Kenny’s
four children Rodney, Justin, Melo and Monica. The construction of this house was
organised by Nicole Haley, who had worked from the same site previously. Part
of my time in the field was spent in company with other researchers, including the
social anthropologists Nicole Haley, Jessica Kemp, and Anna Lockwood (intermit-
tently during the 2003-4 trip), and ethnomusicologist Kirsty Gillespie (for most of
the 2005 trip).
31Haley and Robinson expressly note that the map from which this detail is taken is not to be used
for purposes of arbitration concerning land ownership.
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1.3.2 Duna speakers I worked with and recorded
The speakers that I worked with most regularly in transcription, translation, and eli-
citation (see §1.3.3) were Richard Alo (RA), Kenny Kendoli (KK), Petros Kilapa
(PK), and Kipu Piero (KP). I also did some elicitation and/or translation work with
various other Duna people in Lake Kopiago and Mt Hagen, most commonly mem-
bers of the Rewapi community.
The names and a few personal details of the Duna people who contributed to
the textual data (§1.3.3.1) are shown in Table 1.2. Names shown in parentheses are
traditional names, spoken Duna versions of a Christian name, or nicknames; for
example, these would not typically be written on official documents such as health
cards, but are names that people commonly go by (see also §3.2.2.1). The key to
the numbers shown in the ‘Age group’ column is as follows: 1 - child (younger
than about 15 years of age); 2 - teenager or young adult (roughly 15-25 years); 3 -
middle adult (roughly 25-50 years); 4 - older than 50. More information concerning
people’s histories and family and land relationships can be found in Haley’s (2002)
census material. The ‘Residence’ column shows the location of what was regarded
as the speaker’s primary residence at the time the recording was made.
1.3.3 Data collection and classification
The data I have used in developing an analysis of Duna were collected in a variety of
ways, and the language examples presented in this thesis are annotated to indicate
their origin, as explained in §1.3.3.1 - §1.3.3.3 and summarised in Table 1.3. The
classifications I use are not exhaustive (nor are they particularly representative of
Duna speech genres), but capture some distinctions that are helpful to understanding
the material.
1.3.3.1 Textual data
I use the term ‘textual data’ to refer to all language data that was recorded in audio
or audio-visual form, including texts that were recorded by myself, Kirsty Gillespie
(KG), and Nicole Haley (NH) between 2003 and 2005 (Appendix 1). For language
examples that are taken from texts recorded by Gillespie or Haley, this is indicated
in the source description that follows the translation line of the example, which
in these cases includes the recorder’s initials. See, for example, (22) in §4.1.1.1,
which is taken from a text recorded by Gillespie. Textual data recordings comprise
approximately eleven and a half hours of material, including about six hours of
spoken language and about five and a half hours of sung pikono (see following).
Spoken material was largely recorded in a situation where I asked a Duna speaker
to ‘tell me something’, sometimes cueing them by asking them to relate the partic-
ulars of an event or procedure, describe their activities of the day, give their life his-
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Table 1.2 Speakers who contributed textual data
Name Sex Age group Area born Residence
Anna Alo F 3 (25-50yrs) Hayaguni Station
Epelin Minipa F 2 (15-25yrs) ?Pori Mt Hagen
Esla Hagini F 3 Horaile Hirane
Hagini Yami M 4 (> 50yrs) ?Hagini Hirane
Haya Sugu F 4 Dilini Hirane
Heri Kandoya M 3 Pori Hirane
Irari Hipuya M 4 (?) ?Horale
James Kalambo M 2 Paka Mt Hagen
Jeremaia (Romo) Piero M 2 Hirane Hirane
Jim Siape M 3 Hirane Suwaka
Josepin Piero F 2 Hirane Mt Hagen
Justin (Jeti) Kendoli M 1 (< 15yrs) Hirane Hirane
Kenny Yuwi Kendoli M 3 Ayuwi Hirane
Kenson Lone M 2 Hirane Hirane
Kiale Yokona M 3 Mbara Mbara
Kipu Piero F 3 Hirane Hirane
Lucy Piero F 2 Pori Mt Hagen
Mangi Mano M 3 Hirane Hirane
Manifold (Melo) Kendoli M 1 Hirane Hirane
Metai Mbuli F 3 Hirane Hirane
Metina Kali F 3 Na˜wa Na˜wa/Hirane
Monica Kendoli F 1 Hirane Hirane
Nelson Wakalo M 3 Mbara Mt Hagen
Paul Stanley (Polo) Piero M 3 Hirane Hirane
Pepako (?Mbuli) F 4 Hayaguni Hirane
Petros Kilapa M 2 Station Awi Sola (Hirane)
Pokole Pora F 4 Hirane Station
Rachel (Ipareto) Hundale F 2 Hirane Hirane
Raki Patako M 4 Hirane Hirane
Richard (Yulu) Alo M 3 Hayaguni Hayaguni
Rodney (Yaku) Kendoli M 2 Hirane Hirane
Sane Noma M 4 Huguni Huguni
Simon Hagini M 3 Horaile Mt Hagen
Sipiki Yeru M 3 Hirane Na˜wa/Hirane
Tindei Kendoli F 3 Ayuwi Hirane
Lucy (Urapi) Heri F 1 Hirane Hirane
Wakili Akuri F 2 Hirane Hirane
Wilito Sepik M 1 Hirane Na˜wa/Hirane
Yerepi Sapaya M 3 Hirane Hirane
Yopo Sapaya M 4 Hirane Mt Hagen
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tory, or tell a traditional story of some kind. In many instances someone would turn
up with something in mind that he or she wanted to be recorded. These monologic
texts are designated in example sentences as ‘T’. Some T texts are representative
of named Duna narrative genres (see also Haley 2002:Chapter 4). I now provide a
brief description of three of these genres, identified by Petros Kilapa as the most
important types of Duna narrative during a discussion we had in June 2005.
(Rindi) malu, ‘(land) history/geneaology’ Rindi malu narratives describe people’s
ancestral histories, starting with the life of an original progenitor (typically includ-
ing an account of how certain land features were formed and boundaries estab-
lished), and detailing the births and deaths of subsequent generations. Knowledge
of malu is crucial in establishing rights to land (see Stu¨rzenhofecker 1998; Haley
2002; Stewart and Strathern 2004).
Hapia po, ‘past events’ (lit. ‘before done’) Hapia po narratives relate things that
were done in the past, and in some cases specifically explain why things today are
the way they are.32 For example, a hapia po narrative told to me by Pastor Hagini
Yami explained the differentiation of two kinds of game animals, one that has a
tail and one that doesn’t; originally, both kinds had a tail, but one tricked the other
into cutting his off. Petros Kilapa characterised hapia po as being typically told
for the entertainment and education of children. The term is broad (see Kendoli
forthcoming), and can be applied to narratives concerning events that have taken
place during the lifetime of the speaker, as well as those of the distant past (and in
between).
Pikono Pikono narratives are “nostalgic reflections on an idealised past” (Haley
2002:135) that detail the exploits of heroic young men and beautiful, often ma-
gical or part-ogre women. ‘Classic’ pikono are sung by men (a solo performer)
to a male audience at night (typically in a designated men’s house), in a perform-
ance that may last many hours. Some language features of sung pikono include
deployment of parallelism and extensive use of special ke˜yaka ‘praisename’ vocab-
ulary (see Haley 2002:132) in referring to places, trees, birds, and some other items
(for example, feathers, arrows, netbags). See also Chenoweth (1969); Stewart and
Strathern (2005); Sollis (2007); Rumsey (forthcoming).
32Haley (2002:137-8) notes that the larger hapia po designation includes a class of hapia po
se narratives (from se ‘origin, base, reason’) that “account specifically for the origin of particular
practices, customs, or cultivars”. She adds however that this distinction is not rigorously maintained,
and that Duna speakers often use the terms hapia po and hapia po se interchangeably.
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Typically a pikono hero is an orphan who makes vast journeys, wreaks revenge
(with assistance from water spirits and spirit or ogre women) on the ogres who
have killed his family, then marries, and raises myriad children. Pikono are told for
entertainment, and several Duna people I spoke with described them as a traditional
parallel to watching movies. They are also inspirational and educational. Further to
this, Haley (2002:135-6), in particular reference to conversation with Petros Kilapa,
writes that:
Although certainly fictitious, and cut off from the here and now, pikono do
convey a great deal of lore concerning the landscape, so much so that they have
assumed a new significance in the contemporary context. Through them young
men can gain knowledge of the originary spirits associated with particular
parish territories, as well as knowledge about the specific places to which these
spirits are linked. Such knowledge has particular currency in land disputes,
and is otherwise guarded. [...]
[Through pikono] young men who otherwise know very little about ritual or
the true history of their parish are are gaining knowledge of the foundational
events of their past [...].
The term pikono may also be applied to narratives that are spoken, rather than
sung, but detail similar (less lengthy and complex) imaginative stories of a long-ago
time, where a hero or heroine encounters ogres and spirits. Spoken pikono is typ-
ically identified as a female genre (bedtime stories for children), and sung pikono
as a male genre. My textual data includes three sung pikono texts (one recorded
by NH and two by KG), which I give a distinct designation as ‘P’. Other narratives
that are potentially identifiable as pikono but which are spoken rather than sung are
designated as ‘T’. On some occasions I use utterances of audience members pro-
duced during a sung performance; these are designated PAR for ‘pikono audience
response’.
The textual data includes some material that was recorded in interview-like situ-
ations, with one Duna speaker questioning another on a certain topic. These are des-
ignated as ‘IV’. In some sections interviews are interpreted, in that KG or myself
asks a question in Tok Pisin, which is translated into Duna for the Duna interviewee
by the Duna interviewer, etc. Some other interviews are between a Duna speaker
and myself, so that the questions are asked (by me) in Tok Pisin and/or Duna, and
replies are made in Duna. I designate these as ‘LIV’ for ‘learner speaker inter-
view’.33
After recording, the Duna text (T, P, IV, or LIV) would be transcribed by either
a Duna speaker, or myself in company with a Duna speaker (usually the latter). I
33I do not use my own attempted Duna utterances in interviews as example sentences unless they
are necessary as additional context, in which case their status as learner speech is indicated.
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would then work on a translation of text with a Duna speaker or speakers, keeping
a list of further questions at points of confusion for later referral to the original
speaker of the text and/or other speakers who we thought might be able to help in
regard to esoteric or otherwise difficult constructions and vocabulary.34 The people
that I worked with most consistently on transcription and translation tasks were
Kenny Kendoli, Petros Kilapa, and Kipu Piero, although others would chip in if
they happened to be around at the time. Generally, we would translate the text into
Tok Pisin, and this was our primary language of discussion, but in working with
KK and PK in particular we would often also use some English. For several of
the texts recorded in 2005, transcription and translation sessions were conducted in
collaboration with Kirsty Gillespie.
A full list of textual data used as source material for this thesis, including a brief
description of content, is provided in Appendix 1. I encourage the reader to look
over this list, as it not only provides additional context for examples, but also gives
an idea of the kinds of things that happen in Duna stories and in Duna people’s lives.
1.3.3.2 Notebook data
I use the term ‘notebook data’ to refer to language data that I recorded in written
form only. The bulk of the notebook data is material collected during more formal
elicitation sessions, that is, where I worked closely with a single speaker or a few
speakers to investigate a particular topic in Duna grammar or vocabulary, within
an explicit context of writing language down. (As with translation of textual data,
such investigation was typically done using Tok Pisin and some English.) I des-
ignate language data that I received during such sessions as ‘ED’ (elicited data).
However some ED examples are less formally ‘elicited’ that others. For example,
during more casual conversations (or sometimes out of the blue), speakers would
often suggest appropriate things for me to say to fit a certain real-life situation, or
extemporise sentences that showed how to use a particular vocabulary item. These
more spontaneous or natural language kinds of examples are also indexed as ‘ED’.
I use the letters ‘CD’ (for ‘constructed data’) to mark those examples that I
constructed during elicitation sessions, typically for the purpose of obtaining gram-
maticality, sense, or pragmatic judgements concerning the example’s viability as an
utterance.
Three further kinds of notebook data that I distinguish are ‘learner conversa-
tion’ (LC), ‘corrected conversation’ (CC) and ‘overheard speech’ (OH). ‘LC’ marks
examples from Duna conversations in which I was included as one of the conver-
sational participants, that is, replies or comments made with me as listener. ‘CC’
34Exceptions to this process are the texts of speakers Apokas Mbuli and Irari Hipuya, which were
transcribed and translated (into Tok Pisin/English) by Kenny Kendoli and Richard Alo.
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includes Duna speakers’ corrected or improved versions of an utterance I had just
made in conversation. ‘OH’ indicates the example is (a fragment of) overheard
Duna speech; unusual or complex examples have (unless otherwise stated) been
checked subsequently to make sure that I heard and interpreted them correctly. 35
1.3.3.3 Other data
The data also includes some short texts that were independently written by Duna
speakers and then given to me by their authors. These are designated ‘WD’ for
‘written data’.
At some points in this thesis I reproduce Duna sentences from Giles (MSa), in
which case citation details are included after the translation line.36 Giles provides
English sentence translations of Duna examples (except in practice exercises), but
does not commonly add any interlinear gloss or indicate word-internal morpheme
boundaries. Where I include examples taken from Giles’ materials in this thesis, the
translation is supplied by Giles and the interlinear gloss supplied by myself, unless
otherwise indicated.
1.3.3.4 Summary of data types
A key to the datatypes that are indicated in example sentences (and referred to else-
where in the thesis text) is shown in Table 1.3. Data type designations are shown in
parentheses following the translation of an example, preceding further information
that indexes the particular source text. For example, when ‘(P/AM:NH03T12A)’
follows the English translation, the initial ‘P’ shows that this example is taken from
a sung pikono text. The following two letters represent the speaker, and ‘NH’ shows
that this text was recorded in audio form by Nicole Haley. The remainder of the des-
ignation details the year and tape of Haley’s recording.
In certain cases, data represents a combination of types. For example, there are
some texts that start off as straightforward ‘T’ narratives, but shift into the ‘Learner
Interview’ category as I start to ask questions of the speaker about their story. Some
sentences in the notebook data may be a mix of constructed and elicited material,
for example in situations where I have constructed the first half of a sentence and
asked a speaker to finish it off. Where I judge that two designations are equally
35My level of competence in spoken Duna is quite basic. During my time in the Duna-speaking
community I grew to be able to: engage in simple, highly contextualised, conversation; follow more
extended monologues that were presented slowly in a step-by-step and/or repetitive way for my
benefit; communicate more detailed stories and explanations (depending on the forbearance of my
interlocutors); and follow overheard comments, requests and responses where my comprehension
was significantly assisted by the interactional setting and/or prior knowledge.
36In most cases the context and provenance of these sentences is not indicated. In many cases
content suggests that an example is reproduced from (or at least inspired by) natural conversational
language. In other cases the sentence appears to have been extracted from a sermon or biblical story,
or simply to have been constructed to illustrate or test a point of grammar.
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Table 1.3 Data types
‘textual’ T Spoken monologic text: Includes historical accounts, traditional
stories, personal histories, day recounts, procedural descriptions,
declamations, commentaries, urban myths, made-up stories.
IV Interview: Interview between two Duna speakers.
P Sung pikono: A sung narrative performance.
PAR Pikono audience response: The responses or interjections of audi-
ence members during a sung pikono performance.
LIV Learner interview: Interview between LSR and a Duna speaker.
‘notebook’ ED Elicited data: Data provided by Duna speakers largely in response
to questions from LSR about ‘how to say things’.
CD Constructed data: Sentences constructed by LSR, typically dur-
ing elicitation sessions.
CC Corrected conversation: Improvements offered by Duna speakers
on utterances of LSR during conversation.
LC Learner conversation: Utterance of a Duna speaker in conversa-
tion with LSR.
OH Overheard speech: Utterance between Duna speakers.
‘other’ WD Written data: texts composed in writing by a Duna speaker.
Giles’ data: material reproduced from pedagogic materials, cited
in the customary way.
valid, the example is annotated with both designations, for example ‘CED’ for a
combination of ‘Constructed and Elicited Data’.
1.4 Thesis overview
This thesis describes certain structures of Duna grammar that are used in building
simple sentences, and looks in detail at some semantic themes that are encoded in
the bound morphemes of the language, particularly those that are to do with ex-
pressing attitudes to knowledge. It is an introduction to the language, and does not
present a comprehensive inventory of Duna grammatical morphemes and opera-
tions, or deal with complex sentence structures (for example, those involving clause
embedding or coordination).
Chapter 2 provides an overview of Duna phonology, including a description of
the phonemic inventory and the major allophones of these phonemes, and a prelim-
inary statement concerning lexical tone in monomorphemic words. In Chapter 3, I
define Duna word classes as referred to in this thesis, and list the known members
of small closed classes. Chapter 4 presents an overview of major clause types and
features of basic clause structure.
In Chapters 5 and 6, I examine the structure of nouns, nominal phrases (NPs),
place phrases (PlcPs), and postpositional phrases (PP), constituents that typically
occur to represent participants in the clause. This includes an account of morpholo-
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gically complex nouns and the lexical structure of NPs (Ch. 5), and itemisation and
illustration of bound morphemes that indicate the epistemic positioning, number,
definiteness, grammatical function, semantic role, and/or prominence of the phrase
to which they are added (Ch. 6).
In Chapters 7 to 11, I look in more detail at predicating constituents. Chapter
7 provides examples and discussion of certain complex predicate constructions, in-
cluding complex verbs, serialised verbs, and predicates that are composed of a verb
in combination with a free lexeme such as a noun or adjective.
Chapter 8 begins my exploration of bound forms that occur on ‘final’ predicates.
Final predicates head an independent clause that constitutes a complete sentence
in itself, or occurs last in a chain of dependent clauses. Chapter 8 is concerned
with inflectional forms that occur on verbs, and indicate time, event modality, and
polarity features of the predicated activity, for example whether it is complete or
ongoing, or whether the speaker desires it to occur.
In Chapter 9 I describe two groups of bound forms (evidential and information
status markers) that a speaker can use as final verb inflections to supply an epistemic
assessment of the proposition that is encoded in the utterance, as well as to supply
temporal information. Evidential markers typically indicate a source of information
(for example, whether the predicated activity was seen to occur), and information
status markers encode other kinds of attitudes towards the proposition (for example
as knowledge that is new or familiar).
In Chapter 10, I illustrate complex final morphology constructions in which
evidential and information status markers are added following inflected verb forms
rather than bare roots, discuss the use of these forms in non-verbal clauses, and
introduce some further bound forms and constructions that are concerned in the
expression of epistemic assessment.
Chapter 11 examines final predicate markers as described in Chapters 8 to 10
with respect to the sentence types of Duna, focussing on the way that certain forms
make different predictions about the relationship of the speaker to the proposition
in interrogative as opposed to non-interrogative sentences. In this last chapter I also
provide an overview of epistemic assessment and the final predicate in Duna.
Chapter 2
Phonology
This chapter itemises the segmental phonemes of Duna and their major allophones,
and outlines some generalised phonological processes (§2.1). In §2.2 I describe
some aspects of contrastive lexical pitch, and §2.3 provides a key to the orthography
used in this thesis.
2.1 Consonants and vowels
2.1.1 Overview
2.1.1.1 Segmental inventory
Table 2.1 shows the segments I analyse as being consonantal phonemes of Duna.
Duna stop consonants include aspirated, unaspirated voiceless and prenasalised
phonemes that contrast in three places of articulation, and bilabial and alveolar nas-
als. These are described in sections 2.1.2.2 - 2.1.2.4. There is strong evidence for
a further labialised velar/glottal series, and some evidence to support positing the
existence of bilabial and velar palatalised stops; these consonants are discussed sep-
arately in §2.1.5. The Duna consonant inventory also includes: an alveolar tap and
lateral flap (§2.1.2.5), a glottal fricative, (§2.1.2.6), and bilabial and palatal glides
(§2.1.2.7).
The Duna vowel system includes five vowels and employs contrastive nasalisa-
tion, as represented in Table 2.2. The vowels are described in more detail in §2.1.3
and §2.1.4.
2.1.1.2 Syllable structure
Duna syllables in monomorphemic words typically have an underlying form match-
ing the generalised template (C)V(V), where C represents a consonant (including
glides), and V represents a vowel. Monosyllabic words that exemplify the possible
structures derived from this template are shown (segmental content only) in Table
2.3 .
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Table 2.1 Consonant phonemes
bilabial apical palatal velar glottal
stop ♣❤ t✑❤ ❦❤ ❦❤✇ ✭❦❤❥✮
♣ ✭♣❥✮ t✑ ❦ ❦✇
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Sequences of two vowels may be realised as [VV], [GV] (‘G’ representing a
glide) or [VG]; see §2.1.4. I treat any surface consonant cluster that is composed
of a nasal stop followed by a homorganic oral stop (for example, ❬♠❜❪) as a com-
plex consonant, that is, a prenasalised stop that represents a single ‘C’ (§2.1.2.4).
Clusters consisting of a consonant followed by a glide are also attested as surface
forms. In single morphemes I analyse [CG] sequences as being derived from com-
plex consonants (labialised consonants, §2.1.5.3) or from /CVV/ sequences (§2.1.4).
Syllables with additional glides and vowels (for example, CVVV, CGVV) are at-
tested in multimorphemic words that include a suffixal morpheme that is vowel or
glide-initial; see, for example, sections 8.2.2.1 and 8.2.4.3.
2.1.2 Consonant allophony and contrast
2.1.2.1 Introduction
In this section I describe consonant allophony and present some lexical items that
make up sets of minimal and/or near-minimal pairs (or triplets, etc.)1 illustrating
phonemic contrast between consonants that share place and/or manner of articula-
tion features.
In proposing formal rules to describe consonant allophony in sections 2.1.2.2,
2.1.2.3 and 2.1.5.2, I make reference to six articulatory features as described in
Halle and Clements (1983). These are: coronal or non-coronal, [±cor]; labial or
non-labial, [±lab]; continuant or stop, [±cont]; lateral or central, [±lat]; spread or
non-spread glottis, [±spread]; and voiced or voiceless, [±voice]. Table 2.4 shows
the way I treat the values of the relevant consonant phonemes with respect to these
features.
Table 2.4 Features as employed in phonological rules (consonants)
♣❤ t✑❤ ❦❤ ♣ t✑ ❦ mb nd ◆❣ ♠ ♥ ❘ Õ
cor - + - - + - - + - - + + +
lab + - - + - - + - - + - - -
cont - - - - - - - - - - - - -
lat - - - - - - - - - - - - +
spread + + + - - - - - - - - - -
voice - - - - - - + + + + + + +
1Many of these contrastive pairs and triplets are noted in Giles (MSb). Note also that, as the page
numbers of Giles’ document are not clear, I do not include page number references in citations to
this work.
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2.1.2.2 Voiceless stops: word-initial
The aspirated stop phonemes ✴♣❤✴, ✴t✑❤✴ and ✴❦❤✴ can be realised word-initially as
aspirated stops, affricates, or fricatives.2 This allophony can be described in a gen-
eral way by the rule shown in (1), which states that a stop ([-cont]) consonant that










Some words that illustrate varying realisation of the voiceless aspirated stops are
shown in Table 2.5. (Note that Table 2.5 and others like it show only those variant
pronunciations that are relevant to the particular consonants under discussion.)
Table 2.5 Some varying realisations of word-initial voiceless aspirated stops
✴♣❤✉✴ → ❬♣❤✉❪ ∼ ❬♣❋✉❪ ∼ ❬❋✉❪
‘blow’
✴t✑❤❊✴ → ❬t✑❤❊❪ ∼ ❬ts❊❪ ∼ ❬s❊❪
‘origin’
✴❦❤❖✴ → ❬❦❤❖❪ ❬❦❳❖❪ ∼ ❬❳❖❪
‘3sg’
Word-initial ✴♣✴, ✴t✑✴ and ✴❦✴ are typically realised as voiceless unaspirated
stops. The dento-alveolar and velar stops also have laterally released stop, fric-
ative, and (in the case of the dento-alveolar stop only) lateral allophones.3 Some
words that illustrate this variation are phonemically and phonetically represented in
Table 2.6.
2From impressionistic observation, fricativisation is particularly prevalent in the case of the
dento-alveolar consonant. In the north-west Duna variety realisation of this phoneme as an aspirated
stop is unusual except mid-utterance in rapid speech, that is, when the stop occurs in an intervocalic
environment created across a word boundary. However, Giles intimates that in the south-east Duna
variety the stop allophone is the most typical realisation of the aspirated dento-alveolar stop phon-
eme, and this concurs with my own impression of Duna as spoken by people of the Kelabo region.
In relation to Duna as spoken in Lake Kopiago in particular, it would be viable to treat the ‘aspirated
stop’ series as fricatives that have stop allophones, rather than stops that have fricative allophones.
However, the ‘stop’ interpretation appears to be more representative of Duna overall, and is more
consistent with prior work on the language.
3Giles (MSb) makes no mention of the lateralised allophony of the velar and dento-alveolar
voiceless stops. As this variation is aurally striking and Giles’ description of allophonic variation is
otherwise thorough, it seems likely that this is a feature of the north-west variety of Duna. This is in
keeping with RA’s comments to me that the lateral allophone of ✴t✑✴ is derogated by south-east Duna
speakers as backward or childish pronunciation (§1.2.1).
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Table 2.6 Some varying realisations of word-initial voiceless unaspirated stops
✴♣❛❥❛✴ → ❬♣❛❥❛❪
‘good’
✴t✑❛✴ → ❬t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬t✑❧
✝❁
❛❪ ∼ ❬Ð❛❪ ∼ ❬❧✑❛❪
‘taro’






A further feature of the voiceless unaspirated dento-alveolar stop ✴t✑✴ is that, in
comparison to the other unaspirated stops, it occurs word-initially in only a very
few lexical items. The fact that a word-initial alveolar tap ✴❘✴ in Duna (§2.1.2.5)
typically corresponds to a voiceless alveolar stop [t] in Bogaia words further sug-
gests that in Duna there may have been a partial merger word-initally of phonemes
✴t✑✴ and ✴❘✴ such that the alveolar tap has subsumed the dento-alveolar stop in many
vocabulary items. However, from the current data I have discerned no clear pattern
(for example, complementary distribution with respect to vowel quality) relevant to
the retention of initial stops in some words but not in others.
Tables 2.7 - 2.9 show some examples of lexical items that illustrate word-initial
contrast between unaspirated and aspirated voiceless stop phonemes.4 Examples
illustrating contrast with prenasalised and nasal stop phonemes (§2.1.2.4) are also
included, as these share place and manner of articulation features with the voiceless
stops.
Table 2.7 shows words that illustrate contrast between bilabial stop phonemes.
Although aspiration is contrastive in some environments, distribution of aspirated
and unaspirated voiceless stops suggests that some environmental conditioning is at
work and that this phonemic contrast is only weakly maintained preceding the high
vowels ✴✐✴ and ✴✉✴. With the exception of four noted vocabulary items from my own
and Giles’ data, voiceless bilabial stops that precede the vowel ✴✉✴ are aspirated. In
the majority of vocabulary items including a voiceless bilabial stop preceding the
vowel /i/, the stop was unaspirated, and I have noted no minimal pairs based upon
aspiration contrast in the environment # i.
4Words are shown in their underlying phonemic form. Contrastive nasalisation (§2.1.3.3) is
indicated by a tilde over the relevant vowel. Pitch contour (§2.2.2) is indicated after the segments as
follows: ‘F’ = fall; ‘R’ = rise; ‘C’ = convex; ‘L’ = LV. Note that R and C pitch contours do not appear
to contrast on monosyllables, and F and C pitch contours do not appear to contrast on polysyllables
(§2.2.3). Where pitch contour is not known or unconfirmed no indication is made; these words must
be assumed to represent near-minimal rather than minimal contrast with the other words of the set.
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Table 2.7 Consonant contrast: word-initial bilabial stops
♣❤❖✉ -F ♣❖✉ -LV ♠❜❖✉ -C ♠❖-R
‘eight’ ‘tight, full’ ‘garden’ ‘like’
♣❤❛❥❛ -R ♣❛❥❛ -R
‘shoulder’ ‘good’
♣❤❛❦❛ -F ♣❛❦❛ -F ♠❜❊❦❛ -R
‘fly’ ‘where’ ‘earthworks’
Table 2.8 shows words that illustrate contrast between (dento-)alveolar stop
phonemes. See also Table 2.16 (in §2.1.2.5) concerning contrast between the dento-
alveolar voiceless stop and the alveolar tap and lateral flap
Table 2.8 Consonant contrast: word-initial (dento-)alveolar stops
t✑❤❊ -LV t✑❊ ♥❞✐ -LV ♥❊ -F
‘leisurely’ ‘squash’ ‘full’ ‘sharp’
t✑❤❖-LV t✑❖ ♥❞❖ -LV ♥❖ -F
‘get.pfv’ ‘cut.plank’ ‘suck’ ‘1sg’
t✑❤✉ ♥❞✉ -LV ♥✉ -C
‘hold.pfv’ ‘one’ ‘net-bag’
Table 2.9 shows words that illustrate contrast between velar stop phonemes.5
See also §2.1.5.3 concerning the labialised velar stops.
2.1.2.3 Voiceless stops: word-medial
Aspiration is not contrastive in a word-medial environment.6 Voiceless stop phon-
emes have voiceless and voiced allophones intervocalically, as expressed by the
general rule shown in (2).
5It is worth noting that the Duna aspirated velar stop typically corresponds to a glottal frictative
/h/ in related Bogaia words, whereas the Duna unaspirated velar typically corresponds to Bogaia /k/.
However, the aspiration contrast in relation to Duna velar consonants is not entirely clear-cut, and
requires further investigation. Minimal pairs that testify to this contrast exist, and the Bogaia corres-
pondences confirm its relevance, but I also recorded some vocabulary items for which variation was
apparent. For example, some speakers would consistently pronounce an item with heavy aspiration
or fricativisation, but other speakers would pronounce the same term with light to no aspiration, or
even lateralisation (Table 2.6), apparently treating the segment as an unaspirated rather than aspir-
ated stop. No clear pattern has as yet been observed in regard to these words (for example, that
they are all loan items or share the same vowel etc.), and this issue needs more examination. In the
current study I generally represent words that show this variation as aspirated.
6Thus, word-medial voiceless stop are assumed to be unspecified for the feature [± spread],
unlike word-initial voiceless stops.
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Table 2.9 Consonant contrast: word-initial velar stops
❦❤✐ -F ❦✐ -F ◆❣✐ -C
‘nine’ ‘hand/arm’ ‘give.me.IMP’
❦❤❛♥❛ -C ❦❛♥❛ -R ◆❣❛✲♥❛
‘stone’ ‘waterway’ ‘go-HAB’









i / V V
The dento-alveolar and velar stops can also have continuant realisation word-
medially. A dento-alveolar stop may be realised as an alveolar fricative preceding
the high vowels ✴✐✴ or ✴✉✴. Velar stops may be realised as a voiced or voiceless velar
fricative, and occasionally as a laterally-released stop or fricative.7 Some words that
illustrate allophonic realisation of word-medial voiceless stops are shown in Table
2.10.
Table 2.10 Some varying realisations of word-medial voiceless stops
✴✐♣❛✴ → ❬✐♣❛❪ ∼ ❬✐❜❛❪
‘water’
✴❥❊t✑❛✴ → ❬❥❊t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬❥❊❞✑❛❪
‘blood’
✴♠❜✐t✑✉✴ → ❬♠❜✐t✑✉❪ ∼ ❬♠❜✐❞✑✉❪ ∼ ❬♠❜✐s✉❪ ∼ ❬♠❜✐③✉❪
‘one’
✴t❤❖❦❖✴ → ❬s❖❦❖❪ ∼ ❬s❖❣❖❪ ∼ ❬s❖❳❖❪ ∼ ❬s❖●❖❪
‘bridge’





See Tables 2.13 -2.15 concerning intervocalic stop contrast, and §2.1.5.2 con-
cerning intervocalic palatalisation and labialisation of voiceless stop consonants.
7From impressionistic observation it appears that plain fricativisation is particularly common in
the environments ✴❛ ❛✴ and ✴❖ ❖✴, as distinct from lateralisation which I have only noted occurring
in the environments ✴✉ ✉✴ and ✴❖ ❛✴. However, more systematic phonetic study is necessary to
establish whether this allophony is indeed predictably conditioned by features of the intervocalic
environment.
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2.1.2.4 Prenasalised and nasal stops
Duna has prenasalised voiced stop phonemes for three places of articulation (bila-
bial, alveolar, and velar) and nasal stops for two places of articulation: bilabial and
alveolar.
Word-initially the nasal segment may be extremely brief, so prenasalisation can
be very slight in this environment. Some examples of words with initial prenasalised
and nasal stops are shown in Table 2.11.
Table 2.11 Typical realisation of word initial prenasalised and nasal stops
✴♠❜❖❦❖✴ → ❬♠❜❖❦❖❪ ✴♠✐♥✐✴ → ❬♠✐♥✐❪
‘vomit’ ‘arrow’




Words that begin with a bilabial or velar prenasalised stop preceding the vowel
✴❛✴ commonly have variant forms with a plain nasal stop word-initially. Some
examples of words that display this variation are shown in Table 2.12.
Table 2.12 Word-initial prenasalised stop/nasal stop alternation
❵✭❡♥✮❝✐r❝❧❡✬ ❬♠❜❛♣✉❪ ∼ ❬♠❛♣✉❪
❵②❡❛r✱ ❞❛♥❝❡✬ ❬♠❜❛❧✐❪ ∼ ❬♠❛❧✐❪
❵♣✉♠♣❦✐♥✬ ❬♠❜❛✇❧✐❪ ∼ ❬♠❛✇❧✐❪
❵✇✐♥❦✬ ❬◆❣❛♣✉❪ ∼ ❬◆❛♣✉❪
❵✇✐❧❧ ❣♦✬ ❬◆❣❛♥❞❛❪ ∼ ❬◆❛♥❞❛❪
With regard to the prenasalised oral stop/ nasal stop variation of the velar con-
sonant, both ❬◆❣❪ and ❬◆❪ can be unproblematically regarded as allophones of ✴◆❣✴,
as there is no evidence that suggests the presence of a contrastive phoneme ✴◆✴ in
the Duna system. With regard to variation between ❬♠❜❪ and ❬♠❪, the situation is
less straightforward, as these are posited as allophones of different phonemes. As
I have not noted any minimal or even near-minimal pairs (see Table 2.7) that illus-
trate a contrast between ✴♠❜✴ and ✴♠✴ word initially preceding /a/, I suggest that in
this environment contrast is neutralised and in at least some words variation is sup-
portable. Further study may give better insight into the nature of this variation (for
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example, whether it is related to dialect variation, and whether other environments
can be indentified as similarly neutralising).
One further example of word-initial prenasalised stop allophony that must be
noted is relevant only to the alveolar stop, and restricted to only a very few lexemes.
This consists of alternation between a prenasalised alveolar stop ❬♥❞❪ and a prenas-
alised alveo-palatal affricate ❬♥➹❪ in the word ndu ‘one’ (see also §3.6.3) and words
that are derived from it. This alternation is important not so much as a robustly at-
tested phonological process, but as a perceived marker of north-western Duna. For
example, when commenting on his experience as a Bible translator in the 1970’s,
Pastor Hagini (an older and eminent Duna man) described the competition between
the north-west and south-east Duna varieties for representation in the Duna Bible
as revolving around the choice between ❬♥➹✉❪ and ❬♥❞✉❪ (HY:201003vi). All Duna
speakers of the Lake Kopiago area that I discussed intra-Duna linguistic and cul-
tural differences with deployed this variation as an incontrovertible example of how
their speech differs from the variety of Duna spoken closer to Huli areas. In my own
experience of listening to Duna speakers of the Kopiago area, ❬♥❞✉❪ is currently the
most common pronunciation in everyday speech, but ❬♥➹✉❪ (and associated forms)
is also used (particularly by older speakers) and clearly retains great appeal as a
shibboleth.
In a word-medial environment, prenasalised stop phonemes are realised as ho-
morganic nasal+oral stop combinations and nasal stop phonemes are realised as
nasal stops; see for example (3), (4), and examples in Table 2.32.
Some examples of words that illustrate intervocalic contrast of prenasalised and
nasal stop phonemes and voiceless stops are shown in Tables 2.13 - 2.15.
Table 2.13 Consonant contrast: word-medial bilabial stops
❘❛♣❛ -C ❘❛♠❜❛ -F ❘❛♠❛ -C
‘band’ ‘compensation’ ‘ogre’
❛♣❖ ❤❛♠❜✉ -R ❛♠✉ -R
‘away’ ‘lips’ ‘breast’
✐♣❛ -R ❘✐♠❜❛ ✐♠❛ -R
‘water’ ‘pandanus sp.’ ‘woman’
See also §2.1.5.2 concerning intervocalic palatalisation and labialisation of pren-
asalised and nasal stops.
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Table 2.14 Consonant contrast: word-medial (dento-)alveolar stops
❤❛t✑❛ -LV ❛♥❞❛-R ❤❛✲♥❛
‘yesterday’ ‘house’ ‘that one’
✲t✑❛ ✲♥❞❛ ✲♥❛
‘SEQ’ ‘INT’ ‘HAB’
❊t✑❖ -C ❛♥❞✉ -R ❛♥✉❛ -R
‘over’ ‘breast’ ‘man’
Table 2.15 Consonant contrast: word-medial velar stops
❤❛❦❛ -R ❛◆❣❛ -R
‘talk’ ‘nut.pandanus’




2.1.2.5 Alveolar tap and lateral flap
The alveolar tap ✴❘✴ can be realised word initially as: an alveolar tap ❬❘❪; a voiced al-
veolar stop ❬❞❪; a voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop ❬t❪; and a complex articulation
❬❞❘❪. Identical word-initial allophony of ✴❘✴ is described by Giles (MSb). Variant
pronunciations of the word-initial alveolar tap phoneme in rindi ‘land’ are shown in
(3).
(3) ✴❘✐♥❞✐✴→ ❬❘✐♥❞✐❪ ∼ ❬❞✐♥❞✐❪ ∼ ❬t✐♥❞✐❪ ∼ ❬❞❘✐♥❞✐❪
Word-medially the alveolar tap is typically realised as ❬❘❪. In emphatic or dra-
matic speech (e.g., calling to someone or at an exciting point in a narrative) it may
be realised word initially or medially as a trill, ❬r❪ .
The lateral flap ✴Õ✴ is typically realised as a lateral alveolar flap, as exemplified
in (4) for the word lembo ‘anger’ and (5) for the word kili- ‘draw’.
(4) ✴Õ❊♠❜❖✴→ ❬Õ❊♠❜❖❪
(5) ✴❦✐Õ✐✴→ ❬❦✐Õ✐❪
The lateral flap commonly has heavily retroflex realisation in the environment
❛ ❛, as illustrated in (6) for the word ala ‘first’. Giles (MSb) also describes this
allophony.
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(6) ✴❛Õ❛✴ → ❬❛Õ❛❪ ∼ ❬❛í❛❪
Table 2.16 shows examples of word-initial contrast between the alveolar tap
and alveolar lateral flap. Some examples showing contrast with the aspirated and
unaspirated dento-alveolar stops are also included. These examples are relevant
for two reasons. Firstly, as shown in (3), the tap can be realised as an alveolar
stop word-initially; examples in Table 2.16 show that phonemic contrast with both
the aspirated and unaspirated dento-alveolar stops is maintained.8 Secondly, these
examples shown that the unaspirated dento-alveolar stop (which has a lateral allo-
phone word-initially) is phonemically contrastive with the alveolar lateral flap.
Table 2.16 Consonant contrast: word-initial (dento-)alveolars
t✑❤❊ -LV t✑❊✐ -F ❘❊ -F Õ❊
‘leisurely’ ‘dawnlight’ ‘eye’ ‘sew’
t✑❤❛ -LV t✑❛ -LV ❘❛ Õ❛
‘get.IMP’ ‘taro’ ‘sit’ ‘meet’




Table 2.17 shows some examples of word-medial contrast between the alveolar
tap and alveolar lateral flap. See §2.1.5.2 concerning intervocalic palatalisation and
labialisation of these consonants.
Table 2.17 Consonant contrast: word-medial alveolar tap and lateral flap
❛❘❛ ❛Õ❛ ✐❘❛❥❛ ✐Õ❛
‘area’ ‘first’ ‘move.quickly’ ‘sweep.clear’
❦✉❘✉ ❦✉Õ✉ ❦❊❘❖ ❦❊Õ❖
‘dance’ ‘thunder’ ‘chest’ ‘support’
2.1.2.6 Glottal fricative
The glottal fricative ✴❤✴ can be voiceless or murmured, as exemplified in the altern-
ative pronunciations of ho, ‘here it is’, shown in (7).
(7) ✴❤❖✴ → ❬❤❖❪ ∼ ❬❍❖❪
8Giles (MSb) also makes a point of this contrast.
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The glottal fricative occurs only root-initially. It is subject to deletion, thus
occupying somewhat marginal status as a contrastive phoneme.9 Although speakers
I worked with generally had a clear and consistent idea of whether a word started
with [h] or simply with a vowel, and would clearly pronounce an initial glottal
fricative in careful word-isolating speech, I observed that it was common for no
word-initial [h] or ❬❍❪ to be present in these words as they were pronounced in more
natural speech contexts. Whilst /h/ appears to be part of the underlying form of
certain words, it is unstable and as such does not carry a high functional load.
2.1.2.7 Glides
Phonemic palatal and bilabial glide consonants occur as syllable onsets word-initially
and word-medially. The glides do not exhibit much allophonic variation, being typ-
ically realised as ❬❥❪ and ❬✇❪, respectively.10 Some examples of words containing
glide phonemes word-initially and word-medially are shown in Table 2.18. See
§2.1.3.2 concerning changes in vowel realisation and contrast following glides.
Table 2.18 Examples of word-initial and word-medial glide phonemes
❥❛✇✐ -R ❥❊t✑❛ -C ❥✉ -C ♣❤✉❥❛ ❛❥✉ -R
‘dog’ ‘blood’ ‘water’ ‘snake’ ‘axe’
✇❛✇❛ -R ✇❊♥❛ ✇✐ -F ❛✇❊
‘heron’ ‘fish’ ‘tree.game’ ‘later’
Word-medial surface glides that precede the vowel /a/ can be analysed as being
underlyingly glides or vowels; see §2.1.4.3. I interpret word-medial glide onsets as
phonemic glides in all cases. This convention allows a more consistent representa-
tion of surface [GV] sequences in general. See Table 2.27 concerning word-initial
contrast between syllables with a /w/ glide onset and VV sequences in which the
first vowel is /u/.
2.1.3 Vowel allophony and contrast
2.1.3.1 Introduction
This section presents vocalic minimal and/or near-minimal pairs, describes some
environmentally conditioned vowel allophones, and provides examples of words
with phonemically nasalised vowels.
Table 2.19 shows feature values of the vowels that I refer to in this section and
in sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5.2.
9Giles (MSb) notes that, “h occurs as in English, mostly occurring only at the beginning of word
roots. It is common for this ‘h’ to be dropped by some speakers”.
10Giles (MSb) notes that the palatal glide of the Kelabo dialect is often fricativised (as it is in Huli,
see Lomas 1988), but I did not notice this to be the case in the Lake Kopiago area.
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Table 2.19 Features employed in phonological rules (vowels)
❛ ❊ ❖ ✐ ✉
high - - - + +
back - - + - +
low + - - - -
round - - + - +
2.1.3.2 Oral vowels
Table 2.20 shows examples of monosyllabic and disyllabic words that illustrate con-
trastive distribution of the five vowels.
Table 2.20 Vowel contrast
t✑❤❛ -LV t✑❤❊ -LV t✑❤✐ -LV t✑❤❖ -LV t✑❤✉
‘get.IMP’ ‘be leisurely’ ‘hold.STAT’ ‘get.PFV’ ‘hold.PFV’
❦❛ -C ❦❊ ❦✐ -F ❦❖ -F ❦✉ -LV
‘2sg.CS’ ‘see’ ‘hand/arm’ ‘2SG’ ‘carry.PFV’
♠❛ -C ♠❊ -C ♠✐♥✐ ♠❖ -R ♠✉
‘neck’ ‘grub’ ‘arrow’ ‘like’ ‘fasten.mouth’
❦❤❛❘✉ -F ❦❊❘❖ R ❦❤✐❘❛ ❦❤❖❘❛ ❦✉❘✉
‘enough’ ‘chest’ ‘burn’ ‘draw.water’ ‘dance’
❤❛♠❛ -R ❛♠❡ ❥❛♠✐ ❊♠❖ -R ❛♠✉ -R
‘clear.place’ ‘father’ ‘PSN’ ‘ash’ ‘breast’
A following or preceding glide conditions the realisation of the vowels. Where
a non-high vowel precedes a glide, a transitional vowel typically occurs following
the phonemic vowel (that is a transitional [i] preceding the palatal glide ✴❥✴ and [u]
preceding the bilabial glide ✴✇✴. This is represented in (9) and (11).
The vowel ✴❊✴ is often centralised following the palatal glide ✴❥✴ in a word initial
syllable, as illustrated in (8).11
(8) ✴❥❊t✑❛✴→ ❬❥❊t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬❥✸t✑❛❪
Certain vowel contrasts appear to be lost in word-final syllables with a glide
onset. Contrast between the unrounded vowels seems to be neutralised in final
syllables that have a palatal glide onset and follow a back vowel. In this environment
an unrounded vowel is typically central, varying in height from mid central ❬❅❪ to
11Giles (MSb) describes that, word-initially, “ ‘ye’ can take on a sound rather like that of English
‘cat’ ” (presumably meaning ❬❥æ❪). I did not note any instances of ✴❥❊✴ being realised as ❬❥æ❪.
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high central ❬✶❪.12 The typical pronunciation of some relevant lexemes is shown in
(9).








/ Vh+backi j #
Contrast between back vowels appears to be neutralised in final syllables that
have a bilabial glide onset that is preceded by the vowel /a/. In this environment a
back vowel is typically unrounded, varying in height from open-mid ❬✸❪ or ❬✷❪ to
close-mid ❬✾❪ or ❬✼❪. The typical pronunciation of a relevant word is shown in (11).
(11) ❬❤❛✉✇❅❪ ‘tobacco, smoke’





In the second syllable of monomorphemic trisyllabic words, vowels tend to be
very short and their distinctive qualities collapsed. Contrast between the unroun-
ded vowels ✴❛✴, ✴❊✴ and ✴✐✴, or between the rounded vowels ✴❖✴ and ✴✉✴, does not
appear to be exploited in this environment. Whilst it was still possible for me to
identify a phonemically distinct vowel in this position in slow speech, I did not
note any minimal pairs that relied on vowel height contrast alone. However, a con-
trast between rounded and unrounded vowels is exploited in the second syllable of
monosyllabic trisyllables, as illustrated by the minimal pair shown in (13).
(13) ✴♣✐❘❖❘✐✴-F ‘willy wagtail’ ✴♣✐❘✐❘✐✴ -F ‘all’
2.1.3.3 Contrastive nasalisation
Vocalic nasalisation does not carry a high functional load, and indeed appears to
be optional in some lexemes. However, some minimal and near-minimal pairs are
attested. Examples are shown in Table 2.21.
The employment of nasalised vowels in Duna has a phonaesthemic quality in
that many words that denote and/or represent sounds (for example, ru˜- ‘whine’, kha˜-
‘bark’) contain a nasalised vowel. This feature thus correlates to some extent with
the semantic domain of ‘noise-making’. According to Rule’s (1974) and Lomas’
(1988) data, this is also the case in Huli, and Vollrath (1983) notes that nasalised
vowels in the neighbouring Hewa language are only found in words that denote
and/or represent animal noises.
Vowels may also be phonetically nasalised preceding or following a nasal con-
sonant.
12As I have not been able to convincingly identify examples of contrastive unrounded vowels in
this environment, I treat the underlying form as underdetermined, conventionally represented as /a/
or a.
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Table 2.21 Words showing contrastive vocalic nasalisation
❦✄❛❖ -R ❦❤❛❖ -R
‘lie, speak untruth’ ‘redskin, Caucasian’
❤✄❊ - ❤❊ -
‘smile, laugh’ ‘weep’






2.1.4 Underlying heterogeneous VV sequences
2.1.4.1 Introduction
Underlying VV sequences that are attested in bound and free morphemes are shown
in Table 2.22. As there is no evidence that vowel length is phonemically contrast-
ive, I discuss only heterogeneous VV sequences as part of this description.13 VV
sequences shown in parentheses in Table 2.22 are rare, being attested in only one or
two morphemes, or in certain restricted classes of lexical items.
Table 2.22 Attested underlying heterogeneous VV sequences
❛ ❊ ❖ ✐ ✉
❛ ✭❛❊✮ ❛❖ ❛✐ ❛✉
❊ ✲ ✭❊❖✮ ❊✐ ✲
❖ ✲ ✲ ✭❖✐✮ ❖✉
✐ ✐❛ ✲ ✲ ✲
✉ ✉❛ ✲ ✲ ✲
In §2.1.4.2 I describe the occurrence of VV sequences in which the first vowel
(V1) is non-high, that is ✴❊✴, ✴❖✴ or ✴❛✴. In §2.1.4.3 I describe VV sequences in
which V1 is high, that is /u/ or /i/. In §2.1.4.4 I describe additional VV sequences
that arise from morpheme juncture within a word.
13Vowels in monosyllabic words are typically much longer in duration than the vowels in poly-
syllabic words. For example, in five monosyllabic words and five disyllabic words, recorded pro-
nounced in isolation by a single speaker, the vowels in monosyllables averaged approximately 0.27
seconds, roughly twice as long as the vowels in disyllables which averaged 0.12 seconds. This
suggests a requirement that words have at least two mora, and that as such all ‘monophthong’ mono-
syllabic lexemes can be interpreted as having VV nuclei.
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2.1.4.2 VV sequences where V1 is non-high
As can be seen in Table 2.22, in attested heterogeneous VV sequences in mono-
morphemic words in which V1 is [-high], V2 is typically either /i/, ✴❖✴, or /u/. In-
stances of /a/ occurring as V2 are unattested, and ✴❊✴ occurs as V2 in a very limited
capacity, the sequence ✴❛❊✴ occurring in some (related) bound morphemes, and one
noted lexical item from Giles’ data. It can also be seen that in the commonly attested
sequences in which V1 is a mid vowel ✴❊✴ or ✴❖✴, V2 has the same roundedness value
as V1. Of the sequences where this is not the case, ✴❊❖✴has only been noted to occur
in adjective-like words that are probably originally derived from a root form plus
the perfective inflection -o (rather than being monomorphemic), and ✴❖✐✴ is attested
as an underlying form in only one bound morpheme and in the sequence ✴❦❖✐✴ that
occurs word-initially in some bird names. It is thus generally reflective of the data
to say that:
• where V1 is non-high , V2 is either round and/or high
• where V1 is a mid vowel, V1 and V2 have the same roundedness value
In the VV sequences V2 can be realised as a glide (G), or as a distinct vowel. The
two maximally different pronunciations of the commonly attested VV sequences
are exemplified in Table 2.23. It can be noted from the table that the distinction
between the sequences ✴❛✉✴ and ✴❛❖✴ is neutralised in their [VG] realisation, and I
have found no minimal pairs based upon ✴❛✉✴ vs ✴❛❖✴ contrast.
Table 2.23 Realisation of common VV sequences where V1 is non-high
✴❛✐✴ → ❬❛✐❪ ∼ ❬❛❥❪
‘who’
✴❦✄❛❖✴ → ❬❦✄❛❖❪ ∼ ❬❦✄❛✇❪
‘lie’
✴❤❛✉✴ → ❬❤❛✉❪ ∼ ❬❤❛✇❪
‘dry’
✴t✑❊✐✴ → ❬t✑❊✐❪ ∼ ❬t✑❊❥❪
‘dawnlight’
✴❦❤❖✉✴ → ❬❦❤❖✉❪ ∼ ❬❦❤❖✇❪
‘pain’
As mentioned previously, the combinations ✴❊❖✴, ✴❖✐✴ and ✴❛❊✴ occur rarely in
monomorphemic forms (but may be derived through V+V juncture, see §2.1.4.4).
The sequence ✴❊❖✴ has only been noted to occur in adjectives (§3.5) in which the
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final ✴❖✴ is probably derived from the perfective suffix -o ‘PFV’ (§8.2.2.1).14 As for
the VV combinations shown in Table 2.23, ✴❊❖✴ can be realised as [VG] or [VV],
as exemplified in (14).
(14) ✴♣❤✄❊❖✴ ‘white’ → ❬♣❤✄❊❖❪ ∼ ❬♣❤✄❊✇❪
The VV sequence ✴❖✐✴ is monomorphemically attested in the bound eviden-
tial marker ✴✰♥❖✐✴ (§9.2.6.2) and in four bird names (drawn from my own data and
Haley (2002:85, Appendices)) that have the intial syllable ✴❦❖✐✴ (for example, koim-
bola, ‘plover’). It is common for V1 to assimilate somewhat to V2 and to be realised
as an unrounded central mid or close-mid vowel, as shown in (15). This centralisa-
tion and fronting is also observable in ❖✐ sequences that occur at morpheme juncture,
see §2.1.4.4.
(15) ✴✲♥❖✐✴ ‘-NTN.C’ → ❬♥❖✐❪ ∼ ❬♥❖❥❪ ∼ ❬♥✾❥❪
The VV sequence ✴❛❊✴ occurs in the homophonous bound verbal morphemes
✴✲✇❛❊✴ ‘HORT’ (§8.2.4.3) and ‘CAUS’ (§7.2.4). Both of these morphemes alternate
in pronunciation between ❬✇❛❊❪ and ❬✇❊❪. Giles (MSb) also records a monomorph-
emic noun, ✴♣❤❛❊✴, ‘fence’.
2.1.4.3 VV sequences where V1 is high
I analyse the only permissible underlying VV sequences in which V1 is a high vowel
as /ua/ and /ia/. Thus it can be stated that:
• where V1 is high , V2 is low
Other combinations may be derived through morphological processes (examples
discussed in §2.1.4.4).
The vowel sequences /ua/ and /ia/ most commonly occur in final syllables of
disyllabic words. In this environment the initial high vowel is usually realised as
a glide. Examples are shown in Table 2.24 and Table 2.25. In all examples the
VV sequence is preceded by a consonant onset; I interpret syllables with a glide
onset in their surface form as being underlying /GV/, see §2.1.2.7. See §2.1.5 con-
cerning analysis of [CGV] surface forms as derived from phonemic or conditioned
palatalised and labialised consonants rather than /CVV/ sequences.
When the vowel sequences /ia/ and /ua/ occur within a word-initial syllable, V2
is typically raised to ❬✸❪ or ❬❅❪. V1 is very short, and a glide occurs in between the
14In Duna as spoken in the Kopiago area, this final o is typically subject to deletion with no clear
change in meaning or function. However, results of the orthography survey carried out with Duna
speakers from the Kelabo area suggest that deletion of this segment is not acceptable for speakers of
the south-east.
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Table 2.24 Examples of disyllables containing final /ua/ sequences
✴♣❛♣✉❛✴ → ❬♣❛♣✇❛❪ ∼ ❬♣❛♣✉❛❪
‘wasp’
✴❛♠❜✉❛✴ → ❬❛♠❜✇❛❪ ∼ ❬❛♠❜✉❛❪
‘yellow’
✴❛♥✉❛✴ → ❬❛♥✇❛❪ ∼ ❬❛♥✉❛❪
‘breadfruit’
✴❘❛Õ✉❛✴ → ❬❘❛Õ✇❛❪ ∼ ❬❘❛Õ✉❛❪
‘rain’
Table 2.25 Examples of disyllables containing final /ia/ sequences
✴❦❛♠✐❛✴ → ❬❦❛♠❥❛❪ ∼ ❬❦❛♠✐❛❪
‘flying fox’
✴❦❤❛❘✐❛✴ → ❬❦❤❛❘❥❛❪ ∼ ❬❦❤❛❘✐❛❪
‘mountain’
✴❤❛t✑✐❛✴ → ❬❤❛t✑❥❛❪ ∼ ❬❤❛t✑✐❛❪
‘road, way’
✴♣❛♥✐❛✴ → ❬♣❛♥❥❛❪ ∼ ❬♣❛♥✐❛❪
‘which’
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two vowels, as represented in Table 2.26. For /ia/, realisation may vary between the
surface forms [CGV] and [CVGV]. For /ua/, the [CVGV] realisation is standard, but
some variation is attested in polysyllabic words; see pronounciations of forms of
the verb ngua- ‘give’ as shown in Table 2.26.
Table 2.26 Examples of word-initial /ia/ and /ua/ sequences
✴t✑❤✐❛✴ → ❬s✐❥❅❪ ∼ ❬s❥❛❪
‘lower limb’




✴◆❣✉❛✲♥❞❛✴ → ❬◆❣✉✇❅♥❞❛❪ (∼ ❬◆❣✇❛♥❞❛❪)
‘give-INT’
There is evidence that in word-initial syllables the sequence /ua/ contrasts with
syllables with a bilabial glide onset (§2.1.5) and those with a labialised consonant
onset (§2.1.5.3). Two near-minimal pairs are shown in Table 2.27 (down the vertical
axis).
Table 2.27 Contrastive /ua/ in monosyllabic words
✴✉❛✴ ❬✉✇❅❪ ✴❦❤✉❛✴ ❬❦❤✉✇❅❪
‘sleep.IMP’ ‘come.IMP’
✴✇❛✴ ❬✇❛❪ ✴❦❤✇❛✴ ❬❦❤✇❛❪
‘nearby’ ‘cough’
2.1.4.4 Note on V+V juncture at morpheme boundaries
The preceding sections have outlined the occurrence and realisation of VV se-
quences that are attested in monomorphemic words. VV sequences can also be
derived through combination with bound forms that are vowel-initial. The morph-
emes most relevant to this discussion are the verbal inflections -o ∼ -u (§8.2.2.1)
and -i (§8.2.3.1) which indicate perfective and stative aspect, respectively.
The perfective inflection has two allomorphs, ✴✲❖✴ and ✴✲✉✴. These are assigned
according to the final vowel of the verb stem. Verb stems that end in the high vowels
/i/ or /u/ receive the [+high] allomorph /-u/ and verb stems that end in the mid vowels
✴❊✴ or ✴❖✴ or the low vowel /a/ receive the [-high] allomorph, ✴✲❖✴.
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The addition of the perfective morpheme to verb stems can result in the occur-
rence of otherwise rare or unattested heterogeneous VV sequences. These follow
the same basic realisation possibilities as outlined in sections §2.1.4.2 and §2.1.4.3.
For example, following stem-final mid and low vowels, ✴✲❖✴ may be realised as a
vowel or a bilabial glide, and the sequence /i+u/ can be realised as [ju] or [iu], paral-
lelling the possible realisations of VV sequences in which V1 is [+high]. However,
it is also common for final vowel of the verb stem (of whatever height) to be de-
leted. Some examples of surface forms that may result from the application of the
perfective inflection are shown in Table 2.28.
Table 2.28 V+V juncture: perfective inflection
Verb root Allomorph Surface form
t✑❤✐◆❣❛✲ ✲❖ t✑❤✐◆❣❛♦ ∼ t✑❤✐◆❣❛✇
‘arrive’
❦❊✲ ✲❖ ❦❊❖ ∼ ❦❊✇
‘see’
❦❛❘✐❛✲ ✲❖ ❦❛❘✐❛♦ ∼ ❦❛❘✐❛✇ ∼ ❦❛❘✐♦
‘shoot’
✇❛❦✐✲ ✲✉ ✇❛❦✐✉ ∼ ✇❛❦❥✉ ∼ ✇❛❦✉
‘hear’
Adding the stative inflection can result in the otherwise rare or unattested het-
erogeneous VV sequences ✴❖✐✴ and ✴✉✐✴. These are treated in a similar fashion to
VV sequences in monomorphemic forms. Two examples are shown in Table 2.29.
I have never noted deletion of the final vowel of the verb stem occurring when it is
followed by the stative inflection.
Table 2.29 V+V juncture: stative inflection -i
Verb stem Stative form
❦❖♥❖✲ ❦❖♥❖✐ ∼ ❦❖♥♦❥ ∼ ❦❖♥✾✐
‘think’
♠❜❛❘❛✲❦✉✲ ♠❜❛❘❛❦✉✐ ∼ ♠❜❛❘❛❦✇✐
‘know all’
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2.1.5 Issues in labialisation and palatalisation
2.1.5.1 Introduction
In section §2.1.4.3 I discussed presumed instances of underlying VV sequences that
can be realised as [GV] in their surface forms. If the syllable has a consonantal
onset (/CVV/), this can result in a surface syllable structure of the form [CGV].
The surface sequence [CG] can arise from two other kinds of underlying structure:
particular VCV combinations that trigger phonetic labialisation or palatalisation of
the consonant (§2.1.5.2); or a syllable with a phonemically labialised or palatalised
consonant onset (§2.1.5.3).
2.1.5.2 Conditioned labialisation and palatalisation
Some sets of Duna consonants are palatalised or labialised word-medially preceding
the low vowel /a/ and following high and/or rounded vowels.15
Palatalisation of all consonants excepting bilabials can occur in the environment
✐ ❛, as represented in (16).
(16) Ch
-lab






Palatalisation is more frequent for some consonants than others; for example, the
alveolar nasal ✴♥✴ and dento-alveolar stop ✴t✑✴ are nearly always realised as their
palatalised variants in the conditioning environment ✐ ❛, whereas the prenasalised
velar stop ◆❣ is more often realised without palatalisation in this environment.16
Some words that exemplify this variation (and the lack of it in the case of bilabial
consonants) are shown in table 2.30. Some of these examples illustrate the fact that
palatalisation can occur within a word across a morpheme boundary.
Palatalisation may be retained if the original triggering vowel is not actually
realised. For example, in pronunciation of the name ‘Monica’, the second syllable
ni is commonly omitted, but the onset of the final syllable ✴❦❛✴ is still realised as its
palatalised variant, as shown in (17). Strong nasalisation is also retained, realised
on the otherwise only weakly (phonetically) nasalised vowel /o/. The ‘omitted’
syllable is thus realised by suprasegmental features, nasalisation and palatalisation.
(17) ✴♠❖♥✐❦❛✴→ ❬♠❖♥✐❦❛❪ ∼ ❬♠❖♥✐❦❥❛❪ ∼ ❬♠✄❖❦❥❅❪
The voiceless dento-alveolar stop ✴t✑✴ also has a palatised variant following /u/
and preceding /a/, as expressed in (18) and exemplified in Table 2.31. This is some-
15Giles (MSb) describes this variation in some detail, but our accounts differ in that Giles de-
scribes a smaller number of consonants as undergoing conditioned palatalisation and/or labialisa-
tion. This difference suggests that these processes are either being increasingly generalised across
the Duna consonantal inventory, and/or that they are subject to dialectal variation.
16Giles (MSb) does not show ◆❣ as undergoing palatalisation at all.
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Table 2.30 Conditioned palatalisation in the environment /i a/
✴✐t✑❛✴ → ✭❬✐t✑❛❪✮ ∼ ❬✐t✑❥❛❪
‘pig’
✴t✑❤✐❦✐♥❞❛✴ → ❬t✑❤✐❦✐♥❞❛❪ ∼ ❬t✑❤✐❦✐♥❞❥❛❪
‘hospital’
✴❤✐♥❛✴ → ✭❬❤✐♥❛❪✮ ∼ ❬❤✐♥❥❛❪
‘sweet potato’
✴❦❤✐❘❛✲✴ → ❬❦❤✐❘❛❪ ∼ ❬❦❤✐❘❥❛❪
‘burn’
✴✐Õ❛✴ → ❬✐Õ❛❪ ∼ ❬✐Õ❥ ❛❪
‘sweep’
✴❛✐✲❦❛✴ → ❬❛✐❦❛❪ ∼ ❬❛✐❦❥❛❪
‘who-CS’
✴❘✐◆❣❛✴ → ❬❘✐◆❣❛❪ ∼ ❬❘✐◆❣❥❛❪
‘stink’
cf. ✴✐♣❛✴ → ❬✐♣❛❪ * ❬✐♣❥❛❪
‘water’
✴❘✐♠❜❛✴ → ❬❘✐♠❜❛❪ * ❬❘✐♠❜❥❛❪
‘pandanus.sp’
✴✐♠❛✴ → ❬✐♠❛❪ ✯ ❬✐♠❛❪
‘woman’
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what unexpected, as for other alveolar consonants this environment triggers labial-












Table 2.31 Conditioned palatalisation of dento-alveolar stop in environment /u a/
✴❦✉t✑❛✴ → ❬❦✉t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬❦✉t✑❥❛❪
‘louse’
✴♠❜❖✉✲t✑❛✴ → ❬♠❜❖✉t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬♠❜❖✉t✑❥❛❪
‘garden-OBL’
✴❦✉✲t✑❛✴ → ❬❦✉t✑❛❪ ∼ ❬❦✉t✑❥❛❪
‘cook-SEQ’
All velar stops can be realised with labialisation following the rounded vowels
✴✉✴ or ✴❖✴ and preceding the vowel ✴❛✴, as expressed in (19). In my experience it
more usual for velar stops in these environments to be pronounced with labialisation
than without.
(19) Ch+backi → C(w) / Vh+roundi Vh+lowi
The alveolar tap, alveolar nasal /n/ and the prenasalised alveolar stop ✴♥❞✴ may
also be labialised following /u/ and preceding /a/, as expressed in (20).18 Some















As consonants can be phonetically palatalised or labialised (as described in this
section), and VV sequences where V1 is high can be realised as [GV] (§2.1.4.3),
a string such as ❬✐❘❥❛❪ could be posited as having either the underlying VCV form
✴✐❘❛✴, or the underlying VCVV form ✴✐❘✐❛✴. Such structures do not appear to be
contrasted in monomorphemic underlying forms. For example, while we find con-
trastive words such as ✴❦❤❛❘✐❛✴ ‘mountain’ and ✴❦❤✐❘❛✴ ‘burn’, there is no contrastive
17Giles (MSb) makes no mention of palatalisation of the voiceless dento-alveolar stop in this
environment.
18Of the alveolar consonants, Giles describes only the alveolar tap as having a labialised variant
(following ✴✉✴, preceding ✴❛✴).
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Table 2.32 Conditioned labialisation of velar and alveolar consonants
✴❘❖❦❛✴ → ❬❘❖❦❛❪ ∼ ❬❘❖❦✇❛❪
‘many’
✴❤❖✲◆❣❛✴ → ❬❤❖◆❣❛❪ ∼ ❬❤❖◆❣✇❛❪
‘here-EXC’
✴✉❦❛✴ → ❬✉❦❛❪ ∼ ❬✉❦✇❛❪
‘long’
✴❤✉◆❣❛✴ → ❬❤✉◆❣❛❪ ∼ ❬❤✉◆❣✇❛❪
‘difficult’
✴✉❦✉✲♥❞❛✴ → ❬✉❦✉♥❞❛❪ ∼ ❬✉❦✉♥❞✇❛❪
‘enter-INT’
✴❥✉♥❛✴ → ❬❥✉♥❛❪ ∼ ❬❥✉♥✇❛❪
‘Duna’
✴❛❦✉❘❛✴ → ❬❛❦✉❘❛❪ ∼ ❬❛❦✉❘✇❛❪
‘night’
word ✴❦❤✐❘✐❛✴. However as noted by Giles (MSb), ambiguous surface forms can oc-
cur with the addition of certain bound forms. For example, there are two bound
forms ✴✲t✑❛✴ ‘LOCative’ (§6.3.4.2) and ✴✲t✑✐❛✴ ‘GrouP’ (§6.3.2.2) that can be added to
nominal roots. If the noun to which they are applied ends in /i/ or /u/, the resulting
surface forms may be very similar if not identical. For example, in a complex word
formed with the nominal stem ✴❘✐♥✐✴ ‘spirit’, the surface form ❬❘✐♥✐t✑❥❛❪ is a viable
realisation of both ✴❘✐♥✐/+LOC, ‘to a spirit’ and ✴❘✐♥✐/+GP, ‘group of spirits’.
2.1.5.3 Labialised and palatalised consonant phonemes
In some cases there is evidence that [CGV] surface forms should be interpreted
as resulting from an underlying labialised or palatalised consonant followed by a
vowel, that is, from a /CV/ rather than a /CVV/ sequence.19 These proposed phon-
emes were first shown in Table 2.1 and are listed again in Table 2.33. There is
strong evidence for the presence of phonemically labialised consonants in the seg-
mental inventory, although occurring in limited distribution. Evidence for palatal-
19Some alternative analyses include treating the surface glide segment that occurs following these
consonants as a phonemic glide, or analysing the contrast between such forms as those shown in
Table 2.34 as being derived from a difference in the first vowel of the sequence, for example, /C❖a/
results in a surface form [Cwa] and /Cua/ in a surface form [CVwV]. Whilst these treatments may be
equally viable, from the currently available data I see no clear advantage to either of them over the
analysis I present here. These alternative interpretations still require distributional restrictions that
are based on consonantal features (for example, a /Cw/ cluster or /Cua/ sequence is permissable if C
is velar or glottal, but not otherwise).
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ised consonants is more limited, and does not clearly indicate that they have current
phonemic status within the Duna sound system.





palatalised ( ♣❥) ( ❦❤❥ )
Near-minimal pairs exist that suggest potential for word-initial contrast between
syllables with a labialised voiceless velar stop onset and and CVV syllables. These
are shown in Table 2.34.
Table 2.34 Contrastive word-initial labialised consonants
CVV: ✴❦❤✉❛✴ ❬❦❤✉✇❅❪ ✴❦✉❛✲✴ ❬❦✉✇❅❪
‘come.IMP’ ‘hide-’
CwV: ✴❦❤✇❛✴ ❬❦❤✇❛❪ ✴❦✇❛✴ ❬❦✇❛❪
‘cough’ ‘leaf shoots’
Although near-contrast is evinced only for voiceless velar stops (and this in a
limited environment, that is, word-initially), there is further evidence that the pren-
asalised voiceless stop and the glottal fricative (that is, other back consonants in
the inventory) also have labialised forms. This evidence is distributional. The sur-
face form [Cwa] is attested with a variety of consonant onsets (see, for example,
Table 2.24), but the surface forms [Cw❊] and [Cwi] (in monomorphemic words) are
only attested where C is velar or glottal. A plausible explanation for this is that the
VV sequences ✴✉❊✴ and ✴✉✐✴ do not occur in monomorphemic underlying forms (as
outlined in §2.1.4.3), but that the surface forms [Cw❊] and [Cwi] can occur as real-
isations of /CV/ syllables in which the consonant is phonemically labialised. Some
examples of relevant lexemes are shown in Table 2.35.
Evidence for distinct palatalised consonants (as opposed to surface forms [CjV]
that are derived from the underlying form /CiV/) is minimal. There are a few noted
lexical items in which voiceless velar and bilabial stops occur preceding the se-
quence ❬❥❊❪ (orthographically, Cie), again suggesting the existence of a complex
consonant, as the sequence ✐❊ is otherwise unattested. These include piero ‘fore-
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Table 2.35 Surface form [Cw] preceding e and i
✴❦❤✇❊✴ ❬❦❤✇❊❪ ✴◆❣✇❊♥✐✴ ❬◆❣✇❊♥✐❪ ✴❤✇✄❊✴ ❬❤✇✄❊❪
‘vagina’ ‘pig-fat’ ‘whistle’
✴❦❤✇✐✴ ❬❦❤✇✐❪ ✴◆❣✇✐✴ ❬◆❣✇✐❪ ✴❤✇✐✴ ❬❤✇✐❪
‘Huli’ (GPN) ‘go.STAT’ ‘rest’
head’;20 khiene ‘relation’ and pieku ‘finished’, recorded in Giles (MSb); and kiewi
‘White-Breasted Fruit Dove’ recorded by Haley (2002:84, Appendices).
A further piece of evidence for the existence of a palatalised aspirated velar con-
sonant is found in the nominal root ‘fire-making kit’, which typically has the surface
form [khjau]. If the glide that follows the consonant is derived from a vowel, the
underlying form would be /khiau/, having the syllabic structure /CVVV/ that is oth-
erwise unattested in monomorphemic words. However, if the underlying structure
is rather /khjau/, the syllable structure would match a common /CVV/ template.21
I thus account for instances of contrast such as those shown in Table 2.34, the
presence of [CGV] surface forms in which V is [-low], and the existence of words
with non-standard syllabic structure by positing the existence of labialised and (re-
sidual) palatalised consonant phonemes. These consonants are posited as occuring
in a word-initial environment only. Word medially I interpret [CGV] surface forms
as being derived from /CVV/ sequences (or from conditioned palatalisation, etc.)
as there is no evidence of contrast and this conventional interpretation allows for
more consistent representation overall. However, my analysis only goes part-way
to providing an explanation of palatalised and labialised sounds within the Duna
phonological system. Questions remain concerning the distributional patterns of
these sounds in contrast to others, and their relationships (both synchronically and
diachronically) to other phonemes, sequences of phonemes, and motivated phono-
logical processes.
20I have also noted variant pronunciations of ❬♣✭❥✮❊❘❖❪ ‘forehead’ in which the consonant is not
palatalised; this suggests a process of simplification as complex consonants are lost and merged with
simple stops.
21While the idea is highly speculative at this stage, it may be productive to further consider the
presence of palatalised stop consonants in a diachronic context. For example, it is possible that cur-
rent word-initial unaspirated dento-alveolar stops are derived from erstwhile palatalised stops; these
have been retained as simplified plain stops with palatal lateral allophony, while earlier unaspirated
dento-alveolar stops merged with the alveolar tap word-initially (§2.1.2.2).
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2.1.6 Notes on English and Tok Pisin loan words
Many vocabulary items in present-day Duna are transparently related to English
and/or Tok Pisin vocabulary.22 In this section I briefly outline some of the most
common ways in which these words are altered to fit the Duna phonemic invent-
ory and requirement for open syllables, referring to numbered loan word (LW) ex-
amples as listed in Table 2.36 (Duna terms shown in phonemic form). However, it
must be noted that pathways by which these terms entered into the Duna vocabu-
lary may be indirect and complex. For example, it is not unlikely that some terms
were first borrowed into neighbouring languages such as Huli, adapted to the Huli
sound system, and then passed on to Duna without direct transmission from the
‘original’ language. Further, in many cases it is unclear whether the Duna term is
derived from English or Tok Pisin, which itself imposes phonological changes on
English-derived lexical items. Additionally, the consonantal system of Tok Pisin
varies widely both historically and geographically, so it is not always clear exactly
what sounds were used by the people that introduced Tok Pisin-derived terms to
Duna speakers. Thus, I present here some typical correspondences rather than un-
equivocally Duna adaptative processses.
Consonants of English or Tok Pisin correspond to what is perceived as the
closest match in the Duna system. Voiced stops correspond to Duna prenasalised
stops; see example words LW4-7. Voiceless fricatives correspond to voiceless as-
pirated stops word initially (LW1 and 2), and voiceless stops word-medially (LW9).
Word-initial alveolar liquids typically correspond to the alveolar lateral flap (LW11
and 12). A word-initial voiceless alveolar stop usually corresponds to an alveolar
flap (LW10). English voiceless alveo-palatal fricative or affricate consonants (in
non-initial position) correspond to voiceless dento-alveolar stop phonemes (LW9
and 13).
Duna does not allow phonemic consonant clusters. Consonant clusters in for-
eign words are typically broken up by an intervening vowel (LW1 and 6), or sim-
plified to a single consonant (LW3 and 10). An exception to this is if the cluster
consists of a homorganic nasal + oral stop combination, in which case this can be
retained as a prenaslalised stop (LW3).
Duna syllables are open, and consonantal codas do not occur. A final vowel is
added to words derived from foreign terms that end in a closed syllable. Typically
the added vowel is /i/ following a back consonant and /u/ following a non-back
consonant, as seen in LW4-11. However, there is also some variation between these
vowels and /a/ (LW4 and 5), and ❊ is also sometimes used, as in LW3.
22See also Cochrane and Cochrane (1966:24) for some discussion of words and phrases intro-
duced into Duna vocabulary for the description of novel items, for example rama anga ‘devil/spirit
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Table 2.36 Some Duna words derived from English and/or Tok Pisin
LW Duna Tok Pisin English
1 ♣❤❊❦❊t❊❘✐ (?)fekteri ‘factory’
2 t✑❤✉❦✉Õ✐ skul ‘school’
3 ❦❖♥❞❛❘❊❦❊ kontrek ‘contract’
4 ♠❜✉❦✉✴❛ buk ‘book’
5 ♠❜❛❧✉t✑✐✴❛ balus (‘aeroplane’)
6 ♠❜✐t✑✐❦❛t✑✐ bisket ‘biscuit’
7 ♥❞❛♥✐t✑✐ danis ‘dance’
8 ♠✐t✑✐♥✐ misen ‘mission’
9 ♠❛❘❛t✑✐♥✐ marasin ‘medicine’
10 ❘❖t✑✐ tots ‘torch’
11 Õ❛t✑✐ rais ‘rice’
12 Õ❊t✑❛ resa ‘razor’
13 Õ❖t✑✐ lotu (‘church’)
2.2 Contrastive lexical pitch on monomorphemic words
2.2.1 Introduction
Hyman (adapting from Welmers 1959 and 1973) defines a language with tone as
“one in which an indication of pitch enters into the lexical realisation of at least
some morphemes” (2006:229). Lexical roots in Duna are realised with contrastive
pitch contours, and the language exhibits a word tone system in that “the word as a
whole is more important than the syllable as a domain for the assignment of tones”
(Donohue 1997:360). Contrastive tone melodies are contracted or stretched to fit as
many syllables as there are in the word.23
My understanding of Duna tone is preliminary and I have not achieved a co-
herent analysis of Duna tone as a linguistic system (or indeed as a part of a group
of inter-related prosodic systems). This description is largely limited to outlining
the fundamental frequency (F0) signatures of four distinct pitch contours24 as they
nut.pandanus’ for ‘corn’. Corn is now commonly termed kon anga in the Kopiago area.
23Giles (MSb) describes the tone system of Duna as follows: “Duna is a tone language. Depending
on whether a word is uttered in a rising, falling, or level tone its meaning is altered. It appears that
syllables may have a mid, high, level, rising, or falling tone”. Whilst she clearly suggests in the
second sentence that the domain of contrastive tone is the word, she does not comment on how this
relates to the five proposed syllable tones. Her analysis of level, rising, and falling tonal contrast
largely concords with my own assessment.
24As pointed out by Rose (1989), fundamental frequency (an acoustic property) does not directly
correspond to tonal pitch (a linguistic property), as “tonal pitch is the perceptual result of both
general auditory and speech specific processes [e.g., speaker and context normalisation] operating
on F0” (1989:61). Rose further demonstrates that some changes in F0 are intrinsic, that is, “not
deliberately produced, but occurring as the result of some other, deliberate gestures (F0 targets;
voiding on intervocalic consonants)” (1989:73). However, fundamental frequency is indicated as a
basic term in the function that relates acoustics to tonal pitch (Rose 1989:61, 78) and a description
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occur on monomorphemic (non-verb) roots of up to three syllables, in citation form
(§2.2.2). In §2.2.3 I provide some discussion concerning the identification of under-
lying contrastive tone melodies that predict these pitch contours.
2.2.2 Citation pitch contours
2.2.2.1 Overview
I describe monomorphemic lexical roots in Duna as being realised with one of four
pitch contours: fall (F), rise (R), convex (C), or level (LV).25 The pitch contours can
be distinguished using the features ‘UP’ (upward movement) and DOWN (downward
movement), as shown in Table 2.37. The typical range of the contours is shown in
the rightmost column; ‘h’, ‘m’ and ‘l’ signify high-range, mid-range, and low-range
fundamental frequency, respectively. This notation is not intended to represent ac-
tual linguistic units in Duna (for example, tonemes or prescribed pitch targets), but
is used as a way of describing the general shape of a contour with respect to the
‘F0 space’ that a speaker typically covers uttering words in isolation in a citation
setting.
Table 2.37 Lexical pitch contours in citation
Contour Abbreviation Movement Typical
UP DOWN range
Fall F - + hml
Rise R + - lm
Convex C + + lml
Level LV - - m
2.2.2.2 Monosyllables
Table 2.38 shows some sets of minimal and near-minimal pairs/triplets on monosyl-
lables with respect to pitch contour. Although distinct rising and convex contours
are observable on monosyllables, as illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.4, I have not
noted any minimal pairs for which this distinction is a basis for lexical contrast.
The current data thus suggest that a distinction between rise and convex is only
exploited in polysyllabic words; see §2.2.3.
Figure 2.1 shows the F0 traces (as generated by Praat 4.2.05) of two monosyl-
labic words with level contour, se ‘be leisurely’ and ndo ‘suck’.26 On monosyllables
of F0 thus informs us of at least one parameter that is vital to an understanding of the Duna tonal
system. That the four F0 patterns I describe are linguistically relevant is attested by the fact that they
correspond to contrastive pitch patterns in the lexicon.
25I use a two-letter abbreviation for ‘level’ because ‘L’ is typically used in the literature to desig-
nate elements that are to do with ‘low’ tone.
26Dotted vertical lines show approximate segment edges, judged from spectrograms and formant
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Table 2.38 Pitch contrast: monosyllables
Fall Rise Convex Level
t❤❊ t❤❊ t❤❊







❦✐ ❤✐ ◆❣✐ Õ✐
‘hand/arm’ ‘forest’ ‘give.me’ ‘enjoy.food’
♥❖ ♥❞❖ ♠❖ ♥❞✉
‘I’ ‘suck’ ‘like’ ‘one’
the level contour is generally produced in the mid area of a speaker’s range. There
is usually a slight drop in F0 throughout the utterance, as can be seen in both of the




























ndo ‘suck’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.1 F0 traces of two level contour monosyllables
Figure 2.2 shows the F0 traces of two monosyllabic words with a rise contour,
hi ‘forest’ and mo ‘like’. While aurally striking, the rise contour typically has a
narrower Hz range than the fall contour (see following), and the highest point of
values as rendered by Praat. These segments are represented in the bottom line of the figure as per
their orthographic symbol (§2.3). As can be seen in several of the figures in these sections, the F0 line
can continue for a short time after the indicated rightmost edge (i.e., going beyond the final vertical
dotted line). I identify the rightmost edge of a word-final segment at a point where the energy of F0
becomes negligible and the amplitude of the spectrum drops strongly, correlating to the cessation of
voicing. I do not regard the F0 reading as linguistically significant after this point, and do not include
it as part of the Hz range covered by a pitch contour.
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a rise is typically lower than the highest point of a fall, so that the contour can be
described as [lm], moving from low to mid range. A rise in fundamental frequency
takes more effort to produce than a drop (Sundberg 1979), and is in general more
noticeable than falling pitch, as it goes against the trend of declination (that is, the
gradual lowering of pitch throughout an utterance). A rise does not have to travel as
far as a fall in order to be a salient contour. Sonorant consonant onsets commonly
show a falling onglide to the nucleus as is visible in the F0 trace of mo ‘like’. A
slight fall in frequency at the commencement of a rise contour is also common in




























mo ‘like’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.2 F0 traces of two rise contour monosyllables
Figure 2.3 shows the F0 traces of two monosyllabic words specified as fall con-
tour, se ‘shore’ and ne ‘sharp’. The monosyllable se (on the left) shows unidirec-
tional movement from approximately 175Hz down to approximately 100Hz, mov-
ing from high to low range. The monosyllable ne shows considerably less move-
ment, from a peak of approximately 131Hz dropping to approximately 98Hz. It
is generally the case that fall contour monosyllables with voiceless consonant on-
sets begin at a higher F0 than monosyllables with voiced onsets. The F0 trace of
ne shows a rising onglide occuring on the onset [n]. This is quite typical of fall
monosyllables that have nasal onsets.
Figure 2.4 shows the F0 traces of two monosyllabic words with convex (C) con-
tour, se ‘origin’ and yu ‘water’. The maximum Hz point reached is typically roughly
equivalent to the maximum Hz of a rise contour (for the same individual speaker).
2.2.2.3 Disyllables
Table 2.39 shows some sets of minimal and near-minimal disyllabic pairs/triplets
that contrast with respect to pitch contour. I have found no evidence that the fall
and convex contours are contrastive on disyllables; see §2.2.3.
In disyllables a pitch contour is spread over two syllables. Figure 2.5 shows the
F0 traces of two disyllabic words with level contour. As can be seen in these ex-




























ne ‘sharp’ (Speaker: KK)




























yu ‘water’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.4 F0 traces of two convex contour monosyllables
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Table 2.39 Pitch contrast: disyllables

















amples, there is typically a drop in F0 throughout the word; in RA’s pronunciation of
hewa ‘Hewa’ (a social group name, see §3.2.2.3) for example, the word commences
at approximately 138Hz and drops steadily throughout each syllable nucleus to ap-
proximately 112Hz. However, in examples from KK shown in Figure 2.6, there is
less movement both within the syllable nucleii and throughout the word as a whole.













hewa ‘Hewa (GPN)’ (Speaker: RA)













yaka ‘name’ (Speaker: PK)
Figure 2.5 F0 traces of two level contour disyllables: fall on initial syllable
F0 traces of three disyllabic rise contour words are shown in Figure 2.7. As can
be seen in hongo ‘beads’ and anua ‘man’, the second syllable may drop slightly at














eke ‘moon’ (Speaker: KK)













yaka ‘name’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.6 F0 traces of two level contour disyllables: no fall on initial syllable
the close of the word; the F0 does not descend lower than the minimum frequency














eke ‘seed’ (Speaker: KK)



























anua ‘man’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.7 F0 traces of three rise contour disyllables
F0 traces of some disyllabic fall contour words are shown in Figures 2.8 and
2.9. In PK’s pronunciation of eke both syllables descend so that the fall continues
steadily through the syllable nucleii in a pattern [hm.ml], whereas in RA’s pronun-
ciation of epo ‘tasty’ the pattern is more like [h.ml]. Alternatively, the first syllable
of a disyllabic fall may commence with a rise in F0 before the fall proper begins,
as shown in the F0 trace for KK’s pronunciation of these same two words shown in
2.9.




























epo ‘tasty’ (Speaker: RA)




























epo ‘tasty’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.9 F0 traces of two fall contour disyllables with initial rise
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The convex contour typically spreads over a disyllabic word so that the first
syllable rises and the second syllable descends. F0 traces of some disyllabic convex
contour words are shown in Figure 2.10. As can be seen in these examples, the
second syllable typically drops to a lower Hz level than the commencement Hz of
the nucleus of the first syllable.













yatu ‘orphan’ (Speaker: KK)



























anua ‘breadfruit’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.10 F0 traces of three convex contour disyllables
2.2.2.4 Trisyllables
Table 2.40 shows some sets of minimal pairs and near-minimal (or at least segment-
ally comparable) triplets that contrast with respect to pitch contour. I have found no
evidence that the fall and convex contours are contrastive on trisyllables (§2.2.3).
Figure 2.11 shows the F0 traces of three trisyllabic level contour words. There
is typically an appreciable drop in pitch across the word.
Figures 2.12 shows the F0 traces of some trisyllabic rise contour words. The
typical pattern of realisation is [l.l.m], that is, with the upward jump occurring from
the second to third syllable. As with disyllables, the final syllable may show some
descent but does not drop lower than the minimum frequency of the first two syl-
lables.
F0 traces of some trisyllabic fall contour words are shown in Figures 2.13-2.15.
A fairly typical pattern of realisation is [h.m.l] as in Figure 2.13 which shows the F0
contours of KK and RA’s pronunciation of the word kolomo ‘bird sp.’. Each syllable
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Table 2.40 Pitch contrast: trisyllables
























akura ‘tree sp.’ (Speaker: KK)













akura ‘tree sp.’ (Speaker: RA)













palena ‘ginger’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.11 F0 traces of three level contour trisyllables
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paluni ‘legacy’ (Speaker: KK)













ramene ‘kin group’ (Speaker: KP)













ukura ‘cassowary’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.12 F0 traces of three rise contour trisyllables
also shows a slight descent in F0 and the fall is spread quite evenly over the whole
word.













kolomo ‘bird sp.’ (Speaker: KK)













kolomo ‘bird sp.’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.13 F0 traces of two fall contour trisyllables: even fall
As in disyllabic falls the first syllable in a trisyllable may rise to reach the highest
Hz level of the word; see KK’s pronunciation of akura ‘night’ as show in Figure
2.14, compared to RA’s in which no rise occurs.
The way the fall is spread over the final two syllables may also differ. Figure
2.15 shows KK and KP’s pronunciations of the word pirori ‘willy wagtail’. As can
be seen in the figure, in KK’s pronunciation the fall is primarily realised on the first
two syllables, whereas in KP’s pronunciation the first syllable if quite level, and
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akura ‘night’ (Speaker: KK)













akura ‘night’ (Speaker: RA)
Figure 2.14 F0 traces of two fall contour trisyllables: initial rise (KK)
downward movement then continues throughout the final two syllables.













pirori ‘w. wagtail’ (Speaker: KK)













pirori ‘w. wagtail’ (Speaker: KP)
Figure 2.15 F0 traces of two fall contour trisyllables: varied location of fall
Figure 2.16 shows the F0 traces of some trisyllabic convex contour words. The
first syllable typically rises so that the highest F0 occurs on the middle syllable. As
can be seen in a comparison of RA’s arako ‘middle’ and KK’s paluni ‘brother-in-
law’, the middle syllable may drop down from the highest F0 point, or rise to meet
it, before final downward movement occurs on the third syllable. The F0 traces of
these contours in fact look quite different, but there is no evidence that these patterns
are contrastive.
2.2.3 Comment on contrast and distribution
As mentioned in the preceding sections, I have noted no lexical items that provide
evidence for contrast between rise and convex contour monosyllables, and between
fall and convex contour polysyllables. Although words are consistently realised
in citation as one or the other (that is, there is no evidence in my data that these
contours vary freely), contrast is maximally three-way rather than four-way.
This suggests that the word tone inventory may consist of only three contrastive
melodies (for example, Level: H, Rise: LH and Fall: HL), and that an LH melody
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arako ‘middle’ (Speaker: RA)













ramene ‘insect’ (Speaker: KP)













paluni ‘br–in–law’ (Speaker: KK)
Figure 2.16 F0 traces of three convex contour trisyllables
can be realised as either rise or convex on monosyllables, while an HL melody can
be realised as either fall or convex on disyllables.27
Defining a convex contour as a non-contrastive surface realisation of underlying
LH or HL melodies (depending on the number of syllables) would still require an
explanation as to why some words are realised with a convex contour and some are
not. One possibility is to adopt a ‘complex association’ approach (Ross 2005b) as
outlined by Donohue (1997, 2002). Under this analysis, there would be a gener-
ally predictable way to associate a tone melody with a word (for example, spread
melody from left to right), but also additional unpredictable and lexically-specified
association. For example, an HL melody could typically associate ‘H’ with the
leftmost syllable of a word, and then spread in a rightward direction resulting in
a fall contour. Alternatively, a word could be lexically specified for ‘H’ to attach
to the second syllable, resulting in a convex contour realisation; the ‘unspecified’
initial syllable rises to reach the specified H of the next syllable, from which the fall
commences. This approach may prove suitable for a more systematic and complete
27Ross (2005b:15) proposes a similar ‘allophony’ of an HL melody in Huli through his suggestion
that the convex LHL tone identified by Lomas (1988) is a case of overdifferentiation of an underlying
HL tone. However, in Ross’ analysis of Huli the differing realisation of the HL melody is triggered
by environment and/or position (for example, whether the word is utterance final). This kind of
mechanism does not account for the four proposed Duna contours as these are all attested in citation
forms.
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analysis of Duna lexical tone in the future. However, at the present time positing
an additional word-level specification that regulates the realisation of tone melod-
ies does not have any advantages as a descriptive approach over the ‘four contour’
analysis that is motivated by surface forms.
2.3 Orthography
Phoneme to grapheme correspondence of the orthography I use in this thesis is
shown in Table 2.41. This orthography is largely based on that used by Glenda
Giles in the Duna translation of the New Testament.28
Table 2.41 Phoneme to grapheme correspondence
♣❤ ph ♣ p ♠❜ mb ♠ m ✇ w ❥ y
t✑❤ s t✑ t ♥❞ nd ♥ n ❘ r Õ l
❦❤ kh ❦ k ◆❣ ng ❤ h
❛ a ❊ e ✐ i ❖ o ✉ u
Palatalised and labialised consonants are not included in the table. Palatalised
consonants are not distinguished orthographically from Ci sequences. Labialialised
consonants are distinguished from Cu sequences word-initially preceding a (being
represented Coa, as opposed to Cu sequence Cua), but not elsewhere. Nasalisation
is represented by a tilde over the vowel. Contrastive pitch is not represented.
28The main divergence from Giles’ orthography is in the representation of the voiceless stops:
Giles represents aspirated stops as p, t, k and unaspirated stops as b, d, g. Whilst not ideal, the
orthography I use here (using ph, s, kh) arose as a functional stop-gap adjusted to the current literacy
situation of Duna speakers in the Lake Kopiago area. All the Duna speakers with whom I spoke
about this issue strongly associated the graphemes g, d, g with prenasalised stops, and found the
employment of these letters to represent voiceless stops extremely confusing and very obstructive
to reading or writing Duna. A major effort to train people in the conventions of the standard (that





This chapter introduces Duna word classes as referred to in this thesis, identifying
different groups to which a root form may belong, and which predict certain aspects
of a word’s use, including its distribution, function, and structural capacities. The
chapter includes some additional comments on features of certain word classes or
subclasses that are not discussed in detail elsewhere in this thesis, and lists all known
members of smaller closed classes for quick reference.
The word types I present here are largely categories that can be defined on the
basis of morphosyntactic characteristics. For example, roots that belong to the class
of verbs can be marked with certain bound forms that are not generally applicable to
the members of other classes. However, the types are functionally and semantically
as well as formally motivated, and in some cases no clearly distinguishing morpho-
syntactic features are identified; certain words are presented together because they
belong to the same kind of semantic domain, or share a similar function.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe formal and functional features of the major Duna
word classes, nominals and verbs. Members of the nominal and verb classes are
generally used in denoting entities and events, respectively, and are thus typically
fundamental to establishing fairly basic ingredients of a described situation (who are
the participants, what are they doing?). Nominals are divided into two open classes
(common nouns and proper names), and one closed class, personal pronouns. The
overall category of verb contains three closed classes of morphologically and func-
tionally distinct verbal roots, as well as an open class of regular verbs.
Verb adjuncts (§3.4) are similar to verbs but have somewhat distinct distribu-
tional properties, and adjectives (§3.5) comprise a class of words which show both
nominal and verbal properties.
The closed classes of quantifiers and demonstratives are treated in §3.6 and §3.7,
and §3.8 looks at a ‘mixed bag’ of words and expressions that are used in talking
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about time and manner. Duna interrogative forms (§3.9) group together as a func-
tional class, but also cut across the classes described in §3.2 - §3.8. Sections 3.10
and 3.11 describe some other minor groups of words, including dependent postposi-
tional modifiers, linkers, sentence pro-forms, and some conventionalised utterances
or ‘sound gestures’ such as attention-seekers and exclamations.
3.2 Nominals
A prototypical semantic property of members of a ‘nominal’ word class is that
they refer to ‘time stable’ concepts (Schachter 1985:6) and designate objects (Evans
2000:710), for example persons and places.
Duna nominal roots can constitute complete nominal phrases (NPs) by them-
selves, and typically occur in NPs that denote participants in a described event or
relationship (Chapter 5). NPs can also occur as predicates (§4.1.1.1), but unlike
predicating verbs, nominals cannot be marked with TAM markers (§8.2) or the neg-
ative circumfix (§8.3). Nominal predicates can however be marked with (a restricted
range of) epistemic assessment markers (§10.3).
I divide Duna nominals into three subclasses: common nouns (§3.2.1), proper
names (§3.2.2), and personal pronouns (§3.2.3). The former two groups are open
classes, to which new members may be added. Personal pronouns comprise a small
closed class. See also §3.9 concerning quasi-nominal interrogative forms.
3.2.1 Common nouns
Common nouns typically occur in nominal phrases, where they may be modified by
postposed adjectives, quantifiers, and/or demonstratives (§5.2). A nominal phrase
that includes a common noun may be referential and denote a particular individual
(or group of individuals, etc.), or non-referential, denoting a generic class of items.
Some examples of common nouns are shown in Table 3.1. These are simple root
forms. Common nouns can also be morphologically complex (§5.2.1.1 - 5.2.1.3).
Common nouns such as hatia, ‘accessway’, denote a fairly general semantic
field. When used alone, hatia typically means ‘path, road’, but it can alternatively be
preceded by a nominal (in possessor position, see §5.2.6) to form a phrase with more
specific meaning, for example: anda hatia (house accessway) ‘door, doorway’;
ambu hatia (lips accessway) ‘mouth opening’; or khia hatia (faeces accessway)
‘anus’.
Words for describing plants and animals include generic terms such as heka
‘bird’ or rowa ‘tree’, and terms that describe particular varieties of generic types,
such as wawa ‘egret’ and yawale ‘casuarina’. Words that denote individual kinds of
flora and fauna are likely to occur in complex nouns as nominal specifiers following
generic terms (§5.2.1.5).
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Table 3.1 Some examples of common nouns
hatia ‘accessway, path, opening’
anda ‘house, building, dwelling’
heka ‘bird’
wawa ‘egret (bird variety)’
rowa ‘tree, wood, fire’
yawale ‘casuarina tree’





mana ‘custom, manner of behaviour’
The common noun nane ‘boy, young man’ is a human-descriptive noun that
makes reference to gender and age. Other human-descriptive nouns are kin terms
such as hakini ‘female’s sister’, ame ‘father, male ancestor’.1 Human-descriptive
nouns are productively combined as compound nouns (§5.2.1.3). They are com-
monly used as terms of address (see, for example, (113)), and some (most notably
antia ‘mother’2 and nane ‘boy, young man’) are used as interjections and exclama-
tions to express overwhelming emotion (for example amazement or grief), particu-
larly in storytelling and song (see also Gillespie 2007b:107).
Some common nouns can occur in construction with a verb in complex predic-
ation structures (§7.5). For example, the common noun mboko shown in Table 3.1
is one of a small group of what I term ‘ailment nominals’. These occur in complex
predicates that describe indispositions and are exemplified in §7.6.1.2.
3.2.2 Proper names
Proper names (PN) denote particular unique items and are always referential.3 Un-
like personal pronouns (§3.2.3) proper names are not deictic shifters, as the indi-
viduals they denote do not shift with respect to the identities of speaker and ad-
dressee. Duna proper names cannot usually be modified (for example, by demon-
stratives or quantifiers) or marked for specificity with the NP marker -na ‘SPEC’ (al-
1It is noticeable that many human-descriptive nouns have the (immutable) final syllable /ne/,
for example: imane ‘girl, young woman’; khane ‘cross-sex sibling’; wane ‘daughter’. It is likely
that this derives from a fossilised morphological operation, perhaps incorporating the ‘type’ suffix
described in §5.2.1.1.
2The word antia has an additional sense ‘big(gest), fat(test)’, showing a semantic extension that
is quite widespread in the world’s languages, see for example: Matisoff (1991) for a general survey;
Blust (1993) and Donohue and Grimes (2008), mainly in regard to Austronesian languages; and
Evans (2003) on Bininj Gun-Wok (Western Arnhemland, Australia).
3See Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:46-8) and Haley (2002:117-24) regarding the significance of per-
sonal names, place names, naming, and name-changing in Duna culture.
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though see also examples (165), (278), (294)). Like common nouns, proper names
can function as nominal specifiers, following a generic term (§5.2.1.5).
I divide Duna proper names into three groups: personal names (PSN), place
names (PLN), and social grouping names (GPN). These are not strictly distinct cat-
egories, but show different patterns of typical use that spring largely from their
different semantic domains of reference.
3.2.2.1 Personal names (PSN)
Personal names are given to high animacy individuals, typically humans but also
supernatural beings, pet animals, and sometimes animals that are characters in nar-
ratives.
Traditional Duna personal names were and are drawn from a variety of sources,
for example the term for a kind of plant or animal, or words that reflected an event
that occurred around the time of a person’s birth; see Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:48).
Kenny Kendoli commented to me that a highly appropriate name for a male child
was that of his father’s father’s father. Most Duna people born after the derestric-
tion of the area (§1.1.3) have a ‘Christian’ or baptismal name as well as or instead
of a traditional name (whether or not they were actually baptised). These names
are usually related to recognised biblical or secular names of the English-speaking
world.
A personal name may consist of several phonological words. In a two-word
name of a present-day person, the first may be traditional or non-traditional, and the
second the name of the person’s father (or, in the case of a woman, sometimes her
husband’s first name). These patronymic and andronymic naming practices were
introduced by the colonial regime throughout Papua and New Guinea. In a three-
word name, the first name is typically non-traditional, the second traditional, and
the third again the father’s or husband’s. For example, one of the Duna people I
worked with closely gives his full name as Kenny Yuwi Kendoli. His traditional
name ‘Yuwi’ was given to him at birth, and the name ‘Kenny’ acquired later in life
(see Haley 2002:122). ‘Kendoli’ is his father’s name. People address Kenny as
either Kenny or Yuwi, and might use either ‘Kenny Yuwi’ or ‘Kenny Kendoli’ to
clarify reference when talking about him. Kenny’s wife Kipu has a traditional first
name and takes her father’s name, Piero, as her last name.
Nicknames (for example, expressions that relate to a person’s physical appear-
ance, shortenings of Christian names) are widely used.4 For example, Kenny’s
4These may provide a roundabout way of reinterpreting a Christian name as a Duna name through
loan-blending. For example, in one case a chubby baby boy was named ‘William’. His family
quickly shifted to calling him Wimo, which is segmentable as a Duna phrase composed of wi ‘game
animal’ and mo ‘like’. See also Gillespie (2007b:107-8) for discussion of the history and meaning
of one young woman’s nickname.
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eldest son is officially named ‘Rodney Kenny’ (for example, this is what appears
on his government issue health card). Members of his family might call him by the
name Rodney or by the name ‘Yaku’ which means ‘white-haired’ and refers to the
fact that he was very blond as a little boy.5
It is quite common for same-sex siblings to be given names that contain matched
strings of sounds, for example Joselin and Josepin for two sisters. This kind of
name-matching is found in the names of spirit women, ancestral beings, and pikono
characters, for example the supernatural sisters Papumi and Lupumi who appear in a
narrative about the placement of gold in the Ok Tedi mining region. See also Haley
(2002:123) regarding the naming of twins with parallel terms.
3.2.2.2 Place names (PLN)
Place names denote specific areas of land (including countries), landscape features
(such as mountains, rivers and pools), and residence areas (for example, hamlets,
towns, settlements). Place names are typically used as unmarked oblique NPs
(§6.4.4.4), or occur in an NP as a phrase-initial possessor constituent (§5.2.6). Water
feature and mountain names are often preceded by a generic nominal (§5.2.1.5).
3.2.2.3 Social grouping names (GPN)
Social grouping names are proper names that denote particular groups of people.
These words typically head NPs that occur as phrase-initial possessor constituents
within an NP (§5.2.6). Names of parishes (§1.1.1) are social grouping names that
refer to a unit that is defined according to residence and ancestry. These can be
used metonymically to denote parish members; see for example (243) in §5.4.1.3.
Other social grouping names refer to larger groups that can be defined on bases of
residence, ancestry, language, cultural practice and/or ethnicity, for example Hewa
‘Hewa’ Kui ‘Huli’ and Koro ‘Oksapmin’ (Figure 1.2).
Social grouping names are commonly marked with the ‘enclosure’ morpheme
-nda (ENCL) to form a word that refers to an area of settlement that belongs to the
group (§5.2.1.2).
3.2.3 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns are terms that are used in reference to participants in the speech
situation (speaker, adressee, and groups of which they are part) and other things
(typically people, that is, potential speakers or addressees) whose identity is as-
sumed to be recoverable from context (Schachter and Shopen 2007:24).
Duna personal pronouns comprise a closed subclass of nominals. Personal pro-
nouns typically constitute a complete NP (§5.3.1). Unlike common nouns they are
5In a song text Rodney’s mother Kipu also uses the term yaku to refer to all of her children, as
they were typically blond babies; see Gillespie (2007b:107-8).
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not modified by postposed constituents such as quantifiers and demonstratives, and
unlike both common nouns and proper names they do not occur as nominal spe-
cifiers. Personal pronouns (excluding special contrasted subject (CS) forms, see
Table 3.3) can be doubled to emphasise the solitary nature of a participant (§5.4.2.3).
They may also be marked with the ‘exclusive identity’ marker -nga (§6.6.2). This
morpheme does not occur on other nominals (although it is applicable to locational
demonstrative roots, see §6.4.4.1).
The ‘unmarked’ set of personal pronouns (that is, as opposed to CS forms) dis-
tinguishes first (1), second (2), and third (3) person and singular (SG), dual (DL),
and plural (PL) number as shown in Table 3.2. Within the plural pronouns, there
is a conflation of the first and second person reference forms. Third person pro-
nouns can be encliticised to NPs, and are typically only used in denoting subject
arguments and possessors (§5.3.1.1, §6.6.3).
Table 3.2 Personal pronouns
SG DL PL
1 no keno inu
2 ko nako inu
3 kho kheno khunu
Singular and dual personal pronouns are unique in having special ‘contrasted
subject’ forms or stems, rather than applying the regular contrasted subject marker
-ka to the unmarked pronoun (which is the pattern for plural pronouns). These
special forms are shown in in Table 3.3, and discussed in more detail in §6.6.1.






Words that are members of a ‘verb’ class typically express actions, processes, and
states (Schachter and Shopen 2007:9; Evans 2000:712). A Duna verb typically
functions as the head of a clausal predicate, in which case the verb root must be
inflected (either medially or finally). The ordering of bound verbal morphology is
represented in Figure 3.1. Derivational affixes and directional demonstrative roots
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occur in the ‘modifier’ position following the verb root (§7.2). The negative cir-
cumfix (§8.3) is applied to the (modified) stem, deriving a negative stem that can be
used as a medial or final verb or have inflectional morphology added to it (that is,
once the negative circumfix has been applied to a verb, further inflectional mark-
ing is possible but not strictly obligatory). With respect to final verbs, ‘inflectional
morphology’ includes tense, aspect, and event modality markers (§8.2), evidential
markers (§9.2), and information status markers (§9.3). Duna also has a range of
medial inflectional morphemes (not described in this thesis) that typically indicate a
time or aspect value with respect the following clause (for example if the predicated
activity is completed before the activity predicated in the following clause begins)
as well as signaling features concerning ‘cohesion’ (for example, if the identity of
the controlling argument changes from one clause to the next). In complex predic-
ations up to three verb roots can occur in series, with only the last verb of the series
bearing inflectional morphology (§7.3).
—————————————————————————————
NEG - Verb root - Modifier - NEG - Inflectional morphology
—————————————————————————————
Figure 3.1 Ordering of verbal morphology
Predicating verbs determine the argument structure of a clause (although see
also Chapter 7 concerning complex predication). I describe verbal roots in Duna
as monovalent (taking one argument), bivalent (taking two arguments) or trivalent
(taking three arguments). Monovalent, bivalent, and trivalent clause types are de-
scribed and exemplified in §4.1. Some verbal roots can take either one argument or
two arguments and I refer to these as ambivalent verbs (§4.2.3.4).
There are three (partly cross-cutting) closed verb classes within the class of
verbs. Two of these are defined on the basis of shared morphological and distri-
butional characteristics. The third group, existential verbs, is defined through a
combination of formal and functional features.
3.3.1 Morphologically distinct verb classes
There are two groups of Duna verbs that have distinct morphological and functional
properties. I refer to these as the ‘consonantal verbs’ and the ‘wa-class verbs’.6
Consonantal and wa-class verbs are high frequency7 and have quite general lexical
meaning. They are the only verbs that occur in combination with verb adjuncts
(§7.4). These two groups are listed here and described in more detail in Chapter
6Giles (MSa) identifies these two verb groups and refers to them as the irregular verbs and wa-
class verbs, respectively.
7For example, a count of verbs in a short text (excluding immediately adjacent repetitions)
showed that of 60 tokens, 40 were either consonantal or wa-class verbs.
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8. I refer to verbs other than those listed in this section as ‘regular verbs’. Regular
verbs have invariable vowel-final roots to which verbal morphemes are affixed. In
contrast, consonantal and wa-class verbs have alternating root forms, although these
typically share a stable initial segment and pitch specification.
3.3.1.1 Consonantal verbs
Members of the consonantal verb class are listed in Table 3.4. The verbs are shown
in what I term their ‘a-base’ form (used as the citation form in this thesis), consist-
ing of a root consonant followed by the vowel a. See §8.1.2.1 for description and
discussion of the base forms that I identify for these verbs. Members of the con-
sonantal class are: verbs of motion nga- ‘go’ and hoa- ‘come’ ; stance/existential
and typically stative verbs ka- ‘be/stand’ and era- ‘be/put’; the bivalent verbs na-
‘eat’ and wa- ‘have, do’; and two verbs that describe the typically dynamic activ-
ities sa- ‘take, get’, and sa- ‘strike, kill’. The latter two verbs are distinguished by
pitch contour only.8 Based on the pitch contour that they show when inflected as
perfective (§8.2.2.1), ‘take, get’ is specified as level pitch and ‘strike, kill’ as rising
pitch. The verb ra- ‘sit’ is a partial member of the class, showing characteristics of
both consonantal and regular verbs (§8.1.2.3).
Table 3.4 Consonantal verbs
nga- ‘go’
hoa- ‘come’








The wa-class verbs are listed in Table 3.5, also shown in their a-base form. A full
listing of wa-class base forms is provided in §8.1.2.2. Partial members of the wa-
class are included in the lower section of the table; see §8.1.2.3 for details of their
characteristics.
8There are a few recorded instances of an (older) speaker producing sa- ‘take, get’ with an initial
palatalised stop ❬t✑❤❥❪ or fricative ❬s❥❪, suggesting that the verbs may at one time have been segmentally
distinct.
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Table 3.5 wa-class verbs, including partial members
suwa- ‘hold, have’
ruwa- ‘say’







Duna has a closed class of existential verbs that can predicate the existence or loc-
ation of someone or something. An existential verb can perform an ‘existential-
classificatory’ function (Rumsey 2002), as different kinds of entities require differ-
ent verbs of existence (§4.1.2.3). The existential verbs also have lexically specific
meanings (for example describing a posture) and grammatical or aspectual mean-
ings in complex structures. The use of a set of verbs that can have either existential
or non-existential meaning, and function (more or less rigorously) as a covert classi-
fication system, is well attested in other languages of New Guinea (see, for example,
Lang 1975; Foley 1986:88-90; Rumsey 2002; Corris 2005:215-6), and elsewhere.9
Clauses headed by existential verbs in Duna can be ‘expanded’ to express possess-
ive relationships (§7.5.5.1).
Duna existential verbs are listed in Table 3.6. Typical characteristics of an ex-
istential subject argument for each verb are shown in the table. I refer to the top
three verbs as ‘major’ existential verbs, as they are used to describe the existence
and/or location of a wide range of things, and existential/locative predication is one
of their primary functions.10 The lower section of the table lists ‘minor’ existential
verbs, for which the class of appropriate ‘be-ers’ is very limited. These are only
rarely used with existential/locative function.
Giles (MSa) discusses the use of the three major existential verbs in some detail,
and I reproduce her description of the three-way classification system here, as I find
it very informative and largely agree with her original analysis. In this passage Giles
refers to the verbs using their stative forms, kei (= ka- ‘be/stand’), rei (= ra- ‘be/sit’),
and iri (= (e)ra ‘be/put’).
9See for example Hellwig’s (2006) in-depth semantic analysis of postural/existential verbs in
Goemai (West Chadic).
10In this thesis I conventionally gloss the major existential verbs as ka- ‘be/stand’, ra- ‘be/sit’,
and era ‘be/put’. I do not feel it is possible at this stage to maintain a meaningful gloss distinction
between different senses and functions that can be consistently applied to all occurrences of the verbs
in the language examples.
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Table 3.6 Major and minor existential verbs
Verb Typical existential Lexically specific
subject meaning
MAJOR: ka- upright, male ‘stand’
ra- round, squat, female ‘sit’
era- crawling, inanimate ‘put, lie insensate’
MINOR: iwa- mountain, rainbow ‘plant’
ua- mineral deposit (e.g. gold) ‘lie (down), sleep’
nga- vine-like crop (e.g. sweet potato) ‘go’
kei nouns: include all things which are alive and move about from area to
area freely; things set in the ground; growing plants and trees; and body parts.
rei nouns: include all living things confined to specific areas, still water, and
liquids.
iri nouns: include all inanimate things, things which are broken, dead or sick;
trees that are cut down; fruit that is picked and sweet potato that is dug; and
snakes. (Giles MSa:L6)11
I have a few comments to add to Giles’ description. The kei (‘be/stand’) class
includes adult males and also larger creatures such as pigs, cassowaries and dogs
(regardless of their sex). The designation ‘body parts’ includes internal organs as
well as limbs and other body parts. The rei (‘be/sit’) class includes squat or broad
items, female humans, and smaller creatures such as possums, birds, and most in-
sects.12 The iri (‘be/put’) class also includes other crawling creatures such as grubs
and is used for more abstract items such as words, songs and customs.
3.3.3 Further groupings of verbs
Some other groups of verbs can be loosely defined on the basis of generally shared
semantic and formal features. As presented here, these groupings represent cross-
cutting collections of words, rather than clear classes or categories, but would be
good places to start in developing a thorough exploration of Duna verbal semantics
and verb types.
Stative vs non-stative verbs. Certain inflectional morphology is typically applied
only to those verbs that have an inherently stative sense. Such morphemes in-
clude for example the final stative inflection (STAT, §8.2.3.1) and the evidential
marker -rua (STAT.VIS.P, §9.2.3.3). The ‘switch, simultaneous’ medial marker
11Note that specific references to Giles (MSa) are made through lesson (L) numbers rather than
page numbers.
12The existence of mixed gender groups of people may be expressed using either ka- ‘stand’ or
ra- ‘sit’; see (40) and (41) in §4.1.2.3.
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-roko (SW.SIM) can attach directly to stative verbs and to nominal or adjectival roots,
but does not attach to dynamic verbs unless preceded by the general medial inflec-
tion -ya (DEP). Verbs that can be identified as stative, on the grounds that they can
occur with these markers, include the existential verbs (§3.3.2) and the regular verbs
mbara- ‘have knowledge of’ and kono- ‘think, know’. Several of the wa-class verbs
have both a stative and dynamic sense. For example suwa- ‘hold’ can refer to the
more dynamic activity of taking something up or the stative activity of ‘having’ it;
when used with the latter sense, it can occur with the stative inflection (and so on).
Affective process verbs. Particular multivalent ‘process’ verb roots such as kando-
‘cut’, khou- ‘wrap, bundle, tie’ and khira- ‘cook, burn’ are commonly derived with
the perfective inflection (§8.2.2.1) to occur as quasi-nominals and/or adjectives. For
example kando-o ‘cut-PFV’ can occur as a verbal predicate, or as a nominal meaning
‘a half, a cut piece’.
Ideophonic verbs. Certain verb-like roots are ideophonic in nature, evoking in-
tense qualities of sound, light, and movement. They are phonologically distinctive
in some way, for example employing nasalised vowels (e.g., lia˜- ‘crack(le) with dry-
ness’) or strings of similar syllables (e.g., purulu- ‘flap about, wriggle’); and may be
onomatopoeic (e.g., phu- ‘play the flute’). Words that have this ideophonic flavour
commonly involve reduplication with vowel alternation (§7.2.5), and are used fre-
quently in sung pikono (§1.3.3.1), commonly pronounced with marked intonation
that disrupts the typical melodic pattern (see Sollis 2007). These quasi-ideophonic
roots rarely occur as predicates of final clauses, but more typically head medial
clauses or occur in serialisation constructions, and in this respect are a group that
have somewhat intermediate status between the verb and verb adjunct classes (§3.4).
Verbal/nominal roots. Some lexical roots have both noun and verb functions. These
roots can occur as either NP heads or verbal predicates, without any derivational
morphology being required. This pattern is particularly prevalent in words that de-
scribe involuntary experience. For example the root khou most commonly occurs
as a verbal predicate meaning ‘be in pain’, but also occurs as a nominal meaning
‘pain’. See also §7.6.2.2 for discussion of ‘emotion words’ that have nominal and
verbal functions.
3.4 Verb adjuncts
Duna has a class of words that occur in combination with certain consonantal and
wa-class verbs in complex predicates. I term these ‘verb adjuncts’, following ter-
minology that is used in the Papuan literature (see, for example, Foley (1986); Paw-
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ley (forthcoming).13 Verb adjuncts are dependent forms in that they are not used in
isolation, but must be followed by an appropriate verb. However they are also in-
dependent in that they are not necessarily contiguous with this verb, and contribute
recognisable semantics to the predication. Verb adjuncts are usually uninflected, but
the root forms may be combined with limited medial verbal morphology. Distribu-
tional properties of verb adjuncts are thus continuous with those of regular verbs,
and the boundary between the two groups is somewhat permeable.14 Predicates that
are composed of a verb adjunct in combination with a verb are exemplified in §7.4.
3.5 Adjectives
I refer to a group of Duna words that have formal features of both nominal and
verbal roots and generally describe properties of things as adjectives. Like nom-
inals and unlike verbs, adjectives can occur as clausal predicates in bare root form
(§4.1.1.2). They may also occur as modifiers in nominal phrases (§5.2.2). Adjectival
roots can be inflected with some morphology that is not available to nominal roots,
for example the habitual inflection -na (see, for example, (50)). Certain adjectives
can occur in a complex predicate construction with the verb ka- ‘be/stand’, describ-
ing the inception or achievement of a change of state (§7.5.4.3).15
Some examples of Duna adjectives are shown in Table 3.7. I have grouped to-
gether adjectives that have some semantic features in common (for example, dealing
with dimension), but I do not propose that each group represents a distinct category.
The forms in Table 3.7 represent the four ‘core semantic types’ that are typically as-
sociated with the word class adjective (dimension, age, value and colour), as well as
the ‘peripheral semantic types’ of physical property and human propensity (Dixon
2004).
As can be seen in Table 3.7, many adjectival words finish with a sequence Vo. In
Duna as spoken in the Kopiago area, the final o is subject to deletion in some lexical
items with no clear change in meaning or function.16 It is highly likely that this
final o is a semi-fossilised reflex of the perfective verbal inflection, -o (§8.2.2.1).17
13Note that I designate these forms as members of a particular word class rather than as con-
stituents that are occupying a particular structural/functional position in construction with a verb.
This Duna word class could also be termed that of ‘coverbs’, following the use of this term in the
Australianist literature.
14As a general rule, if the root is not attested occurring with final verb morphology (or has been
judged unacceptable in combination with it), typically occurs in bare root form, and immediately
precedes a consonantal or wa-class verb in all known examples, I interpret it as a verb adjunct, not a
verb.
15The root kete ‘small’ can additionally be used in adverbial expressions (see, for example, (425)).
However this is not a general characteristic of adjectival roots.
16Results of the orthography survey carried out with Duna speakers from the Kelabo area suggest
that deletion of the o is not acceptable for speakers of the south-west Duna variety.
17Cf. Givo´n’s (1970) contention that adjectives in English are typically derived rather than simple
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mindu ‘dark (black, grey, blue)’
yetao ‘red’ (cf. yeta ‘blood’)
kera ‘old (of a person)’
kango ‘wise, of good standing (of a man)’






saku ‘rotten, falling apart’
epo ‘tasty’
ndeo ‘hard’ (GG)
This analysis would suggest that the roots in question originally had a more clearly
inceptive or progressive meaning (e.g., ‘become big’, ‘become yellow’) and that the
perfective inflection was added to indicate complete achievement of the specified
change. This can also be argued for those adjectival roots that end in u, as the
perfective inflection has an allomorph -u.
Some adjectival roots, such as kete ‘small’, typically occur in nominal phrases
whereas others such as rakare ‘cold’ typically occur as predicates of verbal clauses.
The latter term can be negated with the negative circumfix na- -ya (§8.3), whereas
the former cannot. The behaviour of all adjectival roots with respect to this property
is not known. However, it is likely that further study will provide formal evidence
for the existence of different noun-like and verb-like classes within the proposed
group of adjectival roots, primarily relating to a distinction between properties that
are more time-stable, and those that are more dynamic.
3.6 Quantifiers
A ‘quantifier’ class typically contains words that are “modifiers of nouns that in-
dicate quantity or scope” (Schachter and Shopen 2007:37). Duna quantifiers form
a closed class that includes two subclasses: numerical quantifiers (§3.6.1) and non-
forms.
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numerical quantifiers (§3.6.2). A further quantifier, ndu, has some unique charac-
teristics and is described separately in §3.6.3.
Quantifiers are unique as a class in taking the ‘occurrences’ (OCC) suffix -lu
(see, for example, (387)). This suffix attaches to a quantifier to form an adverbial
expression indicating something about the quantity of time an event occurs over
(for example, specifying the number of times that it happened, or the length of time
that it endured).18 Quantifiers typically function as adnominal or pronominal NP
constituents (§5.2.3).
3.6.1 Numbers
Table 3.8 lists the Duna numbers from one to fourteen. Malura ‘14’ is an im-
portant number in traditional Duna methods of counting (discussed further below).
Note that whilst several of the number words between one and fourteen look to be
multimorphemic, none of them are transparently analysable as ‘number + number’
combinations.
Table 3.8 Duna numbers, 1- 14
1 mbitu (see also §3.6.3) 8 phou
2 yapa 9 ki
3 itupa 10 rapakia
4 sondopa 11 repane
5 repu 12 khonane
6 raka 13 kinani
7 kona(ne) 14 malura
Ordinal nominals can be derived from the numbers shown in Table 3.8 with the
addition of the suffix -ne (§5.2.1.1).
Duna speakers today use Tok Pisin and/or English numbers quite extensively.
However, people may also employ Duna numerals within a base ten framework (see,
for example, (226)), with words for larger base ten units being borrowed into the
language (for example handereti ‘hundred’, rauteni ‘thousand’). Cheetham (1978)
reports similar use of borrowed number terms in Huli.
There is much more work to be done on Duna ways of counting. One issue for
further investigation concerns the status of 14 as a base number, including exam-
ination of how numbers above fourteen are expressed. Opinion differed amongst
my informants as to whether the number fifteen was properly expressed as a non-
compositional form mandi, a compositional form malura aka mbitu (‘fourteen with
18The Huli morpheme ru has similar distribution and function (Cheetham 1978), and is probably
related.
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one’) or in another way as malura aka mandi (‘fourteen with mandi’).19 People
generally agreed that from the numbers seventeen to 28, malura aka be used in
combination with the other numbers; for example, the number 19 was expressed as
malura aka repu (‘fourteen and five’) and the number ‘28’ malura aka malura ‘four-
teen and fourteen’.20 A system that depends on ‘lots of fourteen’ is used today for
traditional activities such as describing the number of pigs required for a compens-
ation payment. Stu¨rzenhofecker (1998:17) notes that the number fourteen is highly
significant in Duna cosmology, as this is the number of generations that separates
the origin of present human society from a period of apocalyptic chaos.
A related topic for further examination is how the Duna numbers relate to a
‘body part’ counting system, in which each number term is associated with point-
ing to a particular part of the body (or, for the ultimate term, with a ‘completion’
gesture). This practice is quite a prevalent component of counting systems in New
Guinea.21 It is not clear that body part counting is still widely used by younger
Duna speakers, but Franklin, Franklin, and Kirapeasi (1978:401-2) note that the
Duna have a body part count system that includes fourteen terms.22
3.6.2 Non-numerical quantifiers
The known non-numerical quantifiers of Duna are listed in Table 3.9.




19Note that (Cheetham 1978) identifies the Huli number system as base fifteen. However, the
Duna term mandi does not show any obvious relationship to Huli numbers.
20Unfortunately I was unable to gather information on the traditional expression of numbers above
28. On occasions when I asked about this my interlocutors always recommended that another person
would be more qualified to supply this information.
21See for example Laycock (1975); Franklin et al. (1978); Biersack (1982); Saxe and Esmonde
(2005).
22Franklin et al. (1978) further note that the Duna body part counting system does not involve a
central point (for example, the nose ridge, the crown of the head) at which the count changes over to
the other side of the body. This would be in accord with the fact that the base number of the system
is even rather than odd.
I did not find that the people I worked with treated body parts as having particularly salient and
consistent relationships to the number terms, but we did not discuss this at length so this is not
conclusive. It is further relevant to note that in body part counting systems it is common for at least
some number terms to relate to body part terms. A few of the Duna terms are suggestive in this
regard (for example, khonane means ‘twelve’ and ‘ear’), but the majority do not correlate clearly.
Cheetham (1978) reports a similar situation for Huli. In terms of the forms of the numbers, the
recurrence of the sequence /pa/ in numbers two, three and four is suggestive of some other kind of
complex structure; see also Franklin et al. (1978:400-404) concerning the presence of a distinct base
four counting system in Kewa, that complements the body part counting system.
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The terms mbatia and roka are uncontroversially quantificational in meaning,
and can be defined as existential and mid-range quantifiers (Gil 2001), respectively.
In contrast, the term yane ‘other, second’ is not used to describe the amount of
something, but rather to identify a relationship between the ‘quantified’ item and
something else of like kind. I include it as as a member of the quantifier class
because it has the same distributional properties (for example, it can combine with
the occurrences marker -lu).
See §5.2.3.2, and (264) and (996), for some examples of NPs that include non-
numerical quantifiers.
3.6.3 The quantifier ndu
The quantifier ndu is an alternative form to mbitu (Table 3.8) for the number ‘one’,
but has some additional features and functions that are not shared by other quantifi-
ers.
Like spatial demonstratives (§3.7), ndu can combine with epistemic markers to
form a complex epistemic demonstrative (§6.2.1), and like directional demonstrat-
ives it can be marked with a PlcP marker (§6.4). It can also function as: an adverbial
expression (immediately preceding the verb), meaning something like ‘on one/some
occasion’, ‘at one/some point’; an adverbial expression in combination with the
adjective kete ‘little’ (425); a pro-form in left dislocation constructions (105); a
marker of indefiniteness in contrast to the NP marker -na ‘SPEC’ (§6.3.2.1); and
can perhaps combine with some interrogatives to form expressions that function as
indefinite pronouns (360).
The quantifier ndu combines with some bound morphemes in non-standard ways
to form several idiomatic expressions, shown in (21).23
(21) a. ndu-lu-(ngi)
one-OCC-TIME












‘one of a kind’, ‘like no other’
3.7 Demonstratives
Dixon (2003:61-2) defines a ‘demonstrative’ as “any item, other than 1st and 2nd
23The form ndulu as shown in (21a) is commonly pronounced with an o rather than u in the
first syllable. See also §2.1.2.4 concerning the importance of ndu pronunciation as a shibboleth for
north-western Duna people.
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pronouns, which can have pointing (or deictic) reference”. Diessel (1999) defines
four syntactic contexts in which demonstratives occur: as independent pronouns
that occupy an adpositional or verbal argument position (‘pronominal’); with nouns
in nominal phrases (‘adnominal’); as verb modifiers (‘adverbial’); and in copula
and non-verbal clauses (‘identificational’). There is no evidence that the ‘identific-
ational’ distinction is formally relevant in Duna (although see §6.2.5) and I do not
employ it further in my description. I call a demonstrative that occurs as part of a
nominal phrase (NP) or place phrase (PlcP) a ‘referring’ demonstrative, in contrast
to adverbial demonstratives (which are not specifically described in this thesis).
Duna demonstratives form a closed class of words that provide information
about the ‘positioning’ of something (for example, a participant, a predicated activ-
ity) relative to speech-act participants and the environment. I define two classes of
Duna demonstratives: ‘proximal’ (§3.7.1) and ‘spatial’. Spatial demonstratives are


















Figure 3.2 Demonstrative subclasses
Any (one) proximal or spatial demonstrative can occur as part of an NP, posi-
tioned last in the phrase (preceding any bound NP markers). Distinguishing fea-
tures shared by spatial demonstratives are that they must be followed by an NP
marker (§6.3) when they occur in nominal phrases, can be marked with the territory
marker -li (§6.4.4.3), combine with epistemic markers to form complex demonstrat-
ives (§6.2.1), and can occur as adverbial demonstratives. Proximal demonstratives
do not have these co-occurrence restrictions or distributional properties.
Features that distinguish locational from directional demonstratives include:
locational demonstratives can combine with the exclusivity marker -nga (§6.4.4.1)
and directional demonstratives cannot; locational demonstratives are marked with
the morpheme -me (MNR) to function as a manner modifier (see for example (667)),
interjection, or quasi-verbal predicate (see, for example, (669)), and directional
demonstratives are not; place phrase markers (§6.4) can attach directly to direc-
tional demonstratives, but not to locational demonstratives.
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3.7.1 Proximal
Proximal demonstratives are shown in Table 3.10.24 Proximal demonstratives only
occur in NPs (§5.2.4.1), and are thus ‘nominal demonstratives’ in Dixon’s (2003)
sense.





Proximal demonstratives are typically used as ‘situational’ demonstratives (Him-
melmann 1996), that is, in reference to an entity that is present in the actual speech
situation, or a speech situation that exists inside the discourse world (for example,
a conversation that takes place within a narrative). Usually the entity (or group
of entities) referred to with a proximal demonstrative is very close to the speaker,
for example held in the hand or within arm’s reach (although see also (151b) in
§5.2.4.1). Hunia is an emphatic form, and is typically used to denote items that
have human possessors.25 Hutia is used for a group of proximal items.
3.7.2 Locational
The two locational demonstratives are shown in Table 3.11. I gloss these as ‘here’
and ‘there’, because in a general sense the locational demonstratives designate items
and activities as being either within the immediate sphere of a deictic centre (‘here’),
or outside that immediate sphere (‘there’).




24The proximal demonstratives can be analysed as compositional, made up of root forms hu- and
hi- and the suffixes -nia and -tia (the latter being identifiable as the group NP marker, see §6.3.2.2).
However I treat all the proximal forms as non-segmentable because of several features that create
problems for a generalised compositional analysis of the set: the forms hu- and hi- are not found
elsewhere as productive roots, and the putative suffix -nia is not found on other (non-predicate)
nominal phrases (although see also the interrogative pania, §3.9.) It is likely that hutia is derived
from a formerly productive operation ho+tia ‘here+GP’, and that hunia is likewise derived from
ho+nia ‘here+(?)’. The shift from /o/ to /u/ is observable in some other, still productive, operations.
For example ho-nga ‘here-EXCV’ (§6.4.4.1) is sometimes pronounced ❬❤✉◆❣✇❛❪.
25KK also suggested that hunia is associated with the south-eastern variety of Duna. This may be
true, but both forms remain in use in the Kopiago area.
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The form ho is used in referring expressions (NPs and PlcPs) denoting items
that are either near to the speaker and/or established in the immediate discourse
situation or narrative context. The form ha is used referentially in denoting items
that are not near the speaker. It is also used in discourse to refer to items that are
being ‘summed up’ and will not continue to be topical elements; for example, at
the close of a narrative, a speaker will typically refer to his or her text as ha-na
(there-SPEC) in a phrase such as ‘that’s it’, ‘that’s all’.
As an adverbial expression, the form ho specifies that the predicate activity is
happening ‘here and/or now, right by me’ (with an understanding that ‘here’, ‘now’,
‘me’ can be defined in reference to a narrative-internal world rather then the actual
speech act situation). The form ha specifies that the predicate activity is ‘there’,
away from the speaker.26
3.7.3 Directional
The forms of the directional demonstratives and the glosses I use for them are shown
in Table 3.12.








Directional demonstratives can be used in forming complex verbs, providing in-
dication of the direction in which something is done (§7.2.2). As referring demon-
stratives they typically occur in phrases that denote locations, rather than people or
objects (§6.4.4.4).
There is much further work to be done in reaching a good understanding of the
relative and absolute spatial contrasts that the directional demonstratives express.
The terms sopa ‘below’ and roma ‘above’ function as cardinal direction terms, as
well as relative height descriptors. Sopa designates ‘down valley’ (north-west), and
roma ‘up valley’ (south-east); see also examples (389) and (390) in §6.4.4.4. This
reflects the direction in which waters drain through Duna country, flowing down
towards the Strickland River (Figure 1.2). See Haley (2002) for discussion of the
significance of these terms in Duna geography and cosmology.
26There is some evidence that ha can also be understood to mean ‘then, at another time’.
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I have found it difficult to identify systematic contrast between wa, eto, epa and
apo in a way that is consistent with all examples of these forms in the data, and the
gloss terms I use are either an approximation of their typical usage, or a semantically
empty formal label. Wa is typically associated with locations a short distance (for
example, a few metres or less) away from the speaker. Eto most commonly refers to
mid-distance locations to the fore of the speaker, and/or in a cross-valley direction.
For example, from my fieldhouse in Rewapi, the airstrip (at a lower altitude than
Rewapi, some 3km in a north-east direction), and other locations along this path,
were eto. Other things that were right in front of the speaker, at a distance of more
than a few metres, could also be eto. Epa seems to be used primarily in designating
locations and directions to the side of the speaker. For example, someone who is
looking to the side in order to avoid meet the gaze of someone who is standing in
front of them is looking epa. Apo is associated with greater distances than the other
terms, and movement on a level plane away from a deictic centre.
3.8 Talking about time and manner
This section looks at words that are used in describing the time setting of a pre-
dicated activity, its temporal ordering in relation to other events, and the manner
in which the denoted activity is performed. The day terms described in §3.8.1
comprise closed classes of temporal words that are referential, and are similar to
nominals. Words described in §3.8.2 are clause level or predicate level adverb-
like modifiers, and are grouped together on semantic/functional rather than formal
bases.
3.8.1 Day terms
Day terms form a closed class of words that denote individual days. Day terms
are quasi-nominal, and typically function like pronouns or proper names; that is,
as constituents of nominal phrases that refer to unique individuals. Like proper
names, day terms can also occur as specifying nominals, following a generic nom-
inal (§5.2.1.5). Referring expressions that are headed by day terms are typically
limited to occurring as temporal adjuncts in the clause (see also §6.4.4.4).
The traditional Duna way of referring to days is with a set of deictic terms that
shift with respect to the time of utterance (‘today’). Known terms are shown in
Table 3.13. Some of the traditional day terms are clearly multimorphemic, but I
am not able to analyse them as being entirely composed of recognisable productive
forms. The complex terms honana haika and hona parika were told to me during
elicitation, but I did not record any instance of their use in conversation or textual
material.
The term ayu means ‘now’ as well as denoting a day period. Ayu can be applied
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Table 3.13 Deictic day terms
honana haika ‘four days before today’
hona haika ‘three days before today’
haika ‘two days before today’
hata ‘one day before today’
ayu ‘today’
sira(ko) ‘one day after today’
keika ‘two days after today’
parika ‘three days after today’
hona parika ‘four days after today’
to a range of times/eras (for example, ‘the time that I am talking’, ‘the current post-
independence period’, ‘the time since I married’), and can be used as a linker/filler
in narrative; see for example (299). A presumably related term, ayere, means ‘just
now’, or ‘just today’.
Duna terms also exist for the imported seven-day week, and these are shown
in Table 3.14. These were presumably constructed in the colonial administration
era and with two exceptions (Sunday and Monday) are transparently derived from
Duna numbers (§3.6.1) in combination with the nominalising suffix -ne (§5.2.1.1)
and the ‘TIME’ marker -ngi (§6.4.4.2).27 The term for ‘Friday’, reningi does not
follow this pattern exactly, although a relationship to the number five is observable.
The term for ‘Sunday’ is alternatively derived from Tok Pisin/English. Duna lit-
eracy materials list the alternative terms yanengi for ‘Tuesday’ and konanengi for
‘Sunday’ (Unnamed 1987:19).
Table 3.14 Day names (imported 7-day week)
Duna number Day name Alt. name
‘1’ mbitu or ndu mandengi ‘Monday’
‘2’ yapa yapanengi yanengi ‘Tuesday’
‘3’ itupa itupanengi ‘Wednesday’
‘4’ sondopa sondopanengi ‘Thursday’
‘5’ repu reningi ‘Friday’
‘6’ raka rakanengi ‘Saturday’
‘7’ konane sandengi konanengi ‘Sunday’
27Numbers are also structural components in some Tok Pisin day terms, for example ‘trinde’
(‘Wednesday’) is composed of the the words ‘tri’, ‘three’ and ‘de’, ‘day’. See also Schieffelin
(2002) concerning the introduction of novel time-measuring words and practices by the colonial
administration and missionary groups to the Bosavi (Kaluli) peoples.
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3.8.2 Time and manner adverbials
3.8.2.1 Time-of-day terms
Known time-of-day terms are shown in Table 3.15. Some of these words are trans-
parently compositional, for example hewarako is composed of the forms hewa ‘sun’
and arako ‘middle’. I also include in this table some idiomatic clausal expressions
that refer to times of day.
Table 3.15 Time-of-day expressions
heka hakaya ‘early morning’ (‘birds talk’)
sirakura ‘morning’
hewarako ‘middle of day’
yopo ‘afternoon’
ole riya ‘evening’ (‘crickets call’)
akura ‘night’
Time-of-day expressions describe the time environment of a predicated activity
(see for example (388)). They can be followed by the postpositional intensifier
kone (which is generally quite unrestricted in terms of what it can modify), but are
not usually marked with other bound forms, and do not occur as constituents in
independent structural units (for example, nominal phrases). In this typical use I
refer to them as adverbs. However, there are also some examples in my data in
which time-of-day terms are inflected with (non-final) verbal morphology, in which
case I understand them to be functioning as a kind of verbal predicate. Time of
day-terms are also used as greetings, in which case a drawn out vowel o is typically
added to the end of the expression.
3.8.2.2 Time/manner words
Known time/manner terms are shown in Table 3.16. These are formally disparate,
although each term has something in common with at least one other term in the
table.
Table 3.16 Time/manner words





ikane ‘in a bit (sooner than itane)’
hapia ‘before, immediately, hastily’
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Some time/manner terms have only a ‘time-ordering’ sense, that is they desig-
nate the time of a predicated activity in relation to other times and events. This is
true of itane, ikane, ala, and ari. The first three terms are free adverbials, that is,
expressions that are not limited to a particular position in the clause. Ari is unique
in the set in that it occurs post-verbally. This morpheme is very rare in my data.
The time/manner terms ha and hapia have both a time-ordering sense (‘imme-
diately’) and a manner sense (‘hastily, quickly’). The form ha always occurs imme-
diately preceding the predicate (see, for example, (633)). The terms hapia ‘before’
and awe ‘later’ do not have a fixed position as adverbial elements, but typically oc-
cur either sentence-initially (148) or following a subject NP (253). They can also
occur in a quasi-nominal capacity in NPs; see for example (182).
3.8.2.3 Manner adverbs
The Duna data includes a small number of words that function only as free ad-
verbials,28 describing the manner in which the predicated activity is done (see for
example (238)). Some examples of these manner adverbs are shown in Table 3.17.




sakore ‘quietly, slowly, gently’
ya˜o ‘without cause, without consequence, aimlessly’
3.9 Interrogatives
Interrogatives are words that occur in questions to “indicate either all by themselves,
or with the help of syntactic features of the question in which they occur, which
part of the proposition the the asker is interested in knowing about” (Sadock and
Zwicky 1985:185), and thus typically (although not necessarily) delineate a gap in
speaker knowledge. Duna sentences that include an interrogative word are defined
as interrogative sentences (§11.1.3.5).
Duna interrogatives split into two groups, non-derived and derived. Non-derived
interrogatives cannot be productively composed from extant morphemes (although
in most cases the forms suggest that they were originally compositional). Derived
interrogatives are formed from the interrogative root pa- ‘query’ in combination
with a bound morpheme, for example an NP marker.
28An exception to this is sakore ‘quietly, slowly, gently’, which in one instance in the textual data
occurs with the iterative medial verb inflection, -rua (ITER).
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Table 3.18 shows known non-derived interrogatives. Schachter (1985:34) notes
that “[t]he set of interrogative pro-forms typically cuts across other part-of-speech
classes” and this is the case in Duna. For example, the interrogatives ai ‘who’
and aki ‘what’ are pronominal and occur in NPs (§5.3.3), whereas the interrogative
pro-form paneki ‘when’ stands for a temporal expression (380). Several of the non-
derived interrogatives have formal similarities and are almost certainly historically
related. For example akita ‘how many’ appears to be based on (or at least share an
etymology with) aki ‘what’.29 The words paneki, pania, pano and paneme probably
include the interrogative pa- (or a forebear of it).30
The interrogative root pa- ‘query’ is formally most similar to a directional or loc-
ational demonstrative (§3.7), as it shares several distributional properties with these
classes (but does not exactly match the distributional properties of either). The kind
of missing information that pa- stands for will depend on the bound marker that
follows it and the syntactic context in which it occurs. Table 3.19 shows the dif-
ferent bound forms that are known to combine with pa-, the approximate meaning
of the resultant expression, and the section of this thesis where this expression is
discussed.
An example of a phrase that functions similarly to an interrogative is the expres-
sion aki wata, ‘why?’, ‘what’s the reason?’. This is composed of the interrogative
form aki ‘what’ and the consonantal verb wa- ‘do’ inflected with the sequential
medial inflection -ta, so that it literally means something like ‘what happened and
then..?’. The hesitation pro-form apoko(ne), ‘whatchmacallit’ (§5.3.3.5) is similar
to an interrogative pro-form in that it stands for an unknown item. However this
does not function as interrogative, but acts as a filler while the speaker is trying to
remember a word, typically a nominal constituent.
29Cochrane and Cochrane (1966:20) also note the existence of an interrogative akinda ‘how’. This
form does not occur in the 2003-7 data.
30For example, the word paneme ‘how’ may be derived from morphemes that are related to the
currently productive forms pa- ‘query’, -ne ‘TYPE’, and -me ‘MNR’. However -ne and -me do not
otherwise co-occur.
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Table 3.19 Interrogatives derived with pa- ‘query’
pa- + ... Approximate meaning See section:
-yanua SNS.IMPL ‘which thing (that can be heard)’ §6.2.2
-nua VIS.IMPL ‘which thing (that can be seen)’ §6.2.5
-na SPEC ‘which place’ §6.3.2.1
-tia GP ‘which things’ §6.3.2.2
-ta LOC ‘at which ...’ §6.3.4.2
-ra CNCL ‘in(to) what place’ §6.3.4.3
-ka PLC ‘what place’ §6.4.2
-kuru PLC.GP ‘whichever places’ (?) §6.4.3
-ngi TIME ‘whichever time’ (?) §6.4.4.2
-li TERR ‘which country/territory’ (?) §6.4.4.3
3.10 Dependent modifiers and linkers
3.10.1 Dependent postpositional modifiers
The forms angu ‘only, just’ (glossed as ‘RESTRICT’) and kone ‘truly, very, really’
(glossed as ‘INTENS’) are dependent postpositional modifiers. The intensifier kone
can modify nominal phrase constituents, verbs, temporals and manner adverbs.
The form angu typically modifies nominal phrases. These forms are phonological
words, but do not occur as independent utterances. I treat these words as part of the
constituent which they modify, and they are not further discussed in this thesis, but
can be observed in many of the example sentences.
3.10.2 Linking forms
Some words which can occur with conjunctive function are shown in Table 3.20.
See §11.1.3 concerning the form =pe ‘Q’ which typically marks interrogative sen-
tences.




The form pi ‘LNK’ links adjacent phrases and clauses, but is also used as a
discourse ‘highlighter’ following a nominal phrase that represents a particularly
pertinent piece of information. Thus, this form appears to indicate that a referent’s
identity or behaviour should be noticed and linked with another participant or frame
of activity that has already been or is about to be established in the discourse; see
for example (389). The form phuka ‘FORMER’ follows a sentence to indicate that
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the proposition described by it was formerly the case, but no longer is. The sentence
that follows phuka describes the new situation that replaces or prevents the erstwhile
state or practice; see for example (280) in §6.2.3.
3.11 Interjections and conventionalised sound gestures
Interjections are defined by Schachter and Shopen (2007:57) as “words that can
constitute utterances in themselves, and that usually have no syntactic connection
to any other words that may occur with them”.
The Duna forms e˜ and neya function as sentence pro-forms (Schachter 1985),
meaning ‘yes’ and ‘no’ respectively. The form neya is not always interjective, but
can also function as a clause or sentence negator in a complement-like construction,
and can be marked with verbal inflections and other predicate morphology (§8.3.3).
Some other interjections, and some sound gestures that have conventionalised
communicative functions, are listed below.
ho This word is used to get someone’s attention when you have something to give
them, particularly something they are expecting or have already asked you for (I
gloss this as ‘here.it.is’).
are and koko These forms are expressions of sympathy, meaning something like,
‘poor thing, I feel sorry for you/that person’. For example, these are appropriate
when someone has just sustained a minor injury or described a painful or frustrat-
ing situation such as bereavement or unfair treatment. These are typically uttered
with exaggerated ‘sing-song’ intonation (typically rising [l.h] for are, falling-rising
[h.lm] for koko) and extended final vowels.
The vowel u In response to someone calling out to you (for example, from outside
the house to see if you are inside) it is appropriate to respond with a sustained u
vowel, at a high level pitch.
The vowel e This is used as a typical place-filler (for example, at a moment of
when the speaker pauses to gather his or her thoughts in narrative discourse and
decide what to say next). The vowel is generally lengthened and produced at a high
pitch.
ye-he, yei, ae, ayo These forms are representative of typical exclamatory utterances.
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Ingressive nasal This sound is used as a feedback or confirming utterance, for
example to show that one basically agrees with a stated proposition in conversation.
It is made by drawing a breath in through the nose, with additional friction in the
velar/uvular region; that is, not unlike a gasp, but through the nose rather than the
mouth.31
A cough Although this is at the outer edge of linguistic phenomena, it is worth
noting here that when wishing to signal nearness to someone who hasn’t seen you
(for example, if you are approaching them on a path at night, or if you are waiting
outside the door of their house), it is appropriate to cough as an indication of one’s
presence.
31See Eklund (2007) concerning the phenomenon of ingressive ‘feedback’ words in Swedish and




I define four basic clause types in Duna with reference to the word class and valency
of the predicate. Section 4.1.1 describes non-verbal clauses, that is, those that are
headed by a non-verb (for example, a nominal or adjective) and are not marked
with inflectional TAM or polarity morphology (Chapter 8). Non-verbal clauses
typically describe timeless relationships of equation and attribution rather than tem-
porally specified events or states. Sections 4.1.2 - 4.1.4 describe verbal clauses,
which are headed by an inflected verb. Verbal clauses can be monovalent (§4.1.2),
bivalent (§4.1.3), or trivalent (§4.1.4). Some adjectival roots can also head mono-
valent verbal clauses (§4.1.2.4).
4.1.1 Non-verbal clauses
4.1.1.1 Nominal predicates
A relationship of (a degree of) identity between two things can be by expressed
through the juxtaposition of two nominal phrases, the second being the predicate.
These clauses express two kinds of identity relationship (as per Payne (1997)): those
of ‘equation’, where the two phrases refer to one and the same entity, as in (22); and
those of ‘proper inclusion’, where one of the phrases describes a feature or attribute
















‘His wife was a Mbara woman.’ (T/HY:201003iii)
1Full stops and commas in the Duna lines of examples are intended to give some indication of
(actual or usual) intonation units. Commas indicate anticipatory intonation (typically rising) and full
stops indicate closing intonation (typically falling).
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In the equational clause shown in (22) the two nominal phrases no rindi and
Paka are entirely coreferential, and maintain their equational relationship if the or-
der of the phrases is reversed (see Dryer 2007a).2 In relationships of proper inclu-
sion the predicate expression is non-specific as it describes a class. If the ordering
of the phrases in (23) is reversed the relationship changes to one of equation as the
predicate is now specific. Thus, the NP Mbara ima should also be marked as spe-
cific as in (24) (in this case with the specificity marker -na, §6.3.2.1) or there would


















? a Mbara woman is Fred’s wife (CD/XV:53)3








‘What is this? [he] said...’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
Equational or proper inclusion relationships expressed as clauses with nominal
predicates are usually understood to be immutable, and no time-frame is specified.
This contrasts with expressions of proper inclusion concerning mutable attributes,
such as a person’s physical maturity, which are normally denoted using an exist-
ential verb as a copula (§7.5.5.2). Evidential and information status markers in
non-verbal clauses can also specify a time frame for the predication to some extent,
albeit indirectly (§10.3).
4.1.1.2 Adjectival predicates
An adjectival root can occur as the predicate of a non-verbal clause, as in (27) and









‘That boy is very tall.’ (CD/XV:5)
2However, the two possibilities are not equivalent in terms of information structure, as the re-
ordered clause Paka no rindi is more appropriate to a situation in which we are being informed
about the place Paka rather than about the speaker’s homeland.
3Although I have not tested this, it seems possible that example (25) could be acceptable as the
response to a question such as ‘Who is Fred’s wife?’; i.e., when the NP Mbara ima can be interpreted
as having a particular referent rather than being a generic term.







‘Duna language is good.’ (IV/HY-PK:150605i)
In the textual data, the construction exemplified in (27) and (28) is quite rare.
Adjectives more commonly head verbal rather than non-verbal clauses, as they are
typically marked with verbal inflections when they occur as simple predicates; see
§4.1.2.4.
A phrase that includes the dependent form mo ‘like’ (see also §5.2.2) is func-
tionally equivalent to an adjective. These adjectival expressions can also occur as














‘[Knitting] is like netbag-weaving.’ (ED/V:55)
4.1.1.3 Other non-verb predicates







‘My children are four [i.e., I have four children].’ (IV/KY-KK:KG05V3(2).7)
The interrogative pano ‘where.is’ does not normally occur with a verbal predic-
ate, but has inbuilt existential/locative meaning.5 This word stands for a locative






















‘The thing for washing cups and plates is gone, where is [it]?’ (ED/III:71)
4A relationship of possession as expressed in this clause is more commonly encoded using an
existential verb (§7.5.5.1).
5This contrasts with location-query interrogatives that are productively derived using the inter-
rogative root pa-; see for example (296) and (358).
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4.1.2 Monovalent clauses
4.1.2.1 Introduction
Monovalent clauses are headed by a predicate that semantically requires (subcat-
egorises for) a single participant. For example, the motion verb phoko- ‘jump’
subcategorises for a single participant, the jumper. I refer to the item that fills the
required participant slot of a monovalent clause as the S argument.
An S argument may be realised in the clause as a nominal phrase (NP), or
through zero anaphora (§4.2.3.3). An S argument NP may in pragmatically appro-
priate circumstances be formally marked as a ‘contrasted subject ’ (§6.6.1). High
animacy third person S arguments are typically referenced using a free or dependent
pronoun as an indicator of discourse prominence (5.3.1.1 and 6.6.3). The identity
of an S argument restricts or predicts the range of bound morphemes that can be
applied to the predicate (§11.2).
4.1.2.2 Monovalent verbs (non-existential)
Three examples of monovalent verbal clauses are shown in (34) - (36). The S ar-
gument in (34) and (35) is an unmarked NP. In (36), the high animacy third person





















Examples (34) - (36) contrast with respect to qualities of animacy and volition,
which are important features in some areas of Duna grammar (see in particular
§6.6.1 and §11.2). In (34) the S argument is inanimate. In (35) the S argument is
animate and volitional. In (36) the S argument is high animacy but (presumably)
non-volitional.
4.1.2.3 Existential verbs
Existential verbs (§3.3.2) can head monovalent clauses that describe the existence
and/or location of someone or something.
The three major existential verbs, ka- ‘be/stand’, ra- ‘be/sit’ and (e)ra- ‘be/put’
are exemplified in (37) to (39).























‘There are two arrows.’ (LIV/KK:311003)
In clauses such as (37) - (39), the verbs perform an ‘existential-classificatory’
function (Rumsey 2002). The S argument selects a particular verb of existence, for
example ra- ‘be/sit’ for a female person and ka- ‘be/stand’ for a male person.6
Two minor existential verbs iwa- ‘plant’, and ua- ‘sleep, lie’, which only rarely












‘There is gold [i.e., in the ground].’ (ED/XV:19)
Lexically specific meanings of the known Duna existential verbs were summar-
ised in Table 3.6 in the preceding chapter. Examples of two existential verbs used
with their lexically specific function are shown in (44) and (45).7
6The existence of mixed-gender groups of people may be expressed using either ka- ‘be/stand’
or ra- ‘be/sit’, with the tendency that more abstract existence (for example, of a race of people) is
more likely to be expressed using ka- as in (40), whereas the existence of a settled domestic group
living at their specific home (for example, a family described in a story, as in 41) is more likely to
















‘There was a woman and a young man (living together).’ (T/YS:270205)
Some examples suggest that settled home-based existence may be expressed using ra- ‘sit’ even
if the only S argument is male. This highlights the relevance of Giles’ classification (§3.3.2) of ka-
items as living things that “move about from area to area” as opposed to “living things confined to
specific areas” which fall into the ra- category (Giles MSa:L6).
7Note that the second and third occurrences of the verb ra- in (44) must necessarily be interpreted
as having a posture sense (i.e., describing sitting), as the S arguments are male people, and ka-
‘be/stand’ would be used if the clauses were more generally existential.





























‘The women’s group sat in a line on this side, men sat on the other side, and















‘The bean seed [he] planted it down by the house. ’ (T/PK:080605ii)
As first noted by Giles (MSa:L6), some items can select more than one existence-
predicating verb according to the kind of situation that is being described. For
example when the existence/location of sweet potato (hina) is predicated with ka-
‘be/stand’, this describes tubers in the ground (46). A clause headed by era- ‘be/put’
describes tubers that have been dug up, or food in general (47). Alternatively, a




























‘I have sweet potato growing (in the ground).’ (Giles MSa:L6)
Existential verbs can also head clauses that express possession. The verb is
selected according to the existential class of the possessum, and an additional NP is
introduced that references the possessor. An example is shown in (49). This kind of











‘At this time I did not have school fees...’(T/PK:020104)
8In narrative texts, sentences or paragraphs are commonly finished with a narrative marker that
involves the verb ruwa- ‘say’. The approximate import of such forms is shown in italics in the
translation line.
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4.1.2.4 Non-verbal roots as monovalent predicates
Adjectival roots can be marked with inflectional morphology and occur as heads





















‘I am cold.’ (CD/III:71)
Note that in (50), the single argument of this monovalent clause, Yuna anoa
‘Duna men’, is marked with the contrasted subject marker -ka (§6.6.1). KK judged
that his would be unacceptable in a clause headed by a non-verbal adjectival predic-










That man is very good (CD/XV:6)
4.1.3 Bivalent clauses
Bivalent clauses are headed by a predicate that semantically requires two parti-
cipants. For example the bivalent verb sa- ‘strike, hit, kill’ subcategorises for a
striker and a thing that is struck. The verb encodes an activity that includes an
agent, “a participant which the meaning of the verb describes as doing something,
or causing something to happen” and a patient, “a participant which the verb de-
scribes as having something happen to it, and as being affected by what happens to
it” (Andrews 2007:137). I refer to items that fill the participant slots of a bivalent
clause as ‘A’ and ‘P’ arguments. Typically an A argument has agent-like semantics
and a P argument has patient-like semantics, but this is not always the case. For
example, the verb may specify other kinds of semantic roles such as the theme and
path required by the verb mbite-, ‘cross (a waterway)’; or a bivalent verb may be
used in expressing an involuntary experience in which the A argument is an experi-
encer and the P argument a stimulus (§7.6).
An A argument can be realised in the clause as an NP, or through zero ana-
phora (§4.2.3.3). An A argument NP is typically either obligatorily marked as a
‘contrasted subject’, or eligible for contrasted subject marking if certain pragmatic
conditions exist (§6.6.1). The identity of an A argument restricts or predicts the
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range of bound morphemes that can be applied to the predicate (§11.2). Unlike P
arguments, third person A arguments may typically be referenced by an NP that in-
cludes a free or dependent personal pronoun without any implication of pragmatic
prominence (see sections 5.3.1.1 and 6.6.3).
A P argument can be realised as an unmarked NP (that is, one that is not overtly
marked for semantic role, grammatical relation, or prominence, see Chapter 6),
an NP marked with -ta ‘LOC’ (§6.3.4.2), or have zero anaphoric reference. A P
argument NP is never marked as a contrasted subject, and its identity does not have
direct bearing on predicate morphology.
Three examples of bivalent verbal clauses are shown in (53) - (55). In each
case the P argument is realised as an unmarked NP. The A arguments are realised
as either an unmarked NP (example (53)) or an NP that is marked as a contrasted
subject (examples (54) and (55)). In each example the A argument NP precedes the






























‘We carried medicine...’ (T/HK:250906)
Example (56) shows a bivalent clause in which the P argument is expressed as
a LOC-marked nominal phrase. Marking a P argument NP as locative with -ta LOC
typically indicates lower affectedness of the P and lower semantic transitivity (cf.
Hopper and Thompson 1980). Example (56) describes a situation in which only part
of a specific amount of food was eaten, and the locative marker supplies partitive
meaning, that is, only part of the P argument is affected in the carrying out of the
predicated activity.9 The pronominal NP no (1SG) can be interpreted as either an A
argument or a possessor; see §4.2.3.5.
9The (hypothetical) situational context is that the speaker ate only part of her father’s family’s
pig portion as received from a brideprice exchange.












‘I ate of my father’s pig.’ (CD/XIV:121)
See also §6.3.4.2 for some other examples of P arguments that are realised as
LOC-marked NPs.
4.1.4 Trivalent clauses
Trivalent clauses are headed by a predicate that semantically requires three parti-
cipants. The few trivalent predicates that I know of in Duna10 can be generally char-
acterised as ‘transfer’ events, so that the participants include something (concrete
or abstract) that is transferred, somewhere that it is transferred to, and something
that effects the transfer. I refer to the item that fills the ‘transferer’ slot in a trivalent
clause as the A argument (equivalent to the A argument of bivalent clauses), the
transferred item as the T (theme) argument, and the item it is transferred to as the R
(recipient) argument.
T and R arguments can be realised as unmarked NPs or have zero anaphoric
reference (§4.2.3.3). An R argument may alternatively be realised as a LOC-marked
NP.
Three examples of trivalent clauses are shown in (57) to (59). In each example
all three arguments are realised in the clause as nominal phrases. The R argument
is an unmarked NP and precedes the T argument NP. This exemplifies typical word

















































‘The boy gave these people the road contract...’ (T/PK:080605ii)
10I know of only one productively trivalent verb, ngua- ‘give’. I recorded also one trivalent verb
adjunct construction ware ka- ‘show be/stand’ (for which the idea of ‘transfer’ is rather more meta-
phorical, relating to the transfer of knowledge of the T argument rather than the item itself), and
some further trivalent verb serialisations such as ruwa ngua- (say give) ‘tell, explain’ and mbara ka-
(know make) ‘teach’.
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In (60) - (63) the R argument is a LOC-marked NP. This pattern of realisation is
quite common in the textual data,11 and is typically used in describing situations in
which a transfer is partial or temporary, rather than a complete change of ownership
or control. For example, (60) shows KK’s request to me to borrow my binoculars
for a moment so that he could look through them, not to have them as a permanent
gift. A LOC-marked R argument NP generally follows rather than precedes a T





















































‘Wakili when she was about to die gave some final advice to us.’
(TLIV/KK:230205)
4.2 Participant reference in verbal clauses
4.2.1 Arguments and adjuncts
Sections 4.1.2 - 4.1.4 have outlined how nominal phrases in verbal clauses may de-
note arguments, that is, participants that are semantically required by the predicate.
These include the S argument of monovalent clauses; the A argument of multivalent
clauses; the P argument of bivalent clauses; and the R and T arguments of trivalent
clauses. Nominal phrases, place phrases (PlcP, §6.4) and postpositional phrases
(PP, §6.5) may also be included in the clause as adjuncts, denoting items that are
not strictly entailed by the predicate but which ‘flesh out’ the description of the
situation, for example describing a setting in which it takes place or an instrument
11For example, in a sample of 28 clauses headed by the trivalent verb ngua- ‘give’ the R argument
is realised as an unmarked NP eight times and a LOC-marked NP four times (and elided 16 times).
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that is employed in its accomplishment. A nominal, place, or postpositional phrase
stands in a particular relation to the structure of the clause in which it occurs. In this
section I identity three such relations: subject, object, and oblique.
The criteria I use for identifying these relations are varied: a subject is defined
on the basis of argument type (that is, represents a grouping of S and A arguments);
an object as a particular NP realisation of certain arguments; and an oblique through
reference to morphological marking and/or non-argument status.
Subject S and A arguments have a subject relation. In contrast to other arguments:
• A subject argument can in pragmatically and/or semantically appropriate circum-
stances be realised as a CS-marked NP (§6.6.1).
• The realisation of a third person subject argument as a free pronoun or an NP that
includes a dependent pronoun does not imply pragmatic prominence (see sections
5.3.1.1 and 6.6.3).
• The identity of the subject argument restricts and/or predicts morphological marking
of the predicate (§11.2). These restrictions and predictions are generally only relevant
to animate and volitional subjects, and can be manipulated to semantic and pragmatic
effect.
As can be seen from this the above description, I have not observed syntactic
coding of the subject argument in Duna that is wholly independent of semantic,
pragmatic, and discourse features. For example, although there is a particular NP
realisation strategy that is only relevant to S and A arguments (CS-marking), this
realisation is sensitive to the semantics of a given situation and to pragmatic prom-
inence, and cannot be predicted on the basis of argument type alone. However, an
abstract grouping of S and A arguments remains relevant to several features of the
data so I adopt this as part of my analysis.
Object I refer to an unmarked NP that is the P, T, or R argument of a multivalent
clause as having an object relation.
Oblique Items in an oblique relation include NPs, PP, and PlcPs that denote non-
argument participants, as well as P or R arguments that are realised as LOC-marked
NPs.
I also identify an NP or a PP that occurs in an initial position in a nominal phrase
(§5.2.6) as having a possessor relation. The possessum is the referent of the notional
head of the NP in which the possessor phrase occurs. This is a phrase-internal
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rather than clause-level relation and I do not discuss it further in this chapter, except
with regard to ambiguity as to whether an NP has a subject or possessor relation
(§4.2.3.5).
4.2.2 Overview of typical word order
4.2.2.1 Subject and object NPs
In typical word order, subject argument NPs are clause-initial. Object NPs typically
follow subject NPs. R object NPs typically precede T object NPs. This ordering is









Figure 4.1 Typical ordering of subject and object NPs
4.2.2.2 Obliques
In monovalent clauses, obliques typically follow a subject argument NP if one is










‘We sat here.’ (T/MK:141103)
In bivalent or trivalent clauses, the position of an oblique NP, PlcP or PP gener-
ally reflects the nature of its semantic role. Andrews (2007) distinguishes between
semantic roles that are ‘participatory’, being “borne by what one would think of as
actual participants in the situation implied by the verb” and ‘circumstantial’, being
“borne by entities that do not really participate, but instead form part of the setting
of the event” (2007:140). I follow this terminology in making a distinction between
participatory and circumstantial obliques, as this is indicative of word order pref-
erence. Participatory obliques typically follow an object NP (if present) whereas
circumstantial obliques typically precede an object NP. This is not a strictly main-
tained order, but is usual in the textual data.
Postpositional phrases marked with -ka ‘INSTR’ (§6.5.2) have the semantic role
of instrument, a typical participatory semantic role (Andrews 2007:140). Instrument
obliques typically follow an object NP, as in (65) and (66).





























‘Now [people] wash the children with the soap...’ (T/KP:261103ii)
NPs that are marked with -ta ‘LOC’ (§6.3.4.2) can be either participatory or
circumstantial. In (67), the LOC-marked NP is participatory as it is the R argument
of the serialised trivalent predicate (§7.3), and follows the object NP. In (68), the































‘Haya and I dug up sweet potato at the garden...’ (T/MM:250903)
Nominal phrases that are marked with the inner/concealing location marker -ra
‘CNCL’ (§6.3.4.3) are typically participatory obliques, as in (69). The role of the
netbag (nu) in this example can be interpreted as an inner locative describing the
location of a participant (Andrews 1985:70) and/or the container/instrument role















‘Now they carry sweet potato in netbags.’ (T/HS:061103i)
Place phrases (§6.4) denote locations, and these can be either participatory or
circumstantial. A participatory location is ‘expected’ from the predicate of the
clause in which it occurs, whereas a circumstantial location is not. For example,
the (derived) bivalent relocation verb roae- ‘place something’ that heads the clause
shown in (70) anticipates a location-like participant.12 The PlcP that refers to this
participant, horaka, follows the object NP. In (71), horaka is not expected from the
predicate and describes the ‘setting’ of the activity. This is a circumstantial oblique,
and precedes the object NP.
12I see this participant as distinct from an argument, as it cannot alternatively be realised in the
clause as an unmarked NP or through zero anaphora.

























‘They killed pigs there...’ (T/YS:270205)
Temporal expressions (§3.8) quite commonly follow a subject NP and precede
an object NP; see for example (319), (332). These describe the time setting of an
activity, that is, are typically circumstantial.
4.2.2.3 Summary
The typical ordering of subject and object NPs and obliques in the clause is sum-
marised in Figure 4.2. Oblique constituents are identified as ‘participatory’ or ‘cir-
cumstantial’. If more than one object NP is present, R argument objects typically
precede T argument objects. The predicate is the only obligatory constituent.
—————————————————————————————
(NPsubject) (ObliqueCircum.) (NPobject) (ObliquePartic.) Predicate
—————————————————————————————
Figure 4.2 Typical word order of a verbal clause
4.2.3 Issues in argument identification and realisation
In this section I describe some situations in which the expression/identification of
arguments through NP realisation may be problematic or operate differently from
as described in the preceding sections.
4.2.3.1 Reflexive clauses
A clause with reflexive semantics describes a situation in which something acts
upon itself, fulfilling both the actor and undergoer participant roles required by a
bivalent predicate.13 As far as I am aware Duna does not have a distinct formal
construction that is specifically reserved for this kind of situation. In certain cases,
a clause can be identifed as reflexive, but this is a semantic rather than morpho-
syntactic label.
Examples (72) and (73) show clauses headed by the complex predicate waya
sa- ‘wash’. This predicate can head a clause with non-reflexive meaning (72), or
reflexive meaning (73).
13I have no data regarding reflexive trivalent clauses.
















‘Don’t wash [yourself]!’ (ED/VII:23)
I analyse NPs such as the pronoun ko ‘2SG’ in (73) as subject NPs that are under-
stood to ‘stand for’ both the actor and undergoer participants that are required by the
predicate. The semantics of the predicate, the lack of any overt P argument, exclus-
ivity marking (see following) and/or emphatic double pronoun reference (§5.4.2.3)
generate a strong implication of reflexive meaning.
A subject NP in a semantically reflexive clause is likely to be an ‘exclusive’
nominal phrase, that is, a pronominal NP marked with the exclusive identification
marker -nga ‘EXCV’ (§6.6.2). This reference strategy indicates that an A or S argu-
ment acts solely by, for, and/or upon themselves or their possessions,14 and is not
restricted to reflexive clauses. An example of a reflexive clause that includes an NP
marked with -nga is shown in (74). The example shown in (75) can be considered
reflexive or not, depending on whether one includes in the definition that actor and


















‘I cut my hand with an axe.’ (CED/VIII:184)
4.2.3.2 Reciprocal clauses
Examples (76) and (77) show clauses headed by bivalent predicates that describe
semantically reciprocal events. Two entities perform the same predicated activity
upon each other and so correspond to both the actor and undergoer participants
required by the predicate, as they simultaneously ‘do’ and ‘be done unto’. In (76)
and (77), the clause includes a single NP that refers to both participants; this is
typical of semantically reciprocal clauses that occur in the Duna textual data. Verbs
that describe a reciprocal activity are usually marked by a morphological operation
which indicates multiple instantiations of the predicate, that is, reduplication (full
or partial) of the root and/or the iterative affix -(r)uri (§7.2.3), as in both of these
examples. Such marking is not exclusive to clauses with reciprocal meaning.
14KK and RA felt that use of -nga was most appropriate for situations involving high animacy
possessions, such as children and domestic animals.


















‘The pair would trick each other...’ (T/HY:201003ii)
Example (78) shows a clause with reciprocal meaning that is headed by a trivalent
predicate, the complex lexeme ngirane ngirane-, meaning ‘exchange’.15 In this con-
struction the givers and recipients are in a reciprocal relationship, and correspond









‘We two exchanged peanuts (with each other).’ (CED/VII:8)
As for reflexive subjects, I interpret unmarked NPs such as those that occur in
(76) - (78) as subject NPs that stand for both the actor and undergoer participants
that are required by the predicate, or, in the case of a trivalent predicate, for both the
givers and recipients. Overtly marking a nominal phrase such as keno in (78) as a
contrasted subject triggers a slightly different reading of the clause, in which an R









‘We two (as a pair) exchanged peanuts (with other people).’ (CED/VII:8)
In the constructed example shown in (80), each participant is referenced by
a separate NP. I believe this is best interpreted as a ‘collocated’ NP construction
(§5.4.1), that is, with anoa ndu and ima ndu being collocated as a multi-referent















‘A man and a woman are sitting staring at each other.’ (CD/V:70)
15This is presumably derived from the trivalent verb ngua- ‘give’ and the sequential (switch)
medial inflection -rane, although as far as I am aware this morphological template is not productive.
16It is alternatively possible to use contrasted subject marking as an indication of contrastive focus
in reciprocal clauses, for example, to emphasise that out of a group of potential participants, it was
X and Y in particular who engaged in a reciprocal activity; see §5.4.2.3.
17The collocation analysis seems the most sensible interpretation because encoding the parti-
cipants of a reciprocal activity as one NP is the usual pattern in the textual data.
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Example (81) shows another constructed clause in which the verb is reduplic-
ated, and two NPs are present; however, in this case the first is marked as a contras-
ted subject. KK thought that the most likely interpretation for this clause was that
a cat or cats scratched other cats, but that reciprocal semantics were not strongly
implied. The first NP, puti nduka (‘a cat’ or ‘each cat’), is interpreted as an A argu-
ment, the second, ndu (‘one’), as a P argument. Reduplication of the verb indicates
multiple instantiations of the predicate activity, triggering the reading that there are









‘A/Each cat scratched others.’ (CD)
4.2.3.3 Argument elision
Predicate arguments are not obligatorily realised as NPs in the clause, but may be
covertly ‘referenced’ through zero anaphora. A lack of any overt reference signals
to a listener that they should identify the ‘missing’ argument as a participant that
has already been referred to in the preceding discourse, or can be inferred from
exophoric context.
Example (82) shows an elided S argument, the identity of which is understood
from exophoric context. This was a comment made by a child upon seeing an






‘Will [that animal] come here?’ (OH)
Example (83) shows a clause headed by the trivalent verb ngua- ‘give’ in which
the A, R, and T arguments are not overt. This utterance was called out by an audi-
ence member during a pikono performance. The previous few minutes of the per-
formance have been devoted to describing how one of the heroes of the story has
killed and cooked numerous pigs for a feast, and detailing the guests that he is now




‘Maybe [he] has given [all the guests] [all the meat].’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).4))
The text excerpt shown in (84) exemplifies text-based zero anaphoric reference
of an S/A argument that is maintained across several clauses. Each line is a clausal
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unit,18 commas indicating rising intonation followed by a pause, and full stops
indicating falling intonation followed by a pause. The subject of the first clause
shown, (84a), is realised as an NP, no ‘1SG’ (shown in bold). This participant (the
speaker) is maintained as a subject argument across seven subsequent clauses. Hori-
zontal dashed lines in the Duna text represent the gapped argument.19 Identification
of the missing argument is supported in a number of ways, for example: there are
no other participants mentioned that could potentially occur as arguments of these
predicates; the gapped argument is highly animate, and thus a good candidate for
‘topical continuity’ (Givo´n 1983); most of the predicates are monovalent, so there
is no potential for ambiguity or misidentification of an argument position; and four
of the clauses completely or partially repeat the predicate of the preceding clause.
When a different subject argument is introduced in (84i), this participant is overtly
referenced as a nominal phrase. The medial verbal inflection that precedes this
clause, -roko, also strongly predicts (but does not absolutely determine) that S or A








































[I] walked back up to the garden.
g. kerema-ria-ya
ascend-AGAIN-DEP
[I] was going back up
18Serialised verbs (§7.3) and certain multiple verb structures (for example purposive and aspectual
chaining constructions) are counted as a single unit.
19The gap is indicated in the expected position in unmarked word order (§4.2.2).














Metai had gone to gather chestnuts.’ (T/HS:141103)
The text excerpt shown in (85) is referentially more complex than (84) in that
there are several different participants realised through zero anaphora. Participants
are overtly referenced at points of change, and typically covertly referenced whenever









































































and placed [it] just there,...’ (TLIV/KK:311003)
Table 4.1 represents the tracking of participants throughout text excerpt (85).
The left-hand column shows the predicate of each clause of the text, and the sub-
sequent columns show the argument identification and reference of participants in
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each clause. When a participant is referenced with an NP its argument status is
shown in bold type. Implied reference through zero anaphora is shown in ordinary
type.
Table 4.1 Participant tracking in text excerpt (85)
snake chicken I we
a khouta ra- ‘wrap’ A P
⇓
b ‘’ A P
⇓ ⇓
c ‘’ A P
d karia- ‘shoot’ P A
e iwa- ‘fall’ S
f sa- ‘take’ P A
⇓ ⇓
g si hoa- ‘bring’ P A
⇓
h sa- ‘take’ P A
⇓ ⇓
i roae- ‘place’ P A
In Table 4.1 it can be seen that in each case in (85), zero anaphora is used when
the same participant occupies the same argument position (S, A, or P) in the follow-
ing clause. There is only one occasion (clause (b)) in which an opportunity for zero
anaphora based on this principle is not taken.20 From impressionistic observation,
this is fairly typical of narrative text. However, it is by no means a requirement that
a participant be both referenced in a preceding clause and maintain an unchanged
argument position in order to be elided. This is seen in a further excerpt from the
same text, shown in (86). The speaker (on being questioned) is talking in more de-
tail about the way the snake was caught—an event that was referred to in a single
clause (85h) earlier in the text. At this point the speaker and the addressee (LSR) are
walking around the site that this event took place, so gesture and real-world location
play a significant part in the explanation of what happened.
20Note that in this instance the speaker also changes the status of the chicken (heka) as specific to
indefinite from one clause to the next. In clause (a) he marks the chicken as specific based on both
endophoric reference (as he has already mentioned this bird in the text) and exophoric features (this
chicken is the one that the speaker and addressee have recently eaten). In (b) he apparently shifts to
mark specificity from ‘inside’ the actual event; i.e., at the time that the speaker first witnessed the
snake attack, the chicken was just ‘a chicken’ rather than the known individual it has since become.












































































































and struck it over there.’ (TLIV/KK:311003)
Table 4.2 represents the tracking of participants throughout excerpt (86) in the
same way as Table 4.1 did for excerpt (85). In this case, it can be seen that for the
‘snake’ participant, the principle of ‘copy same argument from preceding clause’
is violated in several instances. For example, moving from clause (b) to (c), the
argument type of the participant changes, but zero anaphora continues. At clause
(k), zero anaphoric reference of the snake as a P argument is picked up after an
interval of two snake-free clauses, and the overt P argument of the immediately
preceding clause (‘stick’) is ignored. By the time we get to clause (q) in which the
snake is an elided P argument, it has not been overtly referenced for seven verbal
clauses (eight if we count the sentence fragment in (86m) as a full clause), three of
which do not include the snake as an argument.
There are three main points that I wish to mention in regard to this. The first is
that, as outlined previously, the text at this point is (unlike much of my textual data)
less of a ‘sit-down’ narrative in which reference must be sustained endophorically,
and more of an active situation in which the speech setting and non-verbal commu-
nication contributes significantly to referent identification. Secondly, the snake is
at this point a highly topical participant that has been referenced many times (both
overtly and covertly), and established as a ‘main player’ in the narrative. Thirdly,
although the argument identity of the snake changes from S to P and back again,
its semantic role is essentially unchanged throughout, as it remains an undergoer in
every clause; the only time it occurs as an S argument is as the subject of the non-
control predicate iwa- ‘fall’, and it never occurs as an actor subject. These factors
support the referential continuity of the participant and the correct identification of
the elided argument.21
21Zero anaphora is clearly supported by many other features that I do not discuss here, for example
medial and final verb morphology, ‘common sense’ likelihoods relating to the nature of the parti-
cipants (e.g., snakes strangle creatures with their tails, people move things with sticks), a hearer’s
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Table 4.2 Participant tracking in text excerpt (86)
Jm. we I snake stick
a iwa- ‘fall’ S
⇓
b ‘’ ‘’ S
⇓
c kili si- ‘drag’ A P
⇓
d kerema- ‘ascend’ S
⇓
e ‘’ ‘’ S
⇓
f seya nga- ‘walk’ S
g iwa- ‘fall’ S
⇓
h iwa- ‘’ S
i hoa- ‘come’ S
⇓
j si hoa- ‘bring’ A P
⇓ ⇓
k pere sa- ‘bat away’ A P
⇓
l iwa ‘fall’ S
⇓
m (iwa) (‘fall’) (S)
⇓
n iwa ‘fall’ S
⇓
o kili si ‘drag’ A P
⇓
p nga- ‘go’ S
⇓ ⇓
q sa- ‘strike’ A P
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4.2.3.4 Note on ambivalent verbs
Certain Duna verbs can be used as either monovalent or bivalent predicates; they
may head a clause with a single S argument, or with an A and a P argument. In
most verbs of this type the S argument of the monovalent predicate corresponds
semantically to the P argument of the bivalent predicate, and is typically undergoer-
like rather than actor-like. For example, the verb iwa- has a monovalent sense, ‘fall
down’, and a bivalent sense ‘drop, put down’, so that S and P share the characteristic
of being things that move down, without being in control of this movement. This
kind of alternation is an example of ‘patientive’ ambitransitivity (Mithun 2000).
Examples (87) and (88) show the verb khi- occurring in its monovalent sense
‘be lost, be left, be thrown away’ and bivalent sense ‘lose, leave, throw away some-
thing’ (glossed simply as ‘leave’), respectively. As arguments may be omitted
(§4.2.3.3), and there is no necessary formal differentiation of the predicate accord-
ing to valency, the realisation of the predicate as monovalent or bivalent is largely
judged from context. In (87), there is no participant that could potentially be iden-















































‘Our father’s family and our father too, they wouldn’t see us. They said we
were bastard children from before, and they abandoned us.’ (T/KP:061103)
4.2.3.5 Note on subject/possessor indeterminacy
In cases where an S or A argument interacts with its own possessions, there may
be indeterminacy as to whether a particular NP has a subject or possessor relation.
For example in (89a), no could be interpreted as an S argument NP as represented








‘I’m going home’ (LC)
personal knowledge of events that are described, the larger narrative context (e.g., introductory or
recap summary accounts within the text) and expectations of how events will unfold in a narrative.
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b. [no]subj [andata] ngui
I’m going to [my] house.
c. [[no]poss andata] ngui
[I’m] going to my house.
I assume that an NP in this situation bears a subject relation, unless context
clearly suggests otherwise. For example, if (89a) occurred as the answer to a ques-
tion such as ‘Whose house are you going to?’ I would interpret no ‘1SG’ as a
possessor rather than a subject.
4.2.4 Some marked word order/intonation patterns
4.2.4.1 Introduction
In this section I exemplify some marked word order constructions in which the
ordering of subjects, objects, and obliques differs from the typical order shown in
Figure 4.2 (§4.2.2.3) in a systematically meaningful way. Marked constructions
typically involve movement of a phrase that is prominent in some way to the front
or back of the clause, where it may be prosodically marked as separate from the
remaining clausal constituents.
I define three features of these marked constructions: movement, copying, and
broken intonation. In some situations the features are codependent.22
Movement refers to the placing of an NP, PP or PlcP at either the left or right
edge of the clause, contrary to typical word order preference as described in Figure
4.2. Copying refers to the coreference of an initial or final constituent by a pro-
nominal element within the clause. Broken intonation refers to distinct prosodic
treatment of the first referring expression of the unit, or of a post-verbal referring
expression. In the first case, the initial phrase is pronounced with rising intona-
tion followed by a pause (‘comma intonation’), and there is thus an intonation unit
boundary between it and the clausal constituents that follow it. In the second case,
the right-moved phrase follows a predicate that is pronounced with closing intona-
tion (distinguishing it from a clefted constituent).
I refer to left movement in Duna text that does not also involve copying or
broken intonation as fronting. Fronting is primarily associated with the pragmatic
property focus, and is only relevant to non-subject arguments, as subjects typically
precede other constituents in unmarked order.23
22For example, an object argument that is copied must also be moved (unless movement is a null
feature, for example, if the subject argument of the clause is elided rather than overt).
23The fact that subject NPs generally occur clause initially suggests a default treatment of the
subject as a prominent participant.
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I refer to copying and/or broken intonation of a leftmost NP, PlcP or PP as left
dislocation.24 Left dislocation is primarily associated with the pragmatic property
‘link’ (Vallduvı´ 1992) and the ‘re-activation’ of topical participants in discourse
(Lambrecht 1994; Foley 2007).
I refer to any right edge placement of a constituent that coincides with broken
intonation as right dislocation.25 Right dislocation is associated with clarification
and ‘tidying’ a clause that the speaker judges as confused or ambiguous.
4.2.4.2 Fronting
An object or oblique may be fronted and occur first in the clause.26 Fronting typical-
ly indicates that a referring expression is pragmatically prominent and focussed in
some way. For example, the phrase may constitute information that fills a perceived
gap in the hearer’s knowledge; the fronted phrase is in ‘new’ (or ‘completive’) fo-
cus (Dik 1989:392). This is seen in examples (90) - (93) which show first a situ-
ation described in unmarked word order, and then three question and answer pairs
in which a missing participant is placed at the beginning of the answer sentence.
These sentences show fronting of an object NP (91), a PP headed by the instrument
postposition -ka ‘INSTR’ (92), and an NP marked with -ra ‘CNCL’ (93). PK judged























‘What did you kill?’
24The definition of left dislocation is confined by some scholars (see e.g., Foley 2007:443) to
describing constructions that involve copying. Left movement (and typically also broken intonation)
that does not involve copying may be referred to as ‘topicalisation’. However I do not use the latter
term for this as I use the word ‘topical’ elsewhere in a somewhat different sense, and because it seems
appropriate to use a single term for both construction types in Duna as they function similarly.
25Thus, my use of this term is broad, and does not refer specifically to situations in which the
constituent in question is is represented by a pronominal element (or zero anaphora) in the clause,
and by an NP in the right dislocated phrase.
26This is of course only observable if a constituent that would be predicted to occur before the
fronted constituent is present in the clause. For example, an object that is the only NP in a clause
will be clause-initial but is not ‘fronted’.
27In this ‘answer to a question’ situation, there is a preference for fronted participants to be overtly
marked as indefinite with the quantifier ndu (see also §5.2.3.3). For example, when I first suggested
the constituent arrangement shown in (92), I did not have ndu within the instrument-referent NP, and
this was corrected by PK who thought that the sentence sounded much better with ndu included.

















































Inside the house I killed the snake.’ (CED)
Fronting may also mark contrast in which, broadly, one participant is ‘substi-
tuted’ for another (Vallduvı´ 1992:71-2).28 In (94), the object NPs of a negative and
a positive clause are fronted and contrasted. The hypothetical context is that two













‘You I didn’t see, Manari I saw.’ (CED/VIII:171)
In textual data it is noticeable that fronting occurs within clauses that itemise
a set of parallel events, as in (95) and (96). In the examples the fronted NP is
underlined. Fronting maintains parallel structure across the clauses as the contrast





































One time, staying [in the house] in this way, in the afternoon in this way
[they] brought pigs, brought sweet potato, brought birds, they ate taro...’
(T/YS:270205)
28From the available data this kind of ‘contrastive’ fronting in Duna seems to correspond closely
to ‘parallel’ and ‘replacing’ contrastive focus within Dik’s (1989) typology. However, this is a
preliminary observation only as I do not know the full range of situations in which fronting may
occur in Duna.





























‘One thigh was splattered about, one arm was bent away, one brow the tree
pierced...’ (T/SN:101203i)
Examples (97) to (100) show a fronted LOC-marked NP, accompanier PP, R
object and T object, in that order. These are all constructed sentences. The hypo-







































‘To me Metai gave banana.’ (To whom did Metai give banana?) (CD/VII:23)
4.2.4.3 Left dislocation
Subjects, objects, possessors, and obliques may be left dislocated.29 In such con-
structions, it is typical for the left dislocated element to be something the speaker
assumes the hearer already knows about (but cannot otherwise identify), while the
remainder of the clause provides new information. A left dislocated constituent in
Duna thus corresponds to Foley’s (2007:404) definition of a topic, “the link which
ties the information communicated in this sentence with what has preceded”.30
In (101) and (102),31 the left dislocated ‘links’ (shown in bold type) correspond
to things that have recently been introduced into the text. Morphological marking on
the left dislocated NP reflects the participant’s clause-internal semantic role and/or
29In examples in the textual data, obliques are fronted with broken intonation, but are not copied.
I have not tested whether copying is possible for all kinds of oblique constituents.
30Compare also Vallduvi’s ‘link’ elements in information structure that are necessarily sentence-
initial (1992:48), and “point toward the address in the hearer’s knowledge store under which the
information of the sentence must be entered” (1992:62).
31In some instances letters are substituted for proper names because the names represent special-
ised knowledge and it is not appropriate for me to reproduce them.
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grammatical function (Chapter 6). In (101), the postposition -ka (INSTR) is retained
in the dislocated phrase, sopoka. In (102), the left dislocated NP in (102b) is marked










































































My paternal ancestors before, the ones that existed, [?their] ancestors’
















this particular one, he built a house at X...’ (T/RP:270405ia)
In 103, the left dislocated constituent is not referenced endophorically, but is a









‘Sweet potato, give Lila one.’ (OH/VII:23)
Left dislocation is also used in marking a topical participant that has not been
referenced (overtly or covertly) for several clauses and is being “revived or re-
established” as a “resumed topic” (Dik 1989:277).
32In (102c), the speaker reiterates more precisely the meaning of no ame as used in the previous
sentences; that is, that the relationship goes back several generations. This sentence is not spoken
fluently but broken by several pauses. The status of these units as either left dislocated material or
afterthought expansions, or a combination of both, is not clear to me.
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Example (104) shows an NP that is left dislocated when its referent is already
known but has not been mentioned for several clauses. The mother (antia) has not

















‘[The father] took [the boy] and cooked him. The mother, planning to
garden,...’ (T/RP:270405ia)
Example (105) is taken from a story that appears to be based on Jack and the
Beanstalk. The bean seed (mbatano eke) has been introduced into the narrative
previously and referred to several times when the main character (a boy) sees and
buys the bean at a market. It has not been referenced for six clauses which detail
























‘He came quickly and the bean seed [he] planted it by the lower side of the
house.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
The linking and reactivating functions of left dislocation are not distinct, as re-
activation builds on the fact that a participant is already known, that is, is a potential
link.
4.2.4.4 Right dislocation
In what I term right dislocation in Duna a participant is referenced or reiterated
following the predicate. The final verb of the clause has closing intonation, and the
final NP is tacked on as an afterthought. Right dislocation is used in clarification,
for example to repair a sentence that contains hesitations, truncations, repetitions
and/or referential ambiguity (106 and 107), or to expand on something the speaker



















‘There the two of them li-.. [he] gave [her] a house. Bore a son. The woman.
(T/TK:050305ii)

























‘The mother, in the afternoon, the mother in the afternoon, I- she- a- she





















‘...the bean seed [he] planted it by the lower side of the house. At the base
of the side of the house.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Chapter 5
Constituents of nominal phrases
5.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the structure of nominal phrases (NPs) and describes in more
detail the words that can occur as part of them, including common nouns, adjectives,
quantifiers, demonstratives, proper names, personal pronouns, and interrogatives.
The chapter examines properties that are relevant at the word level (for example,
the morphological structure of nouns), and those that apply at the phrase level (for
example, what words do and do not typically co-occur within an NP), as well as out-
lining some features of NPs that have to do with the clause as a whole (for example,
reference properties of personal pronouns with regard to grammatical relation). It is
mainly concerned with free and phrasal rather than bound constituents of referring
expressions, the latter being described in the following chapter.
Nominal phrases are (potentially) referring expressions that describe entities,
typically those that are participants required by the predicate that heads the clause
in which they occur. A nominal phrase functions as one constituent within the larger
structure of the clause. It may consist of a single word, or a sequence of words that
follow a fixed templatic order. Morphological operations that relate to features such
as specificity or semantic role are applied once to this constituent as a whole.
The clause shown in (109) contains one nominal phrase, describing the single
participant (the subject) required by the monovalent verbal predicate he- ‘cry’. This
NP includes a common noun ima ‘woman’, an intensified adjective khera kone ‘very
old’ that describes a further property of the woman, and the quantifier ndu which













‘A very old woman was crying...’ (T/YS:KGV7.22)
A common noun such as ima in (109) is the notional head of the NP, in the sense
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that it “refers to the same entity that the whole phrase refers to” (Payne 1997:73).1
A nominal phrase that is notionally headed by a common noun (a ‘common noun
NP’) can consist of a common noun (N), one or more Adjectives (A), a quantifier
(Q) and a Demonstrative (Dem), which occur in fixed order, as shown in Figure
5.1. In nominal phrases that include a spatial demonstrative, an NP marker (§6.3)
is obligatory. Note that adjectives, quantifiers, and demonstratives can function
pronominally as well as adnominally, as the notional head does not need to be overt
in the phrase as a common noun if its identity is recoverable from context, for
example if it is referenced in the preceding clause or sentence or is a salient item in
the current speech setting.
———————————————————
(XPposs) (N) (A)n (Q) (Dem)
———————————————————
Condition: One lexical constituent must occur
Figure 5.1 Ordering of words in a nominal phrase
Common noun NPs can also include a phrase-initial constituent that denotes a
possessor. This possessor can be expressed as an unmarked NP or a postpositional
phrase (formed with the NP postposition -ya ‘BEN’, §6.5.4). I notate this phrasal
constituent as ‘XPposs’. Nominal phrases that exemplify the different possiblities of
the template shown in Figure 5.1 are presented and discussed in §5.2.
The clause shown in (110) contains two NPs, describing the two participants
required by the bivalent verbal predicate, sa- ‘strike’. The first NP consists of a
(CS-marked) proper name (PN), Polo-ka, the subject argument. This is a ‘Proper
name NP’ (NPPN ), further discussed in §5.3.2. The second nominal phrase consists











‘Paul hit me...’ (T/HS:080305iii)
Non-derived interrogative words can also occur in nominal phrases (§5.3.3).
Two or more NPs can be collocated to function as a single NP constituent, and this
and other complex ‘multiple NP’ constructions are described in §5.4.
1Cf. also Croft’s definition of the ‘primary information bearing unit’ (PIBU) of an NP as “the
most contentful item that most closely profiles the same kinds of thing that the whole constituent
profiles” (2001:259).
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5.2 Constituents of noun NPs
5.2.1 Nouns and complex nouns


























‘Girl, strike the pig.’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)
The NPs in (111) and (112) are entirely unmarked, and are indefinite and gen-
eric, respectively. The NP imane in (113) constitutes a direct address. It is quite
usual to address someone using the appropriate human-descriptive common noun
in this way.2 In vocative use (especially if calling from some distance), it is common
for the vowel o to be added to the end of the NP.
Common nouns can be complex, composed of more than one morpheme. Ways
of forming complex nouns are described in §5.2.1.1 - §5.2.1.5. The term ‘complex
noun’ covers a range of construction types, including for example those in which a
noun is derived from a lexical root and a bound derivational morpheme, as well as
those in which all the components are free forms.
5.2.1.1 Nominaliser -ne
The suffix -ne can form a noun from a numerical or adjectival lexical root or from an
inflected verb. I gloss -ne as ORD (‘ordinal’) when it occurs on a number (excepting
ndu, see (115)), and TYPE elsewhere.
Numbers derived as ordinal nouns Applying -ne to a numerical quantifier (§3.6.1)
derives an ordinal noun.3 An example is shown in (114).
2See also Haley (2002:123) and Gillespie (2007b:145-6) concerning more elaborate address or
referential terms that relate to parish membership.
3An ordinal marker -ne ∼ -ni is also suffixed to numbers in Huli (Cheetham 1978).





‘The second is that one.’ (LIV/PK:080605i)
The special quantifier ndu ‘one’ (§3.6.3) does not derive an ordinal noun when










‘a very important thing’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
Adjectives and -ne The current data includes only a few examples of -ne occurring
on adjectival roots. Example (116) shows the adjective kete ‘small’ in combination
with -ne. The derived form ketene is the only constituent of a possessor-referent NP.
In this example ketene functions more like a noun than an adjective, as adjectives
do not typically occur as the final constituent in an NP, but are usually followed by





‘the group of little bits’(T/PP:250903)
In example (117) (taken from a text by one of the oldest contributing speakers),
ketene occurs following a noun. This is a position that can be occupied by adjectives









‘many many little boys’ (T/RS:221203ii)
It is also plausible that ketene occurs in (117) as a nominal specifier (§5.2.1.5)
specifying a particular kind of nane.6
4An ordinal noun meaning ‘the first’ is perhaps derivable from the number mbitu ‘one’, but I
have not tested this.
5This example may illustrate a relationship between the nominalising -ne and the homophonous
pairing marker that occurs on nominals: an earlier generic marker -ne can be posited meaning some-
thing like ‘items of like kind’ that has split into distinct nominalising and pairing functions. It is
also noticeable that several kin-terms and human-referent nouns include the sequence ✴♥❊✴ as a final
syllable, suggesting thay these terms may derive from complex words that specified related kinds of
people (consider, for example, imane ‘girl, young woman’ and ima ‘woman’).
6Note that nane is an appropriate term for a wide age group, and can be used to refer to adult
(typically unmarried) men as well as male children or adolescents.
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Nominals derived from verbs Marking a verbal root with the suffixal form -nane
derives a noun. I assume that this suffixal form is complex, composed of the habitual
verbal inflection -na (§8.2.3.2) followed by -ne.7 As explained by Giles (MSa:L31),
the resulting expression describes an item that is “for the purpose of” the verb (or




























‘I fixed up the thing for washing [i.e., shower basin] in there again.’ (T/JP:250903)
5.2.1.2 Free lexeme + ‘word-like’ dependent form
In this section I describe two operations which are similar to a compounding oper-
ation (§5.2.1.3) in that a morpheme with denotative meaning is added to a lexical
root to form a noun. However, the second morpheme in the construction is not itself
a free form (although in one case it is transparently related to a free form).
Enclosure marker -nda The suffix -nda (ENCL) occurs on nominals and demon-
stratives to form a noun that denotes an enclosure or shelter.8 This morpheme is
transparently related to the common noun anda ‘house, home, dwelling’; see fur-
ther remarks at the close of this section.
Some examples of ‘enclosure’ nouns are: khananda ‘cave’ from khana ‘stone’;
hinanda ‘men’s house’ from hina ‘sweet potato’ (presumably because men would
traditionally eat together separately from women); palenda ‘bachelor cult enclos-
ure’ from palena (a sacred plant of the bachelor cult); and sikinda ‘hospital’ from
siki ‘sickness’ (<Tok Pisin/English).9
The enclosure marker -nda is commonly suffixed to social grouping names
(§3.2.2.3), for example, in Mbaranda from the parish name Mbara. The derived
term refers specifically to a (literally or notionally) enclosed locus of domestic set-
tlement belonging to the parish, making it clear that it is a place rather than a people
or language that is being referred to.
7However, this may be a fossilised rather than productive composition. In some instances the
first vowel of -na is reduced, being realised as ❬❊❪ or ❬❅❪, and this is not a usual feature of the habitual
morpheme.
8Where the final syllable of the root word starts with an alveolar nasal, this syllable is com-
monly deleted upon the addition of the enclosure marker, i.e., the word undergoes haplology. For
example Hirane (a parish name) in combination with -anda is usually Hiranda (‘Hirane enclosure’)
not Hiranenda.
9Compare the Tok Pisin term for hospital, ‘haus sik’ (‘haus’ = ‘building, house’, ‘sik’ = ‘sick-
ness’).
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The enclosure marker occurs productively with demonstrative roots as well as









‘Yesterday we slept at the upper dwelling.’ (T/HK:250903)
As mentioned previously, the enclosure marker is related to the noun anda
‘house’, and in some cases there is variation or ambiguity as to whether a phrase
represents a derived ‘enclosure’ term or a possessive construction in which the first
noun refers to the ‘owner’ of a house. For example, in describing a ‘mourning
house’ (a place where people gather to mark a recent death, typically in company
with the corpse, see Gillespie (2007b:Chapter 4)) it is possible to use a possessive
construction khene anda (‘house of death/corpse’) composed of two nouns khene
‘death/corpse’ and anda ‘house’, or a derived term, khene-nda (death-ENCL). Note
however that derived forms behave differently to NP phrases headed by the free
form anda with respect to how they combine with NP markers. A nominal phrase
that is headed by anda ‘house’ is marked as locative with -ta (§6.3.4.2) when it de-
notes a goal or location (see, for example, 319), whereas terms derived with -nda
‘ENCL’ typically occur as unmarked obliques (§6.4.4.4).
‘Side’ marker -yaki The bound form -yaki attaches to a lexical root in expressions
that denote a ‘side’, in the sense of a contrastively defined space or direction.10 In
talking about this form, Duna speakers I worked with treated it as something that
had independent denotative sense—that is, they would unpick it from a construction
of which it was part as a separate term that meant ‘side’—but it does not occur as a



































‘They stood on this side [of the lake] looking out,...’ (T/PK:080605ii)
10Cf. the Oxford English Dictionary definition of ‘side, n1’, sense 12a: “One or other direction
to either hand of an object, space, or imaginary line; the position, space, or area implied in this”
(Simpson et al. 1989a).






















‘We do not go back in the direction of the base of the bow.’ (T/PK:271103)
5.2.1.3 Noun + noun compounds
Compounding is defined by Anderson (1985:40) as “word formation based on the
combination of two or more members of (potentially) open lexical classes”. In
this section I describe Duna compounds that are composed of two common noun
elements that form a new common noun. This kind of word formation does not
appear to be widely productive in Duna and is mostly limited to the semantic domain
of kin and peer terms.
Kin and peer compounds are formed from two nouns that describe types of
people, generally those that are of an equivalent generation and opposite gender (for
example, mother-father). These correspond to Anderson’s typology of ‘parallel’
coordinate compounds (1985:50).
Some common compounds of this type are shown in Table 5.1. The meaning
of the resultant term does not transparently describe the combination of two indi-
viduals. For example the term ima-anoa ‘woman-man’ is used to mean ‘person,
people’, not ‘a man and a woman’. Similarly kheni-khane ‘male’s brother-cross-sex
sibling’ can be used as a generic term ‘sibling’ referring to the siblings of both men
and women (see, for example, (225) in §5.3.3.3), despite the fact that kheni as an
individual term only refers to male siblings of males.
Compound terms show elision at the boundary of two vowels (see for example
ima-anoa ‘people’), and this together with intonation suggests they are a single
word. In some compounds there is a significant phonemic difference between the
independent words and their compound form, for example the loss of the final syl-
lable of imane ‘girl’ in imanane, an example of haplology. In some compounds the
nouns are less tightly bound; for example the ordering of the elements ingini ‘son’
and wane ‘daughter’ in ‘offspring’ is not fixed, as both inginiwane and wanengini
occur in the textual data with no discernable difference in meaning.11 This flexibil-
ity is more characteristic of productive collocation of separate nouns (§5.4.1) rather
than word formation. This is in contrast to imanane ‘children’, which is a fixed
term, and cannot be substituted with naneimane (or similar).
A few other lexicalised ‘natural kind’ collocations are also attested in the data,
comprising two nouns that function as a unit without being pair-marked (§5.4.1).
11Of 36 instances of the two terms in texts, inginiwane occurred 26 times and wanengini 10 times.
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Table 5.1 Some common compound peer or kin terms
nominal + nominal Typical pron. Typical meaning
ima anoa ❬✐♠❛♥✇❛❪ ‘people’
‘woman’ ‘man’
ingini wane ❬✐◆❣✐♥✐✇❛♥❊❪ ‘offspring’
‘son’ ‘daughter’
kheni khane ❬❦❤❊♥✐❦❛♥❊❪ ‘sibling(s)’
‘male’s brother’ ‘cross-sex sibling’
imane nane ❬✐♠❛♥❛♥❊❪ ‘children, youths’
‘girl’ ‘boy’
Some examples are re kuma ‘face’ (re ‘eye’ and kuma ‘nose’); mini khendei ‘bow
and arrow’ (khendei ‘bow’ and mini ‘arrow (generic)’; and mbou anda ‘settled area’
(mbou ‘garden’ and anda ‘house’).
5.2.1.4 Noun repetition
Nouns can be repeated to indicate plurality (note, however, that such marking of




















‘Because we only carry the things in net-bags,...’ (T/HS:061103i)
In describing NP structure I treat these kinds of repeated nominals as a single N
constituent.
5.2.1.5 Postposed ‘specifying’ nominals
Another kind of complex construction is one in which a generic noun is followed by
a more specific nominal. This is seen in reference to flora and fauna, for example the
generic term heka ‘bird’ can be used preceding names of differerent bird varieties
as in (128) and (129).12 I treat the generic term and the postposed specific term
(‘Nomspec’) as a complex noun that functions as a single N constituent.
12See appendices of Robinson (1999) and Haley (2002) for detailed listings of Duna flora and
fauna vocabulary.















The generic-specified pattern is commonly used in Duna phrases that describe
recently introduced foreign items. A generic Duna term precedes an English or Tok
Pisin-derived word. Some examples are: ipa ti ‘tea, coffee’ and ipa mbia ‘beer,
alcoholic drink’ from Duna ipa ‘water, liquid’ and the Tok Pisin/English words;
heka kakaruka ‘chicken’ from Duna heka ‘bird’ and TP ‘kakaruk’; and yawi puti
‘cat’ from Duna yawi ‘dog’ and TP ‘pusi’.
Generic human terms (for example, nane ‘boy, young man’) may precede per-
sonal names, as shown in (130). This NP is marked for specificity with -na ‘SPEC’
(§6.3.2.1). This marker does not typically attach to a proper name that is the only
constituent of a nominal phrase (that is, occurs in a NPPN , see §5.3.2), but occurs












‘[He] said for the boy Johnny to come...’(T/KP:120205i)
Landscape terms can also be constructed using the generic-specified construc-
tion, for example the word ipa ‘water’ typically precedes names water feature names
(for example, ipa Kapoko ‘Lake Kopiago’), and the word kharia ‘mountain’ can
precede mountain names (for example, kharia Mara ‘Mt. Mara’).
Phrases that describe time periods can also be formed from a generic term fol-
lowed by a more specific term. For example, the word hewa ‘day’ may precede a
traditional or non-traditional day term (§3.8.1), so that the phrase hewa haika ‘day
2.days.before.today’ is sometimes used instead of just haika. I do not know what
(if anything) regulates choice between these options.
5.2.2 Adjectives in NPs
Examples of nominal phrases that include an adjective are shown in (131) - (133).
Adjectives immediately follow the noun (if a noun present). In (132) the notional
head of the phrase is not overt but is obvious from context as the speaker and ad-
dressee are looking at wool samples and talking about which colours they like best.
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Adjectives do not typically occur as the final element of an NP, but are usually fol-


































‘I’m going to the new house.’ (CD/VII:16)
In (134) the adjective kete ‘small’ occurs as the final element of an NP. The noun













‘To make little children get sleepy and fall asleep...’ (LIV/PK:080605i)
Adjectives may occur in sequence, as shown in (135). I have no examples of
more than two adjectives occurring together, but the upper limit of how many may













‘a big tall house’ (T/YS:270205)
Functionally adjectival constituents can be formed from an NP marked with the
morpheme mo ‘like’. The mo phrase describes something that is an item of compar-
ison (and is similar to) the notional head of the larger NP. For the purposes of phrase
structure description I treat NPs that include mo as equivalent to ‘A’ constituents.









‘[People] like you will not be able to excape.’ (P/KY:KG05V3/2.2)
13In examples such as (134) it could make sense to argue that the adjective is used as part of a
complex noun, effectively subsuming the Nomspec position (§5.2.1.5).















































‘Were you a little boy like my sons when you started pikono?’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05)
5.2.3 Quantifiers in NPs
5.2.3.1 Numbers
Examples of nominal phrases that include a numerical quantifier (§3.6.1) are shown




















‘[He] gave [her] two parcels there...’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)










































When one or two are there, okay, I will try and speak.’ (ED/VIII:86)
In (142) a number occurs as the only constituent of an NP and has ordinal mean-
ing rather than specifying a numerical quantity.





‘The fourth [bird] is re˜ware.’ (T/HS:080305ia)
It is common for even numbers to be expressed by repeating the number that














‘The six-six twelve teams of the cannibals came out...’(P/AM:NH03T12B)
It is not uncommon to say two or more numbers in a row to express successive













‘I bore those three [then] four children...’ (T/KP:061103)
I treat multi-number structures as exemplified in (143) and (144) as complex
numbers or numerical phrases that occupy the position of a single Q constituent.
Other than these structures (or in the repetition of a non-number quantifier, for ex-
ample, for emphasis as in (304)), I have not found examples in the textual data of
more than one quantifier occurring in an NP.
5.2.3.2 Non-numerical quantifiers
Known non-numerical quantifiers are itemised in Table 3.9. Two examples of NPs



















‘[He] held some [food] in his stomach...’ (T/PK:201003i)
Non-numerical quantifiers that describe a proportion commonly occur as adja-
cent NPs in a ‘whole-part’ construction (§5.4.2.1). Non-numerical quantifiers are
rarely followed by the NP markers -na ‘SPEC’, -tia ‘GP’ or -(ya)ne ‘PR’; their se-
mantic domains overlap to some extent and the forms are in some cases functionally
opposed (see, for example, mbatia versus -na SPEC in (292a-292b)).
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5.2.3.3 The quantifier ndu ‘one’
The quantifier ndu ‘one’ typically occurs in NPs that have indefinite reference, func-
tionally contrasting to some extent with the specificity marker -na SPEC (§6.3.2.1).
Example (147) shows ndu following the common noun imanoa, ‘person, people’ in
an expression that is functionally eqivalent to an indefinite pronoun such as Eng-
lish ‘someone’ or ‘anyone’.14 Example (148) shows an early line of a narrative, in



































‘Before, a woman, a man, a little son,...’ (T/JK:KG05V5.27)
The quantifier ndu can function as a coreferential pronoun in left dislocation
constructions; see (103) and (105). See also: §5.3.3.1 and §6.4.2 concerning com-
binations of ndu with interrogatives; examples (299) - (301), showing NPs in which
ndu occurs in combination with -na SPEC to indicate ‘contrastive identity’; and
§6.4.2 concerning uses of ndu in place phrases.
5.2.4 Demonstratives in NPs
As shown in Figure 5.1, demonstratives always occur last in a nominal phrase. Spa-
tial demonstratives (comprising locational and directional subclasses) in nominal
phrases are always followed by an NP marker (§6.3). See also §6.2 concerning epi-
stemic markers that can occur finally in an NP as quasi-demonstrative forms, and
can attach to locational and spatial roots to form complex demonstratives.
5.2.4.1 Proximal
Proximal demonstratives (Table 3.10, §3.7.1) may occur as the only lexical constitu-
ent of an NP as in (149), or following a noun as in (152).
Examples (149) and (150) show ‘situational’ use (Himmelmann 1996) of the
proximal demonstratives, in which their frame of reference is the utterance situ-
ation. The demonstrative refers to something that is spatially proximate to the
deictic centre. In (149), the deictic centre is the speaker, who is touching an ob-
ject and asking what it is. In (150), the deictic centre is a narrative-internal speaker,
14The phrasal expression ndu-ne ndu is roughly equivalent to ‘something’.
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a character who is being voiced by the storyteller. This character is crouched down



















‘(Isn’t) this one my true mother lying here this very one?’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
In (151b), the proximal demonstrative hinia follows the complex nominal ipa
Kapiako, ‘Lake Kopiago’. This example is taken from the start of a narrative, the
speaker and I being seated on the verandah of the research house at Rewapi (§1.3.1),



































What I will tell now, the arrival of this Lake Kopiago I will tell.’
(T/HY:201030iii)
In (152), the speaker employs the proximal demonstrative hutia (‘these’) in an-
















‘I am telling these stories so that you two may hear.’ (T/HS:080305iii)
5.2.4.2 Locational
The two locational demonstratives ho ‘here’ and ha ‘there’ are shown occurring
in NPs in (153) - (160). The demonstratives in these examples are pronominal,
excepting those in 154 and 160d which are adnominal.
15This use of hinia resembles Himmelmann’s (1996) ‘recognitional’ function of demonstratives
in narrative in that it appears to draw on a shared knowledge of the referent beyond the narrowly
situational. However, it is not really the ‘right kind’ of shared knowledge for recognitional demon-
stratives, which evoke “specific, ‘personalized’ knowledge that is assumed to be shared by the com-
municating parties due to a common interactional history or to supposedly shared experience” (Him-
melmann 1996:233).
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The demonstrative ha can be used situationally in reference to items that are
not in the same place as the speaker (or otherwise designated deictic centre). The
sentence shown in (153) was produced when the speaker had asked me (on the
other side of the room) to give him a certain plate, but I had picked up the wrong
one. Examples (154) and (155) show hana being used situationally with a narrative-
























‘That is mine.’ (T/PK:180205)
A nominal phrase consisting of the demonstrative ha in combination with -na
SPEC is quite commonly used in equational clauses at the close of a text (or portion
of text) as in (156), a sentence spoken at the end of a narrative. This is an example







‘That is my story.’ (T/KP:120205i)
The form ho can be employed situationally in reference to an item or location
that coincides with the deictic centre; typically this equates to the current location
of the speaker, as in (157) and (158).






















‘Come here.’ [i.e., to where the speaker is] (ED/III:49)
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In narrative, the form ho is also commonly used as a ‘tracking’ demonstrative,
providing information that helps keep track of participants in a text (Himmelmann
1996).16 Ho occurs in an NP denoting a participant that the speaker assumes is
already known to the hearer from having been recently referenced in the discourse
and that is highly salient. This is seen in (159), where the speaker refers to the
fish that have been described in the previous clause with an NP consisting of ho in















’[She] brought some fish, [we] cooked and ate these...’ (T/MM:101103)
In the narrative excerpt shown in (160), the situation is more complex, and NPs
that include ho are used in quick succession in reference to different participants.
This excerpt is taken from a story about five brothers. So far in the narrative, we
have heard about how the eldest brother has gone off on a journey, and been tricked,
killed, and eaten by an ogre disguised as a little boy. Hona is used as a track-
ing demonstrative in (160c) to refer to the ‘fourth brother’, explicitly identified in
(160a). Hona is used again adnominally in (160d) in reference to the (ogre) boy.
The demonstrative points out that we already know this particular boy, as he is the
same one that killed and ate the eldest brother. This is an example of ‘recognitional’
use (Himmelmann 1996). The speaker is pointing out that the hearer has specific




















‘As there were the five brothers, the fourth brother said he was going to









In this way he went to look for him it is said.
16The fact that it is ho is very frequently used in this way and ha is not supports Himmelmann’s
(1996) finding that if there is a choice a proximal demonstrative is typically selected for tracking use
(as ho is more proximate than ha). However, the ‘most’ proximal forms available (i.e., those that I
term ‘proximal demonstratives’) are not widely used as tracking forms, being generally restricted to
situational use.























The big brother had disappeared, this one [i.e., the fourth brother] too











this boy [i.e. the cannibal] was in this place it is said.’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
5.2.4.3 Directional
Directional demonstratives that occur in nominal phrases are typically used situ-
ationally, as in (161)-(164). (Examples (163) and (164) are taken from the same























































































‘Oh, the low grubs are hard for me to get. You get them! So he spoke it is
said.’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
Example (165) shows an NP in which the name of a mountain, Phawa, is modi-
fied by a directional demonstrative. I treat a nominal phrase in which a lexical item
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that is typically identifiable as a proper name is modified by a postposed adject-
ive, quantifier, and/or demonstrative, as structurally equivalent to a common noun
NP rather than a proper name NP. That is, I understand the PSN (personal name),










‘The Phawa [mountain] above smiled...’(T/HY:201003iii)
In telling a narrative, sopa ‘below’ can denote an earlier point in the story; events
or things that have already been described are ‘lower’ than the current topic. Thus,
if a speaker has to back-track to an earlier point in a narrative (for example, if they
have forgotten to include an important part of the plot), they will introduce this by
saying they ‘forgot something below’ or similar; see for example (787) in §9.2.5.2.17
The term eto is used in denoting successive time periods. For example, the week
(sarere, from Tok Pisin) following the current week (‘next week’) is referred to as
sarere eto.18
5.2.5 Co-occurring adjectives, quantifiers, and demonstratives
Adjectives, quantifiers and demonstratives can co-occur in one NP, as represented
in Figure 5.1. More specifically, it is common for adjective NP constituents to be
followed by quantifiers or demonstratives, but unusual for quantifiers and demon-
stratives to occur together.
Examples (166) and (167) show nominal phrases in which a quantifier follows
an adjective.19
17There is some evidence that roma is conversely used in anticipation of new things to come. For
example the conventional phrase roma ai ‘above who?’ that is used at the beginning of text/melody
blocks in sung pikono typically occurs at the introduction of new characters, whereas sopa ai ‘below
who?’ is used when returning to the activities of old characters who are already known. However
I have not examined whether this correlation holds true in all cases. The pairing of ‘below’ and
‘earlier’ may relate to the fact that in typical traditional stories the hero starts in a low altitude area
and travels into a high altitude area (see Kendoli forthcoming). This may in turn reflect larger themes
in Duna cosmology, as human life itself is described as having begun in the lowlands and moved up
into the higher country (see Haley 2002).
18There is some evidence that eto is also used for linking/temporal ordering in descriptions of
successive events, that is, with a roughly equivalent function to ‘then’ or ‘next’ in English sentences
such as ‘He went to the house, then/next he called his sister’.
19Note that in the case of (167), the meaning of the sentence discourages an interpretation of the
adjective as being part of a smaller unit with the noun that is then modified by the quantifer. That is,
the sentence does not appear to mean ‘eat [many [big choko runners]]’.































‘Eat a great lot of choko runners.’ (ED/XIV:113)
Placing a numerical quantifier before an adjective was judged to be ungrammat-





















Example (169) shows an adjective and demonstrative in an NP with no overt
notional head. The identity of the referent is clear from the interactional setting, in











‘That little [mosquito] wanted to bite me...’ (ED/V:7)
Example (170) shows a situation in which there is no noun preceding an [Ad-
jective Quantifer] sequence and no contextually recoverable notional head. The
phrase kete ndu is modifying the verbal predicate, and does not refer to an entity. It















‘The bananas ripened a little and she ate these.’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)
Quantifiers and demonstratives very rarely occur in the same NP.20 The sentence
shown in (171) is the only example I have found in the textual data where the quan-
tifer ndu occurs in combination with a locational demonstrative. In this example
ndu has numerical rather than indefinite meaning.
20Note also that, as outlined in §6.2.1, the occurrence of ndu in combination with epistemic
demonstratives forms a complex epistemic demonstrative, rather than constituting a [Q Dem] se-
quence.
















‘This one sister was crying above.’ (P/AM:NH03T12B)
5.2.6 Preposed possessor constituents
A noun NP can include a phrasal constituent that denotes a possessor-like entity
(XPposs). This may be a nominal phrase or a postpositional phrase formed with
the NP postposition -ya ‘BEN’ (§6.5.4). The nature of the ‘possessive’ relationship
may differ somewhat according to the animacy and individuation of the possessor.
The positioning of a possessor NP before the possessed item is a typical word order
pattern in verb-final languages (Dryer 2007b).
5.2.6.1 NP Possessors













































‘[I] will burn the pig’s hair, he said...’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)
















‘Peter’s wife’s bag is at my house.’ (CD/VIII:32)
Some examples of inanimate and/or less individuated possessor NPs are shown
in (177)-(179). In these examples the relationship is less clearly one of ‘ownership’,
but it is still the case that the first NP individuates the following noun. In (177) and
(178) this can be defined as a ‘whole-part’ relationship (see also §5.4.2.1).



































‘A daughter of people [i.e., a human girl as opposed to ogre or spirit] lived
over there.’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Social grouping names (§3.2.2.3) occur in phrase-initial position to identify eth-
nicity or origin, for example Yuna anoa ‘Duna man’, Koro nane ‘Oksapmin boy’.
Examples (180) and (181) show a parish name (that is, a GPN) and a place name
(PLN) occurring in the possessor position. In (182), the time/manner term hapia





































‘[white custom] is not like past custom, I am talking about past custom
now.’ (T/KP:261103ii)
In example (183), the utterance of an indignant child, there is no possessum-
referent noun present in the NP, so that the possessor NP stands for the whole pos-







‘Which is mine??’ (OH/V:14)
5.2.6.2 PP possessors
Example (184) shows N preceded by a possessor-referent phrase formed with the
possessor/beneficiary postposition -ya. Possessors are more typically coded as PPs
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‘something of mine’ (T/JP:KG05V7.11)












‘This exact one of mine is very important’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Some evidence that a possessor PP is internal to the NP is provided by the fact
that it can bear specificity marking and locative marking. In (186), the possessor-







‘the one of ours’ (IV/HY-PK:150605)
In (187), the possessor-referent PP [[ko]NP -ya]PP occurs in a LOC-marked nom-
inal phrase (§6.3.4.2) in which the notional head of the NP is not lexicalised. This
sentence fragment was described by PK as being a suitable answer to the question







‘[I’ll go] in yours.’ (CD/VIII:59)
5.3 Personal pronoun, PN, and interrogative NPs
5.3.1 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns by nature usually have referents that are highly individuated and
unique. They are typically unmodified, occurring as the only lexical constituent
of an NP (although see also §5.4.2.2 and §5.4.2.3 concerning the occurrence of
personal pronouns in complex nominal phrases, and §6.6.3 concerning third person
pronouns that are encliticised to a common noun or proper name NP). Examples
(188) - (190) show nominal phrases that consist of a singular personal pronoun. The
first person form no is used in reference to a single speaker (roughly, the person who
is talking), the second person form ko in reference to a single addressee (roughly,
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the person the speaker is talking to) and the third person form kho in reference to a
single ‘other’, someone who is neither speaker nor addressee.21 Special reference
















Dual personal pronouns are used in reference to a pair of people (or other high
animates, for example, magic animals). Examples that illustrate the pronoun keno
‘1DL’ are shown in (191) and (192). In (191), keno is ‘inclusive’, used in reference
to a pair composed of the speaker and the addressee. In (192) it is used in ‘exclusive’












‘We two (my mother and I) would carry those things.’ (T/HS:061103iii)
Examples (193) and (194) show the second person dual pronoun nako, and ex-











‘Rodney and Melo, you two look at Justin.’ (ED/III:60)
21These ‘common sense’ definitions of speaker, addressee and other follow from a fairly proto-
typical utterance situation and do not precisely capture all circumstances in which we may be able
to identify speaker and addressee parties. For example, someone might appear to address one person
whilst intending that his or her utterance be heard and acted upon by someone else; see Goffman
(1974) and Levinson (1988) for detailed proposals of how speaker and addressee roles can be sys-
tematically decomposed into more narrowly defined roles to cope more explicitly with these kinds
of circumstances. Irvine (1996) asserts the relevance of this approach for analysing language, but
argues that it remains useful to maintain the maximally simple set of speech event participant roles
(speaker, addressee, other), and derive more subtle types through reference to the complex variety
of ways these are enacted, referenced, and evoked in a given speech situation.




















‘The two of them lived together it is said.’ (T/EH:101103)
Plural personal pronouns are used in denoting a group of three or more. The fol-
lowing three examples show the first/second personal pronoun inu used in reference
to groups that are composed of the speaker and others (196); the speaker, addressee,





















‘Let’s (you lot and me) eat.’ (ED/III:96)
Examples (199), (200) and (201b) show inu denoting groups that are composed
of addressees only. See also §5.3.1.1 regarding addressee group reference with a









































‘The five brothers were there, and the eldest one said, now I alone, (for)











You four brothers stay he said.’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
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Examples (202) and (203) show khunu being used in reference to a group com-
















‘They went to chop wood.’ (T/KK:090305)
5.3.1.1 Special features of third person pronoun use
In regard to the difference between Duna nominal phrases consisting of a third
singular pronoun kho as opposed to those consisting of a common noun, Richard
Alo commented that, “As you are getting along with a story, kho will identify that
it is this man [...] kho will occur when you already know a particular person”.22
As Richard’s explanation indicates, third person pronouns (kho ‘3SG’, kheno ‘3DL’,
or khunu ‘3PL’) are in general used in reference to highly animate ‘others’ that
the speaker assumes are identifiable from context. Using a personal pronoun in a
sense raises this referenced participant to a level of animacy and identifiability that
is equivalent to that of speaker and addressee.
Third person pronoun use is strongly associated with subject reference.23 In
ordinary circumstances, using a third person pronoun as an object NP is generally
considered odd or unacceptable, as illustrated by KK’s judgements of the pair of
constructed sentences shown in (204b). However, third person pronouns can be
used to highlight the fact that the identity of the object argument is unexpected and
pragmatically prominent. For example, PK said that the constructed sentence shown
in (205) would not be used normally, but would make sense in a situation in which

















* Kenny hit the two of them (CD/VIII:111)
22As recorded in XIV:127: ‘Yu wokim wanpela stori i go go nau, kho bai tok long dispela man
[...] kho em bai kam insait taim yu save pinis long wanpela particular person.’
23For example, in looking at (free and encliticised) third person pronouns in three short texts,
30 out of 38 tokens occurred in subject NPs, five were in object NPs, and three were possessors.
Compare this to the 47 non-pronominal referring expressions in one of the texts, which included 16
subject NPs, 13 object NPs, and 18 obliques.







‘I hit him!’ (i.e., someone other than person I was intending to hit)
(CD/VIII:41)
Third person pronouns can also be encliticised to a common noun NP, carrying
the same implications of animacy, topicality, and subjecthood (§6.6.3).
The third person pronoun khunu has a further special area of use in denoting an
‘addressee group’. As seen in examples such as (200) and (202) previously, the pro-
noun inu is normally used in reference to more than two addressees, and the pronoun
khunu in reference to more than two others. However, there are a few occasions in
the data where khunu is used to denote a group of which the addressee is part.24
This use coincides with a situation in which the group referred to includes others
who are not present in the speech situation (as well as the ‘actual’ addressee(s) who
is/are there listening), and there is some increased degree of ‘distance’ (either lit-
eral or metaphorical) between the speaker and members of the addressee party. Two
examples are shown in (206) and (207). Example (206) shows a question asked of
two Duna people (KK and RA) about Duna people as a cultural group. In (207),
the speaker (KP) refers to the addressee (LSR) in conjunction with other members
of her (LSR’s) household, not present at the time the recording is made. LSR’s
household is ‘distant’ from KP in being composed entirely of Australian visitors
(also KP’s employers) in contrast to the other residents at Rewapi hamlet (KP’s












































Having heated water, I washed the cups and things others (and you) had
drunk tea in.’ (T/KP:250903)
24It is of relevance to note that syncretism of second and third non-singular markers (includ-
ing bound pronominal agreement forms) is common in highlands languages of New Guinea (Foley
1986:72-4, Suter 1997). Free pronouns in Huli, for example, distinguish between second and third
person in the singular but have single second/third person forms for dual and for plural (Rule 1974).
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A distinction between ‘close/present addressees’ (inu) and ‘distant/absent ad-
dressees’ (khunu) was also suggested in discussion with my Duna collaborators on
appropriate plural address terms. On one occasion when I asked about using either
inu or khunu in giving directives, KK and RA said these forms were basically inter-
changeable, but suggested that inu was more appropriate for giving commands to
a group of people that were nearby (see, for example, (200)), and khunu would be
used when shouting out a command over a distance (for example, from on top of a
hill). In talking over the two constructed questions shown in (208a) and (208b), PK
and KP initially said that they were ‘the same’, but added that (208a), in which inu
occurs, ‘includes everyone’, perhaps expressing a sense that inu maximally referred










‘Are others (and you) shooting?’ (CD/III:96)
The apparent variation between inu and khunu in reference to groups that in-
clude addressees relates to debate concerning the existence of a grammaticised
‘second person plural clusivity’ distinction. This refers to a theoretically possible
system whereby groups that are composed of actual addressees that are all present in
the speech situation (denoted by Cysouw (2003) as a ‘2+2’ group) would be referred
to in a different way to groups that consist of an actual addressee in combination
with others who are not present (a ‘2+3’ group). Whilst the existence of such a
system has been claimed for some languages (see, for example, Giridhar (1994) on
Mao Naga, Tibeto-Burman family), Cysouw (2003) and Simon (2005) argue that
these kinds of alternations do not really encode a grammaticised person distinction,
but have to do with extended uses of categories that belong to other domains in the
grammar, are tied to the expression of variables such as politeness and solidarity, or
have simply been described as a result of misinterpreted dialect variation.
In the Duna case, there is currently too little information to contribute definit-
ively to this debate, as there are only a few examples of the pronoun khunu being
used in reference to addressees, and very few clear instances of reference being
made to ‘2+3’ groups in the textual data in any case.25 However, it seems likely
that Duna supports Simon’s (2005) findings that where a formal alternation maps to
25Note also that Giles does not explicitly describe the Duna pronominal paradigm, and the few
examples of addressee group reference that I have found in her material are with the pronoun inu.
These all seem to be ‘2+2’ situations, as they are directives such as ‘Everybody sit down’, etc.
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an inclusive/exclusive distinction within second person, this relationship is largely
epiphenomenal. The function of any such variation in Duna is probably anchored in
the expression of interpersonal meaning (that is, creating a distancing effect), rather
than the reification of a distinct person category. Further study of the uses of inu
and khunu in addressee reference is needed to to test this hypothesis and obtain a
clearer understanding of what is signified by this contrast.
5.3.2 Proper names
A nominal phrase may consist of a proper name. Examples (209) - (211) show ex-
amples of NPPN where PN is a personal name (PSN), social grouping name (GPN),
and a place name (PLN), respectively. See also §6.4.4.4 concerning unmarked ob-




















‘I went to Mbatiku.’ (T/HS:141103)
Like pronouns, proper names refer to specific individuals. Proper name NPs
may include NP specificity/grouphood markers (§6.3.2), but this is unusual except
in certain structural configurations; see example (130) in §5.2.1.5, example (294) in
§6.3.2.1, and §5.4.1 concerning collocated phrases.
Proper names may consist of more than one phonological word, as described












‘Is Yeripi Pake there or not?’ (P/AM:NH03T12B)
5.3.3 Interrogatives (non-derived) and apoko
Interrogatives comprise a functional word class that cuts across other grammatical
categories (§3.9). In this section I present examples of interrogatives as they occur
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in nominal phrases, specifically those forms that are not productively derived from
the interrogative root pa-.26 I also discuss the occurrence of the indefinite reference
form, apoko.
5.3.3.1 ai ‘who?’
The interrogative ai is used in reference to an unknown person. It can function like
a personal pronoun and constitute an entire NP, as in (213) and (214), or be used

















































‘Nicole’s son’s name is Nelson.’ (CED/XIV:85)
5.3.3.2 aki ‘what?’
The interrogative aki is used in reference to an unknown (non-human) entity or



















‘What did Kipu say?’ (ED/VIII:41)
26Interrogatives that are derived from pa- ‘query’ are exemplified in the section that describes
the relevant NP marker. For example, the interrogative pa-tia (query-GP) ‘which/what things? is
exemplified in §6.3.2.2, where the group marker -tia is described.
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Aki is also attested in the data following ndu, as shown in (220) and (221). There
is some evidence that ndu + interrogative forms a constituent that functions as an
indefinite pronoun (see also (360)).27 This is a possible interpretation for ndu aki in


































‘You intended to act in that way, as you exchanged looks with me and said
we were sweethearts,28 what are you planning to do? (or, are you planning
to do something?) (P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
Aki is commonly employed to scornful effect in rhetorical questions that imply
an addressee is behaving or thinking unreasonably.29 The sentence shown in (222)
is an utterance I heard quite commonly during disputes. Example (223) shows an
utterance from one child to another child who was joining in with a game but (ac-
cording to the speaker) not playing properly. Example (224) shows a short exchange
between myself and a visitor to Rewapi. As she walked past me, I asked if she was
heading home; the speaker plainly thought this was ridiculous, as a steam-bake was










‘What are you!?’, ‘What are you doing?!’ (OH)





27This would be in keeping with the fact that, cross-linguistically, indefinite pronouns are typically
based on interrogative forms (Haspelmath 1997).
28The word ali in this example is defined by Duna speakers as a ke˜yaka word, part of a “special
esoteric vocabulary of praise names and honorific forms” (Haley 2002:132). Ke˜yaka terms are used
extensively in sung pikono, in reference to places, mountains, water features and certain flora and
fauna and culture items (see also Kendoli (forthcoming)). They are not typically used in everyday
conversation or spoken narratives. Ke˜yaka terms are indicated in example sentence glosses with a
‘k’ preceding the approximate import of the word.
29I do not mean that aki is a necessary component of such questions, only that it seems to lend
itself to them.









‘What’s that about going home?! Pig to eat...’ (LC/VIII:32)
5.3.3.3 akita, ‘how many?’
The interrogative akita functions like a quantifier, used in reference to an unknown
amount. The current data support an interpretation that akita asks ‘how many’ and
anticipates a specific number (rather than a general amount) as an answer.30 How-














































How many do you have [she] says, ten, or twenty, or thirty or...?
(IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
5.3.3.4 pania ‘which?’
The interrogative pania asks an addressee to identify a member of a set. Examples
are shown in (227), where the interrogative occurs adnominally, and (228), where it











‘Which woman seated where? [they] say...’ (P/KY:KG05V3/2.1)
(228) a. Spr A: pania.
which
‘Which one?’
b. Spr B: wa-na.
near-SPEC
‘The near one.’ (CED/III:103)
30General amounts are commonly queried using an alternative interrogative (§11.1.3.4), for ex-
ample using ...roka=pe kete=pe ‘...much or little?’
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KK and RA suggested that the constructed sentence shown in (229) would be
used when everyone except the speaker has been given a cup of coffee. The speaker
draws the addressees’ attention to the fact that a member of the set is actually miss-







‘Which is my coffee?’ (i.e., everyone else has one!)’ (CD/2003)
5.3.3.5 Hesitation proform apoko(ne)
The words apoko and derivative apokone are used as fillers when a speaker is casting
about for a missing word or phrase. There is no evidence that the two forms contrast,
although it seems likely that the additional ne is related to the TYPE suffix (§5.2.1.1).
Apoko(ne) is typically used as a hesitation proform for a nominal, as in (230) - (232).








































































‘Whatsername Mana, Ura-, Peto, Pepako aah Lone whatsername a u- ha-,
Peto’s elder Polome mmm whatsername Urapi and Peto th- the gang all of













‘Below whatsername hupiya birds have jumped up and settled...’
(P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
In (233) the relationship between apokone and a nominal constituent is not clear,
and it appears to function as a more general kind of filler.



























‘Something itched and itched on the woman’s breast and she looked, what’s
that! The insect, on her breast, whatchermacallit, sucking there...’
(T/EH:101103)
There is one example in my data, shown in (234), in which apoko does not
occur at a point of hesitation and ‘memory scanning’, but is used to indicate that
someone’s identity is not known (as opposed to being momentarily inaccessible).













[When the men have gone away to war...] ‘What man whose son will maybe
die? [the women] think...’ (T/KP:271103)
5.4 Participant reference with multiple NPs
In this section I describe some structures in which more than one NP corresponds
to a single grammatical participant in the clause. For example, the S participant
of a monovalent predicate may correspond to a pair of items that are individually
specified, each being referenced by a distinct NP in what I term a ‘collocation’
construction (§5.4.1). In the other complex structures treated here the NPs have
a different sort of relationship, as they do not denote different individuals that are
conjoined as a unitary participant, but rather provide extra information concerning
the nature or identity of the entity. These include ‘whole-part’ (§5.4.2.1) and in-
clusory pronominal (§5.4.2.2) constructions, double pronoun NPs (§5.4.2.3), and
adpositional identity expansion (§5.4.2.4).
5.4.1 Collocation: detailing pair and group members
Individual members of pairs and groups can be denoted by adjacent nominals or
NPs. Two nominals may be tightly bound and operate as a single constituent (a
‘pair compound NP’), or adjacent NPs may be more loosely bound and understood
as ‘collocated’ through a conventionalised principle of interpretation, in combina-
tion with distinct intonation (‘listing construction’). Prototypically, these two kinds
of collocation have several distinct identifying features, but they are not entirely
discrete structural types; it is more appropriate to think of adjacent referring expres-
sions as being more or less bound rather than strictly one or the other.
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5.4.1.1 Pair compound NPs (tight collocation)
Prototypical features of pair compound NPs are: they include two adjacent nom-
inals that make up a single intonation unit with no discernible pause after the first
nominal; there is morphological group or pair marking (§6.3.2.2, §6.3.3) as for a
single NP; and other bound forms such as role-marking markers or dependent pro-













































‘This mother and son, they climbed away up the ayake tree...’
(T/JK:KG05V5.27)
In examples such as (237) the pair compound NP is functionally equivalent to
a dyadic kin term. Such terms are present in one of Duna’s neighbours, Oksapmin
(Loughnane 2008).
In example (238), the paired nominals are the same word. This can be inter-
preted as a complex repeated nominal (§5.2.1.4), comprising a simple NP that is













‘Quietly one [of them] grasped [the cannibal] firmly by the legs...’
(T/IH:NH03T6A)
5.4.1.2 Listing construction (loose collocation)
Prototypical features of a listing construction include: it occurs at the beginning of
a sentence; has an intonation pattern such that each NP is a distinct intonation unit;
shows parallelism across members, for example, each NP is similarly marked as
definite or otherwise; either none or all of the NPs in the list are marked with a pair
or group marker; and the list is followed by a nominal phrase that is an umbrella
term for all the pair/group members (for example, a plural pronoun), and that bears
NP-final morphology as relevant (for example, contrasted subject marking).
Two examples that typify the listing construction are shown in (239) and (240).















































‘Before, a woman, a man, a little son, the three lived alone.’
(T/JK:KG05V5.27)
Verbal clauses headed by an existential verb marked with the general dependent
verb inflection -ya (DEP) can also be used in a listing construction. An example is
shown in (241). It is typical for the last clause in the chain to be marked with the



















‘I being there and Julie being there and Monica being there, we went up to
Mt Hagen.’ (T/KP:120205i)
5.4.1.3 Mixed-feature collocation
Many collocations in the textual data show features of both tight and loose bind-
ing. Two adjacent NPs that are each group or pair-marked (that is, are characteristic
of listing construction) generally also show some pair compound NP features. Ex-
ample (242) shows two adjacent NPs marked with the group marker -tia, and an
intonation break after the first NP. These are features of listing constructions. How-
ever, the collocated group is not clause-initial and is not followed by an umbrella





































‘Earlier Suwaka and Hayakuni wanted to fight, they had established teams
and were circling the airstrip...’ (T/SN:220205)
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Similarly, in (244) adjacent NPs are marked with -ne and and there is an inton-
ation break after the first pair member. However, the dual pronoun that follows the
two NPs is not preceded by a pause and in this respect sounds like a dependent pro-
noun (§6.6.3), not an independent ‘umbrella’ pronoun. This is more characteristic













‘Possum Andatia, possum Yawuna lived.’ (T/HY:201003ii)
Example (245) shows a pair of NPs, the second of which is marked for con-










‘Alan and Kenny are shooting a possum.’ (CD/2003)
The pair of NPs should be contiguous. KK and RA judged the breaking up of a


















* I and Kirsty ate food together (CD)
5.4.2 Other complex nominal phrases
5.4.2.1 Two phrase ‘whole-part’ construction
Section 5.2 described the use of adjectives and quantifiers to modify a notional head
nominal. There is also a construction in Duna in which phrases headed by quanti-
fiers or adjectives follow a phrasal constituent to express a whole-part relationship.
That is, the first NP denotes something, and the second NP specifies a particular part
or kind of this. Three examples of this construction, consisting of adjacent NPs, are
















‘really good kinds of things to eat’ (T/PK:080605ii)











‘...absolutely all of those storehouses...’(T/JP:KG05V7.11)










‘Did you use all the money to get this?’ (T/PK:080605ii)
5.4.2.2 Inclusory pronominal construction
The Duna first person dual pronoun keno and plural pronoun inu can be used as ‘in-
clusory pronominals’ (Lichtenberk 2000a). In the Duna inclusory construction, one
member of a pair or group is denoted as a proper name, and this NP is immediately
followed by a pronoun that denotes the whole pair or group. There is no intervening
pause or any other intonation cue to suggest that the pronoun is a ‘repairing’ phrase.




































‘Neil’s group, Kenson and I went above, okay so, we two went above, we















‘Kipu and I before when we were little, we were at school.’ (T/MM:101103)
In Lichtenberk’s (2000a) typology, Duna inclusory pronominal constructions
are ‘phrasal’ (the pronominal is independent and forms a phrase with the included
NP) and ‘implicit’ (there is no marker of the relation between the two components).
5.4.2.3 Double personal pronouns
Examples (254) to (257) show clauses in in which one participant is referenced by
two adjacent personal pronouns. Doubling a pronoun emphasises the nature of the
referent as distinct and solitary. (I include an approximation of this emphasis in
parentheses in the translation lines.) There is no intonational evidence that the pro-
nouns are separate phrases. Example (258) shows a doubled inclusory pronominal
(§5.4.2.2).














































































‘Kipu and I (by ourselves) came back to the house, Lapame went off to
Suwaka.’ (T/MM:101103)
Example (259a) shows a reflexive clause (§4.2.3.1) that includes two corefer-
ent adjacent pronouns, the second being marked with the exclusive morpheme -nga
(§6.6.2). In this case, one could argue that each pronoun is a separate NP, one
being the subject argument and one being the object argument. However, this inter-
pretation runs counter to the fact that the exclusive marker -nga can only sensibly
occur on the second pronoun in a double pronoun sequence, not the first pronoun, as
shown in (259b). This suggests that -nga is being applied to a single NP constituent














I hit myself (CD)
Example (260) shows a reciprocal clause, for which it could also be argued that
the identical adjacent pronouns represent two distinct argument NPs. However I
find it most sensible and consistent to interpret khunu khunu as a single subject NP.
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The double pronoun construction emphatically identifies the participants as a dis-
tinct group, and contrasted subject marking with -ka (§6.6.1) further highlights the
fact that it is this group only who engaged in this activity. The fact that the contras-
ted subject marker occurs on the second rather than the first pronoun (that is, the
opposite of what would be expected from typical word order if these pronouns were







‘(Only) they scratched each other.’ (ED/XV:43)
5.4.2.4 Note on appositional explanatory NPs
It is not uncommon for personal pronouns or proper names to be followed by an-
other nominal phrase that reiterates or further details the identity of the referent.
Some examples (with the initial NP underlined and the second NP in bold) are













































‘...we many many little boys went...’ (T/RS:221203ii)
Chapter 6
NP, PP, and PlcP morphology
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes bound forms that occur at the right edge of a referring expres-
sion; constituents of a phrase that are dependent markers rather than free lexemes.1
The bound forms presented in §6.2 - §6.5 are grouped according to a combina-
tion of semantic, distributional, and functional properties into four types: epistemic
demonstratives, NP markers, PlcP markers, and postpositions. The general order
of application of these markers is shown in Figure 6.1, with ‘L’ standing for ‘last
potentially free-standing lexeme of the phrase’ (a nominal, adjective, quantifier,
demonstrative, or interrogative root).2
——————————————————————————-
L + Epistemic +
{




Figure 6.1 Order of co-occurring phrase-final morphemes
Epistemic markers can be included in a phrase to indicate features concern-
ing speaker and hearer knowledge of the referent (§6.2). These markers occupy a
roughly equivalent position in the referring expression to a demonstrative (§5.2.4),
and can (and in some cases must) be followed by an NP or PlcP marker. These
forms also occur mark epistemic assessment on final predicates, where they take
scope over a proposition rather than an entity.
1Note that, although all of the bound morphemes described in this chapter are postpositional in
that they are placed after the lexical constituents of a phrase, I reserve the label ‘postposition’ (P) for
the forms described in §6.5 only.
2This representation does not provide a minimal or exhaustive template, and does not address
the complex co-occurrence restrictions and dependency relationships that exist between individual
forms. Rather, it is intended to indicate that if more than one type of marker is present in a single
referring expression, this is the way they will be arranged.
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NP markers (§6.3) indicate inherent qualities of the referent (the number-like
features of pairhood and grouphood), as well as those that relate to its identity in
the world or in discourse (specificity), and within the structure of and situation de-
scribed by a particular clause (grammatical relation, semantic role). NP markers are
required elements of the NP if it includes a spatial or (Group II) epistemic demon-
strative. Certain NP markers can co-occur, although this is generally uncommon.
PlcP markers (§6.4) mark a referring expression as denoting a place, and also
encode a number-like distinction (a single place versus a group of places). They
are in restricted distribution, only attaching to spatial or epistemic demonstratives,
or the quantifier ndu. They do not co-occur with NP or PP markers. Section 6.4
also includes discussion of some additional kinds of phrases that are used in the
description of times and places (§6.4.4).
Postpositions (§6.5) attach to nominal phrases, and mark the semantic role of
the denoted entity as instrument, accompanier, or possessor/beneficiary. Unlike
NP and PlcP markers, postpositions do not attach to spatial or Class II epistemic
demonstratives. They co-occur with NP markers that are concerned with marking
specificity and collectivity (§6.3.2 and §6.3.3), but not with those that mark semantic
role (§6.3.4).3
Lastly in this chapter (§6.6) I treat certain morphological operations that are
concerned in marking the discourse and/or pragmatic prominence of a referring ex-
pression, so that the listener is encouraged to pay special attention to it; for example
when the phrase denotes a participant whose identity the speaker judges to be par-
ticularly noteworthy or unexpected. The use of these markers is also sensitive to the
grammatical relation of the NP.
6.2 Bound ‘epistemic demonstratives’
6.2.1 Introduction
The morphemes that I discuss in this section are shown in Table 6.1. These forms are
multifunctional; see chapters 9-11 concerning their occurrence as markers of epi-
stemic assessment on final clauses.4 When these forms occur in a nominal phrase or
3An alternative arrangement to that presented here would be to treat postpositions, role-marking
NP markers, and PlcP markers as a single class on the basis of the fact that they are contrastive,
and say something about the semantic role of a referent. I have chosen not to do this because they
typically attach to different kinds of morphemes.
4The glosses I use for these morphemes are primarily derived from their use on final predicates,
as this is the area of their use that I focus on in most detail in this thesis. I use the same gloss for
the same form, regardless of function, because their semantic specifications are reasonably stable
and there are instances where it can be argued that the morphemes exploit more than one function
simultaneously, see, for example, (818) and (819) in §9.2.7. This ‘monosemic’ glossing is not ideal
(see Haspelmath 2003), but it seems wiser to me to err on the side of over-generalisation, rather than
proposing distinctions that cannot (at least at this stage) be consistently maintained.
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place phrase, as exemplified in this chapter, I say they have demonstrative function.
These ‘epistemic demonstratives’ denote the epistemic positioning of the referent of
the phrase in which they occur, describing who knows about it and how knowledge
of it is obtained. For example, =pi ‘OPIN’ indicates that the speaker has personal
knowledge of a referent, and surmises that the addressee has no direct experience
of it.
Table 6.1 Morphemes that occur as ‘epistemic demonstratives’
Form Gloss/label Class See section:
-yanua SNS.IMPL (non-visual sensory impersonal) I 6.2.2
-yarua SNS.C (non-visual sensory current) II
=pi OPIN (opinion marker) II 6.2.3
-ra SHRD (shared standpoint) II 6.2.4
-nua VIS.IMPL (visual impersonal) I 6.2.5
-rua STAT.VIS.P (stative visual previous) II
I refer to -yanua and -nua as ‘Class I’ epistemic demonstratives. These two
forms have a similar distributional pattern to proximal demonstratives (§3.7.1) in
that they do not combine with specificity, grouphood, or pairhood NP markers, and
do not occur in place phrases. I refer to -yarua, =pi and -ra as ‘Class II’ epi-
stemic demonstratives. These forms have a similar distributional pattern to direc-
tional demonstratives in referring expressions in that they are always followed by
an NP or PlcP marker.
Although the markers shown in Table 6.1 can themselves occupy the ‘Dem’ po-
sition of an NP or PlcP, they can also occur with spatial demonstrative roots (see for
example (265) and (266)). When one of these forms attaches to a spatial demonstrat-
ive or the quantifier ndu in a nominal or place phrase, I treat these two morphemes
as forming a ‘complex epistemic demonstrative’, as shown below. This allows for
certain generalisations to be made in my description, for example concerning the
structure of place phrases.
Spatial dem. + epistemic = Complex epistemic dem
Example: ho yanua hoyanua
‘this’ ‘can be sensed’ ‘this one that can be sensed’
6.2.2 Non-visual sensorily perceived items
The forms -yanua and -yarua mark items whose existence is sensorily perceived.
These morphemes belong to the set of evidential markers that can occur on final pre-
dicates (§9.2.4). The referent of an NP that includes one of these forms is marked
as unseen, but somehow evidenced in the current sensory environment. The defin-
ition of ‘sensory environment’ extends to the discourse itself, so that -yanua and
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-yarua commonly mark items that are primarily established as referents through the
conversation or narrative that is currently taking place.
Of the two forms, -yanua is more common. Examples (265) and (266) exem-
plify situations in which something is known to exist from sensory evidence. The
epistemic demonstrative -yanua is used situationally (in the sense of Himmelmann
1996), making reference to the (potentially narrative-internal) soundscape at the
time of utterance. Example (265) shows a common way to call out at night when
someone is heard to be approaching. Example (266) is taken from a text in which






















‘Our ancestors would say, hey, is this {that is heard} a spirit?’
(T/HS:080305ia)
The current discourse can itself be included as a kind of sensory evidence. Thus,
-yanua is commonly used to mark items that a speaker describes in a story or con-
versation, which the speaker assumes have not been seen by the addressee(s). This
comprises self-referential situational use of a demonstrative, in that -yanua points
to “a linguistic unit or act” (Himmelmann 1996:223). This is the case in (267), in
which Petros Kilapa describes visiting a high altitude area on the walking track to
Oksapmin. His audience has never made this journey and has no personal experi-













‘This place {that is heard of}, the place was a very cold place.’
(T/PK:201003ii)
Examples (268)-(269b) show extracts from an interview with Kiale Yokono, in
which Kenny Kendoli is acting as interpreter and co-interviewer. At this point Kiale
is being asked about his son, whom neither Kenny nor the other interviewers (LSR
and KG) have seen. In asking a question about Kiale’s son (whom the interviewers
have just learnt the existence of in the turn shown in (268b)), Kenny modifies the
5In presenting examples that include sensory epistemic demonstratives, I represent an approxim-
ation of their meaning inside curly brackets. This method of representation is also employed in my
discussion of these forms (and other evidential markers) as they occur on final predicates.
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nominal ingini ‘son’ with -yanua in (269a). In his reply in (269b) Kiale also uses
-yanua. Kiale is not referencing his own personal evidence (as he does not know his
son just from having heard about him), but is maintaining reference to impersonal
evidence as available to others in the discourse situation.





















‘I have four kids, and fifth a boy.’
































‘Your son {that is heard of} will he too tell pikono, do you think that
later he will probably want to tell them and will tell them, or he doesn’t











‘This one {that is heard of}, he could tell them later.’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
In (270) it is not really possible to say whether -yanua indexes situational aural
evidence or discourse evidence. Haya Suku is detailing the name of a bird which is
both heard calling at the time of utterance, and the topic of her text, so the non-visual





























‘The bird calling here now, at the top of the tree over there, sitting calling
ndrrrre ndrrre, is pirori (willy wagtail). This one {that is heard (of)}, this
one {that is heard (of)} is pirori,...’ (T/HS:080305ia)
The form -yanua does not occur with specificity, group, or pair-marking NP
markers (§6.3.2 and §6.3.3). If the speaker marks a sensorily evidenced item with
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these morphemes -yarua is used instead.6 Examples are shown in (271) - (274)
(see also (351)). Examples (271) and (272) are taken from narratives concerning
mythical figures of past times. In regard to (272), PK explained that the speaker’s














































‘These ones {that are heard of} now all of them have disappeared.’
(T/HS:080305ia)
There are three occasions in the textual data where the form -yatia occurs as an
apparent epistemic demonstrative, as exemplified in (275). Further investigation is
required to establish if -yatia is better interpreted as an abbreviated variant of the











‘The ten sisters {that are heard of} lived.’ (T/KP070104iii)
The morpheme -yanua SNS.IMPL can occur with epistemic demonstrative func-
tion in combination with the interrogative root pa- ‘query’. A short exchange, con-
structed by PK in response to my asking him if pa-yanua was a possible utterance,
is shown in (276). The hypothetical situation is that speakers A and B are sitting
inside a house, and noises (for example, somebody calling out, crashing sounds) are
heard outside. Speaker A comments on this, but Speaker B is not sure what Speaker
6Following from the different meanings of -yarua and -yanua as predicate morphemes, I think
it possible that the epistemic demonstrative -yarua relates to evidence as it is perceived specifically
by the speaker or addressee, that is, with an identifiable viewpoint, rather than a more generalised
notion of ‘impersonal perception’ that is expressed by -yanua (§9.2.7). That is, -yanua signals that
‘non-visual sensory evidence exists’, whereas -yarua signals ‘you (or I) have non-visual sensory
evidence’. However there is insufficient data at present to draw firm conclusions.
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A is referring to. In (276a) -yanua occurs with inflectional function (§9.2.7). In
(276b) and (276c) it occurs with demonstrative function.






‘Something is happening {it can be heard}.’
b. Spr B: pa-yanua.
query-SNS.IMPL
‘Which thing {that can be heard}?’
c. Spr A: ho-yanua.
here-SNS.IMPL
‘This thing here {that can be heard}.’
6.2.3 Speaker’s knowledge
When the form =pi ‘OPIN’ (see also §10.4.2) occurs as an epistemic demonstrat-
ive this indicates that the speaker has personal knowledge of the NP referent, and
surmises that the addressee has no direct experience of it.
In telling a brief version of his clan’s malu (ancestral history, see §1.3.3.1), the
late Raki Patako (a highly respected man, close to 80 years of age at the time this
recording was made) commonly uses =pi in NPs that denote ancestral beings, as in
example (277). These are entities that Raki is especially privileged to know of, and













‘As my ancestors {that I have knowledge of} ate men...’ (T/RS:270405a)
Example (278) shows another instructive text from an older male speaker, Pas-
tor Hagini Yami, describing the origin of Lake Kopiago.7 In this example he is
introducing one of the main people in the narrative, a woman whose irresponsible
actions allow the waters of Lake Kopiago to gain entry into the lake basin area and
settle, drowning her and her son. As a senior resident and keeper of esoteric know-
ledge (Christian and otherwise, see Haley 2002), Pastor Hagini is an authoritative
spokesperson for this story.8
7Example (278) shows a NP in which a personal name is modified by an epistemic demonstrative
(see also remarks preceding (165) in §5.2.4.3). Such a construction is rare, and is generally limited
to the initial phase of a narrative in which the speaker is establishing the identity of characters that
are unfamiliar to the audience.
8Example (271) in §6.2.2 is taken from a version of this story recorded from a much younger
speaker; he does not use the demonstrative =pi at all in telling it, nor does he supply the names of
the protagonists. Note also that characters in explicitly ‘made-up’ stories (for example the version
of Jack and the Beanstalk told by Petros Kilapa, see also (105) and (804)) are not usually marked
with =pi, as people do not usually treat such items as matters of serious knowledge or belief.









‘Kayako {that I have knowledge of}, lived over there.’ (T/HY:201003iii)
Pastor Hagini told some other stories on this occasion, including two ‘just-so
stories’ (categorised as hapia po, see §1.3.3.1). One of these is about how the cur-
rent enmity arose between game animals and dogs, and the other about the dif-
ferentiation of two game animal varieties. Pastor Hagini does not use =pi at all
in reference to the participants or places described in these stories, although he
does employ -yanua as a self-referential situational demonstrative, as discussed in
the preceding section. The only time he uses =pi is as part of a discourse deictic
demonstrative, in reference to the tale he tells. This occurs in line (e) of the intro-
ductory passage reproduced in (279). Although Pastor Hagini does not indicate that
the animals he describes are ‘known’ entities, he treats the story itself as something































































This [story] {that I have knowledge of} [is that] the pair were there, and
one day the game animals badmouthed the dogs.’
Typically =pi occurs in reference to items which one can expect the audience
will not be able to gain more direct experience of at any point. This is the case in
examples (277) -(279), and in (280) below in which matriarch Haya Suku explains
the disappearance of certain bird species. The bird she is talking about is a matter
of her personal knowledge, rather than something the addressee will be able to
independently observe (as the birds no longer exist).

























‘One bird the reware that would sit on the path would warn us [if someone
was approaching] but now this bird {that I have knowledge of} does not
exist.’ (T/HS:080305ia)
As an epistemic demonstrative, =pi thus marks an entity as something the speaker
knows about, but also signals to the addressee that it is something for them to learn
of or imagine, although they may never experience it personally. It perhaps in-
timates that the item is something to keep in the mind, not look for in the outside
world.
6.2.4 Shared knowledge
The epistemic demonstrative -ra (SHRD) marks a constituent as having a refer-
ent that is identifiable from shared knowledge between speaker and addressee(s).
This may be something that has been recently seen or otherwise experienced by
both discourse participants (situational use) or something that has been established
as having a definite identity within a text (tracking use).9 The shared knowledge
demonstrative typically occurs in combination with a group, pair, or role-marking
NP marker (§6.3.2.2-§6.3.4.3). Thus, -ra effectively functions as an alternative in-
dication of definiteness to the NP specificity marker -na, which does not usually oc-
cur in combination with other NP markers; see also remarks at the close of §6.3.2.1.
Example (281) shows a question from Kenny Kendoli to Kiale Yokona (from
the same interview as examples 268-269b), in which Kenny talks about his own
sons. Kenny marks the NP which references his sons with -ra. These children have
not been mentioned previously in this interview and are not currently in view, but
Kenny is pointing out to Kiale that they both know who these boys are. (Kiale lives
some distance away and does not know Kenny’s family well, but has stayed the























‘Were you a little boy like my sons when you started pikono?’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
9
-ra typically occurs on NPs that do not have a referent currently visible to the discourse parti-
cipants, but it is not known whether this feature is actually specified by the morpheme.
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Example (282) shows -ra in an NP notionally headed by haka ‘clothes’, fol-
lowing the introduction of this item into the text several clauses previously.10 The
referentiality of this item is constituted both within the text and outside of it, as
Haya’s addressee has himself seen the bloodied clothes (being in fact the cause of













‘These clothes of mine are bloodied.’ (T/HS:080305iii)
Example (283) shows a situation in which referentiality is established within
a text. The preceding few lines of this story decribe how a crowd of people have











‘Hey, he lived with these people.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
The form -ra ‘SHRD’ is also used as a verbal inflection, in which case it spe-
cifies temporal features of the predicated activity (that is occurred in the recent
past), as well as indicating that the marked proposition represents shared knowledge
(§9.3.3.1).
6.2.5 A demonstrative for visually perceived items?
The morphemes -rua and -nua typically occur in final clauses to indicate that the
predicated event (usually a state) can be visually observed (§9.2). There is some
evidence that these forms can also occur with epistemic demonstrative function.
From discussion and elicitation with PK, it seems possible that -nua can be used
as an epistemic demonstrative in an NP that has a (potentially) visible referent. Two
examples are shown in (284) and (285). These were constructed by PK in response
to my asking if the forms etonua and panua were meaningful.11 I have not found









‘Kopiago airstrip is the cross-valley one {that can be seen}.’ (CED/TandI)
The scenario for the exchange shown in (285) is that Speaker A has asked
Speaker B to fetch a particular kind of timber from the available wood pile but
Speaker B has brought back the wrong one.
10Further investigation is required to establish what amount of ‘referential distance’ in a text -ra
is most suitable for.
11It can be noted that Petros responded to these queries by constructing sentences in which the
demonstratives are ‘identificational’ in the sense of Diessel (1999).
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b. Spr B: pa-nua.
query-VIS.IMPL
‘Well, which one {that can be seen}?’ (CED/TandI)
In his response in (285b), Speaker B is presumably pointing out that it might not
be his fault that he has brought the wrong wood; perhaps Speaker A did not think
carefully about where the right piece of wood was, and forgot to tell Speaker B that
it was not in plain view.
There are a few occasions in the textual material (notably, in the speech of older
speakers) where -rua occurs with demonstrative function. Examples are shown in
(286) and (287). In regard to (286), the speaker Raki Patako had shown PK and
myself some sacred kolo stones on a prior occasion, and by using -rua in this NP is

















‘Sacred kolo stones {that (?you) have seen}, I burnt them and put them







‘Now, within Ukupa over there {that (?you) have seen} [i.e., the place

















but it was not from inside this place {that (?you) have seen}.’
(T/YS:KG05V7.23)
12From what I know of the context, the viewpoint being referred to in these examples seems to be
that of the addressee(s), but this needs to be confirmed. I was not present at the time the recording
from which (287) is taken was made. This text, the story of the origin of Lake Kopiago, was recorded
in Mt Hagen. I know that at least some of the audience members (including researcher Kirsty
Gillepie) had indeed seen the particular place that the speaker Yopo Sapaya is talking of, where
the waters of Lake Kopiago are drawn away to join up with a network of underground waterways.
However, I do not know if Yopo himself knew that Kirsty had seen this spot, or who all the other
members of the audience were.
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More data are required to further elucidate the use of the visual markers -rua
and -nua in NPs.
6.3 NP markers
6.3.1 Introduction
The group of bound morphemes I term ‘NP markers’ are shown in Table 6.2. These
morphemes attach at the right edge of a nominal phrase, providing information
about specificity, number/collectivity, and the semantic role of the referent. When
spatial and epistemic demonstratives (excepting -yanua and -nua) occur as NP con-
stituents they are always followed by an NP marker.
Table 6.2 NP markers







The markers -na (§6.3.2.1) and -tia (§6.3.2.2) index qualities of specific indi-
viduality and grouphood, respectively. The two pair marker (PR) forms -ne and
-yane (§6.3.3) indicate ‘pairhood’. These markers make reference to number as part
of their semantics, marking oppositions that are comparable to the singular, dual,
and plural distinctions encoded in personal pronouns (§3.2.3). However, number
is not an obligatory category in Duna, and the SPEC, GP, and PR markers indic-
ate number as a facet of their meaning, rather than as their primary function. The
group marker and the pairing markers are more appropriately described as collect-
ives (Corbett 2000) than as basic number markers.
The locative marker -ta (§6.3.4.2) and inner/concealing location marker -ra
(§6.3.4.3) provide information concerning the semantic role of the NP referent, and
mark the NP as being in an oblique relation (§4.2.1). The specifications of -ta are
quite general, and it is used in marking NPs with quite a wide range of semantic
roles (e.g., location, goal, path, source). This morpheme can be thought of as a
general oblique case marker. The marker -ra on the other hand is quite narrowly
specified, indicating that the denoted participant is a container-like entity within
which something is concealed (or becomes concealed).
Some co-occurrence of certain NP markers is possible (illustrated throughout
the following sections), and the order of application in such instances is represented
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in Figure 6.2. The current data thus suggest that NP markers divide into three
pairs of mutually exclusive forms, those that mark specificity/grouphood, pairhood,
and grammatical relation/semantic role. Some combinations of NP markers are
particularly unusual; for example, it is very rare for a nominal phrase to include












Figure 6.2 Ordering of co-occurring NP markers
6.3.2 Specificity and grouphood
6.3.2.1 Specific individual -na
Haspelmath (1997:38) observes that “an expression is specific if the speaker pre-
supposes the existence and unique identifiability of its referents”. The Duna marker
-na (SPEC) marks specificity in this sense, indicating that an NP has one uniquely
indentifiable referent. This is exemplified in the contrast between (288) and (289).
Example (288) is a general statement about all cats and rats rather than specific
individuals, and the NPs yawiputi ‘cat’ and uru ‘rat’ are not marked with -na. Sen-
tence (289) is more limited, being an explanation as to why the corpse of a rat just
recovered from a rat-trap should not be given to the house dog. In (289), both yawi
and uru have specific and identifiable real-world referents, and both are marked
with -na. Note however that heka ‘bird (chicken)’ in the latter part of (289) is not




















‘If the dog eats the rat, the dog will eat chickens.’ (ED/V:99)
Examples (290) and (291) show a similar contrast. The first example is taken
from an account by Sane Noma in which he describes how when he was a young
boy living alone in the forest he saw a woman bring some food for pigs, which
he took and ate. There is no previous frame of reference in the text for either the
woman or the food she brings. In (291), Jeremiah Piaro describes a group of people
who have already been detailed in the text as bringing a stove to his house. This
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stove was a locally unique item that was the subject of much discussion at the time,
























‘They brought the stove.’ (T/JP:250903)
The text excerpt shown in (292) exemplifies how an item can be marked as
specific after its identity has been established in a discourse. In (292a), Kipu Piaro
describes the intended purchase of food (hina), which is at this point non-specific,
non-referential, and modified by the quantifer mbatia ‘some’. The noun hina recurs
as the notional head of an NP with a specific referent (the particular food that was




























She said she wanted to get it and while we were eating the food there,...’
(T/KP:120205i)
The specific individual marker can attach to proper names, but this is uncommon
except on PNs that occur in complex ‘generic-specifier’ nominals (§5.2.1.5). An













‘The woman Wakili has become pregnant.’ (T/KK:230205)
Although it is rare, proper names can also be marked with -na when they are
the only lexical constituent of the NP, as in example (294) from a story told by Irari
Hipuya (see also (941)). At this point in the narrative Irari talks about the main char-
acter’s wife who was introduced at the very beginning of the story but has not been
mentioned for several minutes. From his hesitation (indicated by dots) it appears
that Irari takes a moment to remember the name of this person, before marking the
name’s subsequent iterations as specific. It may be that (294) exemplifies a kind of
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meta-level specificity in which -na marks the name as a specific known word, 13 as























‘Earlier Aleya Leyapa his wife... Mbarapiame,14 Mbarapiame was staying
at a place above and he arrived there.’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
There is one noted example in the textual material in which the specific indi-
vidual marker attaches to a personal pronoun, shown in (295). This is from a point
in a story when a host has been sharing out food and is confused and suspicious as
to why there is a portion left over. He thinks that there must be someone else present
who has not come forward to take their food, but his companions assure him that













‘There is no one else of us, we are sufficiently counted.’ (T/YS:270205)
The specificity marker can combine with the interrogative root pa- ‘query’,
forming an interrogative which indicates that the speaker is seeking the identity
of a specific place. Examples are shown in (296) - (298). Note that pana occurs as





















‘Which place does the boy live?’ (ED/2003)
Certain uses of -na SPEC mark contrastive identity between items of the same
kind. One such use is when -na occurs on the quantifier ndu ‘one’, which commonly
13This kind of specificity may also be marked with common nouns. For example, I have observed
that some Duna speakers may mark a word with -na when discussing its meaning. In this case the
‘specific referent’ is the word itself.
14Note that this name ends in the sequence /me/, which is a common feature of the names of
women in traditional Duna stories. Franklin (2003:257) notes that female personal names of the
Kewa people may optionally end in /me/.
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marks indefiniteness when a (potentially topical) participant is being introduced to
a text (see for example (148)). The use of ndu in combination with -na may contrast
the identity of one referent with another, and/or assert the separate yet parallel nature
of activities performed by like participants. Some examples are shown in (299) -
(301). In (299), Tindei Kendoli has just finished telling one story, and is now starting





































‘The nine brothers, each one hadn’t come... [i.e., none of them had come]’
(T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Contrastive identity also seems to be implied when the definiteness marker fol-
lows the epistemic demonstrative -ra (§6.2.4), as illustrated in (302). This example
is taken from a pikono story in which two mysterious suitors keep leaving parallel











‘She picked each [armband] up and put them on it was said.’
(P/PP:KG05V2.15)
Example 302 is unusual, because -ra SHRD and -na SPEC very rarely occur
together. Both morphemes typically indicate that the marked phrase denotes some-
thing that is already known to speaker and addressee, that is, has a definite refer-
ent, and the forms are in near-complementary distribution. In nominal phrases the
demonstrative -ra is typically used preceding an NP marker (the group marker -tia,
pair marker -yane, locative marker -ta, or concealing location marker -ra). In con-
trast, the specificity marker -na cannot occur with -tia, and very rarely occurs with
other NP markers. The demonstrative -ra occurs in place phrases (§6.4), but the
specificity marker -na does not. The typical distribution of -na and -ra as indicators
that the referent of an NP or PlcP is definite is summarised in Table 6.3.
The specificity marker can occur on verbal predicates of final clauses, as well as
in nominal phrases. This is discussed in §9.3.2.2.
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Table 6.3 Typical distribution of -na and -ra
Environment: Indicator of definiteness:
NP (no other marker) -na ‘specific’
NP (+ other marker) -ra ‘shared knowledge’
Place phrase
6.3.2.2 Group marker -tia
The group marker -tia (GP) indicates that the NP describes a collection of refer-
ents.15 Nominal phrases in (303) to (305) denote groups that are made up of the













































‘Our customs are of God’s customs, we behave in this way, we abandoned
these things [i.e., ancestral traditions].’ (T/RP:270405b)
The group marker is not compatible with the specific individual marker -na16
but groups can be marked as having definite referents with the shared reference
demonstrative -ra (see Table 6.3). The group reference marker does not commonly
attach to personal pronouns or proper names except in lists that detail heterogeneous
group members (§5.4.1), although see also (252).
The group marker can be used with the interrogative pa-. This combination ap-
pears to create a pronominal term that means roughly ‘which/what things?’ (unlike
pa-na, see (296 - 298), which is typically place-referent). However I only have one
example of this form, shown in (306), and its semantics range needs to be further
investigated.
15The group marker -tia combines with the locational demonstrative ha, but not with the loca-
tional demonstrative ho. The proximal demonstrative hutia (§5.2.4.1) may well be derived from this
construction, so that it no longer occurs as a transparently compositional form.
16Attempts to combine the two morphemes (in both possible orders) on the nominal yawi ‘dog’
were definitively rejected by KK and RA as ungrammatical.





‘Which/what things are lost?’ (CED/TandI:57)
6.3.3 Pair markers -ne and -yane
Pair markers indicate that the NP in which they occur refers to a pair, or an item
that is one of a pair.17 The pair markers are in near-contrastive distribution with the
specificity marker -na and group marker -tia and have comparable functions to the
group marker in particular as they are similarly ‘collective’. However pair markers
have on a few occasions been noted to occur in combination with -na and -tia (ex-
emplified in (310) and (311) below). Their meanings are not entirely incompatible,
as it is possible to have a pair that is made up of two specific individuals, or of two
groups of things.
The forms and the typical distribution18 of the two bound NP pair markers are
shown in Table 6.4. As outlined in the table, the two forms are in near-complementary
distribution. It is generally true to say that -ne applies to nominal roots whereas
-yane applies to demonstratives (including epistemic demonstratives), but there are
a few exceptions to this pattern in the textual data (see, for example, (309)).19 I treat
the pair markers -ne and -yane as variant forms, but with an awareness that fur-
ther study may enable them to be clearly defined as representing related but distinct
categories.
Table 6.4 Bound NP pair markers (-PR)
Form Typical distribution
-ne occurs following N, PN, PPro
-yane occurs following Demonstrative




















‘[My mother] would sit little brother down each time [she left] and [he and]
I would stay together.’ (T/SN:101203i)
17See Haley (2002:69-70;163) regarding pairing as a significant theme in Duna ritual and social
organisation.
18Note that these forms do not typically occur on adjectives and quantifiers with pairing meaning;
see §5.2.1.1.
19There are additionally some gaps in the data as there are no examples of either pair marker
occurring on a proximal demonstrative or on epistemic demonstratives -yanua and -nua.











‘The two Oksapmin boys were leading...’ (T/PK:201003ii)
As mentioned previously, it is possible but very unusual (from the textual data)
for pair markers to occur in combination with -na ‘SPEC’ or -tia ‘GP’. Example
(310) shows -yane occurring following the specificity marker -na. Example (311)





















‘Having shared out the two lots of backbones...’(T/KP:070104iii)
The constructed example (312) and textual example (313) shows -ne occurring
in combination with the specificity marker -na. In these examples the pair marker




















‘...the woman and the boy, they were lost.’ (T/HY:201003iii)
There are no examples in my data of either pair marker occurring with the inter-
rogative pa-, and I have not tested if combinations pa-ne or pa-yane are possible.20
6.3.4 Locative marker and concealing/inner place marker
6.3.4.1 Overview of location reference strategies
The two NP markers described in this section occur on nominal phrases that de-
note certain kinds of locations. Temporal and spatial locations can alternatively be
expressed in a clause through a number of other kinds of phrases with other kinds
of morphological markers. This section provides a brief overview of these options
before the individual morphemes and constructions are looked at in more detail in
this and the following section.
20From the fact that the distribution of pa- is generally very similar to a spatial demonstrative, I
predict that pa-yane would be acceptable, with the meaning ‘which pair?’.
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Locations can be expressed as nominal phrases that are marked with the locat-
ive marker -ta ‘LOC’ (§6.3.4.2). This strategy is quite typically used where the NP
denotes a ‘point location’, a particular bounded entity such as a person, a building
or other man-made structure (for example, a garden), or landscape feature (for ex-
ample, a waterway). Temporal expressions that describe numbered points in time
are also usually expressed as LOC-marked NPs (see, for example, (437d) and (332).
Inner locations within which something is or becomes concealed, for example
the inside of a house or bag, are usually expressed as an NP marked with ra ‘CNCL’
(§6.3.4.3).
Locations can be realised in the clause as place phrases, marked with -ka PLC
(§6.4.2) or kuru PLC.GP (§6.4.3). These are typically ‘field locations’ or general
areas (rather than point locations), commonly described with reference to their
altitude, or relative position in regard to the deictic centre (for example, sopa-ka
(below-PLC) ‘a low(er) area’).
When the speaker wishes to emphasise the exact identity of a place that is also
currently highly salient (for example, because it is the speaker’s location at the time
of utterance), it may be realised as a locational demonstrative marked with -nga, or
a phrase that includes such a demonstrative (§6.4.4.1).
A ‘temporal location’ can be described through a phrase that is marked with the
temporal marker -ngi (§6.4.4.2). If the place described comprises a distinct territory,
it can be expressed as a demonstrative marked with li (§6.4.4.3).
Certain kinds of words can occur in the clause to denote spatial and temporal
locations without any additional overt marking as to its location-like semantic role
(§6.4.4.4). These include place names, nominals formed with -nda ‘enclosure’ and
-yaki ‘side’, place pro-forms consisting of a spatial demonstrative (or the interrog-
ative pa-) and the NP marker -na, and referential temporals.
6.3.4.2 Locative marker -ta
Nominal phrases that are marked with the locative marker -ta (‘locative NPs’) ref-
erence entities that occupy a broad range of semantic roles, most typically goals
and inner or outer locatives. Participants that are expressed as locative NPs are
‘touched’ by the predicate activity, but not strongly affected.
Examples (314) and (315) show locative NPs that reference goals of motion
verbs. As seen in (316), goals of bivalent verbs such as ‘send’ (derived from the

















‘Rodney went to go to the station and I came here.’ (T/MK:250903)


















‘Send word to me.’ (ED/V:55)
The goal of a directed utterance is typically realised as an NP marked with -ta,

















‘She said to those sisters...’ (T/JP:KG05V7.11)
Examples (319) and (320) show locative NPs that reference inner locations in a
















‘...[we] cooked [it] in a saucepan and ate it...’ (LIV/KK:311003)
In clauses headed by verbs of motion, the means or path of travel can be ex-












































‘Khendopa, he had gone by road.’ (T/PK:201003ii)
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Examples (324) - (326) show two monovalent predicates and one bivalent pre-


































‘They take strength from the pikono performance and go to fight.’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
The P argument required by a bivalent verb can be expressed as a locative NP
(as opposed to the more typical overt expression as an unmarked NP). A P argument
that is realised as a locative NP is generally less completely affected than a P argu-
ment that is realised in another way. Using -ta in the expression of a P argument
is thus indicative of a decrease in semantic transitivity (cf. Hopper and Thompson
1980). This is seen in a comparison of (327) and (328), which are predicated by
the bivalent verb suwa- ‘hold’, and of (the last clause of) example (329) and (330),
which are predicated by the bivalent verb sa- ‘strike, kill’. In (328), the ‘holding’
does not comprise assuming complete manipulative control of the P argument as it
does in (327). In (330) the P argument (the guitar) is not highly affected and sa-
‘strike’ does not denote direct hits of full force, and locative marking is appropri-































‘Lila had fallen down dizzy and she sat right here holding onto her other
leg.’ (T/KP:250903)
21The construction exemplified in (330) is presumably a calque of the Tok Pisin expression ‘paitim
gita’, ‘play [lit. ‘strike’] guitar’.





































‘Now many of the young men they play [lit. strike at] guitars...’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
R arguments of trivalent predicates can also be realised as locative NPs. As dis-
cussed in §4.1.4, this typically occurs when transfer of the T argument is temporary
rather than permanent, or when the transferred item is an abstract item (for example,
‘strength’) rather than a concrete thing; see examples (60) - (63).
The topic (that is, subject matter) of speech can be expressed as an NP marked
















‘ A frog, and a flying fox, I am going to talk of those two.’ (T/PK:201003i)
Temporal expressions that make reference to numbered hours of the day and to






















‘Yesterday I got up at 6 o’clock in the morning and went to the church.’
(T/AA:250903)
Combining the specificity marker -na and locative marker -ta in a single NP
is unusual, and has ‘contrastive identity’ implications (see also §6.3.2.1), typically
asserting that a location or goal participant is a different one to what was originally
thought. The example shown in (333) is constructed, but several speakers asked on
separate occasions confirmed the contrastive identity interpretation as their imme-









‘My knife is at another house.’ (CD/VII:15)
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The available data suggest that, unlike -na and -tia, the locative marker -ta can-
not typically be used following the interrogative pa- to form a complete NP. KK
and RA did not like the sentence shown in (334b), in which I attempted to use pa-
ta (query-LOC) as the ‘missing’ goal of nga- ‘go’. However, they suggested that
the sentence fragment shown in (335), in which pa- is used adnominally, would be
fine if the speaker’s interlocutor had already told them that ‘Kenny has gone to a
house down there’, and the speaker wishes to know which house exactly. Similarly,
they suggested that the sentence fragment shown in (336) would be sensible if the

























‘In which tree?’ (after having been told about a bird’s nest in a tree)
6.3.4.3 Concealing/inner place -ra
The NP marker -ra (CNCL) marks an NP that references an enclosing location where
something exists but is not visible, or something which a participant enters into,
becoming concealed in the process. Typically the relevant visual field is that of the
discourse participants, or a major protagonist within a narrative. Nominal phrases
marked with -ra typically reference items that have oblique ‘participatory’ semantic
roles such as goal and inner location (§4.2.2.2).

















‘[It] is inside this.’ (CED/TandI)































‘Thomas and his wife slept inside a(nother) room...’ (T/KP:120205i)
The clauses shown in (342) and (343) exemplify a particularly common use
of -ra: occurring to mark the enclosing item in a clause with the verbal predicate
(ya)kuwa- ‘carry (inside something)’. This would typically be a net-bag (nu) as in
















‘[He] carried the marble in his pocket.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
The marker -ra commonly occurs on the nominal khou ‘cavity, underneath, en-








































‘The frog he jumped down into the water and the flying fox, he used to go
underneath the water but he didn’t want to go in and so...’(T/PK:201003i)
Adding the inner location marker to an NP marked with -na SPEC, as exempli-
fied in (346), was considered acceptable but unusual. The combination of -na and
-ra appears to imply a contrastive identity reading, in the same way that the com-
bination of -na and -ta does (see example (333)). PK offered the sentence shown in
(346) as a suggestion of how to use the phrase nu-na-ra, adding the context that the
speaker is addressing someone who has been looking for a knife in a net-bag but
cannot find it.







‘It could be you carried the knife in the other net-bag.’ (CED/VII:15)
The data presented in (347) - (348) further illustrate the ‘concealed’ meaning
of -ra, and raise some questions about whose viewpoint the concealment relates to.
Example (347) shows a question in which the verb is marked with the visual evid-
ential -rua (§9.2.3.3). As this utterance is a question, the understanding is that the
addressee is being asked about something he or she has seen (§11.2.2.1). In (347a),
the interrogative root pa- is marked with the place phrase marker -ka (§6.4.2), and
this represents a perfectly acceptable question. However, marking pa- with -ra in
this context as shown in (347b) sounds odd (KK & RA), as the notion of ‘conceal-














Where (concealed) is Kenny sitting {you saw}? (CD/XIV:101)
As a proper use of para, RA offered the sentence shown in (348), with the con-
text that the speaker has gone to retrieve a kicked ball but cannot find it, and asks his
companions where it fell. However, I didn’t manage to establish a complete picture
for this hypothetical scenario (for example, does the speaker think his companions
can see the ball as he asks the question? Or does he assume that they can’t see it
either, but can point out the spot where it disappeared from view? Or doesn’t it
matter either way?). Further data are needed to achieve a better understanding of
how the use of -ra is sensitive to and/or constructs the shifting and/or sharing of





‘(Into) where did it fall?’ (CED/XIV:21)
6.4 Place phrase markers
6.4.1 Introduction
I define a ‘place phrase’ (PlcP) as a phrasal constituent that is marked with one of
the markers -ka (§6.4.2) or -kuru (§6.4.3). The general structure of a place phrase
is shown in Figure 6.3.22 Its constituent structure is similar to that of a common
22The template shown in (6.3) accounts for occurrences of PlcPs in the textual data. However, as
some potential variations (e.g., the possiblity of a PP possessor, the inclusion of a quantifier such as
mbatia ‘some’) have not been tested, this may be under-representative.
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noun NP (§5.2), but is more limited. A directional demonstrative, class II epistemic
demonstrative, or the quantifier ndu is obligatory.23 PlcP markers do not attach to
nominals, adjectives, quantifiers (excepting ndu), proximal or location demonstrat-













Figure 6.3 General structure of a place phrase
Place phrases describe spatial (or sometimes temporal) fields that are adjuncts
of a predicated activity, for example they may describe a setting where something
takes place, or an area that someone moves into or occupies.
6.4.2 Single area -ka
The PlcP marker -ka (PLC) marks a phrase that denotes a single area.24 Examples
(349) and (350) show -ka occurring following simple and complex demonstratives




























‘Now the father died at this place...’(T/RP:270405a)
Examples (351) - (354) show some more structurally complex place phrases that













‘He would replace those who lived at this land...’ (P/AM:NH03T12A)
23If the demonstrative is epistemic, a preceding lexical constituent is of course also obligatory, as
epistemic demonstratives do not occur as free forms. Note however that as outlined in §6.2.1 I treat
an epistemic demonstrative that follows a spatial demonstrative or the quantifier ndu as forming a
complex epistemic demonstrative, that is, a single ‘Dem’ composed of two morphemes.
24I am not aware of any more complex specifications (for example, relating to definiteness, ex-
panse, delineation) but these may be present.
























‘They, on Sunday below [they] had steamed pandanus at Kambua’s lower


















































‘[He] arrived at a plains place...’ (T/YS:270205)
Place phrases that consist of a demonstrative marked with -ka may reference
(relative) temporal location rather than spatial location (cf. Dixon 2003:88). Two
examples are shown in (356) and (357). In (356) the complex epistemic demon-




























‘Oh, ah, [I] forgot something at an earlier place [in the story], a cat.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
The place phrase marker -ka can combine with the interrogative pa- to form a
word that means, roughly, ‘where, what place?’. The current data suggest that paka
typically occurs as a single-word place phrase, as in (358) and (359). I have found













‘Where has this man come from?’ (T/YS:270205)









‘What place did you shoot the bird?’ (CD/III:91)
Example (360) suggests that the expression ndu paka is used as a phrasal indef-
























‘[I] brought a stick and batted [the snake] away and it fell down somewhere
there...’ (LIV/KK:311003)
In the textual data it is quite common for paka to occur following a verbal clause
as part of a complement construction. Example (361) shows paka in a comple-
ment construction headed by the verb wa- ‘have, do’. In (362) the main verb is
ke- ‘see’, and paka is followed by the epistemic form =pi ‘OPIN’ (§6.2.3, §10.4.2).














‘Paul and I mixing [i.e., having sex] was done where?’ [i.e., People say Paul





















‘Follow him so that you may find out where he took away and put that one,
he said it is said.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
There are no examples in my data of a place phrase in which a demonstrative
and the quantifier ndu co-occur. It is possible to describe a place using both word-
types in two juxtaposed place phrases, the first with a final demonstrative and the
second consisting of ndu-ka, as exemplified in (363) - (365). This construction is
used to express indefinite places; some examples suggest that it is also associated
with contrastive identity, for example, is used to denote ‘another place’, and further
data are needed to explore this issue. Example (365) contains a parallel construction
consisting of two NPs marked with -ra ‘CNCL’.
25These constructions suggest pathways of insubordination (Evans 2007) by which Duna demon-
strative terms come to be used as markers of epistemic assessment on final predicates, following
elision of the main verb; see §10.4.3 concerning the epistemic particle =pakapi.

























































‘A skinny dog at a(nother) nearby spot sat concealed at an(other) edge of
the hearth over there.’ (T/HY201003i)
The pattern exemplified in (363) - (365) is similar to the way two NPs can be
juxtaposed in a ‘whole-part’ construction (§5.4.2.1).
6.4.3 Multiple areas -kuru
The place phrase marker -kuru marks a phrase that refers to multiple areas, describ-
















































‘I, ah, am going to sleep at caves below, so [he] spoke.’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
26I assume that in this example Sipiki is a separate object NP (the P argument of mbite- ‘cross
river’), not part of the place phrase.
27Unlike -ka, -kuru does not occur following ndu. I assume this is because their semantic spe-
cifications are at odds, that is, ndu is semantically singular and -kuru is non-singular.
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There are no examples in my data of -kuru combining with the interrogative pa-
‘query’ to form an interrogative meaning ‘what places?’ (or similar). However,
the form pa-kuru does occur in the textual data in a specialised construction that
is used to describe mysterious or extraordinary places, typically those that are the
realm of pikono narrative (§1.3.3.1) and can never be known by people in ordinary,
everyday way. Pakuru follows a verbal clause (predication ‘X’) in a phrase that
means something like ‘places where X happens’. Two examples are shown in (369)
and (370).28 In (369), the speaker describes how a woman in a story (who has
wandered off, flouting the express orders of her brother) is charmed by a water spirit
and led down into his mysterious world of underground rivers (see Haley 2002). In
(370), the hero of a pikono story takes leave of his beautiful female companion,



























‘A water spirit he came and bewitched her and held her and went down to















‘Not near to here, I am going to wherever the kiniya water creatures play.’
(P/KY:KG05)
6.4.4 Other ways of denoting locations
In this section I describe some further kinds of referring expressions that denote
times and places, in order to give a fuller picture of how description of spatial and
temporal locations can be included in a clause.
28I find this construction difficult to analyse, and to do so would require a more comprehensive
analysis of Duna (including further examination of complex sentences) than is attempted in this
thesis. However, I believe it is suggestive of a relationship between the interrogative root pa and
the ‘individual standpoint’ marker pa that occurs as a verbal inflection (§9.3.2.1). Briefly, it makes
sense to interpret the interrogative root ‘query’ and the predicate marker ‘INDV’ as (deriving from)
a single form pa which is concerned with not knowing. This is commensurate with the occurrence
of forms such as -ra ‘SHRD’ as both an epistemic demonstrative and a predicate marker. The inter-
rogative function of pa (‘query’) relates to the epistemic demonstrative function of forms such as
-ra, and indicates that the referent of a phrase is not known (specifically, not known to the speaker
but assumed to be known to the addressee). When it marks a final predicate, pa (INDV) indicates
that the speaker knows about the predicated activity, but assumes that this is individual knowledge,
not necessarily shared by the addressee. Examples such as (369) and (370) give a window into a
situation where pa is exploited as: a form that is demonstrative-like, as it is followed by the place
phrase marker -kuru in a referring expression; and a marker that affixes to a verb root in a clause that
describes an ‘unknown’ situation.
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6.4.4.1 Locational demonstratives and -nga ‘EXCV’
The bound form -nga occurs on personal pronouns (§6.6.2) and the locational demon-
strative roots ho ‘here’ and ha ‘there’. Its generalised meaning concerns emphatic
and exclusive identification of a referent.
Locational demonstratives that are marked with -nga reference locations that
are exclusively identified as ‘exactly here’ (honga) or ‘exactly there’ (hanga). Ex-















‘Sit right there.’ [Accompanied with a gesture, e.g. patting or pointing to
the spot.] (LC)
















‘You have brought something to the house right here.’ (T/YS:270205)
6.4.4.2 Time marker -ngi
The bound morpheme -ngi (TIME) occurs on words or phrases that describe the tem-
poral setting of the predicate. This marker can be viewed as somewhat equivalent
to a PlcP marker, used in the formation of a special kind of phrase (a ‘time phrase’)
that occurs only as an adjunct expression in the clause. However there is insufficient
data at present to be able to describe a general template for such a phrase.
The time marker is attested occurring on common nouns, adjectives, and loca-
tional or class II epistemic demonstratives (examples shown in (374) - (377)), and
(rarely) on two-word phrases as in (378) (see also (389)). In some combinations -ngi













‘At this time [the things] called helicopters had not begun.’ (T/SN:101203i)
29Note that anda ‘house’ is not marked as locative so cannot be interpreted as a separate NP that
references a goal or location. Rather, it is part of phrase that finishes with honga.













































‘An Aluni man would keep holding yeika courting events every day...’ (T/HY:201003iv)
Day-terms for the introduced seven-day week (§3.8.1) all end in -ngi, but this
probably represents a conventionalised use of the temporal marker rather than pro-
ductive application of it.
There is one example in the data (379) of the temporal marker -ngi occurring
in combination with the interrogative pa-. Pa-ngi seems to express an indefinite
time (‘sometime’), but further data are required to test this. Example (379) is taken
from a pikono narrative; at this point in the story the hero is teasing a host of young
women who are keen to come and spend time with him. He has told them that he
can’t be with them now, but that one day in the future they will see signs that a big













‘Sometime then you must arrange your warama net-bags and come he said.’
(P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
For content questions about times, the temporal interrogative paneki is used
(380). The temporal interrogative is not productively compositional, although it
bears a clear relation to the productive interrogative root pa (as well as having a









‘When did your mother come?’(CED/VIII:134)
30
‘Sweet potato time’ is contrasted with specific periods that are defined by the availability of wild
food-crops, and often associated with special social or spiritual occasions.
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6.4.4.3 Territory marker -li
The bound form -li (TERR) occurs on locational and directional demonstratives,
forming a word that refers to a place. In all noted examples the place is a region that
is occupied by a distinct cultural/linguistic group, suggesting that -li is a ‘country’
or ‘territory’ designator.31 However, -li is rare in the textual data and the scope of
its application (both formally and semantically) is not known. Two examples are





































‘Once from here [i.e., Duna territory], I went without stopping, I went to
Oksapmin.’ (T/PK:201003ii)
Some other occurrences of -li include use of roma-li (‘above-TERR’) to refer
to the Mt Hagen area, and sopa-li (‘below-TERR’) to refer to the low-altitude Bo-
gaia/Yeru region (§1.1.2).32
The morpheme -li is akin to the place phrase markers -ka and -kuru as it forms a
place-referent expression based on a demonstrative root. However, it is unlike these
markers in that it has only ever been observed to mark a single lexeme, never a
phrasal constituent, and does not precisely share PlcP marker distributional restric-
tions, as it does not occur on Class II epistemic demonstratives, and can occur on
locational demonstratives.
According to a conversation I had with PK, it is perfectly sensible to add -li
‘TERR’ to the interrogative pa- ‘query’. Unfortunately I did not record the meaning
of pali, and there are no examples of this word in the textual data. I assume that it
means something like ‘which territory/country?’.
6.4.4.4 Morphologically unmarked oblique NPs
Certain kinds of NPs can occur as place-referent adjuncts in a clause without overt
marking as to their semantic role and oblique relation. These include NPs that con-
sist of: a placename only; a word formed with -(a)nda ‘enclosure, shelter, dwelling’
31The Huli-English Dictionary (Rule and unknown collaborators 1971) records a Huli suffix -ali
‘tribe’ and this is perhaps a related form.
32KK and RA suggested that, based upon observing latitude relationships on maps of the world,
sopa-li could also be used to refer to Australia, and eto-li to refer to the USA. I do not know if this is
common practice. The sequence li also occurs in some placenames (e.g., Ekali (Ekali/Agali, SHP),
previously Yeru territory and now occupied by Bogaia people), and this may be a related form.
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or -yaki ‘side’ (§5.2.1.2); or a locational or directional demonstrative that is marked
with -na ‘SPEC’ and functions as a pro-form for a particular (endophorically or
exophorically identifiable) place.
Examples (383) - (386) show NPs that consist of a placename. A nominal phrase
headed by a common noun would be overtly marked as a location or goal-like entity
in clauses predicated by existential or motion verbs; see, for example, (314) and
(319) in §6.3.4.2. However, an NP that consists of a placename typically is not.




































‘I took sick at Mt Hagen.’ (CD/XIV:166)
In examples (387) and (388) the NP consists of a word formed with the ‘enclos-





















‘...in the night Kipu and I went to the mourning house.’
33In some cases it is alternatively possible to argue that unmarked NPs are arguments that are
semantically required by the predicate, and that this is the reason they are realised as unmarked.
Whilst it is certainly true that NPs that I analyse as unmarked obliques typically occur with motion
and existential verbs (i.e., those verbs for which it would be quite sensible to argue for subcategor-
ised location or goal-like arguments), the ‘core argument’ interpretation does not account for the
acceptability of sentences such as (385) and (386). In these examples the placenames Hakene and
Yerikuru are unmarked NPs, but there is no obvious reason why the predicates in these clauses would
‘require’ a place-like argument.
34This place name appears to include the ‘place group’ marker -kuru as a fossilised form.
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Example (389) shows two unmarked oblique NPs that consist of a demonstrative
marked with -na ‘SPEC’. Context makes their place-referent function clear because
the sentence is about two known individuals who live at different places and thus
are not able to meet easily; sopa-na ‘the below one’ is understood to refer to the
place Ekali (the low-altitude Bogaia settlement in the Strickland Gorge), and hona


























‘She’s at the below one [Ekali], I’m at this one [Hirane], I’ll only see her at
Christmas.’ (ED/III:91)
Example (390) shows the unmarked NP sopana used as a pro-form that refers
to Aluni, a Duna area that is lower than Hirane (but higher and closer than Ekali,
referred to in 389). This example is the answer to a question as to where the speaker
(met on the road) is coming from. In this case other relevant context is that the
speaker has close land and family ties in Aluni and travels there often; Aluni is thus







‘I am coming from the below one [i.e., from Aluni].’ (CED)
Unmarked potentially referential temporals such as day-terms (see for example
hata ‘yesterday’ in (404)) can also be understood as unmarked ‘circumstantial’ ob-
lique NPs (§4.2.2.2). Referential temporals are nominal-like, but are almost entirely
constrained by their meaning to occur as adjunct expressions in the clause; the ma-
jor function of a word that denotes a period of time will be to describe the temporal
setting of a predicated activity.
6.5 Role-marking postpositions
6.5.1 Introduction
A postpositional phrase (PP) consists of an unmarked nominal phrase followed by
one of the three role-marking postpositions shown in Table 6.5.
(391) PP = NP + P
Like the NP markers -ta and -ra (§6.3.4), postpositions provide indication as to
the semantic role of an NP referent, and mark the NP as an oblique. However unlike
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Table 6.5 Postpositions (P)
Form Descriptive label Gloss
-ka Instrument INSTR §6.5.2
-aka Accompanier COM §6.5.3
-ya Possessor/beneficiary BEN §6.5.4
-ta and -ra they do not attach directly to phrase-final locational, directional, or epi-
stemic demonstratives, and commonly occur following the NP marker -na (without
any implication of ‘constrasive identity’). For these reasons I treat postpositions
as external to the nominal phrase, unlike NP markers which I view as internal to
the nominal phrase. Postpositions and the NP markers -ta and -ra are semantically
contrastive (and mutually exclusive), but are not formally equivalent.
6.5.2 Instrument -ka
Instruments are items that are manipulated by an A-participant to carry out an
activity described by a bivalent predicate. Instruments are typically expressed as
postpositional phrases headed by -ka (INSTR), homophonous with the CS marker
(§6.6.1) and the general PlcP marker (§6.4.2). Some examples are shown in (392) -















































‘[They] will not hold me by the tail.’ (T/HY:201003ii)
6.5.3 Accompanier -aka
The postposition -aka (COM) marks an NP as referencing an accompanying parti-
cipant. In the current data accompanier PPs have only been observed describing
things that accompany either the subject of a monovalent verb or the object of a
bivalent verb. Some examples are shown in (396) - (399).



































‘I will eat [it] with pig.’ (ED/2003)
Accompanier PPs may also be used to express involuntary emotional or physical







‘He is feeling anxious.’ (lit., ‘he is with worry’) (T/KP:120205i)
Example (401) shows a situation in which two aka PPs occur together. However,
as this sentence also contains repetition and hesitating intonation breaks (indicated



















‘The young woman was there and with the house, with the house, and with
the creature they were all burnt up, it’s said.’ (T/EH:101103)
6.5.4 Beneficiary/possessor -ya
The postposition -ya (BEN) occurs with NPs that reference a beneficiary or pos-


















‘One dog I will bring for you.’ (ED/2003)
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Postpositional phrases headed by BEN may occur within NPs in the pre-nominal
possessor position (§5.2.6) as in (403). In this capacity they may occur as the
only constituent of an NP, as a nominal that refers to the possessed item is not
obligatory in the nominal phrase. There may be ambiguity as to whether a pos-
sessor/beneficiary PP is NP-internal or a clausal adjunct. For example in (404) both








































...the guys had put mine aside.’ (T/KK:311003)
NP-internal possessors are more typically coded as PPs in describing a relation-
ship between an animate possessor and an alienable possessum.
In constructed examples with an inanimate possessor, speakers judged that a PP
possessor sounded awkward (405a), and much preferred an NP possessor (405b).










In talking over whether it would be appropriate to mark the noun yawi ‘dog’
with the BEN postposition, PK did not fully approve the constructed phrase shown in
(406a) in which the possessum is inalienable, and suggested that the phrase shown
in (406b) would be an acceptable situation in which to use yawi-ya.











‘neck circlet [i.e., collar] of a dog’ (CED/VIII:3)
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In describing kin relationships between people, speakers judged that expressing










son of me (CD/VIII:32)
More data are needed to further examine the range of situations in which coding
a possessor as a BEN-marked PP are appropriate, and the categoricality of restric-
tions relating to this.
6.6 NP marking: grammatical relation and prominence
6.6.1 Contrasted subject (CS) marking
A subject NP (§4.2.1) can be formally marked as a ‘contrasted subject’ (CS). There
are two main situations in which it is necessary or appropriate to mark the subject
of a clause as contrasted. One is when there is a need to distinguish the subject NP
from other clausal participants. This situation typically arises in clauses headed by
multivalent predicates, the A argument (usually with an actor semantic role) being
overtly distinguished from other predicated arguments (P, R, T, see §4.2.1); this
use of contrasted subject marking functionally resembles ergative case marking.
Another such situation is when there is a need to distinguish an NP referent from
other referents, for example when the identity of the subject is new, unexpected,
and/or contrasted with the identity of another expected or potential subject; this
latter use resembles focus-marking.35
Singular and dual personal pronouns have special contrasted subject forms, first
listed in §3.2.3 and reproduced here in Table 6.6. Other NPs are marked as contras-
ted with the postposed bound form -ka. 36
In regard to the singular and dual pronouns, there is a regular relationship between
the non-CS and CS forms in that the final vowel o in the non-CS form changes to
35Duna thus provides another example of a TNG language in which particular marking of an
NP matches ergative distribution to some extent, but cannot be adequately described on a syntactic
basis. See for example Renck (1975), Foley (1986), Scott (1986), Donohue and Donohue (1997),
Donohue (2005), Rumsey (MS), Priestley (2008). As is also fairly common in Papuan languages
(as elsewhere), the ergative-like marker in Duna is homophonous with a morpheme that marks an
instrument-like role.
36I view contrasted subject marking as NP-internal as it can be expressed by stem alternation
rather than the application of a postposed clitic. However, the CS marker is not a kind of NP marker
as it does not attach directly to a spatial or Class I epistemic demonstratives, and commonly occurs
in combination with -na SPEC. In these two ways the CS marker resembles an NP postposition.
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the final vowel a in the CS form. In at least the first and second person singular
forms, there is also a regular tonal difference in that (pronounced in isolation) non-
CS forms no and ko have a ‘Fall’ contour and CS forms na and ka have a ‘Convex’
contour (§2.2.2). First and third person pronouns fluctuate as to whether contrasted
subject marking consists of a stem change only, or a stem change in combination
with the regular CS marker -ka. For example, in reference to a first person dual
contrasted subject the forms kena and kenaka are both used.37
In its ‘actor-distinguishing’ capacity, CS-marking typically occurs on: subject
NPs of multivalent clauses with an animate or highly individuated object (one of
the features typically associated with high semantic transitivity, cf. Hopper and
Thompson (1980)); and on low animacy subjects of any multivalent predicate.
Examples (409) - (414) show clauses headed by the verb sa- ‘hit, kill’, a Duna
primary transitive verb (Andrews 1985). In elicitation, CS-marking is judged to
be obligatory on the subject NP of this verb, as shown by the ungrammaticality of
(412) and (413). If no other NP occurs in a clause headed by sa-, an NP that is not
CS-marked will be interpreted as an object argument, as shown in (414).38 Overtly
marking the subject NP can thus be crucial to identifying a referent as A (an actor),

























‘A dog killed and ate a possum...’(T/HY:201003i)
37Marking through stem alternation only appears to be more common. In a sample of 29 CS-
marked first person dual pronouns in the textual data, there are nineteen tokens of kena and ten of
kenaka.
38Note, however, that in the case of third person subjects, use of a dependent pronoun (§6.6.3)
may alternatively be sufficient to indicate subjecthood.



















‘[Someone] hit me.’ (CD)
With some bivalent predicates, for example the verb na- ‘eat, consume’, relative
animacy may be sufficient to identify the A participant, and CS-marking is typically
only used if the subject is low animacy (non-human). This is the same pattern as for
‘optional nominative case’ marking in Fore as analysed by Donohue and Donohue
(1997), following on from Scott’s description of the Fore ‘delineator’ morpheme
(Scott 1978 1986). The pattern is exemplified in (415) - (418). In (415) and (416),
the subject of the verbs na- ‘eat’ and sa- ‘take’ is highly animate (being first per-
son) and CS-marking is not used. These are typical ‘direct’ scenarios, in which
the roles of the participants can be correctly predicted from their relative animacy
















‘One bird I got.’ (CD/VIII:111)
In (417) and (418), with the same verbs heading the clause, the A participants
are low animacy (non-human), the scenarios are not direct, and CS-marking is re-
quired on the subject NP. Note, however, that it may not be strictly obligatory if the
identity of the A participant is already sufficiently established. In (419), only the
first iteration of the subject NP is CS-marked, as in the second iteration the identity
















‘Rain got me.’ (ED/XIV:121)













‘If the dog eats the rat, the dog will eat chickens.’ (ED LSRV:99)
In clauses with monovalent predicates, CS-marking is less common than for sub-
jects of bivalent predicates, but is robustly attested in the textual data. CS-marking
in these cases typically indicates that the identity of the subject is new, unexpec-
ted, and/or contrasted with the identity of another expected or potential subject.
The subject is in ‘contrastive focus’ (Dik 1989). This again maps to functions of
the Fore nominative marker, which can also mark contrastive focus (Donohue and
Donohue 1997:85).
In examples (420) and (421), the subject argument of nga- ‘go’ is marked with
-ka. Example (420) is taken from a point in a text just after the activities of a certain
dog have been descibed. The story now turns to the activities of another dog, which







‘One time another dog went...’(T/HY:201003i)
Example (421) is taken from a text in which a duck has just tried unsuccessfully
to retrieve a magic object that has been stolen. The duck’s companion (a cat) now









‘Now I am going [he] said it is said’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Contrastive focus is also suggested by RA and KK’s assessment of suitable cir-
cumstances for the constructed sentence shown in (422), in which the subject ar-
gument of a monovalent complex predicate (§7.5.2) is CS-marked. RA and KK
thought that this sentence could occur as an answer to a father’s question to his







‘I (out of all of us) will marry.’ (CD/XIV:113)
The major functions of CS-marking (identifying actors and marking contrast-
ive focus) are not mutually exclusive, and it is not always possible to distinguish
between them. For example in (423), the fact that the three dream women (ima
39Note this dog is also marked as specific with -na despite being a new character, apparently
supplying contrastive identity implication; see discussion at various points in §6.3.
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itupa) are CS-marked may indicate that they are contrasted both as new subject
referents, and as effective actors, because their actions have a direct (and adverse)
effect on a human entity, the speaker. In (424), a human subject of na- ‘eat’ is CS-
marked. This may be motivated by the fact that the object is as highly animate as
the subject, as well as contrastively focussing the subject and distinguishing it from





























‘I was dreaming, three women came and one sat at my legs, one on my

















‘Some men that had died earlier too, they [i.e., the women] had eaten [those
men] the same way.’ (T/KP:070104i)
Examples (425) and (426) (see line d) show further monovalent clauses (from
textual data) in which a subject NP is marked as contrasted. Both of these examples
describe the growth of cultivars, and are excerpts from stories in which the main
human character is incompetent at growing food and is helped in this task by a
supernatural creature who secretly plants crops for the human to harvest. In these
examples the use of contrasted subject marking perhaps highlights the fact that these
cultivars appear to grow ‘by themselves’ rather than being planted and tended by
humans in the usual way.40 The particular bananas and sweet potato runners referred

























‘In a bush place [the man] didn’t know of [the magic bandicoot] planted
[the sweet potato]
40Interestingly, description of vegetable growth is also identified by Donohue and Donohue
(1997:78-9) as a situation in which the Fore nominative marker occurs on inanimate subjects of
monovalent clauses. However, Donohue and Donohue further argue that in the Fore case the relev-
ant predicating verbs are ambivalent, and that nominative marking makes explicit the fact the plants
are subjects of monovalent clauses, rather than objects of bivalent clauses. This does not exactly par-
allel the Duna case, as (from the currently available data) the predicating verbs in (425) and (426d)
only ever head monovalent clauses.



























and the sweet potato runners flooded out...’(T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Contrasted subject marking is typically considered odd or unacceptable in situ-
ations where a human subject argument is an involuntary experiencer rather than an
agent. For example, RA thought that using a CS pronoun with the monovalent verb
khou- ‘feel pain’ as in (427) was unusual and ‘not very sensible’. However, he sug-
gested that the sentence shown in (428) could be used by a sulky young person in
unrepentant sarcastic response to a parent who has been telling them off. Although
this ‘feels right’, I find it difficult to explicitly identify how the contrasted subject
marking contributes to the sarcastic or scornful nature of the sentence; perhaps it
asserts the speaker as someone who is ‘in control’ of the situation, even though the














‘You talking makes me pain!’ (ED)
Other examples of CS-marking on involuntary experiencer subjects can be seen
in §7.6.
6.6.2 Personal pronouns and -nga ‘EXCV’
The ‘exclusivity’ (EXCV) marker -nga occurs only on locational demonstratives
(§6.4.4.1) and on (non-CS) personal pronouns.
With personal pronouns, -nga can indicate reflexive activity (the subject acts
upon itself, see §4.2.3.1) as in (429), and/or emphatic identification in that the sub-
ject acts alone and for themselves, as in (430) and (431). Note that if the participant
is referenced by a noun or proper name, -nga is attached to a coreferent dependent
pronoun (§6.6.3) as in (432). This is so even for nouns denoting items whose anim-
acy would not normally be sufficient to warrant pronominal reference; see (433).




























‘I stayed at the house by myself.’ (CD/V:7)


























‘The door is closing by itself.’ (ED/TandI)
The exclusivity marker typically only occurs on subject pronouns, as in (429)
to (433). Sentences in which an object NP is marked with -nga, as in (434), were
generally judged as odd or unacceptable. However, KK did think that the sentence
shown in (435) could be used in circumstances where emphasis on the exclusive
identification of the referent is highly contrastive, for example, if someone is making


















‘Mother gave me a blanket.’ (CD/XV:18)
See also §5.4.2.3 concerning the use of double pronouns in emphatic identifica-
tion.
6.6.3 Dependent third person pronouns
Proper name or common noun nominal phrases that denote third person parties can
include a postposed coreferent third person pronoun, as in (436). Typically a third
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person pronoun that occurs in this position is encliticised, that is, it shows some level
of phonological dependency. It may be very short and fit into the intonation contour
of the nominal phrase rather than sounding like a separate word, and there may
also be loss of segmental content. For example, I have heard third person singular
pronouns in this position realised as nothing more than a brief phrase-final ❬❖❪. I
refer to a pronoun that occurs in this position, with no pause intervening between it
and the otherwise final NP constituent, as a dependent pronoun, and represent such













‘My ancestors would live doing thus.’ (T/RS:270405a)
Free third person pronouns typically reference participants that are animate, def-
inite, and discourse prominent, and are associated with the grammatical relation
subject (§5.3.1.1). This is also true of the use of dependent pronominal forms.42 De-
pendent pronouns occur frequently in subject NPs, but the inclusion of a dependent
pronoun in an object or oblique NP is unusual and indicates pragmatic prominence.
The importance of current discourse prominence to dependent pronoun use is
illustrated in the contrast between the referential treatment of the two human par-
ticipants Layapi and Wakili in lines (437d) and (438b) of text excerpts (437) and
(438), respectively. In both of these excerpts the speaker (KK) describes a roughly
similar sequence of events, the death of a person and the happenings that surround
this.
Excerpt (437) is taken from towards the end of a narrative which describes an
attack on an old man named Layapi by a mysterious supernatural force. At (437a),
Layapi is a participant with high topic continuity and is covertly referenced through
zero anaphora. However, from (437b) onwards Layapi starts to ‘drop out’ of the
text. When we get to (437d), in which Layapi’s death is described, Layapi is no
41In cases where a non-prononimal NP and a third person pronoun are coreferential and contigu-
ous but there is a pause or clear intonation discontinuity between the two constituents, I analyse
these as separate NPs, not a dependent pronoun construction. Such an example may alternatively be:
a left dislocation construction, §4.2.4.3; an ‘umbrella’ pronoun that follows a listing construction,
see §5.4.1; or two adpositional NPs that occur at points of disjuncture, periphrastic expansion, or
repetition, for example when a speaker hesisates mid-clause and then repeats or corrects themselves.
However, it must be added that as my judgment of whether or not discontinuous intonation is present
is subjective, the decision between whether a ‘NP Pronoun’ string counts as left dislocation or a de-
pendent pronoun construction is somewhat arbitrary. I do not regard this as highly problematic in
my description as the functions of the two constructions are highly compatible, and I further believe
that ambiguity between them reflects a genuinely continuous relationship between the construction
types.
42An examination of 47 third person pronouns as they occurred in three short texts suggested that
free and dependent pronouns occur with roughly equal frequency in narrative material; there were
23 free pronouns and 24 dependent forms.
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longer a discourse prominent participant; the text turns to the current speaker him-
self, and the way that he came to learn the story that he has just related. At his final





















‘Wanting to see [Layapi] the people came out and went over there, [he]































Yesterday afternoon, at three o’clock, Layapi died and in the night Kipu























[We] went to the mourning house and while sitting down there, my
story, [they] told that down there and I heard it.’
In excerpt (438) the dying person, Wakili, is also referenced through zero ana-
phora as Kenny describes her being transferred to the school building at line (438a).
However, unlike Layapi, Wakili remains a highly discourse prominent participant
throughout the following lines, and is referenced with an NP that includes a depend-
ent pronoun in (438b). Her death is an event central to the text that the listener is






























and in the night at half past three, Wakili died.
43From discussion with KK it does not appear that this single-verb clause includes an identifiable
‘participant’ as such, but is more of a narrator’s comment external to the story. The subject argument
is in a sense the situation that KK has just described.

























When dying, Wakili, when she was about to die, [she] gave some final
advice to us.’ (T/KK:230205)
Textual material suggests that in multivalent clauses involving animate, definite,
and discourse prominent participants, the use of dependent pronouns can bear the
burden of ‘subject identification’ to some extent.44 Example (439) shows a clause
with high semantic transitivity in which the object and subject arguments are equally
animate. The subject argument is referenced with an NP that includes a dependent
pronoun. This example shows a situation in which CS-marking of the A argument
NP would be preferred (if not obligatory) in less contextualised utterances (for ex-
ample, constructed sentences or ‘bare’ elicited data for which context has not been















‘Ah, the pair [of cannibal women] stayed there eating this one [i.e., a man].’
(T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Example (440) shows a textual excerpt in which the third person subject of
ngua- ‘give’ is referenced by an NP that includes an unmarked dependent pronoun;
















‘The boy gave these people the road contract...’ (T/PK:080605ii)
The association of dependent pronouns with the subject argument of a clause is
further illustrated by the constructed examples shown in (441) and (442). Example
(441) shows an acceptable sentence, in which the subject NP, Kenika is CS-marked
and the object NP, Melone Jetine, is unmarked. Example (442) shows the same
sentence with the dual third person pronoun kheno included as a dependent form in









‘Kenny hit Justin and Melo.’ (CD)
44This in turn supports the function of contrasted subject marking as an indicator of pragmatic
prominence, rather than of syntactic structure.











* Kenny hit Justin and Melo (CD)
Example (443) shows (442) with the CS-marked NP removed. KK judged that
Melone Jetine =kheno could not be interpreted as an object NP, but could easily be
understood as a subject NP in which the object NP was elided, as shown in (443b).
Other speakers made similar judgements concerning other structurally comparable
examples, typically rejecting the use of dependent pronouns in object NPs, and


















‘Melo and Justin hit [someone]’
Judgements such as those illustrated in (442) and (443) suggest that dependent
third person pronouns function as nominative (or at least non-accusative) markers.
However, the more highly contextualised data shows that dependent pronouns do
sometimes occur in object NPs. This reference strategy typically coincides with
pragmatic prominence of the NP, in that it represents a highly noteworthy piece of
information.45
Example (444) shows a constructed sentence in which the inclusion of a de-
pendent pronoun in an object NP was judged acceptable. The hypothetical context
for this example is that the addressee has been hassling the speaker to give them a
particular object; the speaker tersely draws the addressee’s attention to the fact that









‘I gave [it] to Nicole.’ (so you won’t be getting it!) (CD/XIV:109)
Example (445) shows an excerpt from a rindi malu narrative. Prior to this ex-
cerpt the main character, an ancestral spirit, has been introduced and his domestic
situation (making a garden, living with his wife and son) has been explained. Line
(445a) details how this spirit has planted certain vegetation; these plants are typ-
ically steambaked with meat in an earth oven, so this information implies that the
spirit is planning some cooking. At line (445b) the speaker reveals the identity of
45Dependent pronouns thus in effect provide a way of marking contrast or emphasis on arguments
where CS-marking is not available for this purpose.
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the spirit’s intended meal in a dramatic way; it is his own son that he wants to eat.
The object NP includes a pronoun, as the identity of this argument is particularly
noteworthy. Note also that the verbal predicate is inflected with the verbal morph-


























‘Living there, this one, [he] wanted to eat the son,...’ (T/RS:270405ia)
NPs that are marked as locative with -ta show similarities to object NPs in that
depedent ponouns are not readily accepted in isolated sentences, but do occur in
contextualised material where the NP is pragmatically prominent.
Example shows a rejected constructed sentence in which I included a dependent




















* You ask Petrus tomorrow (CD/VIII:79)
Examples (447) and (448) alternatively show more highly contextualised ex-
amples in which LOC-marked NPs include dependent pronouns. These NPs occur
in situations of emphatic or contrastive identification, for example where the speaker














Let’s go and ask Wakili herself, we said...’ (T/KK:230205)
Context: The speaker and his companions have been told a rumour concerning































‘Wanting to speak directly to Rodney [i.e., rather than have someone take a
message out to him], I was going outside but I don’t speak Duna [lit. real
talk] well so I sat back down.’ (ED/VIII:59)
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In sum, the use of third person pronouns constitutes a reference strategy that
is typically associated with animacy and discourse prominence but can, especially
in the case of non-subject participants, additionally indicate pragmatic prominence.
This situation is somewhat parallel to contrasted subject marking, which is formally
associated with a particular grammatical function, but can, especially in the case of
S (as opposed to A) arguments, mark contrastive focus; and also to -nga marking,
which can indicate a structurally relevant feature, reflexivity (a single participant
occupies both the A and P argument slots of a bivalent clause) and/or emphatic
identification.
Chapter 7
Some complex predicate structures
7.1 Introduction
Predicates of verbal clauses in Duna often consist of a verb only, in the sense that
a single inflected verb root occurs clause-finally, and denotes ‘what’s going on’,
determining the argument structure of the clause and the semantic roles of the par-
ticipants. Predicates of verbal clauses may also be complex, being “composed of
more than one grammatical morpheme (either morphemes or words) each of which
contributes part of the information ordinarily associated with a head” (Alsina et al.
1997).
This chapter identifies five major complex predication structures in Duna, sum-
marised in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1 Complex predicate types
Label Composition See:
Complex verb: Verb-Modifier(s)- §7.2
Verb serialisation: (Verb-) Verb- Verb §7.3
Verb adjunct (Va): Va Verb §7.4
Adjunct nominal: N Verb §7.5.2
Object-verb predication: NPobject Verb §7.5.3
An individual complex predicate expression will map broadly to the one of
structures laid out in Table 7.1. However, many also show particular non-predictable
characteristics, relating for example to morphological composition, argument struc-
ture, or degree of lexicalisation. Some complex predications (particularly examples
of those structures that include a nominal) are idiomatic, comprising a convential-
ised expression the meaning of which cannot be predicted from knowledge of the
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constiutents as they occur in isolation from each other (Nunberg et al. 1994:492).
In the first four sections of this chapter I proceed from complex predicates in
which the morphemic components are highly bound (for example, as a unitary stem
that cannot be separated) to those more idiomatic constructions in which the com-
ponents are free lexemes or phrases that are semantically rather than formally inter-
dependent.
Section 7.2 describes the derivation of complex verbs through the addition of
a directional demonstrative root, bound aspectual/adverbial form, or participant-
adding morpheme. Sections 7.3 - 7.5 define three major types of complex predicate
construction with reference to the word class of the constituent that occurs in addi-
tion to a clause-final verb.
In §7.3, I examine predicates that are composed of two or three verbs in series,
with an uninflected verb (or verbs) preceding an inflected verb. Typically verbs in
series must be contiguous, and the preferred method of negation with the negative
circumfix (§8.3) is ‘unitary’, that is, with the circumfix surrounding the whole series
as a single stem. Some verbs in series describe distinct activities; some are lexic-
alised to refer to a single activity that is not necessarily predictable from the mean-
ing of the individual verb roots; and some occur in ‘asymmetrical’ constructions
(Aikhenvald 2006) in which the last verb in the series aspectually or directionally
modifies the preceding verb.
Section 7.4 concerns predicates that are composed of a verb in combination
with a ‘verb adjunct’ (§3.4). Both constituents can contribute to the meaning and
argument structure of the predicate. A verb adjunct typically immediately precedes
its host verb, and interposed constituents are generally dispreferred. The negative
circumfix can be applied either to the verb only, or to the verb adjunct + verb com-
bination as a whole.
Complex predicates where a verb combines with a noun or NP are examined in
§7.5. The negative circumfix is not applied to the expression as a whole, but occurs
on the verb root only. The nominal element may be introduced into a clause in which
there is no argument slot for it to occupy (occurring as an ‘adjunct noun’), or occur
with a multivalent verb for which it can be posited as an object NP in what I term
an ‘object-verb predication’. Typically the nominal element is a non-referential and
unmodified common noun, and subject to an ordering restriction that it must follow
other NPs, PPs, or PlcPs in the clause, but some variation in regard to these features
is allowable.
Section 7.5 describes some further families of minor constructions that consist
of an NP or adjective in combination with the existential verb ka- ‘be/stand’. It also
discusses some special predicating structures that include existential verbs and are
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concerned with the expression of possession and proper inclusion.
Section 7.6 looks at complex predicates that describe involuntary experience.
These represent a variety of construction types that are related but not identical




In the formation of a ‘complex verb’ a verbal root undergoes a derivational mor-
phological operation prior to the application of inflection.1 A general morphological
template for complex verbs is shown in Figure 7.1. In this figure the term ‘modifier’
refers to a directional demonstrative root or one of the bound morphemes described
in §7.2.3 and §7.2.4.2
——————————————
Verb root - Modifiern - Inflection
——————————————
Figure 7.1 Morphological template of a complex verb
Directional demonstrative roots occur following a verb root and preceding in-
flection to indicate the direction in which an activity is done (§7.2.2). Other de-
rivational operations include those involving morphemes that make adverbial-like
modifications (§7.2.3), and those that signify the inclusion of participants in the
predicate activity other than those subcategorised for by the verbal root (§7.2.4).
Some of these operations employ forms that are transparently related to independent
verbal roots and are probably derived from erstwhile serialisation structures (§7.3).
Except where otherwise indicated, the modifiers described in this section attach to
the i-base forms of consonantal and wa-class verbs (§8.1.2).
7.2.2 Verb root + directional demonstrative
Directional demonstrative roots (§3.7.3) can occur following a verb root and pre-
ceding inflectional morphology to add further directional meaning to the activity
described by the verb.3 Directional demonstratives attach to either the i-base or a-
base form of wa-class verbs; it is not known whether this encodes any difference in
1Most of the morphemes and structures that are relevant to what I term ‘complex verbs’ are
described by Giles (MSa:L40), under the term ‘stem modifications’.
2One of the morphological operations described in §7.2.3, and the operation described in §7.2.5,
involve reduplication rather than suffixation; this is not represented in the template, unless one treats
the reduplicated part of the verb as occupying the ‘modifier’ slot.
3From memory, I believe it is also possible for locational demonstrative roots to be used in this
way, but unfortunately I have no recorded instances of this.
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meaning. In complex verbs that include the root ke- ‘see’ (which are quite common
in the textual data), the verb is typically repeated after the demonstrative. Examples



















‘Lift up the big bulbous side [of the bottle].’ (ED/VIII:86)
(452) phoko-sopa-na.
jump-below-SPEC























‘I am very sick, Monica I will give it [i.e., the illness] to you, so you sleep





‘The boy was travelling away...’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
7.2.3 Bound verbal modifiers
‘Exhaustive’ -ku- The bound morpheme -ku- indicates that a predicate activity is
exhausted, in that it is done thoroughly or completely and reached its logical con-





















‘I went to all the houses.’ (CD/XV:26)







‘We will all completely clear [the land].’ (CD/XV:31)
‘Encircling’ -yare- The bound morpheme -yare can be added to verbs to indicate
an encircling activity. An example is shown in (459).
(459) kei-yare-pa.
be/stand-ENCIRCLE-IMP
‘Stand around in a circle!’ (e.g., command to make space around someone
who has fainted) (CD/VIII:41)
This morpheme was identified by Giles (MSa) and confirmed as a currently
recognisable form by Petros Kilapa, but does not occur in the 2003-5 textual data.
Reiterated or returning activity The form -ria- (AGAIN) indicates that the verbal
activity is done again, typically in an opposite way or direction to previously. Ex-























‘Now the people that had been there came back again, the wild bush was a











‘One time the people arrived again it is said.’ (T/YS:270205)
In (462a), -ria- AGAIN, -ku- EXHAUST and the causative morpheme -wae (§7.2.4)
occur in combination with each other on a single verb. The ordering of the two mod-
ifiers -ria- and -ku- is not fixed, and changing the order does not alter the meaning





‘Let him eat again and finish it all.’ (CD/XIV69)
The morpheme -ria is transparently related to the verb riya- ‘return’, but I treat
it as a distinct morpheme (that is, rather than Vlast in aspect-modifying serialisa-
tion, see §7.3.3.4) as it shows some structural differences to a verb in series and is
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typically phonologically distinct from the free verb. Examples (463a) and (463b)
demonstrate that -ria- has a different status to the aspectual verb yoko- ‘stretch’
(§7.3.3.4). In (463a), -ria- attaches to the serialised verb root yoko-. Reversing
the order of these forms as in (463b) is not acceptable, showing that they are not










Go all the way back again (CD)
‘Towards speaker’ -ku- The bound morpheme -ku- indicates that the activity of the
predicate is carried out toward the speaker (or another entity, generally human or











‘Someone came toward them on the bridge.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).3)
It is notable that this morpheme is segmentally similar in shape to the suppletive
imperative of ‘come’ (§8.2.4.1).
Multiple instantiations of the predicate Duna has two formally distinct but appar-
ently functionally equivalent morphological operations that indicate multiple in-
stantiations of the activity denoted by the predicate.5 These Duna operations re-
late to Lichtenberk’s (2000b) discussion of morphology that marks reciprocal but
not reflexive situations, broadly encoding ‘plurality of relations’. Functions of such
markers identified by Lichtenberk that have particular relevance to the Duna data are
the encoding of reciprocal, distributed, and repetitive situations. The Duna marking
may be used where a single subject does one activity several times or for a sustained
4This morpheme is homophonous with the ‘exhaustive’ modifier -ku- described earlier in this
section. I treat them as separate morphemes, distinguishable from context, as there is no indication
that they are semantically related.
5This functional equivalence was brought to my attention by Giles (MSa).
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period, several subjects do the same activity separately, or two reciprocal subjects
perform the same activity on each other.
For regular verbs, the verb root is (partially or completely) reduplicated. Con-
sonantal and wa-class verbs may undergo reduplication or use a special ‘MULTI’
form composed of the consonant base and the sequence uri. These alternatives do



























































‘Justin and Melo, you two don’t sit next to each other, you will look at each
other’s work.’ (ED/VIII:147)
In (472), the reduplication of (the i-base form of) the wa-class verb suwa- forms
a regular stem sisi- which has the imperative inflection added to it (rather than using
usual wa-class imperative form, which would be suwa). Example (473) is unusual
in that partial reduplication of the verb applies to the inflected form rather than the
root form (which would be yaki-, not yaku).
(472) si-si-pa.
hold-hold-IMP
‘Shake it.’ (Giles MSa:L40)













‘Each one carried two whole sweet potatoes.’ (T/PK:201003ii)
7.2.4 Participant-adding morphology
Causative A morpheme with the regular form -wae (homophonous with the final
hortative TAM marker, §8.2.4.3) is added prior to the application of verbal inflection
to indicate that the predicate activity is either allowed or caused to happen. It thus






















‘I will leave/grow my hair long.’ (CED/VIII:79)









Are you sending the letter or not? (Giles MSa:L5, my translation)
Compare this with (726), in which the hortative inflection follows the negative.
Benefactive The applicative form -iwa ‘BNF’ is used to indicate that the predicate
activity is carried out to help another person. It introduces an additional beneficiary
and/or possessor participant (typically encoded as an NP-internal possessor or a PP



























‘Speak on my behalf.’ (Giles MSa:L36)
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7.2.5 Note on reduplication + vowel alternation
A semantically complex verbal expression can be derived by repetition of a root
consonantal template, with a change in one or all of the vowels. These are Duna
examples of ‘rhyming jingles’ (Pawley forthcoming.a).6
The reduplication template for derivation from a monosyllabic or disyllabic
verbal root is as shown in (481). Reduplication proceeds from right to left. Some
examples of expressions formed according to this template are shown in Table 7.2.
The lower half of the table shows some other ideophone-like verbs that display the
same ‘rhyming jingle’ pattern. In these cases it is difficult to say whether we are
dealing with a productive derivation from a root form, or whether the template as a
whole is employed to create words that sound fun and interesting. For example, the
verbal expression lilingi-lulungu ‘to loop and tangle’ follows the basic reduplication
pattern, but I have no examples of a form lulungu occurring independently.
(481) C1i(C2i) + C1V(C2V)
Table 7.2 Examples of verbs that have a reduplicative template
Expression meaning cf.
ndi-nde- ‘stick fast together’ nde-
‘stick to’
kindi-kando- ‘scored criss-cross’ kando-
‘cut, halve’
piki-paka- ‘flip and flap about’ phaka-
‘fly, flap’
pingi-pongo- ‘knot and tangle’ pongo-
‘knot’
kirili-kerele- ‘rattle, rustle’
kirili-kurulu- ‘be slippery and squirmy’




A prototypical serial verb construction (SVC) is generally defined as a clause that
includes two or more verb roots that describe closely connected (and sometimes
inseparable) events, occur in sequence as a mono-clausal unit with no overt marking
of dependency or conjunction, and match the intonation pattern of a single-verb
6The kind of rhyming jingle that employs reduplication and vowel alternation (for example, Eng-
lish ‘criss-cross’) is classified by Pawley as ‘Type B’, in contrast to ‘Type A’ which employs con-
sonant alternation (for example, ‘helter-skelter’).
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clause. The serialised verbs prototypically have at least one argument in common,
and share tense, aspect and polarity values (Foley and Olson 1985; Givo´n 1990;
Durie 1997; Pawley and Lane 1998; Kratochvil 2007).
For Duna, I use the term ‘verb series’ (and related terms) to refer to sequences of
verb roots for which the final verb in the sequence (Vlast) is inflected, bearing medial
or final verb morphology, and the other verbs in the sequence (Vn) are uninflected.7
Regular Vn verbs are in bare root form, consonantal Vn verbs in their i-base form,
and wa-class Vn verbs may occur in either a-base or i-base form (§8.1.2).8 A basic
template for an SVC is represented in Figure 7.2. The ‘x’ designation is here used
to mean ‘number of subcategorised arguments’. That is, the template indicates that
the verbs together determine the argument structure of the clause, because the num-
ber of possible argument NPs matches the number of arguments that the complex
predicate (surrounded by angled brackets) specifies. The presence of the plus sign
indicates that the elements of the predicate are treated as comprising a single root,




Figure 7.2 Clause headed by a two-verb series
Some examples of two-verb serialisations are shown in text excerpt (482), the
relevant verbs shown in bold type. I have found series of up to three verb roots in
the textual data (§7.3.2.1). There is continuity of at least one argument (usually the
subject) across serialised verbs, and in all examples noted in natural text, serialised
verbs are immediately contiguous (§7.3.2.2). Serialised verbs can be negated with
the negative circumfix as a single unit, and circumfixal negation of only one verb in











‘[They] steambaked and carried birds.
7Some sequences of verbs in which Vn are marked with the non-final inflections -ya ‘DEP’ or
-ta ‘SEQ’ can also be considered as comprising serialising constructions. I do not discuss these
constructions as they belong to the larger topic of dependent clause morphology and structures and
are outside the scope of this thesis.
8Giles (MSa) describes most of the constructions that I term verb serialisation (and also verb
adjunct+verb combinations, see §7.4) as ‘compounding’. This is in many ways a sensible alternative
term, but I do not use it as the term ‘compound verb’ commonly implies a verb that is formed from
a verb root in combination with a defective verb or non-verb morpheme; see, for example, Trask
(1993), Aikhenvald (1999).






















[They] dug up and carried sweet potato.’ (T/YS:270205)
The serialised verbs shown in (482) describe two activities that are performed
in sequence. These sentences are examples of time iconic SVCs as the activity that
happens first is presented first in the series. Other examples of this type, including
serialised verbs that describe overlapping as well as sequential activities, are shown
in §7.3.3.1. The subsequent sections also exemplify serialised verbs that: describe
events that have a purposive relationship (i.e., Vlast occurs in order that Vn may
take place) (§7.3.3.2); denote integrated activities or a single activity (§7.3.3.3); and
contribute aspectual or directional meaning to the predicate (§7.3.3.4).
7.3.2 Some general features of verb serialisation
7.3.2.1 Number of verbs in series
Duna verb serialisations typically include only two verb roots, and I have not found
more than three verbs occurring in series in the textual data. Two examples of three-
verb serialisations are shown in (483) and in the first clause of (484). These both
show a sequential followed by an overlapping temporal relationship: the subject
does something to an object and then relocates it. This is a typical pattern for three-
































‘If an alupata beetle cuts a hair and takes it away, someone will die.’
(WT/KK:060305)
7.3.2.2 Contiguity
Serialised verbs as noted in the textual data are always contiguous. Interposing
an NP between the verbs was judged to be unacceptable, as shown in (485). This
contrasts with verbs that head medial clauses.









I dug out peanuts and carried them below (CD/LSRVIII:180)
Interpolation of the time/manner terms ala ‘first’ and ha ‘hastily, immediately’
was also typically judged as unacceptable, as shown in (486) and (487). This con-
trasts with medial clauses and other complex predications such as verb adjunct con-




































* [I] will go straight away and eat (CD/VIII:155)
7.3.2.3 Negation
It is a feature of serialised verbs (as opposed to most other complex predicate con-
structions) that they are typically negated as a single constituent, the negative cir-
cumfix na- -ya (NEG–NEG, §8.3) surrounding the verb roots as in (488).9 Example
(489) shows a three-verb serialisation that is negated in this way. Example (490)
shows a negated purposive serialisation and (491) a negated ‘integrated activity’
serialisation. (See also §8.3.3 concerning an alternative negation strategy that can

























‘I will not go to look.’ (T/YS:270205)
9(Giles MSa:L2)) also makes a point of noting that serial verbs are generally negated as a unit,
not individually.











‘Because we do not carry [babies] in our arms...’ (T/HS:061103i)
Example (492) shows a constructed sentence in which only Vlast is negated.
This sentence was considered interpretable but odd, and I have not found any tex-
tual examples that follow this pattern so it is clearly dispreferred. The meaning is












? Kenny isn’t carrying the pandanus away (CD/VII:3)
7.3.3 Relationships between verbs in series
In this section I describe some different semantically defined relationships between
verbs that occur in series.
7.3.3.1 Sequential and overlapping activities
Some verb series describe a series of distinct activities time iconically. The activity
described by the first verb in the series is completed before the activity described
by the next verb begins. Vn is typically telic. An example is shown in (493) (see
also example 482). The verb roots are bivalent, and the identity of the A and P













‘Kill pigs and take them down to the ground there’ (T/YS:270205)
Some verbs in series describe activities that are more-or-less discernible as dis-
tinct activities, but there is a significant amount of overlap between them. The
activity of the first verb continues throughout the activity of the second verb and
the meaning of the SVC is typically related to relocating something. Two examples
are shown in (494) and (495). Vn is a bivalent verb of ‘retaining’ and Vlast is a
































‘He carried away the ten kina and gave it to the marble’s owner over there...’
(T/PK:060605ii)
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7.3.3.2 Purposive serialisation
Serialised verbs may have a purposive relationship, in which Vlast is done so that


































































‘Go in order to speak so that Sakane may hear [he] said...’ (TLIV/KK:230205)
Purposive serialisation goes against the principle of time iconicity as observ-
able in sequential and overlapping constructions, as the activity described by the
last verb in the series happens before the (intended) activity of the first verb. For
some verb combinations there is a ‘typical’ reading of either purposive or sequen-
tial/overlapping. For example, the serialisation of si ‘hold’ and a verb of motion
normally has an overlapping relationship, whereas serialisation of sei ‘take’ and a
verb of motion normally has a purposive relationship. This is exemplified in the
exchange shown in (501).
10A functionally similar purposive construction is achieved by using a verb marked with a suffix
-nda ‘PURP’, homophonous with the intentive final inflection (§8.2.2.3), as a medial form; see for
example (686) in §8.2.4.1. This kind of construction—that is, future-like marking on a non-final verb
to express the purpose of a following verb—also occurs in other (not closely related) languages of
the Highlands region, for example Ku Waru (Merlan and Rumsey 1991:330) and Kaluli (Schieffelin
1986:583-4). The Kaluli construction parallels the Duna construction very closely in that the inflec-
tion used in (same subject) medial purposives is homophonous with a final inflection that Scheiffelin
terms the ‘Intentive 1’. The Kaluli ‘Intentive 1’ final inflection is similar in meaning to the Duna
intentive final inflection. Thus in both cases we see a suffixal form that marks speaker intention (in
statements) on final clauses, and expresses a purposive relationship with respect to the following
verb on medial clauses.
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‘Bring the tape recorder!’






‘You come and get it!’ (OH/V:37)
It is possible for the same combination of verbs to vary according to context as
to whether they show a purposive or overlapping relationship. In (502) and (503)
the relationship between the verbs yaki ‘carry’ and nga- ‘go’ is overlapping and pur-
posive, respectively. These sentences were elicited/constructed around two different
hypothetical scenarios that were elaborated and reiterated throughout one elicitation
session. One scenario was that the speaker had been digging out peanuts (example
(502)), and one was that someone else’s (Kipu’s) whereabouts were being queried
and explained (example (503)). In real situations there is likely to be further phys-
ical evidence (for example, a bag full of peanuts) that supports the apt interpretation






















‘Kipu has gone (in order) to dig out and carry peanuts.’ (CED/VIII:176)
7.3.3.3 Integrated activities and lexicalisation
In some verb series it is semantically or logically problematic to distinguish the
verbs as representing separable activities; rather, the combination of two verbs
seems to describe one activity. These combinations are usually highly lexicalised,
so that the meaning of this activity is only partly predictable from the individual
meanings of the verbs.11 Some integrated activity and/or highly lexicalised serial
verb combinations are shown in Table 7.3 and exemplified in (504) - (510).
Examples (504) and (505) show the expression ke- ra- (lit. ‘see be/put’) which
refers to studying something attentively. In (504), Sane Noma explains his theory
that Europeans designed helicopters after observing the distinctive way a dragonfly
flies, that is, hovering at stationary points along a zig-zag path of travel. In (505)
Kenny Kendoli describes going to inspect and size up some land that he was think-
ing of developing as a house and garden site.
11I use apparent complete contemporaneity of action, and/or semantic opaqueness as criteria for
saying that a particular verb series is integrated and/or lexicalised. However, these are subjective
judgements concerning gradient attributes, so do not necessarily equate to distinctions that are clearly
encoded in Duna grammar or semantics.
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Table 7.3 Some integrated activity and/or lexicalised verb serialisations
V1 Vlast Serialised meaning
awa- suwa- ‘carry on body (i.e., without a bag)’
‘cradle ’ ‘hold’
ke- era- ‘study, memorise’
‘see’ ‘be/put’
leka- riya- ‘turn back, retrace ones steps’
‘bend back, snap’ ‘return’
mbara- ke- ‘try’
‘know’ ‘see’
pake- suwa- ‘have (illicit/adulterous) sexual relations’
‘steal’ ‘hold’
ruwa- khira- ‘insult, backbite’
‘say’ ‘burn’




















‘The thing called helicopter that came now in fits and starts, [they] had

























‘The house itself we will build right there we said, and having studied the
land we walked back.’ (T/KK:161003)
Examples (506) and (507) exemplify the lexicalised serialisations mbara- ke-








































‘Many people were talking there and I was afraid of speaking Duna [lit. real
speech]. When one or two are they, okay, I will try and speak.’ (ED/VIII:86)















‘A man had adulterous sex with a woman and is on trial.’ (ED/VIII:133)
The lexicalised serialisation ruwa ngua- ‘tell, explain’ is composed of a bivalent
verb ruwa- ‘say’ that normally takes the utterance as its P argument (either as a com-
plement clause or an NP that includes a nominal such as haka ‘talk, words’), and a
trivalent verb ngua- ‘give’. As a complex predicate this combination is trivalent.12
The T argument (the information that is transferred) is realised in the clause as an
object NP, as in (508), or elided as in (509) and (510). The R argument is realised as
an object NP (509), a LOC-marked oblique (510), or through zero anaphora (508),


































‘Her male relatives on her mother’s side, and her male relatives on her









‘The men explained [things] to the women.’ (P/AM:NH03T12B)
7.3.3.4 Aspect, direction, and other modifications
In some serial verb constructions Vlast provides additional aspect-like or directional
meaning as to the way that Vn is done. Three regular verbs that occur in the textual














‘I gave the water container to the woman for good [i.e., not expecting to get
it back again].’ (CED/VIII:41)
12Durie (1997) notes that it is cross-linguistically common for a verb meaning ‘give’ or similar to
occur in verb serialisation with a valency-increasing function. However, this does not appear to be a
productive feature of Duna, as I have only noted ruwa- occurring in combination with ngua- in this
way.
13These are bivalent verbs, and it may be sensible to interpret them as complement-taking predic-
ates, a clause headed by Vn corresponding to the P argument of Vlast.
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Table 7.4 Some verbs that indicate aspect in serialisation
Verb Aspectual meaning as Vlast
khi- ‘throw away, leave’ exhaustive: ‘to the maximum possible, irrevocably’
kini- ‘fashion, fix’ preparative, attemptive: ‘getting ready to, trying’







































‘I read the book all the way through (without a break)’ (CED/VIII:23)
The verb nga- ‘go’ can occur in serialisation to indicate that the activity is done
away from the deictic centre (typically the speaker).14 This construction relates to
use of the bound derivational morpheme -ku (§7.2.3) which indicates activity done


























‘Sacred kolo stones, I burnt them and put them away from me in the em-
bers...’ (T/RS:270405b)
The consonantal verbs ka- ‘be/stand’ and era- ‘be/put’, and the wa-class verb
wa- ‘do, have’ also occur as Vlast in apparent serialisations. In these cases, a [Vn
14Nga- ‘go’ can also be used to indicate continuative aspect in medial clause constructions. How-
ever, I have not observed it occurring with this function in serialisation.
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Vlast] structure in which Vn is an uninflected regular verb root is one manifesta-
tion of a range of constructions in which ka-, era- and wa- occur as complement-
taking predicates, for example expressing causation, result, and achievement (re-
spectively), or functioning as conjunctions (typically when marked with SEQ -ta).
These structures show some formal differences to verb serialisation as described
in this chapter. For example, when ka- ‘be/stand’ occurs as Vlast, a consonantal
Vn will occur in its imperfective stem form rather than its i-base form. As such,
I do not address these constructions in this thesis. Although they may show some
surface similarites to monoclausal verb serialisation, they are more appropriately




A verb adjunct construction (VAC) in Duna is a clause in which the predicate is
composed of a verb adjunct (§3.4) preceding a verb. The composition of a VAC
is represented in Figure 7.3. As in Figure 7.2, the ‘x’ symbol is used to mean
‘number of arguments’. Its placement here indicates that the argument structure of
the predicate is determined by the verb and verb adjunct in combination. The verb
adjunct and verb can be treated as a single root for the purposes of negation, or not,




Figure 7.3 A verb adjunct construction
Verbs in Duna VACs are drawn from the consonantal and wa-class verb sets.15
The verb adjunct adds semantic content and may contribute to the argument struc-
ture of the clause, for example, forming a bivalent predicate with a monovalent
‘host’ verb (see for example §7.4.3.1). Typically the verb adjunct immediately pre-
cedes the host verb and the construction can be negated as a unit with the negative
circumfix na- -ya (§7.4.2.2). Most verb adjuncts occur with only one host verb, but
some may occur with several different verbs, contributing recognisably constant
semantics in each case (§7.4.2.3).
15See Pawley (forthcoming.b) concerning the use of a limited set of verbs in verb adjunct con-
structions in Kalam.
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7.4.2 General features of verb adjunct constructions
7.4.2.1 Contiguity
As with serialised verbs (§7.3.2.2), there is a strong preference for contiguity of
the predicate constituents in verb adjunct constructions. In the textual data verb
adjuncts typically immediately precede their host verb. However, in constructed
sentences verb adjunct constructions are somewhat less restricted than serialised
verbs with regard to the acceptability of interposed constituents.
As with serialised verbs, the insertion of the modifier ala ‘first’ between the









































* First I finished it (CD/XIV:76)
However, the pre-verbal modifier ha ‘already, quickly’ was generally judged
acceptable preceding either the verb adjunct or the host verbs as illustrated in (520)



























‘[I] will finish [it] straight away.’ (CD/VIII:155)
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7.4.2.2 Negation
Verb adjunct constructions can be negated by applying the negative circumfix na-
ya to the verb adjunct + verb as a single constituent, as in (522) and (523b), or


































‘Did you touch, or not touch?’ (dispreferred) (CD/XIV:113)
I have not been able to identify generalised features that correlate with prefer-
ence for unitary as opposed to verb-only negation. Preference for unitary negation
may reflect a greater degree of lexicalisation, but further data (for example, regard-
ing varying acceptability of interposed modifiers) are needed to test this proposal.
7.4.2.3 Use with different host verbs
A few verb adjuncts are attested occurring with more than one host verb. Verb
adjuncts noted as having this facility are listed in Table 7.5, with identifying num-
bers of relevant examples that are included in this chapter shown in the righthand
column.
Table 7.5 Verb adjuncts that are attested occuring with several verbs
VA General meaning Occurs with: Specific meaning: see:
aru ‘be responsible for hoa- ‘come’ ‘lead to’ (524)
(animate thing)’ nga- ‘go’ ‘lead away, go with’ (529)
ka- ‘be/stand’ ‘tend to, look after’ (533)
ra- ‘be/sit’ ‘live with’ (536)
heka ‘escort (person)’ nga- ‘go’ ‘(collect and) escort’ (525)
sa- ‘take’ ‘escort (and drop off)’ (545)
iri ‘fetch (thing)’ hoa- ‘come’ ‘come to collect’ (527)
nga- ‘go’ ‘go to collect’ (526)
ngora ‘bear kuwa ‘carry in’ ‘bear a baby’ (541)
(animate thing)’ suwa- ‘hold’ ‘enfold in arms’ (542)
mu ‘fasten mouth’ sa- ‘take’ ‘take with mouth’ -
suwa- ‘hold’ ‘hold in mouth’ (543)
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7.4.3 Verb adjuncts according to host verb
7.4.3.1 Motion verbs
Verb adjuncts that combine with the monovalent motion verbs nga- ‘go’ and hoa-
‘come’ are shown in Table 7.6 and exemplified in (524) - (529).16 A new participant
is introduced that travels with, and/or is fetched or followed by the subject; the
construction derives a bivalent complex predicate from a monovalent verb. The
verb outlines a general event of movement towards or away from a deictic centre,
and the adjunct specifies an additional activity associated with that movement.
Table 7.6 Known verb adjuncts that occur with nga- ‘go’ (and hoa- ‘come’)
Adjunct Meaning with motion verb
aru ‘travel with, escort’
heka ‘fetch (person) to escort away’
iri ‘fetch (thing) to take away’





















































‘Follow that man.’ (Giles MSa:L2)
Example (529) shows aru nga- heading a reciprocal clause (§4.2.3.2), in which
the subject NP keno ‘we two’ stands for both the A and P participants.
16The verb adjuncts pinipini and heka- are attested with nga- ‘go’ only.



















‘If you were an old man coming and I a young woman we could accompany
each other...’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
7.4.3.2 Existential verbs
The three major existential verbs ka- ‘be’, ra- ‘be/sit’ and era- ‘be/put’ all occur in
verb adjunct constructions, although the latter two verbs are attested in combination
with only a few verb adjunct forms (see examples (536) - (539)). The existential
verb ka- ‘be/stand’ occurs with many different verb adjuncts, some of which are
shown in Table 7.7. The verb does not supply consistent semantic content, although
general themes of ‘positioning’ (oneself or others) is observable in many cases.




ari ‘replace (something or somebody)’
aru ‘look after’
kari ‘be abandoned, be desolate’
konda ‘forget, not know’
kuruku ‘erase’
hui, hi ‘rest, catch one’s breath’
hipu ‘make taught (or pluck) a bowstring’
ho ‘trick, deceive’
parali ‘show off, make a spectacle of oneself’
wa ‘hang up’
ware ‘show’
Examples (530) and (531) show two monovalent predicates headed by a verb




























‘Justin bring my peeler without catching your breath, I am about to peel
sweet potato.’ (ED)
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‘I will trick Monica and come [i.e., come without Monica knowing].’
(ED/VIII:118)
The adjunct ware- ‘show’ is unusual in that it occurs with ka- as a trivalent













‘Will you show us two your cave?’ (ED/2003)
The only verb adjunct I have noted occurring with the existential verb ra- ‘be/sit’









‘The two of them lived together it is said.’ (T/EH:101103)
Verb adjuncts that occur with the existential verb era- ‘be/put’ are shown in
Table 7.8 and exemplified in (537) - (539).17
Table 7.8 Verb adjuncts that occur with era- ‘be/put’
Verb adjunct Meaning with era-
anga ‘collect’
ita ‘run out, finish’
maki ‘pick out, choose’
17The word maki in ‘mark out, choose’ is presumably derived from English ‘mark’ or Tok Pisin
‘makim’. As I have never noted this word occurring as a noun or verb I classify it as a verb adjunct
(rather than, for example, a serialised verb root or adjunct noun). It is not uncommon for Tok Pisin
verbs to be borrowed into Duna as verb adjuncts.































‘[They] would pick out a day...’ (T/RS:221203v)
In (540), the speaker (a child about 10 years old) applies the regular imperative
suffix -pa to anga ra- ‘collect, gather’, rather than using the suppletive imperat-
ive verb form ra ‘be/put.IMP’ (see (537), previous). This is suggestive of either a
general trend of regularisation of consonantal verbs, and/or a lexicalisation of the









‘Collect stones [she] said...’ (T/MK:250903)
7.4.3.3 Bivalent verbs
Verb adjunct constructions can be formed with the bivalent consonantal verbs suwa-
‘hold’, sa- ‘take, get’ , kuwa ‘carry’, kua- ‘hide’ and sa- ‘strike’.18 Some attested
combinations of verb adjuncts with these verbs are shown in Table 7.9 and exem-
plified in (541) - (546).
The complex predicates shown in Table 7.9 head bivalent clauses, that is, the
argument structure of the verb is the same as in simple predication. The verbs
contribute more or less recognisable semantic content. For example, kua- ‘hide’
relates generally to hiding things away and suwa- ‘hold’ to retaining, but sa- ‘take,


























‘No, you hold the pig.’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
18This list is probably not exhaustive, but includes those bivalent verbs that I have noted to occur
in VACs in the textual data and in Giles’ work.
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Table 7.9 Some verb adjuncts with bivalent host verbs
Verb adjunct Host verb Meaning
ngora kuwa- ‘carry (within)’ ‘carry baby in netbag, bear a child’
ra kua- ‘hide’ ‘hide (in something)’
ua kua- ‘crouch down, conceal oneself’
kiri suwa- ‘hold’ ‘look after, tend to (livestock)’
ngora suwa- ‘carry (child, pig, etc.) in arms’
mu suwa- ‘hold in the mouth’
heka sa- ‘take, get’ ‘escort and drop off (a person)’
mu sa- ‘take with the mouth’
ngapu sa- ‘signal with eyes’
pia sa- ‘help, rescue’
waka sa- ‘motion with hand to come’ (Giles MSa)
waya sa- ‘wash (self or something)’






























































‘She was batting [the creature] away with her hand,...’ (T/EH:101103)
7.5 Complex predicates with nouns and adjectives
7.5.1 Introduction
The kinds of complex predicates looked at so far involve morphemes that typically
occur as part of a predicating constituent.19 This section examines complex predic-
19The exception to this is complex verbs that include a directional demonstrative. Directional
demonstratives have a wide range of functions and probably most typically occur as PlcP constituents
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ations involving nouns, morphemes that are typically used in participant reference.
These include some more idiomatic predications that are not easily identified as
structurally distinct and productive operations. Rather, a combination of certain
words in certain expressions appears to ‘borrow’ an existing grammatical structure
in the language in an idiomatic way.
I begin by looking at two general classes of construction that I term ‘adjunct
noun constructions’ and ‘object-verb predications’.
A complex predication with an ‘adjunct noun’ (§7.5.2)20 is one in which an un-
modified noun precedes a consonantal or wa-class verb, supplies semantic content
to the predication, and does not occupy an argument slot of the clause as required
by the verb. For example, if the verb is bivalent, the adjunct noun is additional to
(rather than replacing or making redundant) separate subject and object NPs that
may occur in the clause. The adjunct noun must follow other NPs, PPs and PlcPs in
the clause, although some other kinds of constituents (for example, temporals) may
be acceptably interposed between the adjunct noun and the verb.
An ‘object-verb predication’ (§7.5.3) is one in which a nominal phrase occupies
the P argument slot of a consonantal or wa-class bivalent verb. The apparent object
NP works in construction with the verb to provide the meaning of the predication,
and so cannot be elided in the usual way (§4.2.3.3). Object-verb predications are
idiomatic, in that the structure as a whole can be assigned a ‘literal’ meaning that
is distinct from its typical interpretation (Nunberg et al. 1994). Specific pairings
of nouns and verbs in Duna object-verb predications differ as to whether they are
fixed expressions that structurally resemble adjunct noun constructions in certain
ways (being more restricted in terms of word order flexibility and NP complex-
ity/referentiality, and less semantically transparent) or more like independent object
NP and verb constituents in a typical bivalent clause.
Section 7.5.4 discusses a number of further expressions employing the verb ka-
‘be/stand’ that do not clearly match the structure of the other kinds of complex pre-
dicates discussed. As a simple predicate, this verb occurs with monovalent sense.
However, in combination with certain nouns, nominal phrases, or adjectives, it ex-
hibits a constructional ambivalency; the introduction of a nominal or adjectival ele-
ment can apparently license an additional argument in the clause. These expressions
are thus different from adjunct noun constructions, in which the argument structure
of the verb is unchanged; and from object-verb predications, in which the colloca-
or free adverbial elements.
20I use the phrase ‘adjunct noun’ as an alternative to the phrase ‘adjunct (nominal)’ that is often
used in the Papuanist literature for nominal-like words that occur in constructions similar to those
described in this section. I use ‘noun’ rather than ‘nominal’ as in the Duna case the relevant words
are recognisable as ordinary common nouns.
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tion of the object and the verb creates a special meaning.
Finally, I look at special uses of existential verbs in the delineation of a relation-
ship of possession (§7.5.5.1) or proper inclusion (§7.5.5.2) between two items that
are expressed as NPs in the clause.
7.5.2 Adjunct noun constructions
In an adjunct noun construction the predicate consists of a noun (N) and an con-
sonantal or wa-class verb. The noun cannot be analysed as denoting a participant
that is subcategorised for by the verb (it is not an argument), is non-referential, and
is typically not modified either lexically (for example, by a postposed adjective)
or morphologically (for example, by an NP marker). The noun is placed after all
other referring expressions that occur in the clause and usually immediately pre-
cedes the verb. The noun contributes to the semantics of the predicate in a way that
is semi-transparent, but is not predictable or productive.
The general template for a typical adjunct noun construction is shown in Figure
7.4. This template resembles the structure of a verb adjunct construction in that a
non-verb element immediately precedes the verb, contributing to the meaning of the
predicate. However, unlike a verb adjunct construction, the argument structure of
the predication is entirely predictable from the verb, and the noun and verb cannot
be treated as comprising a unitary stem for the purposes of negation.
——————————————————————
(NPargument)x 〈 Nadjunct Verb:x 〉predicate
——————————————————————
Figure 7.4 Typical ‘adjunct noun’ construction
An example of an adjunct noun construction is shown in (547a). The predicate
consists of the bivalent verb suwa- ‘hold’ in combination with the common noun re
‘eye’ and means ‘watch closely, guard’. The clause includes both a subject NP (no,
‘I’) and object NP (anda ‘house’), and as the verb is bivalent there is no subcatgor-
ised participant slot left that re could be occupying as an argument. In all elicited
and textual examples of this construction, the noun re ‘eye’ immediately precedes
the verb. However, in constructed sentences placing the day-term hata between the
adjunct noun and the verb as in (547b) was judged acceptable, showing that the
noun is not formally bound to the verb root. Another example that includes the
expression re suwa- is shown in (548).











b. no anda re hata su

















‘Lila stayed and watched the little children so that they would drink the
medicine.’ (ED/52)
Example (549) (from Giles’ data) shows pongo ‘knot’ occurring as an adjunct
noun with suwa- ‘hold’. This expression means ‘count time periods’, and relates
to the traditional practice of marking time periods by tying knots in a cord (KK
pers. comm.). Example (550) shows sia ‘foot/leg’ occurring as an adjunct noun in

































‘Now when we see the baby can step and go, like Monica...’ (T/HS:061103i)
The adjunct noun construction anoa nga- (lit. ‘man go’) exemplified in (552) is
a monovalent predicate that means ‘marry (with a man)’.21 Example (553) shows
that the adjunct noun cannot precede the subject NP no ‘I’. Example (554) shows
that when it occurs in construction with nga- the noun anoa ‘man’ is not a suit-
able candidate to head a full NP; further information concerning the nature of the











‘I grew and I married...’ (T/HS:061103iii)
21The bivalent verb rou- is used to describe a man marrying a woman.
22When using a referential NP that denotes a particular husband (‘X’), it is more usual to use an









‘I went to Yuwi’s house...’ [i.e, went to live with him as his wife] (T/KP:061103)






















‘One day you will marry with a good man.’ (CED/XIV:135)
Unlike serialised verbs and predicates that include verb adjuncts, adjunct noun
constructions such as those shown in (547a) to (552) are not usually negated as a
unit, as shown by the unacceptability of (555a). Negation can be expressed through
applying the negative circumfix to the verb only, as shown in (555b). Example
(555b) shows that in an alternative interrogative (§11.1.3.4) the nominal may be
omitted at the second iteration of the predicate.




















‘Did Julie marry, or not marry?’ (CD/XIV:113)
7.5.3 Object-verb predications
The general template of an object-verb predication is represented in Figure 7.5.
——————————————————————
(NPsubject) 〈 NPobject Verb 〉predicate
——————————————————————
Figure 7.5 Template of an ‘object-verb predication’
Object-verb predications are predications that involve an NP and a verb. They
do not really represent a single formally distinct construction type, as the major
defining criterion is semantic and gradient rather than structural and categorically
discrete. Clauses that include object-verb predications show some characteristics
of ordinary bivalent clauses with subject and object NPs. They also share similar-
ities with adjunct noun constructions in that word order is typically restricted, and
the meaning of the predication is substantially derived from a nominal constituent.
Object-verb predications are similar to ‘restricted collocations’ (Cowie 1998), com-
binations of words where the meaning of one element is “governed by its association
with another word or phrase” (Pawley 2007:7), for example, the expression ‘meet
demands’ in English. They are also idiomatic under Nunberg et al.’s (1994) defini-
tion in that the meaning cannot be predicted from the sum of its parts, and a literal
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Table 7.10 Some ‘object-verb predication’ expressions
Noun or semantic field Verb Meaning






khiau suwa ‘use fire-making kit to make fire’
‘fire-making kit ’ ‘hold’
vehicle suwa- ‘drive/board a vehicle’
e.g. kharo ‘car’
mali suwa- ‘hold a mali dance’
‘dance’
creature suwa- ‘transform (oneself) into a creature’
e.g. heka ‘bird ’
eya na- ‘hang oneself’
‘cord, fibre ’ ‘eat’
interpretation of the phrase is cases possible, albeit rather odd. Some examples of
object-verb predications are shown in Table 7.10.
It can be seen in Table 7.10 that some object-verb predications are part of a
family of expressions which follow a generalised semantic structure, rather than
being one-off expressions. For example, the existential verb (e)ra- ‘be/put’ occurs
in construction with nouns that denote bodily substances in clauses that describe
extrusion or excretion. The more members there are of the family, the more tenable
it becomes to say that what we are dealing with here is (constructional) polysemy
of the verb (see also §7.5.4.2).
Examples (556) - (560) illustrate some of the expressions shown in Table 7.10.




















‘Now this man of ours is making fire.’ (lit. hold fire-kit) (WD)



















‘The boy won the competition, and having boarded the plane [lit. hold
















‘I will hang myself.’ (lit. eat rope) (ED)
As with adjunct nominal constructions, placing the ‘object’ noun before the sub-
ject argument usually doesn’t work; see (561) and (562). This kind of inflexibility
argues against treating the expression as a typical bivalent clause (as subject and








* A woman transformed into a bird (CD/XIV:76)







* I will hang myself (CD/XIV:156)
(Could mean: ‘I will eat cord’)
However, for at least some expressions, the nominal appears to be the head of a
full NP that references a P argument. In (563) the noun is modified by an adjective.
In (564) the noun is marked as specific (that is, is clearly referential) and does not
occur in the same clause as its host verb but in the preceding clause, that is, the
item is referenced through zero anaphora. In (564), there is no reason to analyse
mbalutana ‘the plane’ as anything other than an object NP, beyond the fact that it
collocates with a particular specialised meaning of the verb suwa- ‘hold’. This is











‘This one transformed into a little boy, it is said. ’(T/JS:KG05V5.40)













‘[He] got the plane and boarded [it] and he went off, it was said.’
(T/JP:KG05V7.11)
Individual object-verb predications show some differences concerning whether
or not the nominal element and the verb in the construction must be immediately
contiguous. For example, for the phrase khiau suwa- ‘use fire-making kit’, it is
possible for the time/manner word ala to occur in between the constituents (565),
and a locative NP can occur between hapa ‘egg’ and era- ‘put’ in the expression
‘lay eggs’ (566). See also the phrase mali suwa- ‘hold a mali dance’ in (549), in






























‘Now the kango bird lays its eggs in trees [they] say.’ (T/HS:080305ib)
However, RA and KK judged that the phrase heka suwa- ‘transform into a bird’
does not allow a temporal to be interposed, as shown in (567) and (568). The expres-
sion is fixed, and the special meaning it has cannot be maintained if arrangement of


























‘A young woman (yesterday) turned into (*yesterday) a bird.’ (CD/XIV:76)
Like adjunct noun constructions, object-verb predications do not undergo unit-
ary negation. If the negative circumfix is used it will be applied to the verb only. An










‘Did the young woman transform into a bird, or not?’ (CD/XIV:76)
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7.5.4 Inceptive/factitive uses of ka- ‘be/stand’
7.5.4.1 Adjunct noun type
The verb ka- ‘be/stand’ can occurs in construction with a noun that cannot be iden-
tified as denoting an argument, is unmodified, and immediately precedes the verb,
that is, resembles an adjunct noun. However, the derived predication may be either
ambivalent or bivalent. This goes against the usual pattern of adjunct noun con-
structions, in that the argument structure of the complex predication is different
from that of the verb when it occurs alone as a simple predicate. A general template
for constructions that use employ ka- in this way is shown in Figure 7.6.
——————————————————————
(NPargument)x 〈 Nadjunct ka- 〉predicate:x
——————————————————————
Figure 7.6 Adunct noun type construction with ka- ‘be/stand’
Examples (570) and (571) show the expression se ka- ‘origin be/stand’, which



































‘Were you a little boy like my sons when you began (performing) pikono?’
(IV/KK-KY:KG05)
Nominals that denote liquids or transferrable substances such as dirt or mud
occur like adjunct nouns with ka- ‘be/stand’ to describe saturation or staining, as
shown in (572) and (573). Example (573) shows that adverbial modifiers such as
peli ‘well, thoroughly’ can either precede the nominal or be interposed between the



















‘When I wear thongs walking, the mud splatters, and my clothes get muddy.’
(ED/VIII:152)


























‘Because you washed yesterday you are not thoroughly dirty.’ (ED/VIII:95)
Example (575) shows re ‘eye’ occurring as part of a complex predicate in com-
bination with ka- ‘be/stand, make’. This means to look at someone in a pointed and













‘A man made eyes at a woman.’ (ED/V:62)
7.5.4.2 Object-verb predication type
Other complex predicates with ka- ‘be/stand’ are more like object-verb predications.
In combination with certain nouns, ka- appears to have the bivalent sense ‘make’,
as shown in (576) - (578). The nominal occurs in an NP that refers to the ‘made’
item. A general template for a clause in which ka- has this ‘make’ sense is shown
in Figure 7.7.23
——————————————————————
(NPsubject) 〈 NPy ka- 〉predicate:‘make y′
——————————————————————

































‘A woman is pregnant.’ (Giles MSa:L2)
23This construction relates to possessive expansion of existential clauses (§7.5.5.1), in that a
monovalent existential verb is used as a quasi-bivalent predicate to describe a relationship between
two items.
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Like an object NP, the NP that refers to the created thing can precede other




















‘The pair of them would make a courting party there.’ (T/RS:221203v)
7.5.4.3 Adjective + ka-
Some adjectives can be marked with verbal inflections and head verbal clauses.
Verbal clauses headed by an adjective are monovalent and generally atelic, describ-
ing a constant state rather than a changing process. Alternatively, adjectival roots
may occur as part of a complex predicate preceding the verb ka- ‘be/stand’. The
general pattern of this construction is represented in Figure 7.8. As can be seen
from a comparison of this structure with that shown in Figure 7.3, the adjectival




Figure 7.8 Adjective + ka- ‘be/stand’
Adjectives that combine with ka- may occur as bivalent predicates, as in (581)



































‘The torch, [its] battery was flat...’ (T/KK:311003)
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Complex predicates composed of an adjective + ka- show similar properties to
verb adjunct constructions in that ka- supplies an inceptive/factitive frame but little
semantic content. They are also similar in that they may be negated by the negative
circumfix as a single unit, as shown in (585a). In this case both RA and KK felt that

























‘Did you heat the water, or not heat it?’ (CD/XIV:113)
7.5.5 Special constructions with existential verbs
7.5.5.1 Expressing possession
In many non-Austronesian languages of New Guinea existential clauses can be ‘ex-
panded’ to express possession (Rumsey 2002). In this section I provide examples of
the three major Duna existential verbs ka- ‘be/stand’, ra- ‘be/sit’ and era- ‘be/put’
as they occur in this kind of possessive clause.
The relationship between an existential clause (examples (586) - (588)) and an
expanded existential possessive clause (examples (589) - (593)) is summarised in
Figure 7.9. The grammatical status of the NPs in expanded existential clauses is
discussed further at the close of this section.
—————————————————————————-
Existential clause: NPy V:existy = ‘y exists’
Possessive clause: NPz NPy V:existy = ‘z has y’
—————————————————————————-
Figure 7.9 Existential and expanded existential (possessive) clauses
In monovalent use, existential verbs describe the existence or location of someone
or something as shown in (586) - (588). The nature of the S argument (for example,

























‘Possum Andatia, possum Yawuna lived.’ (T/HY:201003ii)















‘Is the battery at my house, or at your house?’ (ED/V:111)
In expanded existential clauses an additional NP occurs in the clause that de-
notes a possessor of the ‘exister’ argument, and the clause as a whole expresses this

















































‘At this time I did not have the school fee...’ (T/PK:020104)
In expanded existential clauses, the NP that denotes the possessor has some
subject argument properties. It may be formally marked as a contrasted subject, as
in (594) and (595), and its identity can restrict the application of evidential markers
(§11.2.2), as shown in (596) - (599).








































‘Papua New Guinea does not have things to eat either [in contrast to other
countries].’ (T/SN:101203i)
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Example (596) shows the evidentially-marked verb karua heading a monovalent
existential clause, and example (597) shows the same verb form in an expanded
possessive clause with a third person possessor. This verb form is not acceptable





































? I have two pigs {I saw} (ED/XV:19)
The oddness of the use of the visual evidential in (599) could also be because
this morpheme has a distancing effect (§11.2.2.6). It sounds strange to describe
one’s own possessive relationship with something using a morpheme that implies
one has nothing to do with the predicated state. Nevertheless, there remains some
justification for regarding the possessor as a subject in this situation. The structure
of an expanded existential clause under this reading is represented as in Figure 7.10.
The possessor is a subject, and the possessed item—which continues to control the
existential verb that is selected—is like an object NP in an object-verb predication.
——————————————————————
NPsubject 〈 NPy V:bey 〉predicate:‘possess y′
——————————————————————
Figure 7.10 Possible structure of expanded existential clauses
7.5.5.2 Existential verb as copula
As described in §4.1.1.1, nominal phrases can occur as non-verbal predicates in
clauses that express relationships of equation and attribution. These are generally
understood to describe relationships that are currently observable. Alternatively, the
time-frame of a relationship of proper inclusion can be made explicit through the
addition of an existential verb. This verb serves as a copula, forming a complex
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predicate with the preceding NP (Dryer 2007a). This is represented in Figure 7.11.
Examples are shown in (600) - (602).
——————————————————————
NPsubject 〈 NPy V:be 〉predicate:‘be a y′
——————————————————————


































‘Now the people that had been there came back again, the wild bush was a











‘...when I was little, when [I] was a little child...’ (male speaker, ‘be’ = ka-
‘be/stand’ )
Example (603) shows an extended alternative interrogative sequence (§11.1.3.4)
that contains a variety of different structures and expressions describing life stages


















































Or, what were you like?











































or had it not grown yet? [she] says.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05)
7.6 Complex predicates that describe involuntary experience
This section describes a range of constructions that are grouped together on the
semantic basis that they describe involuntary experience (cf. Pawley et al. 2000).
As the subject argument in clauses headed by involuntary experience predications
in non-volitional, some morphological operations (for example, CS-marking of the
subject argument, see §6.6.1) and typical structural restrictions (for example, the
dispreference for evidential marking in a clause with an informant subject, see
§11.2.2) are not maintained as typical correlates of subject identity.
The different kinds of complex predicates that describe involuntary experience
can generally be identified as structurally analogous (to at least some extent) with
one of the constructions described in §7.4 or §7.5. Sections §7.6.1.1 and §7.6.1.2
describe two kinds of predications that are composed of a noun in combination with
a verb, and show some similarities to the adjunct noun and object-verb predications
described in §7.5.2 and §7.5.3, respectively. In §7.6.2.1 I look at four ‘involuntary
experience expressions’ which are perhaps derived from verb adjunct predications,
but show features suggestive of lexicalisation as nominal/verbal roots in at least two
cases. Section 7.6.2.2 examines clauses that include ‘emotion words’, which can
function as either verbal roots, or as nominal roots in construction with a verb.
7.6.1 Noun + verb
7.6.1.1 Bodily substance + verb of motion
Some involuntary experiences are expressed by a noun or NP in combination with
one of the consonantal motion verbs nga- ‘go’ or hoa- ‘come’. Typically these
predications describe involuntary release of bodily substances such as blood, tears,
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or faeces. Known phrases of this type are shown in Table 7.11 and exemplified in
(604) - (607).
Table 7.11 Some phrases describing ‘involuntary release’
Substance Host Verb Meaning
re yu hoa- ‘cry tears’
‘eye water’ (i.e., tears) ‘come’
yeta hoa- ‘bleed’
‘blood’ ‘come’
rini nga- ‘be surprised’
‘spirit’ ‘go’


























































‘Yesterday I had diarrhoea.’ (CD/VIII:147)
The ‘involuntary release’ expressions exemplified in (604) - (607) are similar to
adjunct noun constructions as described in §7.5.2, because the noun appears to work
in construction with a verb that does not supply it with an argument slot. Unlike
typical adjunct noun constructions the nominal can be modified by an adjective
(605).
7.6.1.2 Ailment noun+ bivalent verb
Some kinds of involuntary experience are expressed using a noun that describes an
ailment of some kind. Each ailment noun normally occurs in combination with one
particular bivalent host verb. Known ailment + verb combinations of this type are
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shown in Table 7.12.24 These constructions are similar to the object-verb predica-
tions as described in §7.5.3, as the ailment noun appears to subsume the P argument
slot provided by the verb.
Table 7.12 Some ailment noun + verb expressions
Ailment Host Verb Meaning
mboko khira- ‘vomit’
‘vomit’ ‘burn’
khenekene sa- ‘be sick (flu/cold)’
‘sickness’ ‘take, get’
naki(naki) sa- ‘be sick’
‘sickness’ ‘take, get’
siki sa- ‘be sick’
‘sickness’ ‘take, get’
malaria sa- ‘have malaria (or fever)’
‘malaria (fever)’ ‘take, get’
papu na- ‘be desperately unhappy/angry’
‘grief, bitterness’ ‘consume’
Examples of mboko khira- ‘vomit’ (lit. ‘burn vomit.’), naki sa- ‘be sick’ (lit.
‘get sickness’) and papu na- ‘suffer’ (lit. ‘eat anguish’) are shown in (608) - (610).
























‘Kenny is suffering anguish.’
As a general rule, altering word order so that the ailment noun precedes the
experiencer NP is considered unacceptable, as shown in (611).
24The ailment nouns siki ‘sickness’ and malaria ‘malaria, (fever, sickness)’ are clearly derived
from English/Tok Pisin. I assume that the constructions using the two new terms are based upon
an original construction, naki sa-. Haley (2002:111) reports that khenekene was originally used to
refer to influenza (§1.1.3); it appears to be derived from a reduplication of the nominal/verbal root
khene(-) ‘die, death’.







* I am sick (CD/SQ)
Although ailment nouns are typically unmodified and non-referential, it is pos-













































‘One time before I got a very serious illness.’ (T/HS:180605i)
As for nominal elements in object-verb predications, there is some evidence that
in some expressions the ailment noun (or NP) occupies the P participant slot that is
subcategorised for by the bivalent verb that it occurs with, and is an object NP.
Firstly, it can be seen that although one can view the ailment as affecting the
experiencer, it is not the subject of the bivalent verb in the construction. Examples
(614) and (615) show different uses of the noun malaria. In (614), malaria heads a
subject NP in an ordinary bivalent clause headed by the verb kole- ‘break, split’. The
NP is marked as a contrasted subject with the morpheme -ka. Example (615a) shows
the noun malaria occurring with the verb sa- ‘take, get’ as part of an ailment+verb





























* I have malaria (CD)
Examples (616) and (617) illustrate that a clause headed by the phrase papu
na- has structural features of an ordinary bivalent clause, with the experiencer be-
ing realised as a subject NP, and the ailment being realised as an object NP. It is
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possible for the NP that references the experiencer of the ailment to be CS-marked,
identifying it as the subject of the clause (616) . Example (617) shows that for this


















‘True anguish, Kenny is suffering [it].’ (ED/XV:60)
Ailment + verb constructions usually undergo verb-only rather than unitary neg-
ation with the negative circumfix, as shown in (618). This is characteristic of other



















* I didn’t vomit (CD/XIV:113)
7.6.2 Other involuntary experience predicates
7.6.2.1 Involuntary perception expressions
I have recorded four forms that are typically used in combination with the verb ke-
‘see’ to describe certain involuntary experiences. I refer to predicates that include
these forms, shown in Table 7.13, as involuntary perception expressions.
Table 7.13 Forms used in involuntary perception expressions
Root form Meaning with ke- ‘see’
hinde ‘dream’
ita ‘fear’
mba ‘hunger for, want to eat (something)’
uati ‘be sleepy’
It is not clear that involuntary perception expressions are productive complex
predications, but some features suggest that the non-verb element in the phrase is
comparable to either a noun or verb adjunct. For example, the form hinde can occur
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in an NP as in (619), and in combination with the verb ke- ‘see’ in an apparent
complex predication as in (620). The form uati ‘sleepy’25 typically occurs with
the verb ke-, as in (621), but can also be used in combination with the verb ka-


















































‘The fourth [kind of story] we tell, ah, to make the children sleepy and let
them sleep...’ (LIV/PK:080605i)
There is evidence that some involuntary perception phrases are lexicalised as
nominal/verbal roots, similar to the emotion words exemplified in §7.6.2.2. I treat
itake ‘fear’ as a root of this kind. This form can occur as a final predicate as in (623)
and (624), in an NP (625), and must be negated as a unit (626). The latter feature in
particular suggests that while itake may derive from a complex predicate using the































‘The women live with fear.’ (T/KP:271103)
25This form looks to be related to the verb ua- ‘sleep’ but I do not know its etymology.












There is further evidence that hindeke is undergoing a similar process of lexical-
isation, as suggested by examples such as (627), in which the full expression hinde









‘I had a dream.’ (T/KP:120205i)
7.6.2.2 Emotion and discomfort predicates
Experience of emotion can be described through the use of an ‘emotion word’
(Table 7.14). These words can function as heads of monovalent verbal predicates,
or as nominals.26
Table 7.14 Some emotion words
suru ‘happiness, be happy’
koko ‘sympathy, sadness, be sad/sympathetic”
ko˜ko˜ ‘annoyance, be annoyed’
wara ‘loneliness, be lonely’
khenowa ‘sympathy, sadness, be sad/sympathetic’
lembo ‘anger, be angry’
kewa ‘boredom, disinclination, be bored/disinclined’
In examples (628) and (629) the emotion words khenowa ‘sad, be sad’ and ko˜ko˜
‘annoyed, be annoyed’ are verbal predicates, marked with the individual stand-
point marker -pa (§9.3.2.1) and the sensory evidential -yatia (§9.2.4.4), respectively.
These bound morphemes typically only occur on verbal roots. In (628) and (629)




















‘Hmmn, [she] was extremely annoyed it is said.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
26The word koko ‘sympathy (etc.)’ can also function as an independent utterance (§3.11).
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Emotion words can also combine with a verb as part of a complex predicate.
In these instances the emotion words are noun-like, and parallels to several of the
complex predicate structures described in the preceding sections are observable.
Example (630) shows khenowa ‘sad’ occurring with the verb wa- ‘do, have’.
The pronoun that references the sorrower is in the contrastive subject form (§6.6.1),
showing that that an experiencer can be overtly identified as the subject argument
of the clause.27 As wa- is a bivalent verb, this is structurally analogous to an object-
verb predication. The emotion word supplies the main semantics of the clause,











‘Later will you be sorry or not?’ (T/HS:080305iii)
Examples (631) -(633) show khenowa ‘sadness’, suru ‘happiness’ and lembo
‘anger’ occurring in combination with the verb ka- ‘be’. The verb supplies inceptive
meaning in clauses that describe a change in emotional state. In (631) and (632), the
emotion word is modified by the adjective phuka ‘big’. These examples are similar







































‘[She] quickly became angry...’ (T/JP:KG05V7.11)
In constructions with ka-, a stimulus/goal for the emotion may be realised in the









‘I am sorry for you.’ (ED)
In (635) the emotion word khenowa functions as a noun in an expanded exist-
ential possessive clause (which in this example is also a relative clause).
27The ‘contrast’ here is (parallel) contrastive focus, as the speaker is naming each of her children
in turn and asking if they will feel sorry upon her death.















‘Men who have sympathy towards their wives make sweet potato mounds
[i.e., help women in their customary labours].’ (ED/III:34)
At least some emotion words occur with verbs of motion in the same way as
nouns that describe involuntarily released bodily substances, in the adjunct noun
type construction described in §7.6.1.1.28 In all noted examples, the emotion word












‘[The place] is empty and [I] am lonely.’ (ED/VIII:70)
In example (638) khenowa appears to exploit its verbal and nominal properties
in the one clause. It is noun-like in that it is modified by an adjective, but also verb-
like in that the predicate as a whole is marked with the dramatic morpheme rakunu















‘[He] kept on thinking about it, and was incredibly sad.’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Emotion words thus show a constructional polysemy that is unusual in the Duna
lexicon. They can be treated as describing an activity, but also as denoting a kind
of substance that is (involuntarily) produced by an experiencer subject, being em-
ployed in a range of constructions that are somewhat parallel to complex predica-
tions with nouns and adjectives.
28It is worth noting that during a conversation between myself, Kenny Kendoli, and Kirsty
Gillespie, Kenny reported that there is a strong metaphorical connection between fluid and emo-
tion in the Duna world. For example, people may describe strong emotion as a building up of fluid
that needs to be drained. See also Haley (2002) concerning the importance of water-flow in Duna
cosmology.
Chapter 8
Final verb morphology: time, event
modality, and negation
8.1 Introduction
This chapter and the three that follow treat final predicate morphology in Duna,
looking in detail at certain bound morphemes that attach to the predicate element of
an independent clause.
This introductory section includes a general overview of final predicate mor-
phology that is discussed in this thesis, with a particular focus on bound forms that
occur as inflections on verbal predicates. Section 8.1.2 lists the form variations of
the consonantal and wa-class verbs (introduced in §3.3.1) that are relevant to par-
tially suppletive verbal inflection and stem formation.
The remainder of this chapter treats TAM markers that encode features of time
and event modality (§8.2), and indicators of negative polarity (§8.3).
8.1.1 Overview of final predicate morphology
8.1.1.1 The basic morphological template
My approach to the broad topic of final predicate morphology in Duna assumes the
general template shown in Figure 8.1.1 Two positions are specified, the primary
inflectional position (which is only relevant to verbal clauses), and the ancillary
position (which is relevant to both verbal and non-verbal clauses).
A primary inflection is an obligatory component of a final verbal predicate, and
establishes certain features of the predicated event in regard to its actualisation and
temporal status, for example, whether it is potential, completed, or ongoing. This
and the following chapter are concerned with morphemes that are used as primary
inflections.
1
‘Adjv’ refers to those adjectival roots that typically show distributional properties of verbs, and
can occur with TAM markers and the negative circumfix (§3.5). ‘Adjn’ refers to those adjectival roots
that are more nominal in nature, and do not occur with TAM markers or the negative circumfix.
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Figure 8.1 Final predicate morphology
Ancillary markers follow inflected verbs or non-verbal predicates, and provide
further information concerning someone’s (typically the speaker’s) assessment of
the proposition encoded in the clause to which it attaches, for example, as some-
thing that is certainly the case, or as something that has been learnt thought a cer-
tain kind of evidence. In certain cases with verbal predicates the ancillary marker
combines with the primary inflection to form what I term a complex finite inflec-
tion. Otherwise, ancillary markers are optional extra forms that can be removed
with no consequences as to the grammatically independent status of the clause. The
occurrence of ancillary markers on final predicates is described in Chapter 10.
I identify four groups of bound forms that can be employed as primary inflec-
tions and/or ancillary markers on final predicates. These are: TAM markers, eviden-
tial markers, information status markers and epistemic particles. These groups are
primarily identified on a formal basis, with some input from semantic features. The
possible functions of TAM markers, evidential markers, information status markers
and epistemic particles with respect to the primary inflection vs ancillary marker
distinction are shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Primary inflections and ancillary markers
Major semantic domain(s) Function(s)
TAM marker time, actualisation, primary inflections only
deontic/dynamic attitude
Evidential information source all can be primary inflections, most
can also be ancillary markers
Information kind of knowledge, all can be primary inflections, some
status attitude to knowledge can also be ancillary markers
Epistemic hypotheticality, opinion ancillary markers only
particle
TAM markers (described in this chapter) encode features of time and ‘event
modality’ (intention, ability, obligation) as primary meanings. TAM markers are
contrastive, mutually exclusive, and only occur in the primary inflectional position,
that is, directly attached to the verb with no intervening inflectional morphology.
Evidential markers (§9.2) are a set of mutually exclusive forms that specify cer-
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tain features of information source as primary meanings, indicating for example
that a situation was visually observed. Information status markers (§9.3) encode
features concerning (the speaker’s judgement of) what kind of knowledge the in-
formation represents, for example, whether it is surprising or self-evident. I refer
to the broad semantic domain encoded by these forms as ‘epistemic assessment’
(§9.1). Evidential and information status markers can occur as primary inflections
on verbal predicates, in which case they establish features of the verbal event’s actu-
alisation and temporal status, as well as specifying meanings that relate to epistemic
assessment. The majority of evidential markers, and some information status mark-
ers, can also occur as ancillary markers, in which case they do not independently
determine time features of the denoted situation, but take scope over a proposition
that is already marked for temporal and modality features.
Epistemic particles (§10.4) only occur as ancillary markers. Like evidential and
information status markers, the primary meanings of these forms are to do with
epistemic assessment, relating to the presentation of a proposition as representing a
certain kind of knowledge, for example, a personal opinion held by the speaker.
8.1.1.2 Primary inflections and the final verb
Bound morphemes that can occur as primary inflections on final verbs are listed in
Tables 8.2 - 8.5. A short description is included that outlines the typical import of
each morpheme when it is used in a non-interrogative sentence (roughly, a directive
or statement) as a primary inflection, and is not further followed by an ancillary
form.
The morphemes have been divided into separate tables according to the kind of
reference situation that they are typically used in. These divisions do not map ex-
actly to the way that the morphemes are presented in this and the following chapter,
as the overall organisation of these chapters follows the TAM vs evidential vs in-
formation status marker distinction. Rather, the tables are provided here to give
an overview of the semantic range of markers that are in broad functional contrast
within parameters regarding the illocutionary force of the utterance, and the actual-
ity and time of the event in question. Some issues concerning how these parameters
build functional paradigms of verbal inflection in Duna that cut across different
formal classes of morphemes are discussed at various points in this and the follow-
ing chapter.
Tables 8.2 - 8.5 show those forms that are typically used as primary inflections
in statements, where a speaker tries to communicate the proposition of the utter-
ance as something that can be treated as ‘information’. These are further divided
according to the relative time and actuality of the event in question, being classified
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as generally referring to past (Table 8.2), present/habitual2 (Table 8.3), or poten-
tial time (Table 8.4). Table 8.5 shows those morphemes that are typically used in
directive utterances where the speaker tries to get other people to perform (or not
perform) the denoted action.
The inflections shown in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 are drawn from the TAM
marker, evidential marker, and information status marker groups (shown in the table
in that order, divided by horizontal lines). Inflections that relate to potential time are
all TAM markers except for one information status marker, included in the bottom
row. Directive inflections are all classified as TAM markers.
2The inclusion of habitual time with present time in Table 8.3 is basically arbitrary, as habitual




Table 8.2 Primary inflections referring to past time
Label Gloss marks the predicated situation as: See:
Perfective PFV complete §8.2.2.1
Perfective visual previous PFV.VIS.P a complete event that the speaker observed visually §9.2.3.2
Perfective sensory previous PFV.SNS.P a complete event that the speaker observed non-visually §9.2.4.3
Imperfective sensory previous IPFV.SNS.P a non-completive event that the speaker observed non-visually §9.2.4.4
Results current RSLT.C something the speaker is observing the results of §9.2.5.2
Results previous RSLT.P something the speaker has observed the results of §9.2.5.3
Results impersonal RSLT.IMPL something for which results are observable §9.2.7
Notional current NTN.C something the speaker is in the process of realising (with surprise) §9.2.6.2
Notional previous NTN.P something the speaker had a realisation about (some time after
it actually occurred); something which is hearsay, or which no
particular known person can attest to
§9.2.6.3
Notional impersonal NTN.IMPL something which can be realised §9.2.7
Shared standpoint SHRD something which just happened and which the speaker thinks rep-
resents knowledge shared between him/her and the addressee
§9.3.3.1
Dramatic DRAMA surprising and dramatic §9.3.3.3
Uncertain UNC something that may have happened, it’s hard to know for certain §9.3.3.2
Potential observation POT.OBS something the speaker thinks the addressee could have observed
(visually)
§9.3.4.3
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Table 8.3 Primary inflections referring to present (or habitual) time
Label Gloss marks the predicated situation
as:
See:
Imperfective IPFV an ongoing (progressive) event §8.2.2.2
Stative STAT a state §8.2.3.1
Habitual HAB a habitual occurrence §8.2.3.2
Stative visual previous STAT.VIS.P a state that the speaker has visu-
ally observed
§9.2.3.3
Stative visual impersonal VIS.IMPL a state that is visually observable §9.2.7
Sensory current SNS.C something that the speaker non-
visually observes
§9.2.4.2
Sensory impersonal SNS.IMPL something that is non-visually
observable
§9.2.7
Individual standpoint INDV something that is the speaker’s
individual knowledge
§9.3.2.1
Specificity marking SPEC noteworthy and highly pertinent
to the (real-world or discourse)
situation
§9.3.2.2
Table 8.4 Primary inflections referring to potential time
Label Gloss marks the predicated event as something that: See:
Intentive INT the speaker is planning or hoping to do §8.2.2.3
Prophetic PROPH will be observable in the future §8.2.3.3
Abilitative ABIL could potentially happen, or could or should have
happened (but didn’t)
§8.2.3.4
Promissive PROM the speaker promises to do §8.2.3.5
Expective EXPCT could occur or have occurred, and that the addressee
should be thinking about (‘expecting’)
§9.3.4.2
8.1.2 Base forms of consonantal and wa-class verbs
As described in §3.3.1, Duna has two closed classes of morphologically distinct
verbs, in opposition to the larger open class of regular verbs. These are the ‘con-
sonantal verbs’ and ‘wa-class verbs’.
Unlike regular verbs, consonantal and wa-class verbs do not have invariable
vowel-final roots to which regular inflectional morphemes are affixed, but show al-
ternating forms that correspond in the main to a segmental template (for example,
Ca) that is shared by other members of their class. The particular template that is as-
sociated with a particular inflectional operation is generally invariant (although see
also §8.2.4.4). As a descriptive convention, I identify certain strings of segments as
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Table 8.5 Primary inflections that typically have directive function (see
Label Gloss marks the predicated event as some-
thing that:
See:
Desiderative DES the speaker wants addressee(s) to do
sometime
§8.2.2.4
Imperative IMP the speaker demands addressee(s) do
immediately
§8.2.4.1
Prohibitive PROHIB the speaker demands addressee(s) stop
doing or not do
§8.2.4.2
Hortative HORT the speaker asks addressee(s) to do
straight away in company with him or
her
§8.2.4.3
Warning against WARN the speaker warns addressee(s) against
doing
§8.2.4.4
Suggestion (constructional) the speaker suggests addressee(s) do
(in company with him or her)
§8.2.4.5
non-compositional ‘base forms’ of the verbs in question,3 and refer to these in de-
scribing morphological operations. This section lists these base forms, which have
been given descriptive labels according to their final vowel. The typical distribution
of each different base form with respect to morphological operations described in
this thesis is given in Tables 8.7 and 8.9, following.
8.1.2.1 Consonantal verbs
The eight members of the consonantal class are: the verbs of motion nga- ‘go’ and
hoa- ‘come’; stance/existential and typically stative verbs ka- ‘be/stand’ and era-
‘be/put’; the verbs na- ‘eat’ and wa- ‘have, do’; and two verbs that describe typically
dynamic activities sa- (level pitch contour) ‘take, get’, and sa- (rising pitch contour)
‘strike, kill’.
The base forms that I identify for consonantal verbs are shown in Table 8.6.
Typically, these base forms consist of a ‘root consonant’ (the consonant that is most
frequently associated with this verb) followed by an ‘augment’ vowel or vowels.
The consonantal verbs also have a special ‘imperfective stem’ form, shown in the
rightmost column.4 Generally, this matches a segmental template ‘CVya’, where
‘C’ is the root consonant.
Table 8.7 lists some operations described in this thesis in which the different
3The term ‘base’ is intended to cover both roots and stems as well as recurring forms that may
be hard to classify as either but are still recognisable strings of segments that are used as words or in
the formation of words.
4This base form is identified as the imperfective stem because it primarily specifies imperfective
aspect and all of its functions are compatible with imperfective aspect. This contrasts with the other
base forms which may have a typical but not uniformly reliable association with a particular semantic
specification or function (see Table 8.7).
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Table 8.6 consonantal verbs and their base forms
Verb root a-base i-base o-base imperfective
consonant stem
‘go’ ng nga ngei ngo ngoya
‘come’ h hoa hoei ho heya
‘stand, be’ k ka kei ko koya
‘put, be’ (V)r (e)ra (e)rei (o)ro ereya
‘do, have’ p or w wa or pa pei po peya
‘eat’ n na nei no neya
‘take’ s sa sei so seya
‘strike’ s sa sei so seya
base forms of the consonantal verbs are used. The a-base is the most generally
applicable form. This is the root form to which medial morphology is applied, and
is used as the citation form for consonantal verbs in this thesis.
Table 8.7 Functions of consonantal verb base forms illustrated in this work
Base form Common functions
a-base - root form for TAM markers that are notionally irrealis, including: -nda
INT; -no DES; -na PROPH; -nopo ABIL; and also the habitual inflection.
- root form to which the negative circumfix is applied
- segmental template of the imperative inflection
- root form for application of stative visual evidential marker -rua
(STAT.VIS.P) and for non-visual sensory (SNS) evidential markers
- root form for application of expective marker -nako (EXPCT)
i-base - segmental template of stative (STAT) inflection
- formation of complex verbs, and in serialisation as Vn
o-base - segmental template of perfective (PFV) inflection
- most common root form to which w-initial inflections are applied, e.g.
prohibitive -wei PROHIB
- root form for resultative (RSLT) and notional (NTN) category eviden-
tial markers and for shared viewpoint (SHRD) and dramatic (DRAMA)
information status markers
- root form for application of potential observation marker -naoko
(POT.OBS)
imperfective - segmental template of imperfective inflection (IPFV)
stem - used in neya negation
8.1.2.2 wa-class verbs
A further group of high frequency verbs that show some irregularities are the wa-
class verbs (terminology following Giles (MSa)) which share generalisable seg-
mental templates, for example /(C)u(w)a/ as the a-base form. The wa-class verbs
have three base alternations, shown in Table 8.8.
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Table 8.8 wa-class verbs and their base forms
Verb a-base i-base u-base
‘hold, have’ suwa si su
‘say’ ruwa ri ru
‘carry (in bag)’ (ya)kuwa (ya)ki (ya)ku
‘sleep’ ua wi or wei u
‘give’ ngua ngi ngu
Table 8.9 lists morphological operations described in this thesis in which the
different base forms of the wa-class verbs are used. A number of commonalities
with consonantal verbs are apparent. For example, for both consonantal and wa-
class verbs the a-base is the root form commonly used for a notionally irrealis TAM
markers, and both employ the i-base form in the stative inflection and in serialisa-
tion. The consonantal o-base and wa-class u-base show some correspondence, as
these are both used for the segmental template of the perfective inflection and the
form to which most /w/-initial inflections are applied. The i-base and a-base forms
of wa-class verbs compete somewhat as to which is the most generally applicable
form; I use the a-base as the citation form. Unlike consonantal verbs, for wa-class
verbs it is the i-base form to which medial morphology is most usually applied.
Table 8.9 Functions of wa-class verb base forms illustrated in this work
Base form Common functions
a-base - root form for TAM markers that are notionally irrealis, including: -nda
INT; -no DES; -na PROPH; -nopo ABIL; and also the habitual (HAB)
inflection -na.
- segmental template of the imperfective inflection
- segmental template of the imperative inflection
- used in formation of complex verbs; some variation with i-base
- root form for application of ‘provocative’ markers; some variation with
u-base
i-base - root form to which the negative circumfix is applied
- root form for application of evidential markers and for SHRD and
DRAMA information status markers; some variation with u-base
- segmental template of stative inflection
- used in serialisation as Vn ; some variation with a-base
- used in neya negation
u-base - segmental template of perfective inflection
- root form to which w-initial inflections are applied, e.g. -wei PROHIB
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8.1.2.3 Partial members of the consonantal and wa-class verb groups
There are some further high-frequency verbs that show mixed characteristics, being
treated as regular verbs in some inflectional categories but not in others. In this
section I identify these verbs and their base forms.
The verb ra- ‘sit’ The stance/existential verb ‘sit’ is partially irregular, and has
three base forms.5 These are shown in Table 8.10.
Table 8.10 Base forms of the part-consonantal ‘sit, be’
consonant a-base i-base o-base
r ra rei rao
Whilst the base forms of this verb can still be distinguished on the basis of the
final vowel, the way they are used in inflectional operations differs from the full
consonantal verbs and will be addressed separately as the need arises.
Partial members of the wa-class verbs There are three known partial members of
the wa-class group, iwa- (level pitch contour)‘plant’, iwa- (fall pitch contour) ‘drop,
fall’ and kua- ‘hide’. The segmental base forms of these verbs are shown in Table
8.11. I have no examples of kua ‘hide’ occurring in an i-base form, so suggest the
form /ki/ based on the usual patterning of wa-class verbs.
Table 8.11 Segmental base forms of the partial wa-class verbs
a-base i-base o-base u-base
‘plant’ iwa i iwao iu
‘drop, fall’ iwa i iwao iu
‘hide’ kua (ki) - ku
As with the verb ra- ‘be/sit’, the inflectional patterns of these verbs (where
known) will be specified separately as necessary.
8.2 Tense, aspect and event modality (TAM)
8.2.1 Introduction
TAM markers comprise a set of mutually exclusive morphemes that only occur as
primary inflections (§8.1.1.1), attaching to the final predicate of a verbal clause. I
5The occurrence of the form rao with other predicate morphology (see, for example, §8.2.4.2)
requires it to be identified as a base form, distinct from the regular perfective inflection using the
suffix -o, see §8.2.2.1.
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identify three subgroups of TAM markers that I term ‘semi-finite’, ‘finite declarat-
ive’, and ‘finite non-declarative’. These markers are listed in Table 8.12, with the
morphemes shown in their regular form. A summary of how these inflections are
marked on consonantal and wa-class verbs is provided in §8.2.5.
Table 8.12 TAM markers described in this chapter
Label Gloss reg. form









Finite Imperative IMP -pa




TAM markers encode features of the predicated event in relation to time and
event modality. Time features include those that are related to the category of as-
pect (“the internal temporal constituency of a situation”, Comrie (1976:3)) and to
the category of tense (relating the time of the event with respect to the time of utter-
ance.6 ‘Event modality’ is defined by Palmer (2001:8) as the modal category which
refers to “events that are not actualised, events that have not taken place but are
merely potential”.7 Inflections that encode event modality meanings are concerned
in expressing an attitude towards the actualisation of a potential event; for example,
saying that it can or should (or shouldn’t) take place. Palmer divides event modal-
ity into two main types, the ‘dynamic’ and ‘deontic’. Dynamic mode is typically
concerned with ‘internal’ properties (generally properties of the subject) such as
ability and intention, and deontic mode is more to do with ‘external’ conditioning
factors such as obligation and permission (Palmer 2001:9). This distinction relates
somewhat to the division of ‘participant-internal modality’ and ‘participant-external
6Some of the inflections have additional meanings and functions that are relevant to broader topic
of ‘epistemic assessment’, discussed in the following three chapters. These meanings are stated here,
but discussion of them is kept to a minimum until the relevant features have been presented in more
detail with regard to other predicate morphology.
7Palmer contrasts event modality with propositional modality, which is to some extent the do-
main of the Duna bound morphemes described in Chapters 9 and 10.
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modality’ proposed by van der Auwera and Plungian (1998).8
Semi-finite inflections (§8.2.2), comprise a set of four morphological operations,
two of which encode aspect values and two of which encode event modality values.
These can occur as the only inflection of an independent clause, or derive stems that
can be combined with ancillary predicate morphology, including evidential markers,
information status markers, and epistemic particles; see Chapter 10.9
Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 describe finite final verb inflections, those that derive
a bounded proposition in terms of actualisation, temporal features, and/or the il-
locutionary force of the utterance, marking “structural independence at the highest
possible level of sentencehood” (Bisang 2007:137). Section 8.2.3 details inflections
that occur in declarative (or, by extension, interrogative) sentences. Two of these
inflections, the habitual and stative, are used in reference to an actual situation, and
mark time features of these situations. The other three inflections are used in ref-
erence to non-actual events. These have quite specific or complex meanings, for
example the promissive inflection -wei indicates that the speaker makes a promise
or accepts an obligation regarding a future action. At least some finite declarat-
ive inflections can be used in limited combination with certain ancillary markers,
although this is uncommon (§10.2.3.3).
In §8.2.4 I describe a group of final verb markers that occur in non-declarative
sentences (marking imperative, optative, and some other minor sentence types, see
§11.1). Some of these are not strictly inflectional forms as they are constructional, or
are added to derived verb stems rather than bare root forms; I include such markers
in this section on functional/semantic grounds. The markers described in §8.2.4
usually occur in directive speech acts (for example, commands, prohibitions) where
the speaker tries to get other people to do (or not do) things. The core meanings
of these forms are deontic, expressing “the imposition of an expressed world on
a reference world” (Frawley 1992:420).10 Time reference (immediate or deferred
time, see §8.2.4.6) is also either encoded or implied as part of their meaning. Finite
non-declarative TAM markers do not occur in combination with ancillary markers
8The match is not exact. For one thing, the essential definition of modality in van der Auwera
and Plungian (1998) concerns the opposition of necessity and possibility; thus, participant-internal
modality has to do with internal possibility (for example, ability) or internal necessity (need), and
does not incorporate intention. Additionally, participant-external modality is treated as a domain
that contains deontic modality, rather than as a way to define it. However, van der Auwera and
Plungian’s and Palmer’s ‘deontic’ categories do end up being roughly equivalent, as under both
models the major concerns of deontic modality are obligation (deontic necessity) and permission
(deontic possibility).
9I call these inflections semi-finite because they do not necessarily determine temporal and actu-
alisation features of the predicated event in absolute terms; if they are followed by an ancillary, their
meanings are typically construed as relative to the ancillary, rather than independently.
10We can say that in contrast to this, markers that are typically used in statements are concerned
in the exposition of the reference world as an expressed world.
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and are thus ‘terminal’ inflections.
TAM markers can be grouped together in a number of alternative ways which
cut across the three groups as presented in §8.2.2 - §8.2.4. Different semantic, func-
tional, and formal features of the morphemes compel different articulations of how
they relate to each other. For example, it makes sense to identify TAM markers
that are used in the description of actualised rather than potential events as a dis-
crete group that encodes aspect as the primary organisational parameter, and this is
outlined in §8.2.3.7.
Duna verbs are not marked with pronominal agreement affixes,11 and TAM
markers do not mark person as such (that is, they do not alternate strictly according
to the number and person of certain clausal arguments). However, certain (declarat-
ive) TAM markers have a distributional pattern that correlates with subject identity,
and this pattern generally follows ‘conjunct/disjunct’ alignment (§11.2.1.1). The
Duna intentive inflection (§8.2.2.3), promissive inflection (§8.2.3.5), and the special
present inflection of the verb nga- ‘go’ (§8.2.3.6) typically occur with speaker sub-
jects in declarative sentences and addressee subjects in questions (show conjunct
distribution). The prophetic inflection (§8.2.3.3) typically occurs with non-speaker
subjects in declarative sentences and non-addressee subjects in interrogative sen-
tences (shows disjunct distribution).
The conjunct/disjunct pattern is generally concerned with the relationship between
a participant (most commonly S or A) of a verbal clause and the person in the ut-
terance situation who is the epistemic source (Hargreaves 2005) with regard to the
proposition. For example, it is typically sensitive to whether the person in the speech
situation who has (best access to) knowledge of the described event also figures as
an agentive participant in it. The nature and implications of this distributional pat-
tern in Duna are discussed in more detail in Chapter 11. For the time-being I focus
in the main on the basic meanings of these TAM markers in declarative sentences,
although a few interrogative examples are also introduced.
Because of the significance of the conjunct/disjunct distributional pattern to
Duna grammar, it is useful to have a quasi-‘person’ term (additional to and cut-
ting across the grammatical categories of first, second, and third person encoded in
the Duna personal pronouns) that refers to the speaker of a declarative sentence, and
the addressee of an interrogative sentence. I use the term ‘informant’ for this kind
of person, following Bickel (2001) (as reported in Bickel and Nichols 2007). Note,
however, that my use of the term informant is not identical to that of Bickel, who
defines informant functionally as “the person whom the speaker supposes or claims
11Foley (2000:377) notes that a lack of such affixes is “relatively uncommon” in languages of
New Guinea.
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to be the immediate supplier of the information” (Bickel and Nichols 2007:223), and
with respect to different kinds of speech acts (that is, the informant is the speaker
in statements, the addressee in questions, Bickel 2007:2). My definition is tied to
formal sentence types of Duna (at this stage, declarative and interrogative) rather
than being completely functional.
One other obvious way in which subject identity is relevant to verbal inflection
is in the context of directive inflections. For example, verbs that are inflected as
imperative have an addressee subject by pragmatic necessity. Imperative sentences
usually occur as commands, and the imperative inflection is not used in interrogative
sentences, so a conjunct/disjunct pattern is not observable. However, the desider-
ative (§8.2.2.4), prohibitive (§8.2.4.2), and hortative (§8.2.4.3) inflections occur in
optative sentences (§11.1), which can be transformed into interrogatives (for ex-
ample, with the addition of the interrogative marker =pe, §11.1.3.2). In these cases
we again see an alternation in correlations concerning subject identity that are de-
pendent on sentence type, with the markers generally showing disjunct-like distri-
bution. This is illustrated in §11.2.4; in this chapter I only discuss the use of these
markers in directive utterances and do not exemplify their use in questions.
8.2.2 Semi-finite inflections
8.2.2.1 Perfective
The Duna perfective inflection (PFV) marks a situation that is viewed as a complete
event (cf. Comrie 1976). When a perfective verb form occurs as a final verb, this
indicates that this event has taken place before the time of utterance.12 With regular
verbs, the perfective inflection has the regular suffixal form -o or -u. Allomorphic
form is predicted by the final vowel of the verb stem. The suffixal form will have
the same [±high] value as this final vowel. Stems ending in /a/ and /e/ receive the
-o allomorph and stems ending in /i/ receive the -u allomorph.13 It is common for
the final vowel of the stem to be reduced or deleted (§2.1.4.4). Stems that end in /u/
or /o/ normally show a lengthening of the final vowel.14
12It would be possible to label the perfective and imperfective inflections (§8.2.2.2) as ‘past’ and
‘present’ in reference to their relative tense properties. However, using the terms ‘perfective’ and
‘imperfective’ both adequately defines the contrast distinguished and reduces the potential for con-
fusion with time reference as it is expressed in combination with evidential and information status
markers. See also Comrie (1976:82-4) concerning systems in which “time reference [is] at best a
secondary consequence of aspectual distinctions” (1976:83).
13This allomorphy is also described by Giles (MSa).
14My current understanding is that the perfective suffix is pitch-bearing, but unspecified; that
is, that the underlying pitch specification of a verb is observable in the perfective verb form. For
example, the verbs ‘share’ and ‘fight’ have the same segmental content, /wei/, but contrast in pitch.
In the perfective form, wei-u ‘share-PFV’ shows a rising pitch contour, [lm], and wei-u ‘fight-PFV’
shows a falling contour, [ml]. I interpret this as an indication that wei- ‘share’ is specified for rising
pitch (e.g., an LH melody) and wei- ‘fight’ is specified for falling pitch (e.g., an HL melody).
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‘The gang steambaked a pig.’ (CED/VIII:3)
With consonantal verbs perfective aspect is marked by use of the o-base form.
This is represented in the gloss as a non-segmentable form.15
Two examples of sentences with final consonantal verbs inflected as perfective














‘I went home’ (TLV/KK:311003)
The verb ‘be/sit’ behaves as a regular verb, applying the suffix -o to the a-base









‘Yesterday we stayed at home.’ (T/SY:141103)
With wa-class verbs perfective aspect is marked by use of the u-base form. As
with consonantal verbs, the forms are represented as non-segmentable, although it
is possible to argue otherwise. A sentence with a final wa-class verb inflected for
perfective aspect is shown in (645).
15Other analyses are possible. For example it may be more accurate to analyse these final verbs
as being composed of either the o-base in combination with the regular suffix or a consonantal root
in combination with the regular suffix. The fact that the vowel is generally long, phonetically, could
suggest the former (that is, that it is underlyingly /o + o/) - but as vowels in simple (monophthong)
monosyllables are normally long in any case this is not conclusive. Positing a segmentable structure
(composed of non-observable underlying forms) that is premised on vowel length (as the basic tonal
contour does not change) is not really helpful as length has not been defined as a contrastive feature
generally, and is subject to change depending on the environment. Note that this is distinct from
the situation in which regular verbs end in /o/ or /u/, as in this case the final vowel is a recognisable
segment of a known root or stem that is used productively with other inflectional suffixes.







‘We slept at home.’ (T/KP:250903)
For the partial members of the wa-class group that have the template iwa (see
Table 8.11), there is some variation as to whether the i-base or a-base form is used
in the perfective inflection; see (646) and (647). In my data use of the a-base form
(as exemplified in (647)) is much more common. However, Giles (MSa) does not
list this as a possible perfective form, suggesting either dialectal variation, and/or
increased ‘regularisation’ of these verbs over time. Perfective aspect of the partial














‘[The axe] planted in [his] forehead.’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
8.2.2.2 Imperfective
Final consonantal and wa-class verbs (excluding partial members) can be inflec-
tionally marked for imperfective aspect, contrasting with the perfective inflection.
Events marked as imperfective (IPFV) are viewed ‘from within’ as ongoing pro-
cesses. When an imperfective form occurs as a final verb with no overt frame of
time reference this event is determined as taking place at the time of utterance.
For consonantal verbs, the imperfective inflection uses the imperfective stem,

























‘I’m writing it [lit: putting] in order to remember it.’ (ED/V:111)
For wa-class verbs, imperfective is indicated through use of the a-base, as in
(651).







‘Nicole is talking.’ (lit. ‘saying talk’) (ED/2003)
Regular verbs do not have a semi-finite inflection that marks imperfective as-
pect independent of epistemic features. The information status marker -pa (INDV,
see §9.3.2.1) implies imperfective aspect of the predicate in combination with ‘in-
dividual’ epistemic standpoint, and is used with regular verbs as a functional equi-







‘I am drawing water.’ (LC/VIII:24)
8.2.2.3 Intentive
The intentive inflection -nda occurs with predications that are intended, situations
that are sketched out as ‘plans’ in somebody’s mind.16 When the intentive inflec-
tion occurs on final verbs with no additional mediating morphology, the ‘locus of
intention’ is normally identified with the speaker (in declaratives) or the addressee
(in interrogatives); that is, with the informant person. The intentive inflection at-
taches to the a-base of consonantal and wa-class verbs, including partial members.





‘I want to go back.’ (OH)

















‘No, I’ll leave it here.’ (CC/V:55)
As a general rule, the ‘intender’ must also be the subject of the verb, as seen
in the above examples: a proposition that is marked as intentive typically denotes
plans an informant has (or could have) about his or her own activities. The intentive
inflection is normally unacceptable with non-speaker subjects in declaratives, and
is in partial functional contrast with the prophetic inflection (§8.2.3.3) as both de-
scribe future-time events, the intentive generally occurring with informant subjects
16This relates to ‘intentionality’ in the philosophic sense as “the power of minds to be about, to
represent, or to stand for, things, properties and states of affairs” (Jacob 2003).
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and the prophetic generally occurring with non-informant subjects. See (655) and
(656). This relationship of partial contrast with respect to subject identity is further































(Nicole will tell me she is coming here) (CD/VIII:184)
8.2.2.4 Desiderative
The suffix -no (DES) flags a verbal predicate as a potential event that is perceived
to be desired or necessary (typically from the point of view of the speaker). When
used as a terminal primary inflection on a final verb form (as opposed to a primary
inflection that is followed by an ancillary marker, see §10.2.2.3) it has a special
function as a deferred command, indicating that the speaker wishes the addressee
to perform this action at some point in the future, but not immediately.17
The desiderative inflection attaches to the a-base of consonantal and wa-class







































‘Give the eggs to Petros tomorrow.’ (CD/VIII:79)
The desiderative can also be used as a more polite alternative to the imperative
inflection (§8.2.4.1).18
17There is some evidence that this ‘directive’ use is sufficiently distinct to warrant an interpretation
as a homophonous morpheme, having a distinct gloss from the -no that occurs prior to ancillary
markers. However, there are several situations (for example, in some reported speech contexts) in
which it is not possible to convincingly distinguish the different functions of the morpheme, and I
gloss it as DES throughout.
18A similar situation is reported for Evenki (Siberia), in which the remote future imperative can
be used as a polite form instead of the near future imperative (Ko¨nig and Siemund 2007:306).
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8.2.3 Finite inflections (declarative)
8.2.3.1 Stative
The stative inflection is used with predicates that describe ongoing and non-progressive
situations (rather than dynamic events) that are actual and contemporaneous with
the time of utterance; that is, refer to present time.
The stative inflection for regular verbs is the suffix -i. The regular suffix rarely
occurs in the textual data, as the majority of regular verbs are dynamic and only
marginally compatible with stative semantics (see also remarks at the close of this






‘God knows all.’ (Giles MSa:L6)
Verbs that are very frequently inflected as stative are the major existential verbs,
which are inherently highly compatible with the semantics of this inflection. For the
existential verbs ka- ‘be/stand’ and ra- ‘be/sit’, the stative present is marked by use
of the i-base as a final form. As with the perfective inflection (§8.2.2.1), I treat these
forms as non-segmentable, although it would also be possible to argue that they are
composed of the regular suffix -i applied to an irregular base form. An example of






















‘Jessica is staying with Peni’s wife.’ (ED/III:91)
The verb era- ‘be/put’ has a special stative form, iri, as seen in (663). The i-
base (erei) is not normally used as a final form. It does occur in other contexts, for











‘Your book is at my house.’ (ED/III:90)
Minor existential verbs can be used to predicate the existence and location of a
more limited class of items (§3.3.2), and are typically inflected as stative when they
serve this function (see also (42) and (43) in §4.1.2.3). The i-base of the consonantal
verb nga- ‘go’ can be used as a stative present final form in restricted contexts
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and with narrow semantic range: it refers only to the existence/growth of vine-like
plants, as in (664), and is glossed as ‘be/grow’ in this context. The sentence shown








‘I have sweet potato growing (in the ground)’ (Giles MSa:L6)
As a general rule, the wa-class verbs, including the partial member iwa ‘plant’,
use the i-base as a stative present final form, as in (665). The partial wa-class
members iwa- ‘drop, fall’ and kua- ‘hide’ are not attested as stative final verbs in
my data.




‘[Do you] have [the] key?’
b. A: si.
hold.STAT
‘[I] have [it]’ (OH)
8.2.3.2 Habitual
Final verbs can be marked as habitual with the suffix -na (HAB). Habitual actions
can be broadly defined as those which are performed with some regularity (Trask
1993:125) and which are “characteristic of an extended period of time” (Comrie
1976:28). The Duna habitual inflection may be used in describing habitual actions
that no longer take place, as in (666), or for habitual activities that are ongoing,
without any limit to the period of time they characterise, as in (668).19 The habitual






























‘Our ancestors’ origin histories exist(?ed) in that way.’ (T/RS:270405ii)
19For (667), both past and ongoing interpretations seem to be feasible, and I do not know which
English translation more accurately captures the speaker’s intent.







‘Cats eat rats.’ (ED/V:97)
The fact that consonantal verbs use their a-bases for this inflection is significant,
as this is the base form most commonly associated with notionally irrealis predica-
tions (for example, future and potential events). As pointed out by Givo´n (1994:270,
322), habitual aspect shares some features with irrealis modality, for example a lack
of specific temporal reference.
8.2.3.3 Prophetic future
The prophetic inflection -na20 (terminology after Giles (MSa)) occurs on verbs that
describe predicted future events (typically those for which the informant is not re-
sponsible). This suffix is applied to the a-base of all consonantal and wa-class
verbs, including partial members. Some examples are shown in (669) - (671). The



















[In the future a new kind of man will come and...] ‘...he will travel around















‘One day you will marry [lit. man go] with a good man.’ (CED/XIV:135)
At least some Duna speakers identify the prophetic inflection as marking events
that will specifically be seen in the future. In our work together it was common for
KK, PK, and RA (among others) to translate predicates marked with this morpheme
as see-complements in Tok Pisin and English. For example, the sentence shown in
(670) would be translated as ‘You will see he will travel around in the sky.’
The prophetic inflection is normally only appropriate with non-informant sub-
jects (non-speaker in declaratives and non-addressee in interrogatives). That is, it is
20The habitual and prophetic inflections are segmentally identical but contrast in pitch. For ex-
ample, with a monosyllabic root that is specified for rising pitch (i.e., shows an [lm] contour in the
perfective inflection): application of the habitual inflection results in the contour [mh.ml], with a
mid-high rise on the verb root, and a mid-low fall on the final na; application of the prophetic in-
flection results in the contour [m.m(l)], with level pitch on the verb root and level or mid-low falling
pitch on na.
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used to describe activities that will be carried out by someone (or thing) other than
the person who predicts them. The association of both the prophetic inflection and
evidential markers with non-informant subject identity is discussed in §11.2.
8.2.3.4 Abilitative
The suffix -nopo (ABIL)21 marks events that the subject has or had the ability to
perform, as assessed by the speaker (in declaratives). These are events that are not
actualised, but are things that the subject ‘could do’ or ‘could have done’. Some


































‘I foolishly ate fruit pandanus when I could have left it [as it makes me
sick].’ (ED/VIII:133)
As noted by Giles (MSa:L10) and exemplified in (674), -nopo is also used for
what should or ought to have been done, showing a formal conflation of the senses
of possibility and obligation as discussed by Palmer (2001).
8.2.3.5 Promissive
Giles (MSa:L16) describes the promissive inflection as being “used in reply to a
future command to signify that one will do what is commanded [...] [and] when one
promises to do something”, and I find this defnition entirely compatible with my
own data. The Duna promissive is similar to the ‘commissive’ speech act as defined
by Searle (1983:166), “where we commit ourselves to do things”. The commissive
is classified by Palmer (2001) as a deontic modal category.22 The promissive in-
flection -wei attaches to the o-base of consonantal verbs and the u-base of wa-class
verbs. Examples are shown in (675) to (677).
21This inflection is probably derived from a complex construction in which a -no marked depend-
ent clause occurred preceding the perfective form of the complement-taking verb wa- ‘do, have’
po.
22However, Palmer’s examples in regard to this term typically focus on situations in which the
speaker expresses a commitment to bring about a situation in which other people (not the speaker)
do things, as in ‘You shall go to the ball, Cinderella’.




































‘When I have turned into a pirori bird I’ll say, Jeremiah, goodbye to you,









‘I will give [it] to you later.’ (CED/XIV:33)
In declarative sentences this inflection only occurs with speaker subjects. See
§11.2.4 concerning its use in interrogatives.
8.2.3.6 Special present form of nga- ‘go’
There is a further special final form (ngui) of the verb nga- ‘go’. This form is used
in regard to ‘going’ that is contemporaneous with the time of utterance (present
time), and only occurs with informant subjects. An exchange such as that shown in
(678) is typical of interactions between two people who meet on a path.























He is going (CD/2003)
This form of nga- ‘go’ does not fit neatly into any other inflectional category,
although it shows some relation to the stative inflection (§8.2.3.1) in that it includes
the segment /i/ and is used in regard to a present activity. However ‘going’ is typ-
ically a progressive rather than stative action, so identifying this as a special ‘STAT’
inflection does not really seem appropriate. I gloss this form as ‘PRES’ for ‘present
time’, which at least describes one major facet of its meaning.
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8.2.3.7 Comment on aspectual oppositions
Comrie (1976) proposes a general classification of aspectual oppositions as shown
in Figure 8.2. The first order distinction is whether an event is viewed ‘from the
outside’ as a whole (perfective), or from the inside, as something that has distinct
internal temporal structure (imperfective). Within the super-ordinate category of
imperfective, the habitual is contrasted with the continuous. Comrie defines the
habitual positively, as having to do with situations that are “characteristic of an ex-
tended period of time, so extended in fact that the situation referred to is viewed not
as an incidental property of the moment but, precisely, as a characteristic feature
of the whole period” (1976:28). Continuity is defined negatively, as imperfectiv-
ity that is not habituality (1976:26). Continuity can be further distinguished as to
whether or not the internal temporal structure of the event is progressive (dynamic,

































Figure 8.2 Classification of aspectual oppositions (Comrie 1976:25)
If we consider only those Duna TAM markers that make reference to actualised
events, Comrie’s framework exhaustively accounts for each distinction that is in-
flectionally encoded on the verb (with the exception of ngui, ‘go.PRES’, §8.2.3.6).
This mapping of the Duna inflections to Comrie’s framework is represented in Fig-
ure 8.3, with Comrie’s terms shown in italics. We can view this as a mini-system
within the larger array of primary inflectional forms. Markers that fall under the
Continuous node are those that are always used in reference to present-time events;
see also §9.3.2.3.
8.2.4 Finite inflections (non-declarative)
8.2.4.1 Imperative
The imperative inflection is used for commands that are to be carried out immedi-
ately. The imperative is distinct from other primarily deontic finite inflections in
that it has a unique suppletive form for some consonantal verbs.








































Figure 8.3 Duna TAM markers (actualised events) as per Comrie (1976)


























‘Shut your eyes! [she] spoke like this...’ (T/YS:270205)
Consonantal verbs have (partially) suppletive imperative forms. In most cases
the imperative has the same segmental form as the a-base of the verb (Table 8.6).






The consonantal motion verbs ‘go’ and ‘come’ have the suppletive imperative
forms, ma23 and khua, respectively, exemplified in (685) and (686).
23Although ma is definitely the most common form, I have occasionally heard speakers form an
imperative of ‘go’ through the addition of the regular suffix -pa to its a-base (nga-pa) or even to the
imperative form itself (ma-pa).
















‘Mum, mum, come and see.’ (T/KP:250903)
The consonantal wa- ‘do, have, make’ has the imperative form pa.24 Some




















‘Divide it into two.’ (LC/VIII:161)
The semi-consonantal ra- ‘sit’ forms the imperative like a regular verb, the reg-





‘Sit right here.’ (LC)
The imperative inflection of wa-class verbs corresponds to the segmental form





‘You hold it.’ (LC)
The wa-class verb ngua- ‘give’ also has an additional imperative form ngi, ex-
emplified in (693), which specifies the speaker as the recipient, basically meaning
24It is likely that the regular imperative suffix is derived from this form as used as the matrix verb
in a complementation construction (§7.3), following an uninflected regular verb in the complement
clause.
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‘give (to) me’. Compare to (694), in which the recipient is third person.25 Further

















‘Sweet potato, give Lila one.’ (OH/VII:23)
For partial members of the wa-class group the imperative inflection may vary
between the a-base used alone or the a-base suffixed with the regular morpheme
-pa.
8.2.4.2 Prohibitive
The prohibitive suffix -wei occurs on regular verbs to tell an addressee to stop
doing something, or not begin an activity that it appears they are about to do.26 Two
















‘Do not suppress and then abandon me.’ (T/SN:101203i)
The prohibitive suffix attaches to the o-base of consonantal verbs as shown
in (697) and (698).27 The semi-consonantal ra- ‘sit’ also uses the o-base for this
inflection, as shown in (699).
25Comrie (2003) discusses the fact that full or partial suppletion of a verb ‘give’ with respect to
the person of the recipient is quite a widespread phenomenon in the world’s languages, even in those
languages that (like Duna) do not generally show any object or indirect object agreement on verb.
26Ko¨nig and Siemund (2007:308-311) note that the presence of a prohibitive marker, that is, a
morpheme that is specific to negative directives and occurs on sentences that are not otherwise
marked as negative, is a comparatively infrequent phenomena cross-linguistically. Out of their
sample of 70 languages only four had special prohibitive morphology of this kind.
27There is probably a phonological basis for this: Several inflections outlined in this section are
marked on regular verbs by suffixes that are not consonant-intial but start with a labialised and/or
rounded glide or vowel, probably derived from the initial bilabial of the verb wa- ‘do’. These suffixes
attach to the o-base of consonantal verbs, or alternatively appear in the surface form to be directly
affixed to the base consonant. The exception to this is the suffix wayeni, see §8.2.4.4, for which the
base form varies.























‘Don’t stay at his house.’ (T/KP:061103)
The prohibitive suffix can attach to either the u-base or i-base of wa-class verbs,
apparently with no difference in meaning. Giles (MSa:L2) reports similar variation.










‘Hey, do not hold me by my hair.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
Partial members of the wa-class group use their o-base or i-base for this inflec-
tion.
8.2.4.3 Hortative
The hortative inflection is used for exhortations concerning activities the speaker
wants to start immediately and in company with the addressee(s).
With regular verbs, the suffix -wae (often realised as [we]) is added to the root.














‘Let’s all eat it all.’ (ED/V:102)
Consonantal verbs have a hortative form that corresponds to their base con-
sonant followed by wae, (which orthographic convention generally converts to the
standard representation oae). As seen in (703), these are glossed as unsegment-
able forms. The hortative form of wa- ‘have, do’ is wae, that is, it is not possible
to distinguish ‘consonant base’ from ‘suffix’ at all, as the adjacent glide segments
apparently simplify to a single glide.28
28This form suggests an origin for the regular suffix, and relates to analysis of the imperative -pa
as being derived from the imperative form of ‘do, have’.









‘Let’s go over to the mission [we] said...’ (T/KL:161003)
















‘As rain is coming, let’s stay inside the house.’ (CED/XIV:135)












‘ Let’s us two break off sticks [he] said.’ (T/KP:070104iii)
The hortative inflection can also be used with non speaker/addressee subjects,

















‘May the young woman write it.’ (T/SN:101203i)
The derivational causative (§7.2.4) and the ‘switch purposive’ in dependent
clauses (see for example (500)) are homophonous with the hortative final inflec-
tion.30 The hortative can also be used with the interrogative =pe (and a speaker
subject) as a request for permission, see §11.2.4.
29The hortative form could reflect a concatenation of a (now non-productive) sequence ...(w)a-
wae.
30See also Merlan and Rumsey (1991:330-332) concerning a similar pattern of homophony in Ku
Waru (Chimbu-Wahgi).
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8.2.4.4 Warning against
On regular verbs, the form wayeni (WARN) occurs following the root to express
a warning against the predicate activity, intimating that there will be bad con-
sequences if the event occurs. As pointed out by Giles (MSa:L4), this functions
like a negative command for non-immediate actions (see §8.2.4.6). Two examples



















‘That one only, you must not dig out.’ (T/JK:KG05V5.27)
For consonantal verbs, there is variation as to whether: -yeni follows the a-
base, as in (711) and (712b); -wayeni occurs following the imperfective stem, as in
(712a); or -wayeni is added to the o-base, as in (712c). In some cases wayeni is
reduced to ❬✇❛❥♥✐❪ or ❬✇❛❊♥✐❪. Further data and analysis are needed to determine the



































To the garden, you must not go on that path.’ (T/PK:180205)
With wa-class verbs -yeni can be added to the a-base or wayeni can be added to













‘Now the missionaries said, you must not have the spirit stones.’
(T/RS:270405b)
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The WARN marker can also used as a more polite alternative to the prohibitive
inflection.
Wayeni can be used to mark a sentence in a (paratactically) coordinate structure
that expresses negative purpose.31 The activity described by the one sentence is
performed so that the situation described by the wayeni sentence does not arise, as

































‘Look after [the pig] well, lest it should die.’ (ED/XIV:144)
8.2.4.5 Suggestions with kone
The form kone occurs on final predications following verbs that are marked with the
intentive or hortative inflections. This construction (V-INT/HORT + KONE) marks
utterances that suggest what can, should, or may be done.32 The intentive is used
with inclusive or addressee subjects, and the hortative with third person subjects.
The morpheme kone is as yet poorly understood (for example, its precise distribu-
tion is not known), and it seems to be a lone player rather than belonging to a set
of contrastive forms. This construction is included here on functional grounds even































‘He should go to pick [them] later’ (ED/III:37))
31This was brought to my attention by Giles (MSa:L30)
32I have used ‘should’ in translating all of the examples here for the sake of consistency but as far
as I know ‘can’, ‘could’, ‘shall’, ‘may’ etc would be equally appropriate.
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Giles (MSa) observes that kone also occurs with -nda and -wae in purpose
clauses. An example is shown in (720). I found only a few occurrences of this





















‘Jesus said, let’s go to a mountain so that we can talk alone.’ (Giles MSa:L22)
8.2.4.6 A paradigm of immediate and deferred directives
Giles (MSa:L4) describes the desiderative inflection (§8.2.2.4) and TAM markers
presented in §8.2.4.1 - 8.2.4.5 in terms of whether they are ‘immediate’ or ‘deferred’
command forms. It is worth pointing out that there is a functional paradigm in
this respect, as represented in Table 8.13 (showing regular inflections only). The
table illustrates the way that formally diverse morphemes and constructions can
be arranged in opposition to each other with respect to a semantic or functional
variable. This is a fairly pervasive feature of Duna, as there are few systematically
contrastive inflections or morphemes that comprise discrete formal paradigms.
Table 8.13 Forms for immediate and deferred directives
Directive type Immediate Deferred
Positive Imperative -pa Desiderative -no
Negative Prohibitive -wei Warning -wayeni
Inclusive Hortative -wae -nda kone
As noted by Loughnane and San Roque (forthcoming), the existence of a (typic-
ally constructionally diverse but semantically coherent) system of immediate versus
deferred directives is well-attested in languages of the wider region. See: Franklin
(1971:39) on Kewa; Lang (1973:xxxvi) on Enga; May and Loeweke (1980:72) on
Fasu; Madden (MS:16) on Angal (Mendi); Rule (1977:55-8) on Huli, Foe, and Pole;
and Schieffelin (1986:567) on Kaluli.33 Pairs of immediate (‘strong’) and deferred
(‘weak’) command forms are found in Nambikuara (Mamainde), Brazil (Kroeker
2001:30-2), a language which is discussed in §9.2.2.2 in regard to its evidential sys-
tem. See also Shapiro (1989:88-90) concerning the deferred imperative in Hindi and
Bybee (1985:17-3) concerning languages with inflectional ‘delayed’ imperatives.
33Interestingly this feature appears to coincide with evidential verbal morphology, and in at least
one case (Fasu) is analysed by the describers as representing an ‘in sight’ versus ‘out of sight’
distinction (May and Loeweke 1980:72). Time appears to be a more important feature than visibility
in the Duna case, but this issue warrants further investigation.
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8.2.5 Summary of TAM markers
The forms of the TAM markers as they occur on regular, consonantal, and wa-class



















Table 8.14 Segmental forms of the TAM markers
Label Gloss Regular form Consonantal Wa-class ra- ‘be/sit’
(RF)
Perfective PFV -o∼ -u o-base u-base a-base + RF
Imperfective IPFV - stem change a-base -
Intentive INT -nda a-base + RF a-base + RF a-base + RF
Desiderative DES -no a-base + RF a-base +RF a-base + RF
Stative STAT -i i-base/other i-base i-base
(see §8.2.3.1)
Habitual HAB -na a-base +RF a-base + RF a-base + RF
Prophetic PROPH -na a-base + RF a-base + RF a-base + RF
Promissive PROM -wei o-base + RF u-base + RF o-base + RF
Abilitative ABIL -nopo a-base + RF a-base + RF a-base + RF
Imperative IMP -pa a-base/suppletion a-base a-base + RF
(see §8.2.4.1)
Prohibitive PROHIB -wei o-base + RF u-base + RF o-base + RF
Hortative HORT -wae c-base + RF u-base + RF a-base + RF
Warning WARN -wayeni o-base + RF i-base + RF (unattested)
or IPFV stem + RF
or a-base + -yeni or a-base + -yeni
Suggestion (constructional) HORT/INT+ kone
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8.3 The negative circumfix
The negative circumfix na- -ya (NEG- -NEG) expresses negation on verbal predic-
ates. It is added to the a-base of consonantal verbs and the i-base of wa-class verbs.
Some uses of the negative circumfix were discussed in the previous chapter, which
describes how it is used differently in different kinds of complex predication. This
section describes this morpheme as it occurs both quasi-independently and in com-
bination with some of the TAM markers described in §8.2.
8.3.1 Quasi-independent use
The negative circumfix can occur as the only marker on a final verb. In such in-
stances, I do not regard the circumfix as a true final primary inflection, but rather as
forming a derived stem that can function as the predicate of a final clause if there is
sufficient contextual support.34 The time reference of the predicate event is under-
stood to be current with the ‘now’ of either the speech event or the narrated world.
Examples are shown in (721) and (722). See also §11.1.3.4 concerning the use of














‘The mother didn’t have [any small change].’ (T/PK:080605ii)
8.3.2 With other verbal inflection
The negative circumfix also occurs in combination with TAM inflections, in which
case it is added before the inflectional suffix. A verb root plus na- -ya forms a
negative stem that takes the same inflections as a regular verb (regardless of whether
or not the base root is regular or otherwise).
Examples (723) to (726) show negative stems occurring with some of the final


















‘I don’t eat snake.’ (ED/V:62)
34Verbs that are inflected with medial rather than final morphemes can sometimes be used in a
similar way. For example in conversation it can be acceptable to use a medial form such as hoa-ya
(come-DEP), ‘...coming...’, as a complete utterance, as long as more typically ‘finite’ values such as
time reference can be easily understood from context.












‘Let’s not listen.’ (Giles MSa:L9)
As described in §8.2.4, there are some directive verbal inflections that have in-
built negative meaning and express prohibition. According to Giles’ data it is also
possible to express prohibition using the negative stem and the imperative suffix, as
in (727), and similarly to express prohibitions on negative action using the negative









‘Don’t chop my wood.’ (Giles MSa:L5)
(728) na-hoa-ya-wei.
NEG-come-NEG-PROHIB
‘Don’t not come.’ (Giles MSa:L5)
See also (754), (761), (768), (783), (791), (796), (806), (826) and (836) in
Chapter 9 for examples of the negative circumfix occurring in combination with
evidential and information status markers.
8.3.3 Negation with neya
An alternative negating form to the negative circumfix is the lexical negator neya
(‘NOT’).35 The lexical negator is not a verbal inflection, and functions like a complement-
taking predicate rather than a bound inflectional form. I include a brief description
of neya here because it is functionally related to the negative circumfix, and to aid
understanding of example sentences in which it occurs.36
Unlike the negative circumfix, neya can occur as a negator in non-verbal clauses
expressing equation or proper inclusion, and can occur independently as a com-
plete utterance. As intimated by (Giles MSa:L5, L22), neya has features of a verbal
predicate, for example, it occurs in clause-final position and can take verbal inflec-
tions. It is unlike ordinary verbs in that it does not REQUIRE inflection and does not
subcategorise for NP arguments.
35The sequence ❬♥❥✸❅❪ is also used as a negator. As it does not appear to differ from neya in
either meaning or distribution, and as there are obvious phonetic similarities, I assume that this is a
contracted form.
36It seems likely that neya is also historically related to the negative circumfix. For example, one
possibility is that the lexical negator derives from an (unknown) verb negated with na- -ya, which
coalesced as a new word neya.
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In a simple verbal clause negated with neya the final verb occurs in its root form
(regular verbs), imperfective stem form (consonantal verbs) or i-base form (wa-class
verbs). The verb ra- ‘be/sit’ occurs in its o-base form rao-.


























‘I didn’t go.’ (ED/V:62)


























‘As a little boy I didn’t see a fight even once (or, I never saw a fight).’
(T/RS:221203iii)
Examples (734) - (736) show neya occurring as a negator in a clause headed by






















‘Her mother’s brothers and her male relatives on her father’s side too [she]


























‘A young woman did not turn into a bird.’ (ED/XIV:76)
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Neya can negate non-verbal clauses, describing the absence of a relationship of
















‘That one surely isn’t Ambo.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
Neya can also constitute an entire utterance. In my conversational experience
‘yes-no’ and ‘alternative’ interrogatives (§11.1.3) are most commonly answered
with the verb of the clause (negated for a ‘no’ answer and inflected appropriately
for a ‘yes’ answer), but may also be answered with e˜ ‘yes/I agree’ and neya ‘no/not
that’. Neya can also be used to negate a proposition more generally; see example
(542) in which the speaker refutes a command.
In reported conversations in narratives it is quite common for neya to be spoken
once or twice at the beginning of a response to a question word interrogative, as
exemplified in (739). I do not know what factors determine appropriate use of
neya in this situation or how its meaning should be defined, beyond saying that it
functions as a kind of prelude to the answer.37 Perhaps this also assists in indicating
turn-taking when there is no overt marking of reported speech.



















‘(Well you see), my mother and father died...’ (T/KP:070104iii)
37The use of a ‘no’-like word to introduce utterance also occurs in Kalam (Pawley pers. comm.).
Chapter 9
Evidential and information status
markers
9.1 Introduction
In this chapter I introduce the use on final verbs of two groups of bound forms that
I term ‘evidential markers’ and ‘information status markers’. These markers are
broadly concerned with the overt indication of a speaker’s assessment of a proposi-
tion in terms of the way it is known or may be known.
Duna evidential markers (§9.2) comprise a set of systematically contrastive and
mutually exclusive bound forms that mark information source, “the way in which
information is acquired” (Aikhenvald 2004:3) as a primary meaning; for example,
encoding the fact that the speaker visually witnessed the activity described by the
verb on which they occur. Duna information status markers (§9.3) have meanings
that relate in some way to ‘information status’; that is, they typically indicate some-
thing about the kind of information (for example, shared, surprising, certain) that
the proposition represents. Information status markers are mutually exclusive (with
one exception, see §10.2.4.4), but do not form a coherent paradigmatic set. Certain
evidential markers can co-occur with certain information status markers on a single
predicate (see Chapter 10).
I describe the evidential and information status markers, as well as the epistemic
particles treated in§10.4, as formally encoding the semantic domain of ‘epistemic
assessment’, that is, how the proposition is known and what kind of knowledge it
represents. Epistemic assessment is concerned with the treatment of propositions as
subjectively informed mental artefacts or intentions.
It is important to note that under this broad definition, epistemic assessment is
not specifically concerned with a speaker’s evaluation as to the reliability of know-
ledge and/or the commitment to a proposition as being ‘true’. Thus, I do not see it as
a synonym or subcategory of epistemic modality (or Palmer’s ‘propositional modal-
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ity’), which is typically defined as having to do with the speaker’s commitment to or
judgment of a proposition as being factual, likely, uncertain, etc. (see, for example,
Frawley 1992; van der Auwera and Plungian 1998; Palmer 2001; De Haan 1999).
In the case of some bound forms (for example, the uncertainty marker, §9.3.3.2) the
factual status of a proposition is a fairly central aspect of their meaning and func-
tion. However, it is not necessary to identify the encoding of a truth-value judgment
as the single most important meaning and function of the Duna forms that I describe
in this and the following chapter.1
As outlined in §8.1.1.1, most evidential markers and some information status
markers can occur as either primary inflections, or as ancillary markers. In this
chapter I describe their occurrence as primary inflections, that is as markers that
attach directly to a bare verb root, or a particular base form of a consonantal or
wa-class verb, with no intervening inflectional morphology.2 When an eviden-
1Many other terms exist in the literature concerning concepts that are similar to epistemic as-
sessment. For example: Chafe’s (1986) broadly interpreted definition of ‘evidentiality’ as involving
“attitudes to knowledge” (1986:262); Lazard’s identification of the grammatical category of ‘me-
diativity’, concerning the expression of facts “through their [i.e., speakers’] acknowledgment of
the event” (1999:95); Weber’s (1986) ‘information perspective’, discussed in regard to Quecha val-
idational and evidential markers; and Mushin’s (2001) ‘epistemological stance’, defined as “the
speaker’s conceptualisation of information based on their construal of the nature and status of their
knowledge in the context of language use” (2001:81). I did not find an established term that was
entirely suitable to my description of Duna. For example, a problem with adopting Chafe’s broad
definition of ‘evidentiality’ is that it would cause some terminological confusion, as I use ‘eviden-
tiality’ in a (now more generally recognised) narrower sense, in reference to a particular group of
markers that encode information source as a primary meaning. Lazard’s ‘mediativity’ relates more
strictly to grammaticised rather than semantic categories, and in his discussion he is interested in dis-
tinguishing evidentiality from mediativity, which does not accord well with the Duna data. Weber’s
definition of ‘information perspective’ is tied quite specifically to Quechua morphology, and is not
easily transferred to another context. Mushin’s ‘epistmological stance’ is too multi-layered to be
articulated as a primary category in this preliminary descriptive work, which is most concerned
with identifying the meanings of individual morphemes, their relationships to each other, and their
formal and functional contexts of use. This thesis thus describes some of the linguistic resources
that a speaker has available for the expression of epistemological stance, including morphemes that
encode epistemic assessment.
2Given the potential ancillary function of evidential and some information status markers
(Chapter 10), there is justification for analysing the consonantal or wa-class verb form to which
some evidential or information status markers attach as a productively inflected perfective stem,
rather than a predictably selected o-base (or u-base) form that does not independently contribute
aspectual meaning to the predication.
For example, the information status marker -ra ‘SHRD’ attaches to the o-base of consonantal
verbs. The meaning of ‘SHRD’ is entirely compatible with perfective aspect, as it marks completed
past-time events. Thus, the form ngora, composed of the consonantal verb nga- ‘go’ and -ra ‘SHRD’
can be analysed in two ways. Under one analysis, -ra is an ancillary marker in a complex inflection,
being added to a verb that is inflected: ngo-ra is ‘go.PFV-SHRD’. Under another analysis, -ra is
a primary inflection that attaches to a predictable base form of consonantal verbs: ngo-ra is ‘go-
SHRD’. I adopt the latter (‘primary inflection’) analysis when a certain (conventionalised) condition
is met. When an evidential or information status marker attaches to the o-base of a consonantal
verb to produce the same time, aspect, and epistemic assessment features as when it (or its formal
equivalent) attaches to a regular verb root or the i-base of a wa-class verb (and/or when the i-base
and u-base of a wa-class verb vary with no change in meaning) I do not treat this as a productively
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tial marker or information status marker occurs in a primary inflectional capacity,
it determines temporal features of the predicated activity in relation to the time
of utterance, indicating for example that the two are contemporaneous. As such,
these markers occupy the same formal slot and to some extent the same semantic-
functional domain of the TAM markers described in the previous chapter. Like
most TAM markers, evidential and information status markers do not grammaticise
‘tense’ as such, but supply an absolute time value as a derivative of other features;
for example, the interpretation of a predicated event as belonging to past time may




In this section I introduce the evidential paradigm and the semantic parameters that
it encodes, and provide examples of the evidential markers3 as primary inflections
on final verbs in declarative sentences (that is, broadly speaking, as they are used
in statements rather than in questions). The set of evidential markers as they occur
on regular verbs is shown in Table 9.1. See §9.2.8 for a summary that includes the
forms of evidential markers on consonantal and wa-class verbs.
I find it helpful to think of evidential markers as entailing a ‘perception event’4
in which a person (or other high animacy being) perceives the evidence in question
and/or becomes cognizant of the predicate activity. This is in accordance with Jo-
hansen’s (2000:61) definition of evidentials as presenting a situation “with reference
to its reception by a conscious subject”. An evidential marker in some sense ‘de-
scribes’ the kind of perception that is experienced (or thought to be experienceable,
see §9.2.7).
inflected perfective verb stem to which an ancillary marker is applied. Rather I interpret the use of the
o-base or u-base as a fossilised reflex of an erstwhile complex inflection that does not independently
contribute a ‘PFV’ specification (see also §10.5.4). So, the fact that the information status marker -ra
occurs on bare regular verb roots and the i-base form of wa-class verbs in the same semantic contexts
in which it occurs on the o-base of consonantal verbs means that I gloss the ngo in ngora as ‘go’, not
‘go.PFV’. The actual situation probably lies somewhere in between the two possible analyses. That
is, the selection of the o-base (or u-base) form is meaningful but is part of a conventionalised rather
than productively compositional morphological operation.
3Giles (MSa) describes all of the bound forms I present in this section (with the exception of
those described in §9.2.4.4 and §9.2.7) as part of an overarching paradigm of verbal inflection for
which tense (past, present, future) is construed as the major contrastive parameter. Our conclusions
as to the semantic parameters that are contrastively encoded by evidential markers are thus different,
as are our ideas about how the markers fit into an overall system of verbal morphology. However,
my approach to investigating the meanings of these morphemes was substantially informed by her
earlier work.
4This follows on from Kockelman’s (2004) discussion of evidential markers as disambiguating a
‘source event’ from a speech event.
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Visual (none) -tia -rua (STAT) -nua
(VIS)
Non-visual sensory -yarua -yaritia -yatia -yanua
(SNS)
Results -rei -rarua -ranua
(RSLT)
Notion -noi -norua -nonua
(NTN)
At least three aspects of the perception event are relevant to the contrasts ex-
pressed within the evidential paradigm. These include the nature of the information
source (‘evidence’), whether the perceiver is a specific individual or is unspecified
(‘personal’ versus ‘impersonal’), and whether the perception event is contemporan-
eous with or precedes the time of utterance (‘current’ versus ‘previous’). Time is
only specified if the evidence is ‘personal’ rather than ‘impersonal’. Section 9.2.2
briefly outlines the contrastive values of these three parameters. In §9.2.3 - §9.2.6
I illustrate the semantic scope of the evidential categories as they are expressed in
the personal evidential markers, and §9.2.7 provides examples and discussion of
impersonal evidentials.
When they occur with inflectional function, evidential markers contribute aspect-
like and/or tense-like temporal features to the predicate. Aspect-like features (for
example, stative, perfective) tend to be positively specified by the morphemes,
and tense-like features (present time, past time) provided by a combination of the
nature of the evidence type and the temporal specification of the evidence (§9.2.2.3).
Evidential markers also contribute implicational meaning that concerns the identity
and/or volition of the subject argument of the clause. In particular, they do not typ-
ically occur in sentences where a volitional subject argument is also the informant;
that is, the speaker of a declarative sentence or addressee of an interrogative sen-
tence (§8.2.1). This (‘disjunct’-like) distributional pattern is mentioned on occasion
throughout the following sections and discussed in more detail in §11.2.2.
Several of the evidential markers have a clear formal relationship to each other,
for example the sequence rua is found in four of the personal evidentials, and this
alternates with the sequence nua on impersonal evidentials. I provide some brief
comments on the forms (and possible historical development) of the markers in
§10.5.4.
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9.2.2 Contrasts within the evidential paradigm
This section outlines certain contrasts that are distinguished within the evidential
markers as a group.
9.2.2.1 Information source and the evidential categories
I describe the Duna evidential paradigm as distinguishing four evidential categor-
ies, ‘Visual’, ‘Non-visual sensory’ (‘Sensory’ for short), ‘Resultative’ (‘Results’ for
short), and ‘Notional’. These four categories can be broadly distinguished using the
information source features ‘Direct’ and ‘Sight’, as shown in Table 9.2.2.1. ‘Direct’
means that the perceiver is there at the time of the event and witnesses it happening.
‘Sight’ means that the perceiver is identified as seeing or having seen something
(either the event itself, or results of it). These features do not directly correspond to
the meanings and functions of the evidential markers in each category; for example,
visual category evidentials can be used in some situations where the predicate event
is heard rather than seen, and the current notional category evidential is typically
as much concerned with indicating surprise as it is with indicating indirect unseen
information source. However, the information source features are quite useful in
developing a systemic treatment of the evidential markers, and delineating proto-
typical situations in which they are used.






See Willett (1988), De Haan (2001), and Aikhenvald (2004) for discussion of
these (or similar) features as relevant to other languages with evidential systems.
9.2.2.2 Personal or impersonal viewpoint
I divide Duna evidential markers into ‘personal’ and ‘impersonal’ forms. Personal
evidentials entail an identifiable perceiver who has a specific viewpoint. This per-
ceiver is typically understood to be the informant person (speaker in declaratives,
addressee in interrogatives, see §11.2.2.1). In extended narrative a central charac-
ter can also be treated as a perceiver, in which case evidential markers reflect this
character’s viewpoint as events unfold.5 All personal evidential markers can occur
5Cf. Banfield’s (1982) discussion of the ‘subjective character’ in narrative, a participant whose
consciousness is adopted, and through whom the reader/listener becomes focussed on the direct
experience of thoughts, feelings, and perceptions (Chun and Zubin 1990). See also Lawrence’s
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with ancillary as well as primary inflectional function and can be followed by the
specificity marker -na; see Chapter 10. Each evidential category in Duna also has
a form that marks impersonal perception, rather than representing a specific view-
point. At least some of the impersonal forms can be used as ancillary markers.
Unlike the personal forms, impersonal evidential markers do not generally occur in
interrogative sentences, and are not marked with -na.
The personal/impersonal contrast relates somewhat to languages in which the
identity of the perceiver(s) as the speaker, addressee, or both, may be indicated by
a bound form that is portmanteau with or added to an evidential marker. This kind
of feature is found in (relatively) nearby languages of the New Guinea Highlands
region (see Rule 1977; Madden MS; Sillitoe MS; Loughnane and San Roque forth-
coming), as well as further afield (Kroeker 2001 on Nambikuara, Brazil6). In Angal
(Mendi), for example, there is a marker which can be added following an evidential
morpheme to signal that both speaker and hearer perceive the evidence in question
(Madden MS).
In Nambikuara, morphemes that comprise the ‘evidential suffix system’ make
reference to kinds of evidence, for example marking ‘deductive orientation’ (similar
to the Duna results evidential category), and to ‘verification’, which may be either
‘individual’ or ‘collective’. These suffixes indicate tense and occur in combination
with aspect suffixes. Kroeker paraphrases use of an ‘individual verification, de-
ductive orientation’ suffix as signaling “I’m telling you my deduction of an action
that must have occurred because of something I saw/see” (2001:63). In contrast, a
‘collective verification, deduction orientation’ suffix signals “both speaker and ad-
dressee deduce that an action must have taken place” (2001:64). Two examples that
contrast with respect to ‘verification’ value but have the same ‘orientation’ value of




‘I was told that he worked.’ (NAMBIKUARA: Kroeker 2001:64)
(741) wa3kon3-∅-ta1te˜x1ti2tu3-wa2
work=3SG-T/E.CN.P-IMPF
‘We were told that he worked.’ (NAMBIKUARA: Kroeker 2001:65)
(1987) discussion of ‘viewpoint’ in Oksapmin narrative.
6Aikhenvald (2004:234) records that the language Kroeker describes is Mamainde, within the
Northern Nambiquara group of the Nambiquara languages.
7Superscript numbers in Nambikuara examples indicate tone: 1-falling; 2-rising; 3-low level.
Special abbreviatons are: C, collective verification; I, individual verification; IMPF, imperfective;
N, narrative orientation; PF, perfective; T/E, tense/evidential.
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Although there is some commonality between such systems and Duna, in that a
‘single perceiver’ is contrasted with ‘more than one (potential) perceiver’, the Duna
impersonal forms do not specifically identify the speaker and addressee as joint
perceivers, but rather identify evidence as perceivable without saying by whom.
However, we can see that the Angal, Nambikuara, and Duna systems are all sens-
itive to the notion of differential access to evidence. The use of speaker-only or
personal terms typically highlights one person as probably having better access to
certain evidence or knowledge than anyone else in the speech situation. In contrast,
collective or impersonal terms place the speaker and addressee on a roughly equal
footing in terms of access to evidence. This has some significance to which kinds
of Duna evidential markers are used in questions, that is, in situations where there
is usually a strong assumption that the speech act participants do not have equal
knowledge of the situation (§11.2.2.1).
9.2.2.3 Current or previous time
Personal evidential markers are specified as to whether the evidence is being cur-
rently experienced (the perception event is simultaneous to the speech event), or
was previously experienced but is no longer within the perceptual sphere of the dis-
course participants (the perception event is prior to the speech event).8 A formal
distinction between the two categories is that evidential markers that are specified
as previous occur in non-final clauses marked with the subordinator -ko (see for ex-
ample (1012)), whereas morphemes that are specified as current do not. In order to
understand examples presented in this thesis, it is important to note that in extended
narratives, perception event time reference typically reflects narrative-external time
of utterance, even though the evidential category reflects narrative-internal evid-
ence; see for example (760).
A formal distinction between current and previous evidence is a feature of the
evidentiality area of which Duna is part (see Loughnane and San Roque forthcom-
ing).9 This kind of contrast has been treated in various ways, for example Rule
(1977:72) identifies the primary distinction in Foe as being between ‘visible evid-
ence’, that which is “evidence before the speaker”, and ‘previous evidence’, which
has been seen but is no longer present. I regard such distinctions as commensurate
8Giles (MSa) generally describes evidential markers that I term ‘previous’ forms as ‘report’
forms, because the speaker is typically reporting something they now know to an addressee.
9It is worth pointing out there is something of a correlation between the notion of current vs
previous evidence and individual vs collective viewpoint as outlined in §9.2.2.2. As a general rule,
evidence that is current is likely to be something that is shared between speaker and hearer; for
example, if I can currently hear something, the chances are that you, my interlocutor, can hear it
too. However, this relationship is uncoupled somewhat in certain ‘private evidence’ situations; for
example, if I tell you that I currently feel feverish, there is little expectation that you will be sharing
my sensory experience.
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with the current/previous distinction that I describe for Duna.
Elsewhere in the world, evidential systems in which the time of the perception
event in relation to the time of utterance is a particular concern are that of Sherpa
(Woodbury 1986) and Matses (Fleck 2003 2007). For example, Woodbury iden-
tifies the basic evidential value of the Sherpa verbal inflection -nok as specifying
‘immediate evidence’ (1986:195). This form is used to indicate that the speaker’s
evidence for the truth of the proposition is obtained or obtainable in the present (re-
gardless of whether the proposition is itself specified as present or past tense), and
relates in this regard to Duna current evidential markers.
In Matses, the expression of an ‘inferential’ information source in independent
sentences is formalised in two different ways according to whether the resultat-
ive evidence of the inferred event is currently perceived by the speaker, or is “no
longer discernible”. In situations where “the report of an event ... [is] contem-
poraneous with the detection of the evidence ... [or] take[s] place while beholding
the evidence” (roughly equivalent to the context in which Duna ‘current’ eviden-
tials are used), a single inferential inflection is applied to the verb. This inflection
also encodes a three-way past tense distinction (‘recent’, ‘distant’, or ‘remote’). An





‘White-lipped peccaries (evidently) passed by (here).’ [said looking at fresh
tracks] (MATSES Fleck 2007:599)
If the speaker makes the report when he or she no longer beholds this evidence
(roughly equivalent to the context in which Duna ‘previous’ evidentials are used),
then the inferential inflection is applied in combination with a following ‘direct ex-
perience’ evidential/tense inflection. This is exemplified in (743) and (744). This
kind of construction marks what Fleck terms ‘double tense’. Both inflections are
marked for recent or distant past tense, but in reference to different temporal points.
The inferential inflection (applied first) relates the narrated event to the time of the
perception event, for example indicating that something happened a short while be-
fore the results of it were observed, as in these two examples. The direct experience
inflection (applied second) alternatively relates the perception event to the utterance
event, indicating for example that evidence was observed a short time prior to the
utterance, as in (743), or a long time prior to the time of utterance, as in (744).
10Special symbols in the Matses orthography: s¸h=ù, e¨=✶. Additional abbreviations: REC, recent;
INF, inferential; EXP, experiential.





‘White-lipped peccaries (evidently) passed by.’ [fresh tracks were discovered





‘White-lipped peccaries (evidently) passed by.’ [fresh tracks were discovered
a long time ago at a distant location] (MATSES Fleck 2007:599)
As we shall see in the following chapter, Duna has some constructions that are
similar to Matses ‘double tense’, in that temporal specifications can be separately
indicated for the predicated (that is, verb-denoted) event and the perception event,
although this is not regularised as a pervasive systematic feature to the same degree
as it is in Matses. However, a recognition that the time reference of an evidential
morpheme can be oriented towards the time of knowledge acquisition, as well as
or instead of the time of the verb-denoted activity, is important to an overall under-
standing of the Duna forms.
9.2.3 Visual evidential markers
9.2.3.1 Introduction
Duna visual (VIS) category evidentials mark events and situations that were directly
observed by the perceiver. Prototypically, this observation is visual in nature, and
the markers are used in describing things that the perceiver saw happening. Clauses
that include visual evidentials are identified by at least some Duna speakers as spe-
cifically entailing an act of visuo-perception, as illustrated by the fact that they are
commonly translated into Tok Pisin and English as complements of ‘see’.11 The
VIS markers index previous perception of the evidence, but contrast with respect to
aspectual features: perfective v. stative. (See also Table 10.3 concerning aspectual
distinctions and visual evidential markers.)
Visual category markers can also be used in some contexts where the direct
observation involves something other than visuo-perception. For example when
somebody describes having witnessed a sonic event (such as a door creaking, see
(755)) they may use a VIS marker, even though hearing is (presumably) rather more
important than seeing in this situation. This highlights the fact that in relation to
the Duna evidential markers the label ‘visual’ (VIS) is not a completely transparent
semantic term. It is semantically motivated, but it does not capture all of the contexts
11Cf. De Haan (MSa:10): “[S]peakers who are bilingual in a language that has evidentials and
in one which lacks evidentiality tend to use evidential constructions in the language that otherwise
lacks evidentials.” See Aikhenvald (2004:296-9) concerning the development of evidential strategies
in contact languages as spoken by speakers of languages with grammaticised evidentiality.
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in which markers of the relevant category are applicable; we cannot necessarily
intuit from our understanding of ‘seeing’ whether or not the Duna visual evidentials
are appropriate to a given situation.
This issue is further relevant to cross-linguistic comparison of evidential cat-
egories. Evidential systems quite often include a marker (or markers) that has
visuo-perception as a particularly salient aspect of its meaning and contexts of use
(see Willett (1988), Aikhenvald (2004), De Haan (MSb)). Comparison of vision-
related evidential markers in different languages shows that there is not a univer-
sally equivalent ‘visual’ evidential category (Ko¨nig and Siemund 2007:290). The
Duna vision-related category more nearly resembles the vision-related category of
languages of the same area such as Oksapmin (Lawrence 1987; Loughnane forth-
coming) and Foe (Rule 1977), and Tibeto-Burman languages (for example, Qiang,
LaPolla (2003)) rather than the vision-related category in languages such as Tari-
ana (Aikhenvald 2003) or Tuyuca (Barnes 1984). This is because in Duna visual
category evidential markers strongly imply that the informant is not an active par-
ticipant in the event that is described, and as such are generally incompatible with
informant subjects (§11.2.2); one is either a ‘see-er’ or a ‘do-er’. In contrast, in lan-
guages such as Tariana vision-related evidentials are typically used with informant
subjects, and there is no conflict between ‘seeing’ and ‘doing’.12
9.2.3.2 Visual (perfective previous)
The regular morpheme -tia (PFV.VIS.P) marks events that were observed occurring
before the time of utterance. The fact that the perception is ‘previous’ and the
aspectual specification perfective means that the event is understood to be some-
thing that happened in the past and is now completed. This morpheme is generally





















‘I was sitting at Hirandareke, and Paul arrived {I saw}.’ (TLIV/KK:230205)
12In the case of some languages (e.g., Eastern Pomo) it can be argued that the evidential marker
which is most appropriate to visually witnessed events does not specifically encode visual semantics
at all (McLendon 2003). Rather, the system includes a participatory/factual evidential (§9.2.9),
which typically implies visuo-perception for certain kinds of events, for example, those with third
person subjects.
13In this and the following chapters approximations of the perception events that are entailed by
evidential markers are shown in curly brackets in the English translation. These ‘evidential transla-
tions’ are impressionistic and derived from contextual features as well as grammatical content.















‘Now as they stood up there looking the fire burned {they saw} it is said.’
(T/JS:KG05V5.40)
Consonantal verbs have a special PFV.VIS.P form, which comprises the base
consonant (§8.1.2) followed by the sequence utia. Some examples of consonantal































‘My mother, she went to the garden {I saw}.’ (T/SN:101203i)
The regular perfective visual morpheme is added to the o-base of the verb ra-
‘sit’ as in (751), the i-base of wa-class verbs as in (752), and in my experience the
a-base of partial wa-class verbs as in (753), although Giles (MSa) notes that it may






























‘My father didn’t come either {I saw}.’ (T/SN:101203i)
The perfective visual morpheme may also mark ‘sonic events’ that the speaker
witnessed firsthand. This includes predications whose most salient feature is sound,
such as verbs that describe noisemaking activities (for example, verbs of utterance)
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or that expressively represent the noise itself, as in (755) (see also (753), previous).
Example (756) is predicated by the verb ya- ‘call’, typically used to describe me-
dium to long-range message communication, when the speaker and addressee are





























‘Sandy was standing below and she called me {I observed}.’ (ED/VIII:127)
Examples such as (755) and (756) suggest that it is not truly representative to
identify ‘seeing’ as a primary meaning of the Duna ‘visual evidentials’. In the case
of a verb that describes a primarily sonic event, the visual marker seems to show
that the informant directly witnessed the verb-denoted activity to the highest degree,
given the nature of that activity, rather then identifying it as something that was seen
happening.14 This provides an alternative understanding of the visual (VIS) versus
non-visual sensory (SNS) evidential opposition, namely that they encode relative
degrees of ‘direct witnessing’ (VIS=‘strong’, SNS=‘weak’) which are typically con-
strued as a difference in perceptual mode.
Further data are needed to investigate whether ‘degree of directness’ repres-
ents a uniformly significant motivating factor in selection between visual previous
(VIS.P) and sensory previous (SNS.P) morphemes. In my data there are few natur-
ally occurring examples of predicates that describe the same kind of sonic event but
are differentially marked with respect to evidential category, and there is no clear
consensus on what this kind of difference encodes. I adopt the view that there are
some competing contexts of use in regard to the distribution of the VIS.P and SNS.P
markers, namely where an event is both sonic in essense and directly witnessed; but
that defining the categories primarily in terms of perceptual mode still provides the
best organising principle for this description.
The perfective visual marker is generally incompatible with verbs in declarat-
ives that have a speaker subject, as shown by the unacceptability, in ordinary cir-
cumstances, of (757).
14This supports the theory that visual evidentials are generally towards the ‘strong evidence’ end
of a hierarchy of evidential categories in a given language; see, for example, Oswalt (1986:43),
Aikhenvald (2004:307).





* I came {I saw} (CD/VIII:8)
There are certain special situations in which use of the visual marker is ac-
ceptable with a speaker subject in declarative sentences, including the relating of
dreams, some situations in which the subject is not acting voluntarily, and situ-
ations in which the speaker wishes to place the addressee in a position of epistemic
responsibility. See §11.2.2 for exemplification and discussion.
9.2.3.3 Visual (stative previous)
The stative visual previous morpheme -rua marks states that the perceiver observed
to be the case before the time of utterance. In conversational use, the stative visual
shows something of a temporal split between the predicate activity and the evidence
for it, as the former is generally understood to be ‘present’ (still continuing at the
time of utterance, as far as the speaker knows), but the visual evidence itself is no
longer within the perceptual sphere of the discourse participants. The marker typic-
ally only occurs as a primary inflection on the three major existential verbs (Table
3.6), but is, albeit rarely, used on other verbs that have an inherently stative sense
(for example, kuwa- ‘carry’, see (482), and see also (762), following). It attaches to
the a-base of consonantal, semi-consonantal, and wa-class verbs.15 Examples are


















‘Factories, [...] they exist in European places {I saw}.’ (T/SN:101203i)
In (758) and (759) the speaker is reporting having seen something that is not
present at the time of utterance, but is assumed to still exist. Example (760) is
taken from a narrative. The use of the stative visual previous marker reflects the
evidential category that is appropriate to a central protagonist in the story (a young
woman), but the evidence time specification of ‘previous’ reflects narrative-external
time; that is, this perception event, the young woman seeing the boy sitting there,
happened before the telling of the story.
15The issue of whether -rua can ever be used as a final inflection on verbs that have more inher-
ently progressive meanings requires further testing. I do recall attempting to combine -rua with the
a-base of the verb nga- ‘go’ in conversation (i.e., nga-rua) and this being categorically rejected as
incorrect by my interlocutor, but unfortunately I did not record this incident while it was still fresh
in my mind.









‘The boy was sitting over there {she saw} it is said’ (T/PP:KG05V2.15)
Example (761) shows -rua applied following the negative circumfix; the state of













‘They used to exist, but now they do not exist {I saw}.’ (T/HS:080305ia)
There is one example in the textual data, shown in (762), where -rua occurs to
mark a continuous and previous ‘sonic event’, parallel to the way that the perfective







‘Justin and Monica were crying out,...’ (T/KP:250903)
As with the visual perfective, in declaratives the visual stative is generally re-
stricted to predicates that do not have a speaker subject.
9.2.4 Sensory evidential markers
9.2.4.1 Introduction
Sensory evidence morphemes typically indicate that the informant’s evidence for
the proposition is direct but not visual. This includes information sources that are
perceived through the senses of hearing, smell, taste, and touch, as well as other
physical or emotional sensations (for example, temperature, fear). They may also
mark predications that are surmised or prophetically envisioned by the informant.17
The predicate is understood to have the same time reference in relation to the time
of utterance as the perception of the evidence. That is, predicates specified as hav-
ing current evidence are understood to be happening at the time of utterance, and
predicates specified as having previous evidence are understood to have occurred
prior to the time of utterance.
In terms of attested cross-linguistic evidential categories, this Duna category
can be compared to to the ‘Auditory’ and ‘Other sensory’ categories as discussed
16In this case it does not seem correct to say that the verb has stative sense. Rather, the visual
evidence category is chosen in order to signify maximally direct observation of the event, and the
further choice between perfective and stative aspectual specification is made on a ‘best-fit’ basis.
See also (779).
17Of all of these possibilities, the primary meaning is generally recognised as having to do with
auditory evidence. For example KK and RA suggested that the Duna verb which most suitably
describes the context for these morphemes is waki- ‘hear, listen’. (In my experience this verb, unlike
more general ‘perceive’ predicates such as the Tok Pisin ‘harim’, is not commonly used for any act
of perception other than aural perception.)
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by Willett (1988) and the ‘non-visual sensory’ category discussed by Aikhenvald
(2004).
9.2.4.2 Sensory (current)
The sensory current morpheme -yarua indicates that an event is experienced as
sensory evidence at the time of utterance. It is added to the a-base of consonantal
and semi-consonantal verbs, the i-base of wa-class verbs, and the i-base or a-base
of partial members of the wa-class group.





















‘I hear only faint engine noise. [The plane] is going away {I hear/infer}.’
(ED/VIII:130)
Examples (765) - (767) show the sensory current morpheme being used in pre-
dications that describe physical and/or emotional sensations. In (768) the negative

































‘I am not cold {I feel}.’ (ED/VIII:104)
18Note that in (763) the speaker uses auditory evidence (the faintness of sound of the plane’s
engine) to make an inference — that the plane is flying past rather than coming in to land.
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Example (769) shows a situation in which the sensory evidence morpheme
marks a thought or surmise of the speaker about a current activity. PK used this
sentence in the (real life) context of seeing a particular kind of smoke in the dis-









‘A boy is burning alupati foliage {I infer}.’ (LC/IX:28)
9.2.4.3 Sensory (perfective previous)
The perfective sensory previous morpheme -yaritia is added to the a-base of con-
sonantal and semi-consonantal verbs, the i-base of wa-class verbs, and the i-base or
a-base of partial members of the wa-class group. The perfective sensory previous
is generally used in a narrower range of situations than the sensory current marker.
For example it is rarely used to express ‘inferential’ meaning, as for past events
inference is primarily marked by other morphemes (§9.2.5). Some examples which













































‘A dog barked and barked over the way {they heard}.’ (T/YS:270205)








‘Yesterday I was cold {I felt}.’ (ED)
It can be noted that in (774) a limited time period (hata ‘yesterday’) is lexic-
ally specified. There was occasional disagreement among speakers as to whether
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-yaritia was wholly suitable for describing past states without such time reference,
as these are otherwise more appropriately described using the imperfective sensory
previous evidential, see the following section.
In the recorded sung pikono performances in the 2003-5 data (§1.3.3.1), per-
formers make extensive use of set ‘narrative refrains’ that are generally placed
at the end of a grammatical unit such as a clause, and reiterate that the text is
a performed story. Each performer uses slightly different narrative refrains, and
RA reported to me that these are a kind of ‘performer signature’ (see also Fleck
(2007:605) concerning a similar phenomena in Matses stroytelling). Two of the
recorded performers include the form yaritia as component of one or all of their
narrative refrains, but in these cases the morpheme functions as an ancillary or even
quasi-independent form rather than a verbal inflection.
9.2.4.4 Sensory (imperfective previous)
The imperfective sensory previous -yatia marks imperfective events or situations
that were non-visually witnessed before the time of utterance. It occurs with the


















































[In a dream/spirit visitation19] ‘Three women came and one was sitting at
my legs, one was sitting on my middle, and one was sitting right here at my





‘I was afraid {I felt}.’ (ED/XIV:21)
19In my experience it is most usual for people to relate dreams using the perfective visual previous
on final verbs (exemplified in §11.2.2.4), but on this occasion the speaker is describing not only what
she saw in a dream but what she actually felt as witch-women gathered around her. Activities of
supernatural beings are commonly described using the sensory evidential morphemes.
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Three noted textual examples from two speakers suggest that -yatia can be used
not only for imperfective events that were experienced as sensory evidence, but
also for those that were seen. An example is shown in (779). (Note that there is
no specifically visual evidential that can be used with continuous non-completive



























‘The war happened, I was sitting looking up at the sky and the planes had
practised already and were coming down down to the ground and then going
up [in formation] {I observed}.’ (T/SN:101203i)
Examples such as (779), in combination with those such as (756), provide evid-
ence that the visual and sensory categories should be conceptually grouped together
as comprising a more general category of ‘direct evidence’, as shown in Table
9.2.2.1.
9.2.5 Results evidential markers
9.2.5.1 Introduction
The results evidence morphemes mark events that are primarily experienced through
their observable results. Typically these results constitute visible evidence, such as
footprints or burnt remains, from which the informant infers that the event has taken
place. KK and RA succinctly defined the primary meaning of these morphemes as
‘to look and know’.20
The results evidence markers are only suitable for marking events that have (or
are inferred to have) occurred and been completed before the time of utterance.21
The resultative evidence morphemes are functionally akin to a perfect aspectual
value (and may, in the case of the regular morphemes, derive from a perfect aspect
serialisation construction), as they indicate the presence of a resultant state that
follows an event.22 This is particularly evident in clauses headed by regular verbs.
20This definition also highlights the fact that the resultative evidence category does not necessarily
imply a lack of certainty on the part of the informant that the event took place.
21Note that is not the case that the idea of inference itself is logically limited to completed past
events, as it is also possible to observe evidence and infer that something will happen or is happening.
However these kinds of inference are not drawn from specifically resultative material.
22See Comrie (1976:108-10) and Aikhenvald (2004) for further comments on the relationship
between perfect aspect and indirect information source evidentiality categories, and Johansen and
Utas (2000) for discussion of this relationship in particular Turkic and Iranian (and neighbouring)
languages.
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Results evidence markers in statements are added to the o-base of consonantal
verbs (including ra- ‘sit’), the i-base of wa-class verbs,23 and the i-base or a-base of
partial wa-class members.
In terms of attested cross-linguistic evidential categories, the Duna results evid-
ential category most closely resembles the ‘Results’ category as defined by Willett
(1988) and the ‘Inference’ category as defined by Aikhenvald (2004).
9.2.5.2 Results (current)
The results current evidential marks events that the informant experiences as res-
ultative evidence at the time of utterance, that is, while the evidence is within the
current perceptual sphere of the discourse participants. The regular results current
marker is -rei. This form also occurs on wa-class verbs (including partial mem-
bers), and the semi-irregular verb ra- ‘sit’ (appropriate base forms as previously









‘The gang steambaked a pig {I infer}.’ (CD/VIII:11)





‘[I] have lost it {I infer}.’ (or ‘It is lost {I infer}.’) (ED/XIV:109)





‘The chestnuts have fallen [i.e., are ready to harvest] {I infer}.’ (ED/VIII:143)





‘[He] didn’t sleep here {I infer}.’ (CD/VIII:134)
Context: There is no recent fireplace or other marks of disturbance at a site where
it was thought somebody might have slept.
The resultative current marker for consonantal verbs is the suffix -ri, added to





‘Pigs ate [the chestnuts] {I infer}.’ (LC)
23An exception is the wa-class verb ua ‘sleep’ which commonly adds these markers to its u-base.
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‘A pig has eaten fruit pandanus.’ (ED/VIII:3)








‘A car went by {I infer}.’ (CD VIII:3)
Speaker sees tyre marks in the mud.
The resultative evidence markers are most commonly used in contexts where
the evidence is visible, but can also be used in some other situations, for example
a realisation that one has forgotten something, as in (787), in which there is no















‘...oh, I have forgotten something at an earlier place [in the story] {I find},
a cat .’ (T/PK:060605ii)
Note also that in (781) and (787) the predicated activity is involuntary. This is
normally the case when a resultative marker occurs with an informant subject, as
the activity is noticed after the fact and was not consciously experienced while it
was occurring. See also §11.2.2.3.
9.2.5.3 Results (previous)
The resultative previous morpheme -rarua marks events that have been experienced
as resultative evidence before the time of utterance. This evidence is no longer
within the perceptual sphere of the discourse participants. The example shown in
(789) is in this regard the counterpart of the example shown in (786), reproduced
here in (788) for ease of comparison. Example (788) would be used when one was
actually in the road looking at the tyre-marks, whereas example (789) would be used
when one has left this part of the road and is reporting the situation to someone else







‘A car went by {I infer}.’ (CD VIII:3)











‘A car had come to the station and gone {I inferred}.’ (ED/VIII:3)











‘[He] had eaten a fruit there {I inferred}.’ (T/PK:201003ii)




‘[He] wasn’t there [at the house] {I inferred}.’ (CD/VIII:134)





























‘He looked, the door of the house had been opened {he saw} it is said.’
(T/PK:080605ii)
Note that as mentioned in §9.2.2.3 the use of the previous (rather than the cur-
rent) form of the resultative marker in (792) and (793) reflects time reference that is
oriented from the real-life discourse situation, rather than reflecting how the evid-
ence is experienced by the character designated as a perceiver at this point in the
story. The resultative evidence is current for the perceiver inside the story, but pre-
vious from the point of view of the storyteller and his/her audience.
9.2.6 Notional evidential markers
9.2.6.1 Introduction
Notional evidence morphemes mark events that are primarily experienced as mental
states (beliefs, suppositions, realisations) or as propositions that cannot be directly
traced to a specific original observer or experiencer. An event that is marked for
notional evidence is typically understood to be something that happened before the
time of utterance. The uses of the ‘current’ as opposed to the ‘previous’ notional
evidential markers are in some ways sufficiently distinct to argue for describing
them as two separate evidential categories, but I treat them as a single category. This
follows the practice of Giles (MSa), who terms this category ‘abstract evidence’.
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Notional evidential markers are semantically and functionally different (by de-
gree rather than categorically) from the evidential markers described in sections
9.2.3 - 9.2.5). This is because they function to indicate something about a speaker’s
epistemic treatment of a proposition (for example, as something that represents sur-
prising or unreliable information) as much as to indicate the speaker’s source of
information, particularly in the case of the current form -noi∼nei. The Duna no-
tional evidence markers can be used playfully to mark imagined events that are not
expected to be understood as serious or literal beliefs, and can produce effects of
irony or sarcasm. In many of the examples presented in this section, one can ar-
gue that the evidential marker is primarily used to communicate an attitude to a
proposition rather than describe a type of information source (cf. Mushin 2001).
The notional evidential markers underscore the fact that in Duna the semantic
domains of information source and information status do not consistently corres-
pond to distinct morphological categories. The functions of the notional forms sug-
gest the validity of construing the perception event that is entailed by evidential
markers as an experience of acquiring and or/synthesising knowledge, as well as of
observing external evidence.
9.2.6.2 Notional (current)
The regular notional current marker is -noi. This form also occurs on the a-base
of the semi-irregular verb ra- ‘sit’. Consonantal verbs take the marker -nei which
is added to the o-base. Wa-class verbs add -nei to the u-base or -noi to the i-base.
Partial wa-class verbs add -noi to the i-base or a-base.
The notional current evidential marks a proposition that the perceiver ‘figures
out’, synthesising information drawn from different times and sources as a novel
proposition. It is redolent of the ‘Assumed’ and ‘Reasoning’ cross-linguistic evid-
ential categories proposed by Aikhenvald (2004) and Willett (1988), respectively.
I suggest that in the case of this morpheme the perception event incorporates the
speaker’s own moment of realisation, as well as observation of external evidence.









‘They [the current government] sent the white people away {I realise}.’
(T/SN:101203i)






‘[You] didn’t see [me] {I realise}. (ED/VIII:168)
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Context: The speaker (A) had been to the market in company with a certain per-
son (B). The addressee (C) has just said that she saw B at the market, with the
implication that C thought A was not there.
The notional current evidential is strongly associated with the expression of
information that is new or unexpected (cf. De Lancey’s (2001:366-7) definition of
mirativity), particularly when used in combination with the specificity marker -na
(§10.2.4).24 Examples in which the import of ‘surprise!’ is very prominent are
shown in (796) - (798).
(796) na-nga-ya-noi-na.
NEG-go-NEG-NTN.C-SPEC
‘ [He] didn’t go {I realise}!’ (CD/VIII:134)










‘Oh Ekapi has gone, I didn’t know.’ (CC/VIII:70)








‘[She] understood Duna [lit. true talk]!’ (OH/VIII:161)
Context: A woman has just observed LSR correctly interpret and act on a command
given in Duna.
Example (799) shows a playful use of the notional current marker in describing
















‘That little one wanted to bite me and came open-mouthed {I believe}!’
(ED/V:7)
The notional current evidential is quite typically employed in nominalised pur-
pose clauses, as in examples (800) and (801). The relationship between this function
24It is not uncommon cross-linguistically for an evidential marker to have ‘surprise!’ meaning; see
for example Aikhenvald (2004), where the author discusses such meanings as ‘semantic extensions’
of evidential forms. There has been some debate in the literature as to whether mirativity is an
independent grammatical category or is necessarily dependent on evidentiality or mediativity (see
for example DeLancey 1997 2001; Lazard 1999; Dickinson 2000)).
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and the semantics of -noi as it occurs in main clauses is puzzling to me, and is an

























‘Because we do not carry [babies] in our arms, we carry them in netbags so



















‘The reason for this illness of mine too, the others know.’ (T/KP:120205i)
Context: The speaker has just related how she suffered from a mysterious illness,
the cause of which she traces to malevolent witches.
9.2.6.3 Notional (previous)
The regular form of the notional previous evidential marker is -norua, which also
occurs on the a-base of the semi-irregular verb ra- ‘sit’. The alternative form -narua
occurs on consonantal verbs (added to the o-base). In the majority of noted cases
the wa-class verbs take the alternative form -narua (added to the u-base), but the
regular form -norua (added to the i-base) is also attested in the data.
In terms of attested cross-linguistic evidential distinctions, the Duna previous
notional evidence category is most nearly matched with the ‘Reasoning’ and ‘Re-
ported: Folklore’ distinctions defined by Willett and the ‘Assumption’ and ‘Hearsay’
distinctions defined by Aikhenvald.
The notional previous marker has two main areas of use: in describing things
that were realised after the verb-denoted event and prior to the time of utterance
(that is, as a somewhat specialised ‘previous’ counterpart of the notional current
evidential); and as a marker in narratives that are not purported to come from a
direct source (that is, cannot be directly traced to a specific known person who
personally experienced or observed the events decribed). This latter function is not
clearly related to the notional current category, and is most similar to the cross-
linguistically relevant ‘Reported: Folklore’ and ‘Hearsay’ evidential categories as
described by Willett and Aikhenvald, respectively.
Example (802) illustrates the first of these two functions. The speaker is de-
scribing how as a young person he saw planes flying in formation in the sky, and
was frightened and confused. Later he learnt about World War II being fought in
25Example (800) is also unusual in that the verb wa- ‘do’ occurs in its a-base rather than its o-base
form. The significance of this is not known.
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I lived at this time.’ (T/SN:101203i)
Example (803b) illustrates the use of the notional previous evidential as a ‘hearsay’
marker. KK prefaces his narrative in (803a) by explaining that the story has reached
him through several layers of retelling, and then continues to mark final predications




















As they told me I will tell you, told to someone who told someone who









They went to go and cut firewood {I was told}. (T/KK:090305)
Example (804) is taken from a story (based on Jack and the Beanstalk) that was
classified by the teller as made-up fiction, suitable for telling children at bedtime.
26The use of the notional previous evidential in (802) is functionally very similar to the ‘past
deferred realization’ evidential of Athabaskan as described by de Reuse (2003). Interestingly, the
Athabaskan morpheme is used to mark both past deferred realization and non-eyewitness narratives,
showing a formal conflation of two functions that is very similar to that found in Duna.
27This is not to say that KK uses only this morpheme for final predications throughout the entire
narrative. As he continues with the story he frequently references the evidence viewpoint of one of
the main characters rather than that of himself.
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Example (805) is taken from a sensational rumour-story, of roughly the same status
































‘Now the grub came and fastened its mouth onto her breast and lay there {I
was told}.’(T/EH:101103)
Example (806) shows a line taken from a sung pikono performed by Pokole
Pora. This (female) performer quite typically uses a ‘narrative refrain’ that is com-
posed of the notional previous marker as a verbal inflection, followed by the verb







‘He didn’t stay there {I was told} it was said.’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)
In non-fictional narratives such as those that describe origin histories of people
and landscape features, speakers favour use of other final morphemes (for example,
the perfective -o, see §8.2.2.1) over the notional previous, although it can still be
used. For example, Kirsty Gillespie recorded James Kelambo telling a well-known
narrative describing the lives and deaths of the persons who caused Lake Kopiago
(in the heartland of Duna territory) to take its current form. James does not use
the notional previous in the earlier part of the text, where he describes events that
directly contributed to the formation of the lake. However in the two sentences
toward the end of the narrative in which he briefly describes the main character’s
travels and death in non-Duna areas, James uses the notional previous marker on















‘[He] reached Mt Kare, and stayed there and died there {I was told}.’
(T/JK:KG05V5.27)
28An urban myth is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as: “a sensational but apocryphal
story which through repetition in varying versions has acquired the status of folklore, esp. one lent
plausibility by its contemporary setting, or by the purported involvement of someone known to the
teller” (Simpson et al. 1989b).
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Although one of the major functions of the notional previous can be broadly
characterised as marking a ‘reported’ evidence category, it is only rarely used for
first-hand reports, that is, when the speaker is repeating information told to them
by someone who took part in or witnessed the original event. This kind of report is
more usually expressed periphrastically using the verb ruwa- ‘say’ (§10.5.2). How-
ever, the choice between these constructions is not solely governed by strict refer-
ence to the exact nature of the report as first-hand, second-hand, third-hand (etc.).
Rather, the use of the notional previous category reflects the fact that the speaker
regards the proposition as having a notional existence, for which hard evidence is
not readily available from a particular known person or otherwise easily observable.
Examples (808) and (809) show playful and sarcastic use of the notional pre-
vious marker. Example (808) reports a ‘realisation’ about the fact that some food







‘Napoli had eaten [it] and gone {I realised}!’ (LC/VIII:134)
KK and RA suggested that the sentence shown in (809) could be used reproach-
fully by KK’s brother if he had run into KK and RA after the pair had been out on
the town the previous day without asking him to join them. Use of the notional pre-
vious draws attention to the fact that the speaker was denied first-hand knowledge







‘Yeah so you two were around yesterday {I realised} (i.e., you could have
asked me along!).’ (CD/XIV:113)
9.2.7 Marking evidence as impersonal
As seen in the example sentences of sections §9.2.3 - §9.2.6, the perceiver of evid-
ence as encoded by evidential markers in statements is typically identified as the
speaker, or as a central character in a narrative. Each evidential category also has
a special form whereby the evidence is designated as ‘impersonal’ and generally
perceived (or perceivable) rather than specifically perceived by a particular person.
In most predicates marked as having impersonal evidence the speaker is understood
to share in this perception, but it is most appropriate to think of these markers as
29Cf. Wilkins’ (1986) discussion of the Mparntwe Arrernte particle/clitics -itanye and kwele, and
how these are used in making criticisms of someone’s behaviour. The Arrernte clitics have some
semantic and functional commonality with the Duna notional previous, in that they can mark a
situation as surprising (-itanye), or as a distant report (kwele), and can be used in pointing out and
disparaging someone’s failure to behave in a certain appropriate way.
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expressing the perception as simply having a non-specified agent. This shift is con-
ceptually akin to paraphrasing the entailed perception event as passive and potential
rather than active and actualised. There is no time distinction of current versus
previous within the impersonal evidential markers, as it is problematic to contrast
the time reference of evidence unless it is being perceived at a particular time by a
particular person.
The impersonal evidential forms are shown again in Table 9.3. Each form cor-
responds to one of the evidential markers of the same evidence category as described
in §9.2.3 - §9.2.6, the sequence rua in the personal form corresponding to nua in
the impersonal form.30 The impersonal evidence morphemes are added to the same
base forms of consonantal and wa-class verbs as described for the corresponding
personal forms described in the previous sections.
Table 9.3 Impersonal evidence morphemes
Evidence category Impersonal form Corresponding
personal form
Visual -nua STAT.VIS.P































‘Something stinks {it can be sensed}, block your nose.’ (ED/III:80)
Example (812) shows a short (constructed) exchange between two speakers con-
cerning the existence of casuarina trees in Australia, in which the stative visual im-
personal is used. This shows how an impersonal evidential can be used emphatically
30In each case the impersonal form corresponds to the personal marker for which it is reasonable
to assume that the evidence is still available at the time of utterance, even though the speaker may not
be sharing in a current perception of it. For example, in the visual category the form that corresponds
to the impersonal -nua is the STAT.VIS.P -rua, which assumes that the situation described by the
predicate is continuing even though the speaker has finished viewing it.
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concerning disputed information to assert that it is not only the speaker who can at-
test to the truth of this proposition. Impersonal evidence is less contestible, and
adds weight to the speaker’s statement. Example (813) shows the impersonal sens-
ory evidential being used in a similar hypothetical ‘dispute’ situation; KK thought
that the personal evidential -yarua would not be suitable in this context.
















‘You haven’t seen them {it can be thought}, they exist [there] {it can be
seen}.’ (CED/VIII:105)








‘No, the water is hot now {it can be felt}.’ (CD/XIV:7)
Context: Speaker A asks if water is hot and Speaker B replies no. Speaker C checks
for themselves (touching the water) and disagrees, saying that the water is hot.











‘Black-stemmed kuluna yara trees stood nearby {it can be inferred}.’
(P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
Context: Coming into the high country, the pikono hero sees a companion tree
species that indicates his altitude, and infers that yara trees must also be growing
nearby.
In extended narrative the use of impersonal evidence forms as in (814) can en-
courage the sense that listeners are included as potential perceivers of evidence. In
the case of the notional category, the impersonal form may cue the audience to treat
the predicate as something that is surprising or unexpected, as seen in (815), or to













[after the father had told her never to put the child down] ‘She put the son
down {it can be realised}, the little son. ’ (T/K:KG05V5.27)











‘Ah, this thing it was chocolate they gave me to eat {it can be realised}.’
(T/PK:241103)
The impersonal sensory evidential can be used in the description of bodily sen-
sations for which, logically, the speaker is the only actual perceiver. Further data are
needed to establish how the import of such sentences differs from exclusive sens-
ory experiences that are described using the personal evidential (see, for example,
(765)). From the available data, it seems that impersonal evidentials may be partic-










‘I am sleepy in my eyes {it can be sensed}’ (ED/III:60)
Examples (818) and (819) show relative clauses that are marked with imper-
sonal evidentials. In these examples the evidential is applied to a bare verb root in
the primary inflectional position, but shows a relationship to the epistemic demon-
strative function of some evidential markers (§6.2), as the evidential can be under-
stood to describe the way a thing (the relativised NP), rather than an activity (the

































‘The Duna language that is translated as the Bible {it can be seen}, it was
done in that way.’ (IV/HY-PK:150605i)
9.2.8 Summary of the evidential morphemes
Table 9.4 summarises the forms of evidential markers as they occur in an inflec-
tional capacity on final predicates in statements. See §10.5.4 concerning relation-
ships between the morphemes as suggested by shared segmental content, and the
significance of which base form of consonantal and wa-class verbs the evidential







Table 9.4 Evidential markers (primary inflectional function)
Evidence Gloss Regular Alternative Consonantal wa-class ra ‘sit’ Assumed time
form (RF) form (AF) of predicate
Visual PFV.VIS.P -tia utia c-base + AF i-base + RF o-base + RF past
STAT.VIS.P -rua a-base + RF - a-base + RF present
STAT.VIS.IMPL -nua a-base + RF - a-base + RF present
Sensory SNS.C -yarua a-base + RF i-base + RF a-base + RF present
PFV.SNS.P -yaritia as above as above as above past
IPFV.SNS.P -yatia as above as above as above past
SNS.IMPL -yanua as above as above as above present
Resultative RSLT.C -rei -ri o-base + AF i-base + RF o-base + RF past
RSLT.P -rarua o-base + RF as above as above past
RSLT.IMPL -ranua o-base + RF as above as above past
Notional NTN.C -noi -nei o-base + AF u-base + AF a-base + RF past
or i-base + RF
NTN.P -norua -narua as above as above as above past
NTN.IMPL -nonua -nanua as above as above as above past
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9.2.9 The perfective TAM marker revisited
As can be seen in Table 9.4, the majority of evidential markers are used as primary
inflections in declarative (or interrogative) sentences that describe past time events.
In this respect, they are in contrast with the perfective TAM inflection described
in §8.2.2.1. This raises the question of whether the perfective inflection, like the
morphemes to which it is opposed, itself encodes an information source value; is it
really just marking a temporal feature, or does it also say something in particular
about evidence?
Two additional information source types that are of particular relevance to this
issue are the ‘participatory’ (also termed ‘performative’) and ‘factual’, because
these are the kinds of evidence that the perfective might reasonably encode.31 Par-
ticipatory information source relates to situations in which the speaker is actively
involved in the event described, and knows of it as a participant.32 Factual inform-
ation source relates to “actions or states which have been observed enough by the
speaker for him to generalize them as true and [...] which are simply common
knowledge” (Oswalt 1986:36).
The construal of factual and participatory semantics as a distinct category or
categories within an evidential system is a feature of languages such as Kashaya
(Oswalt 1986) and Central Pomo (Mithun 1999) of the Pomo family, northern Cali-
fornia, and, closer to home, Oksapmin (Loughnane 2007; forthcoming) and Foe
(Rule 1977). In Central Pomo for example, one of a set of seven enclitics is nor-
mally added to an inflected verb to indicate information source. Categories distin-
guished in this evidential system include ‘general knowledge’ (factual) and ‘per-
sonal experience of one’s own action’ (participatory), as well as those that encode
more canonical information source types such as hearsay, inference, and auditory
evidence (Mithun 1999:181).
In Foe and Oksapmin evidentiality is an obligatory verbal inflectional category
in at least some areas of the grammar (for example, indicative past tense forms). By
this, I mean that the encoding of information source can be identified as a requisite
component in the grammatical system: in certain kinds of sentences, a speaker must
choose not whether, but which kind of, evidence is specified. In Foe and Oksapmin,
verbal inflections that make reference to features such as visual or other sensory ob-
servation are formally contrasted with an inflection that makes reference to factual
and participatory meaning; participatory/factual semantics are grammaticised as an
31Aikhenvald (2004) and Willett (1988) do not generally recognise participatory or factual mean-
ing as being relevant to evidential systems cross-linguistically.
32Compare Oswalt’s definition of the performative in Kashaya: “the speaker knows of what he
speaks because he is performing the action himself or has just performed it” (1986:34).
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evidential category.33
The kinds of evidential systems outlined above thus suggest a particular ques-
tion concerning the Duna perfective inflection, namely, whether it is a semantic-
ally complex form that specifies both time and information source, and represents
a participatory and/or factual evidential category.34 If it were, this would allow an
analysis that evidentiality is an obligatorily marked category within a certain area of
Duna grammar (declarative sentences that denote past time events). However, while
it seems very likely that the perfective inflection at least implies participatory/factual
semantics as a consequence of contrast with other possible primary inflections, at
this stage there is insufficient evidence to claim that it actively encodes information
source and is itself an evidential marker.
In languages in which participatory and/or factual evidential markers occur, they
are members of a closed set of mutually exclusive morphemes that have information
source as a primary meaning. That is, there are compelling categorical reasons, as
well as semantic and functional motivations, to treat the markers in question as
evidential.
This is not so in the Duna case, as there are clear indications that while the per-
fective inflection contrasts with each evidential marker, it is not part of the same
formal set. As has already been mentioned, the perfective inflection has much more
restricted distribution than evidential markers, as it only occurs as a primary in-
flection on verbal predicates, whereas evidentials can occur as ancillary markers
with verbs (§10.2.3), and most can mark nominal predicates (§10.3). The evidential
markers as identified in §9.2 comprise a mutually exclusive set of forms that cannot
co-occur; however, many of them are attested occurring in combination with the per-
fective inflection (§10.2.2.5). Verbs that are inflected as perfective are commonly
further marked with epistemic particles (§10.4), whereas verbs that are inflected
with evidential markers typically are not, and in some cases are barred from doing
so (§10.4.2). A further significant point concerns the application of the assertion
33In the Oksapmin case, as described by Loughnane (2007), the participatory/factual evidential
is zero-marked in some person/aspect categories, and is also the inflection that can be most widely
used in more complex morphological structures. For example, a preverbal particle that encodes
inference can be used with a verb that bears a participatory/factual inflection, in which case the
information source meaning of this inflection is bleached. Thus, the participatory/factual forms are
the functionally unmarked way of expressing past tense in the grammar. Nevertheless, as argued by
Loughnane (2007), in view of the paradigmatic formal opposition displayed and contexts in which
the independent inflection is appropriate, the most sensible interpretation is that verbal markers
comprise a distinct evidential category—the participatory/factual—in these languages.
34One alternative analysis would be to posit a ‘zero’ participatory/factual evidential marker. How-
ever this would not add anything to the present discussion, which is concerned with markers that can
occur as primary inflections. Such a morpheme would have to be defined as a marker that can only
occur in an ancillary capacity (Chapter 10), as it is not the case that a verb can occur as a final predic-
ate in (apparent) bare root form, inflected with the postulated ‘zero’ participatory/factual evidential
only.
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marker =nia (§11.1.2.1), which marks certain kinds of declarative sentences. This
form is not applied to verbal clauses following evidential markers, but is commonly
added following the perfective inflection.
Additionally, there are some problems with saying that the perfective TAM
inflection contrasts exclusively with evidential markers, because certain informa-
tion status markers are also available for use as primary inflections in describing
past time events (§9.3.3, §9.3.4.3). These morphemes are also (at least margin-
ally) present in the overall ‘past time’ group as contrastive forms (Table 8.2), and
this makes the proposal that the perfective inflection marks a specifically evidential
value less compelling.
We must therefore look mainly at contexts of use to examine whether the per-
fective inflection encodes participatory/factual semantics, and at the current time it
is not clear that this is the case. Further analysis and data are required to investigate
a) the presence and strength of a correlation between use of the perfective inflection
and participatory/factual meaning; and b) whether any such meanings can be con-
vincingly distinguished from those that might arise through a situation of ‘default’
use, where the perfective inflection is an unspecified form that implies epistemic
assessment values by dint of contrast only, rather than positive specification.35
In sum, I find that there is not a strong case for defining the perfective TAM
marker as a morpheme that actively encodes information source. However, because
most of the morphemes to which it is opposed specify particular kinds of non-
participatory information source, this inflection is likely to at least imply a speaker’s
involvement with the event that is so described, and/or their understanding of it as
35For example, it is possible to make a general observation that verbs in the textual data which
denote events in which the speaker was personally involved as an active participant (for example, in
clauses with a speaker subject) are usually inflected as perfective (and are not followed by further
markers of epistemic assessment). However, this could just as easily be a consequence of the fact
that evidential markers are rarely appropriate to speaker subjects in statements (§11.2.2), rather than
reflecting the fact that the perfective inflection is inherently participatory in meaning.
Similarly, while the perfective inflection is quite commonly used in those histories which can be
posited as representing as general ‘facts’ or common knowledge (for example, the narrative concern-
ing the origin of Lake Kopiago), there are also myriad examples in the textual data of the perfective
occurring as an independent inflection on sentences describing events that the speaker would not
claim to have been directly involved in, and would not claim to be general factual knowledge (for
example one-off ‘made up’ stories with imaginary characters). There are several competing conclu-
sions that could reasonably be drawn from such use. One is to say that the perfective inflection is
completely neutral in regard to epistemic assessment features and anybody can use it anytime about
anything, with no concomittant evidential or validational (etc.) effects. Another is to say that it does
specify a participatory/factual evidential value, but that this is construed from the point of view of
characters within the narrative, as other evidentials are. A further option is to say that the perfective
inflection, although not positively specified, typically implies factualness, participation, etc, but that
this can be construed within the larger frame of the narrative (cf. Lidz 2007). That is, it is not spe-
cifically encoding a personal viewpoint, but can be understood to be functionally unmarked in the
context of the story-world, rather than in the actual world. This latter interpretation seems the most
convincing to me.
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being a matter of general fact.36
9.3 Information status markers
9.3.1 Introduction
In this section I introduce a further group of bound forms, ‘information status mark-
ers’, that can occur in an inflectional capacity on final verbs in statements. The in-
formation status markers as applied to regular verbs are listed in Table 9.5. A sum-
mary of how these markers occur on consonantal and wa-class verbs is provided in
§9.2.8. Some of these forms can occur in combination with certain TAM markers
and/or evidential markers; see Chapter 10.
Table 9.5 Information status markers, as applicable to regular verbs
Label Gloss Form
Present events: Individual standpoint INDV -pa
Specific SPEC -na
Past events: shared standpoint SHRD -ra
Uncertain UNC -rape
Dramatic DRAMA -raka, -rakuru,
-rakunu
(related to) Expective EXPCT -nanoko
potential events: Potential observation POT.OBS -noko
Information status markers do not form a coherent formal category, but are
broadly similar in that they all provide temporal reference for the predicate in rela-
tion to the time of utterance, and provide indication of the informational status of
the proposition that is encoded in the utterance. Typically, information status mark-
ing reflects not only features of the speaker’s awareness of this information (for
example, as new or uncertain), but also (or alternatively) the speaker’s assessment
regarding the addressee’s awareness of or access to this information.37 Several of
the information status markers thus encode ‘multiple perspective’ (Evans 2005) as
they simultaneously make reference to the viewpoint of both speaker and addressee.
Information status markers are presented here largely according to the TAM-
like features that they ascribe to the predicated activity. Section 9.3.2 describes
36More conversational material is needed to explore these kinds of issues, as it is important to
gather more precise information on the range of application of apparently ‘default’ markers such as
the perfective (and other TAM inflections) in spontaneous speech, and on the frequency of use of
evidential and information status markers in contexts other than monologic narrative. Investigation
of what people consider to be honest or dishonest use of different verbal inflections will also be
revealing (cf. Aikhenvald 2004:98-9, 358-9), and assist in moving towards an overarching analysis.
37See also Molochieva (2006 2007) and Bickel (2007) concerning addressee-directed mirat-
ive/evidential constructions in Chechen, the use of which entails that “the speaker thinks that the
addressee must have definite, well-established knowledge of the situation” (Bickel 2007:3).
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those that are used in an inflectional capacity in the description of present events,
and §9.3.3 those that are used in the description of past events. The two markers ex-
emplified in §9.3.4 (the ‘provocative’ inflections) relate broadly to potential events.
These markers are formally somewhat distinct from the other information status
markers, and there are some indications that their status as final (as opposed to me-
dial) inflections is debatable. I have included them as information status markers on
a semantic basis.
The two groups of information status markers that relate to past and potential
time occur in what I term ‘assumptive’ sentences (so named because they express
an assumption concerning the addressee’s state of knowledge in regard to the pro-
position). Assumptive sentences show some different formal features to typical
declarative sentences, for example, the apparent inability to occur in combination
with the interrogative marker =pe. The relevant information status markers specify
the epistemic standpoint of the addressee in such a way as to make them largely
incompatible with typical question situations, which ascribe a position of epistemic
authority to the addressee party. This is discussed further in §11.1.5.
9.3.2 Present time events
9.3.2.1 Individual standpoint -pa
The bound form -pa (INDV)38 functions as a verbal inflection on predications that
represent activities that are ongoing at the time of speaking. It occurs in this capacity
on regular verbs only; the semi-finite imperfective inflection (§8.2.2.2) provides an
approximate functional equivalent for consonantal and wa-class verbs.
The available data39 suggest that use of this form relates to the encoding of a
knowledge and/or evidence differential between speaker and hearer.40 That is, it is
used in situations where the speaker thinks that the speaker and addressee do not
necessarily both have access to the information; the stated proposition is treated as
representing the speaker’s ‘individual’ knowledge. Typically the predicated activity
cannot be seen by the addressee (and may or may not be seen by the speaker).41
Examples (820) - (822) show -pa being used in situations where the predicate
38The individual standpoint marker and imperative TAM marker (§8.2.4.1) are segmentally the
same but contrast in pitch. For example, inflecting the verb kuru- ‘dance’ as imperative results in
a word with the sharp fall contour [h.m.l]. Marking the same verb with the individual standpoint
marker results in the level-fall contour [m.m.l].
39The form -pa hardly ever occurs as a verbal inflection in narrative text (see also §9.3.3.1), and
as such is very rare in the available ‘natural’ language data (§1.3.3.1). Further contrastive conversa-
tional data are required to more clearly delimit its meaning and function.
40The individual standpoint marker -pa is probably related in some wise to the interrogative form
pa- (§3.9). This demonstrative-like root relates to the indication of a ‘knowledge differential’, as it
identifies something the speaker does not know, and thinks the addressee does know.
41The Duna marker -pa thus shows functional similarities with the ‘unseen present’ inflectional
category described for Angal (Madden MS and Reithofer pers. comm.).
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activity was not in full view of the addressee. Sentence (820) was spoken to me
in describing the activity of someone whom I couldn’t see, as my line of sight
was blocked by the verandah posts and railing. Hearing someone making noises, I
‘looked a question’ at my companion (who did have a clear view) and she ‘replied’
using (820). Example (821b) shows the reply to a question I asked of somebody I
couldn’t see at the time. Example (822) shows a statement concerning something































‘[My] head is hurting.’ (OH/VIII:32)
The sentences shown in (823) illustrate a contrast between inflectional use of
the specificity marker -na (§9.3.2.2) and individual standpoint marker -pa. These
sentences were spoken to me in succession while I was sitting on the verandah
(under cover), and the speaker was passing by outside. Speaking sentence (823a),
the speaker pointed to where light rainfall could be seen sparkling in sunshine.
Speaking (823b), the speaker brushed the tiny drops of water alighting on her arms.
In the first instance, the speaker was pointing something out to me that I could
observe for myself. In the second instance, the speaker adds additional information














‘[It is] drizzling just a little bit.’ (brushing arms) (LC/VIII:32)
In (823), the differential use of -pa and -na shows a similarity to the contrast
expressed by certain ‘engagement markers’ in Andoke (Colombia) as described by
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Evans (2005), citing Landaburu (2007). Use of the individual standpoint marker
-pa is comparable to use of the Andoke engagement marker ke˜-, which “directs the
interlocutor to an experience that is hidden from them” (Landaburu 2007, Evans’
translation). The Andoke engagement marker b- contrasts with ke˜- and is com-
parable in function to the Duna marker -na, as it directs the interlocutor “to an
experience that is in principle tangible” (Landaburu 2007, Evans’ translation).
In making statements about present events -pa is a probably the functionally
unmarked inflection for regular verbs, as it is quite a neutral way to present a pro-
position in contrast to other options (for example, specificity marking or sensory
evidential marking, §9.2.4.2; see also §9.3.2.3). The information is offered without
making an assertive claim about evidence or noteworthiness. In elicited sentences
that described hypothetical present activities (as opposed to things that were actu-
ally happening at the time), speakers I worked with would commonly choose -pa as
a verbal inflection, as in (824) and (825).42 Example (826) shows -pa following the





















‘One boy isn’t coming.’ (Giles MSa:L5)
9.3.2.2 Specificity marking on final verbs
In this section I introduce a Duna structure which is arguably quite distinct from
final verb inflection, but is in a relationship of functional contrast with all of the in-
flectional operations described in this and the preceding chapter, and is thus highly
pertinent to a description of verbal morphology. This comprises the use of the
specificity marker -na (§6.3.2.1) on verbs in lieu of final verbal inflection in main
clauses. As noted in §6.3.2.1, Haspelmath (1997:38) defines an expression as spe-
cific where “the speaker presupposes the existence and unique identifiability of its
referents”. In this Duna construction, the referent of the expression that is formally
marked as specific is an existing and uniquely identifiable situation (rather than, for
example, a concrete object). I first present examples that illustrate this structure,
42This is particularly true of elicitation conducted early in my fieldwork, when I was focussing on
basic vocabulary collection without any accompanying ‘scenario’.
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and comment further on the status of -na as an ‘information status marker’ at the
close of this section.
The specificity marker -na can be added to a verb root and derive a finite final
predicate. It occurs in this way only on regular verbs; the equivalent construction
for consonantal and wa-class verbs (adding -na to the imperfective stem) is exem-
plified in §10.2.2.4. Such sentences are used in describing a present-time activity
that is happening in the immediate perceptual sphere of the speaker and is especially
noteworthy (for example it may be surprising, or be pertinent to the resolution of
a queried issue). Typically the activity that is described is dynamic. The utter-
ance is attention-drawing and emphatically assertive. Examples that illustrate these














‘I want to finish the netbag and am weaving [it].’ (ED/VIII:118)
Context: Response from somebody who is busy weaving to a suggestion that they















‘My hand wound, the wood touched it and it hurts.’(ED/V:3)
Context: Follows an exclamation of pain, as the speaker has just knocked her







‘The sweet potatoes are boiling.’ (ED/V:14)








‘I am spinning yarn!’ (ED/III:25)



































‘I explained to Nicole saying, I cannot eat the food, I am going down to the
house at T-School [I] said.’ (T/KP:120205i)
Context: Shortly after the (narrative internal) speaker and addressee have sat down
to eat food together, the speaker feels ill, and explains her abrupt departure to the
addressee.













‘No, there nearby, at the nearby place a ruku bird is surely calling.’
(P/KY:KG033(2).2)
Context: Young women argue about whether or not a gorgeous young stranger
(metaphorically signified as a bird) is present at a dance celebration they are trav-
elling to.
Giles (MSa:L4) says that when -na is used as the sole marking on a final verb,
this “draws attention to the immediate nature of the event, and the action is usu-
ally one taking place at a point of time and in view of the speaker”. I also found
that marking a final verb with -na carries a strong implication that the activity is
currently visible. In my experience Duna speakers will commonly translate final
clauses marked with -na as see-complements or similar, for example the constructed










‘(I see) Monica is weaving a bilum.’ (CD/III:25)
The association of na-marking with sight raises the issue of whether specificity
marking on final verbs should be construed as part of the visual evidential category
(§9.2.3).43 It is unproblematic to say that -na in some ways ‘fills a gap’ in the evid-
ential paradigm, which does not include a ‘current visual’ category morpheme (that
is, lacks a form that describes seeing as contemporaneous with utterance). How-
ever, it is important to recognise that -na does not treat the semantics of ‘sight’ in
the same way that visual evidential markers do. With evidential markers, there is
a strong implication that the subject argument is someone other than the informant
(see, for example, (1062)). A visual evidential implies observation rather than par-
ticipation. However, with na-marking there is no such implication, and this marker
occurs freely in declarative sentences with first person subjects; see examples (827)
and (830).
I turn now to an issue of analysis that I do not explore in detail in this thesis,
but which is significant to the development of a more comprehensive description
of the Duna language. In examples (827) - (833) I identify the form -na that is
added to an uninflected verb root as the specificity marker, that is, the same form
43One argument that can be brought against this is that being able to physically see the predicated
event is not an absolute prerequisite of the morpheme’s deployment, as shown by its use with the
predicate khou ‘pain’ in (828), for which there is no clear visual manifestation, or in (832) where
-na occuring on a ‘sound’ verb that represents a birdcall. However, this latter example at least is, if
anything, supportive of an evidential interpretation as it is redolent of the use of the perfective visual
evidential marker in indexing the witnessing of sonic events (see example (756) in §9.2.3.2).
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that is used to indicate that the referent of a nominal phrase is a specific (and typic-
ally definite) individual (§6.3.2.1). As is shown in the following chapter, -na SPEC
can also be added following an inflected final verb in a main clause, with similar
‘attention-drawing’ implications. There are also a number of complex constructions
in Duna in which the specificity marker -na is added to a verb (inflected or other-
wise). These include for example: relative clauses (see (682), (394)); background
reason/cause clauses (in which case the clause is overtly marked with either =nia,
-ka, or -ta, see (704), (574)); nominalised purpose clauses (often on verbs that are
marked with -noi, see (800)); complement clauses headed by the verb wa- ‘do’ (see
(345), (448)); and other reified propositions, where the activity described by the
clause is nominalised as a named situation (994) or process (30). In these cases the
verb to which -na is added can generally be regarded as heading an embedded, sub-
ordinate, and/or nominalised clause rather than an independent verbal clause. The
additional use of a SPEC-marked clause as an independent utterance seems to be an
example of ‘insubordination’ (Evans 2007).
It can be noted in examples (827) to (833) (and elsewhere) that I typically
treat definite-marked final verbs that are sentence-final as heads of ordinary verbal
clauses. However it follows that if -na is an NP marker, its use in final clauses could
be more appropriately described as a nominalisation construction that is function-
ally related to information status, rather than an example of a potentially inflectional
information status marker. A sentence such as (830) could be analysed as a ‘non-
embedded nominalization’ (Matisoff 1972) and rendered as ‘(It is the case that) I
am spinning yarn!’, or as a cleft construction, ‘It is I who am spinning yarn!’. A
comprehensive assessment of this issue demands a thorough description of com-
plex constructions, as well as an explicit account of information structure in Duna
conversation and extended discourse, areas that I do not embark upon in this thesis
owing to time and data constraints. As a practical measure, I treat -na SPEC as it
occurs in main clauses as a morpheme that is functionally equivalent to an informa-
tion status marker, as it can: derive a finite predicate, ascribe temporal value (present
time) to the clause in which it occurs, and convey an attitude (a judgement/assertion
of ‘noteworthiness’) to the information that is encoded in the utterance.44 I translate
final verbs that are marked with the specificity marker as if they are heads of main
verbal clauses unless there is uncontroversial indication that the clause is not inde-
44cf. Woodbury (1985): In examining ‘participle constructions’ in Yup’ik Eskimo that can occur
either as noun phrases or as independent clauses, Woodbury says that: “When participle construc-
tions function as clauses [...] the participle suffixes act as mood markers. Rather than convert the
verb base to which they attach into adjectival nouns, they become part of their inflection as verbs.
[...] In addition to looking like mood markers, participle suffixes have mood meaning. They signal
vividness and sometimes exclamatory force in main clauses, forming a paradigm set with the other
main clause moods” (1985:76).
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pendent but is part of a larger complex sentence structure; for example if the marked
clause bears a specific function in a matrix clause (cf. Bickel 1999:3), or is overtly
marked as a clause of purpose or reason (etc.). This is not entirely satisfactory, but
is adequate for my basic descriptive purposes.
It is of interest to note that the Duna use of the specificity marker on final
verbs in independent clauses shows some structural and functional similarity to
non-embedded nominalisations in several Tibeto-Burman language subgroups (for
example, Kiranti and Bodic), in which a morpheme that is used in nominalisa-
tion operations (and in some cases also functions as a singular definite article in
noun phrases) marks main clauses in attention-drawing, emphatic and/or ‘constat-
ive’ (“it’s a fact”) utterances.45 More generally, these ‘nominalisations’ are probably
examples of insubordination, the independent use of an apparently (or erstwhile)
subordinate structure (Evans 2007). Two functions of insubordination identified by
Evans that are of particular relevance to the Duna and Bodic examples are the ex-
pression of epistemic and evidential meanings, and the signalling of presupposed
material.
9.3.2.3 Overview of the expression of present time events
We have now looked at the full range of known Duna morphemes that can occur as
primary inflections on final verbs in the expression of (non-habitual) present time
events, first introduced in Table 8.3 and reproduced here as Table 9.6.46 The group
includes three TAM forms (one of which is applicable to wa-class and consonantal
verbs only), four visual and non-visual sensory evidential markers, the individual
standpoint information status marker -pa, and specificity marker -na (the last two
being applicable only to regular verbs). The morphemes are formally and semantic-
ally disparate, but also functionally contrastive, and can be though of as providing
a speaker with a finite set of choices in regard to the (maximally simple) expression
of a situation that holds at the time of utterance.
45For example, in detailing the functions of nominalising morphology in Bodic languages (a pos-
tulated genetic grouping within Tibeto-Burman), Noonan (2008) notes that: “when nominalizations
[i.e., constructions headed by nominalisations or forms morpholgically identical to them] appear as
main clauses, the typical effect is one of mirativity, i.e. the sense that the predication so expressed
is in some sense surprising, contrary to expectation, or in some way exasperating”. In discussing
Kiranti languages (Tibeto-Burman), Bickel (1999) argues that the use of nominalisation markers on
non-embedded clauses represents a focus construction. Such constructions may be used in Belhare,
for example: “to instantiate a controversial discourse variable” (for example, in an utterance that
emphatically rejects a suggestion or insinuation made by an interlocutor); in the instantiation of an
open variable (completive focus) where “a speaker claims her proposition to be the definite answer
to the question”; or to re-instantiate a variable in narrative in order to “ascertain that the audience is
fully aware of the proposition and does not doubt it any further” (Bickel 1999).
46The special present form of nga- ‘go’ (ngui) is not included in the array, as it is only applicable
to one verb. However, in relation to later discussion in this section, the fact that this inflection only
occurs in sentences with volitional informant subjects means there is a good argument to be made
that it encodes participatory semantics.
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Figure 9.1 shows one way that these forms can be arranged as a system of in-
flectional options, albeit one that draws its components from diverse sources (des-
ignations in parentheses are explained and discussed subsequently).
As a first choice, a verb that denotes a present-time event can be inflected with a
form that makes reference to unseen information source (a SNS category evidential
marker) or one that does not. If a SNS marker is selected, a further distinction
between personal and impersonal evidence (§9.2.2.2) is possible. Otherwise, further
selection is made between other TAM, evidential, and information status markers.
If the event described is a state, this can be expressed as something that was
visually witnessed prior to the time of utterance, in which case the choice between
personal and impersonal evidence is again brought into play. Otherwise, the stative
TAM marker can be used (§8.2.3.1). If the event is non-stative, it becomes import-
ant to identify the class of the verb that denotes this event. If the verb is regular, it
may be marked as representing individual knowledge (§9.3.2.1), or as expressing a
situation that is specific and noteworthy. Typically this is something that the speaker
thinks can or should be immediately observed by the interlocutor (§9.3.2.2). Altern-
atively, if the verb is a member of the consonantal or wa-class verbs, it is simply



















































































































Figure 9.1 Inflectional array: present time event
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In addressing the status of the ‘other’ designations within Figure 9.1, the pos-
sibility of treating information source as an obligatorily expressed domain in verbal
inflection becomes relevant, as discussed with respect to past time events in §9.2.9.
The choice between SNS markers and other forms can be expressed as a selec-
tion between two kinds of information source: that which is ‘firsthand’, compris-
ing visuo-perceptive, participatory, and factual information source; and that which
is ‘non-firsthand’, comprising non-visuo-perception, and being extended to certain
kinds of inference concerning ongoing events (as illustrated in (769) in §9.2.4.2).47
Under the ‘stative’ node the distinction can again be characterised as one that is
entirely to do with information source, ‘visual’ versus ‘participatory/factual’.
Under this reading, inflectional options that relate to present-time situations
comprise a functional paradigm within which evidentiality is an obligatory gram-
matical category: a speaker has a finite set of morphological options, all of which
encode information source. As for the perfective inflection, whether or not TAM
markers such as a the stative and imperfective inflections do indeed encode inform-
ation source is something of a moot point, and further data are needed to examine
this issue. There is some evidence to support the view that these forms are ‘pos-
itively’ evidential (for example, the fact that they can, like evidential markers, be
followed by -na SPEC, see §10.2) and some evidence against it (for example, the
fact that IPFV can occur in combination with evidential markers, and that the stative
inflection can be followed by epistemic particles).
Regardless of whether or not these forms are identified as necessarily evidential
morphemes, it can be seen that the parameter of information source (like that of
aspect as outlined in §8.2.3.7) has quite a profound effect concerning the possible
articulation of possible primary inflections as a system or group of subsystems, and
is a particularly important factor within the inflectional inventory.
9.3.3 Past time events
9.3.3.1 Recent past, shared standpoint
The bound form -ra (SHRD) occurs as a verbal inflection on predications that repres-
ent very recent activities, and indicates that the speaker assesses the proposition as
representing collective knowledge that is shared by both speaker and hearer.48 The
47This kind of firsthand/non-firsthand semantic split is not uncommon in evidential systems of the
world (see Aikhenvald 2004; Johansen and Utas 2000), and there is some indication that it is the
way the (relatively) nearby Angal system operates in the denotation of present time events (Madden
MS, Reithofer pers. comm.).
48As for the individual standpoint marker -pa (§9.3.2.1), -ra occurs very rarely as a final inflection
in monologic narrative text, and my analysis of this form is provisional. Looking on the bright side,
the low frequency of the ‘standpoint’ markers -pa and -ra in narrative data is itself interesting, as
it contrasts markedly with the distribution of most other verbal inflections. TAM inflections and
evidential markers are readily deployed in narrative to index features of the narrative-internal world,
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predicated activity is typically something that the speaker and hearer did and/or
witnessed in each other’s company, and/or something they have conversed about,
each having contributed to the other’s understanding of the event. This morpheme
is similar to the ‘referential’ marker in Pole (Engan Family), as described by Rule
(1977).
The shared standpoint marker -ra is added to the o-base of consonantal verbs
(including the semi-irregular verb ra- ‘sit’), the i-base of wa-class verbs, and the
i-base or a-base of partial wa-class verbs. Giles (MSa) describes -ra as the ‘perfect’
or ‘general perfect’ past tense.
Some examples of -ra are shown in (834) - (837). These illustrate that -ra
is commonly used in describing events that have just happened in the immediate
sphere of the speech situation. The predicated activity is something that the speaker
assumes has already been introduced into the ‘knowledge store’ (Vallduvı´ 1992) of
the speaker and hearer, either through the fact of it happening, or through reference
to it in conversation, or both. KK suggested that the sentence shown in (835) would
be suitable as a response if Person A had just thrown something over to Person B
and then asked them if they had caught it. In (836) ra occurs following the negative



















‘That man is deaf and didn’t hear.’ (Giles MSa:L27)
Example (837) is from a conversation in which the speaker and I were taking
turns looking through binoculars. The speaker was using the binoculars and I asked
her something about what she could see. She was surprised at my question, as I had





‘You just looked!’ (LC)
either through the adoption of a main character’s viewpoint, or within reported speech (that may
or may not be overtly marked as such). This difference in distribution suggests that as inflectional
forms the standpoint markers are very closely tied to the actual speech situation and the identities of
speaker and hearer, and that this reference is not readily transferable to the narrated world.
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The current data suggest that -ra is not generally used on final clauses in refer-
ence to events that happened anything more than a couple of days before the time of
utterance. Example (838) shows a sentence for which marking with -ra was judged

















When I was first here, [they] danced a mali at Hirandareke. (CED/VIII:95)
The question and answer pairs (839) and (840) illustrate that -ra is only suitable
if the predicated activity is to some extent already established as something that the
speaker and hearer know about. An answer to a fairly open question such as that
shown at (ko aki pope?) ‘what did you do?’ is likely to introduce an event that
the questioner does not know about, in which case it cannot be marked with -ra.
PK stated that a sentence such as (839b) would be unacceptable to answer (839a).
Example (839c), in which the verb is inflected as perfective, would be the suitable
response. However, PK suggested that (840b) would be a good response in the event
that Person A had previously asked Person B to plant some corn seeds, and seeing
them later in the day finds out from them whether they have in fact done so (see
§9.3.3.2 concerning the form -rape in this example).








‘What did you do this morning?’

















‘I planted seeds.’ (CED/VIII:134)























‘Yes, I planted your corn seeds.’ (ED/VIII:134)
49This example also shows -ra SHRD occurring as part of an adverbial clause marked by -ngi
‘TIME’ (§6.4.4.2). This morpheme attaches to nominal or demonstrative roots, and in this construc-
tion -ra is employed with demonstrative function. Note also that in this function the form is not
restricted to marking recent events.
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As we have seen in §6.2, -ra SHRD can also function as a demonstrative in
nominal and place phrases, in which case it is followed by an NP or PlP marker, and
used in denoting items that are known to the speaker and addressee(s) because they
have already been referred to in the discourse and/or experienced by both parties in
the real world.
Example (841) shows a use of -ra that is unusual in the textual data. Having
just voiced the words used by a character in a story in a directly reported speech
construction, the storyteller marks the complement-taking verb ruwa- ‘say’ with the
shared standpoint marker. In this case, the storyteller appears to treat the utterance
of the story character as something that is not only part of a world that is shared by
the story-internal interlocutors, but also that which is known to the audience through
























‘The woman spoke, a dog is barking {it can be heard}, are you the man
going to go and look? [she] said.’ (T/YS:270205)
9.3.3.2 Uncertainty marker
The uncertainty marker -rape (UNC) signifies that the factual status of a proposition
is not known by the speaker, and that he or she does not identify anyone else in
particular as having knowledge concerning it.50
The marker -rape typically occurs as an ancillary form, following an inflected
verb (Chapter 10). However, there are a few instances in the data where it appears
to have primary inflectional function and occurs on an otherwise uninflected verb
root, so I define it as an information status marker rather than an epistemic particle
(§10.4). When the uncertainty marker -rape occurs as a primary inflection, it marks
a speculation concerning a past event, indicating that the speaker thinks the pre-
dicated activity may have occurred prior to the time of speaking. The uncertainty
marker occurs on the o-base form of consonantal verbs and the i-base form of wa-
class verbs. Examples are shown in (842) - (844).
50I suggest that this marker is originally derived from a combination of -ra ‘SHRD’ with the
interrogative marker =pe (§11.1.3.2); the fact that a proposition is marked as both ‘collectively
known’ and questioned means in effect that ‘nobody knows’. However, -rape is a fossilised rather
productively formed sequence, as neither of the posited components follow the distributional patterns
of the currently productive forms; e.g., the interrogative marker =pe does not precede evidential
markers in ancillary constructions, whereas -rape does (see Chapter 10).








































‘Perhaps [you] left [it] in the house...?’ (LC/VIII:104)
Context: LSR realises she does not have her umbrella with her.
A sentence marked with -rape can function as a polite question, a hint that fur-
ther information is desired from the addressee. See, for example, (840) in §9.3.3.1.
9.3.3.3 Dramatic markers
The morphemes -raka and -rakunu/-rakuru (‘DRAMA’) are added to final verb pre-
dicates that describe past events and indicate that this event was (or is) surprising,
impressive, or contrary to expectations. I do not know what contrasts the three dif-
ferent forms express. The dramatic markers are added to the o-base of consonantal
verbs and, according to the very limited data available, to the i-base of wa-class
verbs and the a-base of partial members of the wa-class group. There is no evid-
ence that the dramatic markers can occur as ancillary markers; in my data they are
only used as inflectional forms. Further data and analysis are required to better un-
derstand the meanings of the dramatic markers and the range of structures they may
occur in.
An example of -raka is shown in (845), taken from a story in which two women
are busy eating and are unaware that two men are approaching until they are sud-
denly upon them. The final verb kundu- refers to a loud noise. It is noticeable that

















‘[The two women] dug out the pig and were eating it, when the pair [of
men] arrived up there with a crash!’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
In (846), pikono hero Yeripi Pake sneaks up on a cannibal who is busy trying to
light a fire, and flings him over a cliff.









‘[The cannibal] fell onto those rocks below!’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
In discussion of the conversational use of the form -raka, Petros Kilapa sug-
gested an additional theme of marking a situation in which something unusual that
had been speculated about is incontrovertibly confirmed. For example, PK sugges-
ted the sentence shown in (847) might be used by someone who had heard about
the way kangaroos jump and then actually seen it for the first time. Using -raka






‘Wow, the kangaroo really jumped!’ (CED/VIII:144)
Example (848) shows an overheard sentence concerning a man’s death by drown-
ing. This news had circulated as a rumour earlier in the day, and the speaker had









‘The man really died!’ (OH/VIII:127)
In the case of -rakur(/n)u, some Duna speakers have explicitly said that it is
used to make a story sound better and more exciting. In the textual data this form
rarely occurs in texts from younger speakers.51 Some more examples of -raka and
rakur/nu are shown in text excerpts (849) and (850). These describe points of high
drama in stories, situations where the true nature of a wicked protagonist is suddenly
revealed to a main sympathetic character. In (849), a cannibal woman had pretended
to be dead in order to lure a man to his death; now she rises from her grave. In the
story from which (850) is taken, a cannibal tricks and traps men by pretending to be
a little boy who needs help reaching grubs inside a split piece of wood; at the vital























She tried to find a way out in order to get up!’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
51In sixteen noted examples in the textual data, only one of these is from a younger speaker, and
fourteen of them are from speakers (thought to be) over 50 years old.











‘As [the man] put his hand into the split in the wood he saw [the little



















He saw him let go, and [the man’s] hand was stuck in here, it was stuck
fast!’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
9.3.4 Potential events (‘provocative’ inflections)
9.3.4.1 Introduction
The ‘expective’ (§9.3.4.2) and ‘potential observation’ (§9.3.4.3) markers occur with
inflectional function only. These forms are rare in the textual data; I first became
aware of their existence from Giles (MSa).52 I collectively term these inflections the
‘provocative’ markers because they are used when the speaker wishes to provoke the
addressee’s attention towards the predicated activity in a particular way.
The expective and potential observation inflections both allude to potential events.
In the case of the expective inflection, a clause that is so marked describes a potential
event that the speaker thinks the addressee should think about before taking a course
of action. In the case of the potential observation inflection, the potential event is
not the activity denoted by the verb itself, but the addressee’s potential witnessing
of this activity. I find it illuminating to think of these forms as being to do with a
kind of event modality (§8.2.1) that is oriented toward the addressee’s awareness of
the predicate event. The speaker expresses a modal attitude towards the addressee’s
knowledge store, indicating that the addressee either should know or could have
seen something, thus showing some commonality with impersonal evidentials.53 In
using these markers the speaker urges the addressee to take epistemic responsibility
for the predicated activity by either recognising it as a pertinent piece of informa-
tion that should inform their actions (expective), or considering the evidence of the
predicated activity that could be available to them (potential observation).54
52Giles (MSa) terms the forms I label expective and potential observation as ‘general experience’
and ‘past known to speaker’, respectively. The latter term is transparent. She defines the use of the
‘general experience’ forms as being used “when a statement is based on the speaker’s knowledge
from his general experience of what has or will happen in a certain situation” (MSa:37).
53Molochieva’s (2006) Chechen data, as presented in Bickel (2007), intimates that the special
addressee-directed construction evidential/mirative in this language has overtones of a (deontic)
modal attitude to the addressee’s knowledge, and expresses the speaker’s opinion that the addressee
‘must know’ or ‘must have noticed’ the predicated event.
54A possibility remains that the provocative inflections evoke an impersonal viewpoint, rather
than specifically targeting epistemic features in regard to the addressee. That is, they may be more
appropriately paraphrased as something like ‘it could have been seen’ rather than ‘you could have
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The provocative inflections are commonly associated with two kinds of speech
acts, giving directives and eliciting information (see also §11.1). A verb inflected
as expective or potential observation rarely occurs utterance-finally in my data, as
in most cases the provocative clause is immediately followed by an instruction or
question for the addressee. These markers have somewhat intermediate status as
final verb inflections, and could alternatively be interpreted as a medial inflections.
Under either analysis it is necessary to make some additional stipulations concern-
ing their uses.55
9.3.4.2 Expective marker
The expective inflection marks events that the speaker thinks likely to happen or
likely to have happened. It additionally implies something of a warning or reproach
to the addressee, as it marks a situation that the speaker thinks the addressee should
already have paid attention to or considered. A warning implication (‘look out,
this bad thing could happen’ ) is particularly common, so that the expective usually
functions similarly to an ‘admonitive’ (for example, in Maidu Shipley 1964), or ‘ap-
prehensive’ (for example, in Australian languages.). However, the implication that
the marked clause represents a specifically negative consequence is not a necessary
feature (see (853) and (854)).
With regular verbs, the marker -nanoko is added to the root. For consonantal
verbs, the form -nako is added to the a-base, and for wa-class verbs -nako is added
to the a-base form, or -nanako to the u-base.56
Clauses that are marked with the expective inflection are commonly accom-
panied by an instruction, as in (851) - (854). The speaker immediately supplies


















‘The dog could bite you, leave it.’ (CED/XIV:32)
Context: The addressee is teasing a dog.
seen’. Further data are needed to explore this issue, for example concerning the acceptability of
second person subject with these forms.
55It is significant that the provocative markers end in the sequence ko; the form -ko occurs as a
productive marker of subordination, following a final inflection (see, for example, (1012)). However,
in the case of the expective and potential observation markers it is not helpful to say that ko is
occurring as a marker of subordination, as it is not possible to coherently identify the sequences to
which it is added as productive inflectional forms.
56Further data are needed to establish whether the two possibilities for wa-class verbs are con-
trastive. Giles’ data include only the a-base + nako option.
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The expective marker appears to be particularly suitable for when the speaker
is additionally somewhat frustrated with or surprised at the addressee for missing
some information that is obvious and/or highly pertinent to a current situation. This
is illustrated by examples (853) and (854). KK and RA were quite specific about
the situations that these utterances were appropriate to. They suggested that (853)
was suitable if I was running around looking for my pen and repeatedly asking
them where it was and if they had it, rather than asking another obvious person (my
partner Chris) if he had it. They agreed that (854) would be used if KK and RA had
asked me to fetch something they wanted from another person’s room, but I had


















‘The door could be unlocked, go and see.’ (CED/XIV:32)
Example (855) is taken from a sung pikono narrative. The female spirit Kundaleme
has led the hero Kaloma Koli to the border of the land of the dead, promising him
that he will be able to see his dead boon companion, Sayanda Sayape. Now that they
are there Kaloma Koli is miserable and reproachful – he can see his companion but
cannot talk to him, why has Kundaleme led him here pointlessly to exacerbate his
grief? Kaloma Koli has forgotten that he has been given a magical gift, a net-bag
containing a bamboo flute; with this flute he will be able to communicate with Say-
anda Sayape. Kundaleme reminds him that he does have way to achieve what he















‘[Someone] could have given a patterned flute to you, well did they give it
to you, or not?’ (P/KY:KG05)
Two more examples of the expective marker are shown in (856) and (857).











‘They’ll fight you over there, why are you going?’ (Giles MSa:29)










‘I’m going to Khuyepi to see Angawai.’
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‘Look, it’s midday, Angawai will be gone.’ (Giles MSa:37)
9.3.4.3 Potential observation
The potential observation marker is used as a verbal inflection in describing events
that the speaker is sure (or fairly sure) have happened, and thinks the addressee
could have seen. With regular verbs the form -noko is added to the root. For con-
sonantal verbs the form -noako is added to the o-base, and for wa-class verbs -naoko
is added to the u-base.
Two examples of the potential observation evidential are shown in (858) and
(859). These exchanges are structured around a hypothetical scenario in which
Speaker B has been to the market. The point at issue is Speaker A’s take on this
event. The context surrounding (858) is that Speaker A has asked B if they went
to the market, and B has said they did, in company with another person (Manari).
Speaker A find this surprising, as she saw Manari but did not see Speaker B. Speaker
B asserts that nevertheless they were there in plain view:



















‘No, I went.’ (CED/VIII:171)
In (859), Speaker B has been prevaricating somewhat about her marketing activ-
ities. Speaker A asserts that she saw Speaker B go. Speaker B concedes that, yes,
she went, it’s quite possible that Speaker A saw her.















‘Yes, I went.’ (CED/VIII:171)
Example (860) is a comment made to me by Kipu Piero on a day that PK had
visited the house, but we had not all three been together at any time. In discussing
this example later with PK, he explained this utterance as, ‘Kipu saw me, and she
is asking you, did you see me too or not?’. He further elaborated that an appropri-
ate response to Kipu’s utterance in this case would have been the perfective visual
previous form of the verb ‘come’, as shown in (861), that is, confirming that I had
indeed seen Petros that day.








‘(Yes that’s right,) [he] came {I saw}.’ (suggested by PK as a response to
860, VIII:161)
The implicit question (did you see?) of the potential observation marker can be
made explicit with a direct question, as in (862). Visual experience of the addressee
can also be obliquely invoked through a subsequent question that is marked with
a visual evidential, as in (863). (See §11.2.2.1 concerning the ‘viewpoint shift’ of







‘The school burned, did you see?’ (CED/VIII:134)
Context: The speaker knows the addressee would have walked past the school











‘The Tumbudu bridge broke, is it there [i.e., fixed] now?’ (CED/VIII:168)
Context: Speaker meets the addressee on the road, addressee travelling away from
the Tumbudu.
The potential observation marker sounds odd as an answer to a question in un-
marked circumstances (864), because it effectively points out that the questioner is
being a bit dense: they themselves had perfectly good access to the information at
issue, so they shouldn’t have to ask about it (865).










‘Did Petros clear the garden or not?’
b. Spr B: yama-o=nia.
clear-PFV=ASSERT
‘He cleared the garden.’
c. Spr B: ? yama-noko
clear-POT.OBS
(Presumably: As you could have seen (idiot!), he cleared the garden)
(CD/VIII:171)
(865) a. Spr A: nei-ku=pe.
eat-EXHAUST=Q
‘Have [you] eaten all [the food]?!’
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b. Spr B: nei-ku-noko.
eat-EXHAUST-POT.OBS
‘[I] ate it all.’ (i.e., as you could have very well seen, so don’t cut up
rough about it!) (CD/VIII:134)
Context: Spr A and Spr B are conversing together over a plate of food, and Spr
A is so carried away talking that he doesn’t pay attention to the food until it is
all gone.
9.3.5 Summary of the information status markers
Table 9.7 summarises the forms of information status markers as they occur as
primary inflections on final predicates.
Table 9.7 Information status markers (primary inflectional function)
Gloss Regular Consonantal wa-class ra- ‘be/sit’ Time
INDV -pa – – o-base + RF present
SPEC -na – – o-base + RF
SHRD -ra o-base + RF i-base + RF o-base + RF past
UNC -rape o-base + RF i-base + RF o-base + RF
DRAMA -raka o-base + RF i-base + RF (unattested)
-rakuru
-rakunu
EXPCT -nanako a-base + -nako a-base + -nako a-base + RF potential
u-base + RF
POT.OBS -noko o-base + -naoko u-base + -naoko a-base + RF past
Chapter 10
Ancillary final predicate morphology
10.1 Introduction
In this chapter I look at some further Duna structures that play a part in the expres-
sion of epistemic assessment. A major part of the chapter concerns ancillary (rather
than primary inflectional) use of evidential and information status markers, that is,
the use of these forms following a verb that is already inflected, or a non-verbal
predicate, as first outlined in Figure 8.1 in §8.1.1.1.
As primary inflections (Chapter 9), the information status and evidential mark-
ers indicate temporal features of the predicated activity (as well as features of epi-
stemic assessment), and are integrated into a system of obligatory verbal morpho-
logy that includes tense, aspect, and event modality inflections (Chapter 8). As
ancillary forms, these markers do not directly ascribe temporal features to the pre-
dicate activity, but simply provide further information concerning the informant’s
assessment of a proposition as evidenced, uncertain, etc. For example, in a non-
verbal clause that describes a relationship of equation, the nominal predicate can
be followed by an evidential, explaining how the speaker discerns (or discerned)
this relationship. In an ancillary construction, the predicate event and the epistemic
assessment of it are formally treated as separate. This is distinct from primary in-
flectional use, in which such assessment is formally inseparable from propositional
content.
The difference between a primary inflectional form and an ancillary marker on
a verbal predicate is illustrated by (866) and (867). In the first example, the sensory
current evidential -yarua attaches directly to an unmarked verb root, contrasting
with the TAM markers described in Chapter 8. In (867), the evidential follows a
verb that is independently marked as perfective; the evidential has ancillary rather
than primary inflectional function, and takes scope over a past time proposition.
Sentence (868) further shows an example of -yarua occurring as an ancillary marker
in a non-verbal clause, headed by the adjective kete ‘small’.
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‘The spirit has come {I feel}.’ (OH/VIII:23)
Context: Whilst at a mourning house, the speaker expresses his feeling that the







‘The eggs are small {I feel}.’ (CED/VIII:79)
Section 10.2 describes three kinds of ancillary constructions that occur with
verbal predicates. These include structures in which the ancillary morpheme still
contributes to a limited extent to the status of a verb as an acceptable finite pre-
dicating form (§10.2.2), as well as those in which it is entirely optional (§10.2.3,
§10.2.4). Section 10.3 treats the occurrence of information status and evidential
forms as ancillary markers in non-verbal clauses. In §10.4 I introduce some further
bound forms (epistemic particles) that relate to epistemic assessment but only oc-
cur as ancillary markers and never as primary inflections. In §10.5, I discuss some
complex constructions that are relevant to the broader theme of this chapter (that is,
non-inflectional indication of epistemic assessment), and in §10.5.4 I comment on
the forms of the Duna evidential markers, as illuminated by the structures described
in §10.2 - §10.5.
10.2 Verbal predicates
10.2.1 Introduction
I describe a construction where an evidential or information status marker is used
as an ancillary form on a verbal predicate as a complex final inflection (§10.2.2),
extra evidence (§10.2.3), or extra specificity (§10.2.4). A complex final inflection is
one in which the verb is marked with one of the semi-finite inflections as described
in §8.2.2 (that is, intentive, desiderative, imperfective, or perfective) and then fur-
ther marked with an information status or evidential marker. An extra evidence
construction is one in which a verb is inflected as finite (for example, with a finite
declarative TAM marker, §8.2.3), and then further marked with an evidential. An
extra specificity construction is one in which a verb is inflected as finite, and further
marked with the specificity marker -na. There is some evidence that the inform-
ation status marker -rape ‘UNC’, marking uncertainty, can also occur as an extra
form (§10.2.3.4), but only one example of this kind is attested.
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I have not exhaustively tested the acceptability of all combinations of potential
primary inflectional and ancillary bound forms. Thus, in this section I present ex-
amples of complex inflections, extra evidence, and extra specificity constructions
that are attested in the recorded data (including some constructions that are attested
only in Giles’ (MSa) material), but assume that these do not include all possible
constructions.
Combinations of verbal markers that are attested in the current data are shown
in Table 10.1. The marker in the lefthand column occurs first, and the marker
named in the top row second; for example, an indicator in the box in the ‘INT’ row
and the ‘INDV’ column means that the combination -nda-pa ‘INT-INDV’ is attested
(§10.2.2.2). The letters signify what kind of structure the particular combination is
classified as, that is, a complex final inflection (CF), an extra evidence construction







Table 10.1 Attested combinations of verbal markers
INDV UNC PFV.VIS.P STAT.VIS.P SNS.C PFV.SNS.P SNS.IMPL RSLT.C RSLT.P NTN.C NTN.P SPEC
INT -nda CF CF CF CF CF CF CF CF
DES -no CF CF CF
IPFV CF CF CF CF CF





INDV -pa CF CF
SHRD -ra ES
UNC -rape EE EE EE EE
PFV.VIS.P -tia ES
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There are a few points that can be made about the combinations that are so far
attested. Firstly, non-declarative TAM markers do not occur in combination with
ancillary markers. Other notable absences from the table are the promissive TAM
marker -wei (§8.2.3.5), the ‘SHRD’ (§9.3.3.1) and ‘DRAMA’ (§9.3.3.3) forms, and
the provocative markers (§9.3.4). There is no evidence that these forms can be
employed in the kinds of complex constructions described in this chapter.
Semi-finite inflections (in the top section of the table) generally show an abil-
ity to combine with at least three different ancillary forms. Finite TAM inflections
rarely occur with further ancillary markers, but are more usually the last bound
form applied to a predicate (excepting application of the assertion and interrogative
markers, §11.1). Evidentials can generally be followed by one form only, the spe-
cificity marker -na. The specificity marker itself is not followed by ancillary forms,
and neither are impersonal evidentials.
Within the evidential markers, the non-visual sensory (SNS) and notional (NTN)
categories appear to have the broadest application as ancillary forms. Out of the four
impersonal evidentials (§9.2.7), only the sensory category form -yanua (SNS.IMPL)
is attested occurring in an ancillary capacity. The specificity marker -na has the
widest distribution of the lot, being attested in combination with three out of four
semi-finite inflections, the stative TAM inflection, and all (personal) evidential mark-
ers. Any structure involving the specificity marker (whether a complex final inflec-
tion or extra specificity construction) can be regarded as insubordinate, as outlined
in §9.3.2.2.
10.2.2 Examples of complex final inflection
10.2.2.1 Introduction
This section describes complex final inflections, in which a semi-finite verb form1
is followed by a bound information status or evidential form. Typically the semi-
finite inflection has a slightly different (and broader) meaning and function than
when it occurs as a terminal final inflection, that is, as the only inflectional marking
on a final verb. For example, when the intentive inflection -nda is a terminal final
inflection, it typically makes claims about the intention of an informant with respect
to a potential future event (§8.2.2.3, §11.2.3). When it is followed by an ancillary
marker, it can refer more generally to future time, or to the intention of someone
other than the informant. However, as is exemplified in §10.2.2.2, future time is not
necessarily defined with respect to the time of utterance, but may be oriented toward
1In the case of complex final inflections that include an imperfective verb form, the definition
of ‘semi-finite inflection’ must be extended to include regular and wa-class verbs that are inflected
with the information status marker -pa; as only consonantal verbs have true semi-finite imperfective
stems, the inflection -pa is employed as a functional equivalent.
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the time of perception (cf. the discussion of the Matses ‘double tense’ system in
§9.2.2.3). Information status forms also show a shift in (implicational) meaning, as
when they occur as terminal final inflections they supply an absolute time value for
the predicated event (§9.3), but when they occur as ancillary markers they do not.
As a general rule, complex inflections fill gaps in the inflectional system with
respect to certain combinations of time, event modality and epistemic assessment
features. For example, as a primary inflection, the information status marker -rape
is used to express an assessment of uncertainty concerning an event that may have
happened in the past. However, there is no single morpheme that expresses an
assessment of uncertainty concerning an event that may happen in the future.2 A
complex inflection can be constructed to combine these features using the intentive
inflection -nda (‘future time’), followed by -rape (‘uncertain’) as an ancillary form.
Attested complex inflections and an approximation of their meanings (in statements,
unless otherwise indicated) are summarised in Table 10.2.
Table 10.2 Attested examples of complex inflectional combinations
P. infl. + Anc. marks the predicated event as:
INT + SPEC imminent and highly pertinent/noteworthy
+ INDV something that might happen soon (the speaker would like it to)
+ UNC something that might happen, it’s hard to be certain
+ VIS (?)an event the speaker thinks will occur on the basis of visual evid-
ence; an event concerning which the speaker has visually observed
signs of the subject’s intention
+ SNS something that the speaker infers, senses, thinks, will happen; an
event concerning which the speaker has sensorily observed signs of
the subject’s intention
+ NTN something the speaker realises is intended (and feels surprised about)
DES + INDV something the speaker (?idly) wants to do
+ SNS something the speaker feels compelled to do
IPFV + SPEC ongoing and highly pertinent/noteworthy
+ NTN a habitual situation that the speaker has not directly observed, but
realises to be the case (e.g., by extrapolating from physical evidence)
+ VIS an ongoing dynamic event that the speaker has witnessed ‘mid-
stream’; used in questions where the speaker thinks the addressee
could have access to visual evidence
+ RSLT used in questions where the speaker thinks the addressee could have
access to resultative evidence
PFV + VIS a past situation that the speaker has observed evidence of
+ SNS a completed event that the speaker now non-visually senses to be the
case
+ SPEC completed and highly pertinent/noteworthy
2Note that the expective marker -nako (§9.3.4.2) comes close to this, but additionally implies that
the addressee has ‘missed something’, so is not always apposite.
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Within the structures that I term complex final inflections, there is something
of a continuum between combinations of morphemes that appear to operate more
as unitary inflectional forms, and those that remain more semantically analytic. In
the first case, the meaning of the combined morphemes is quite specific, and cannot
be accurately predicted from its individual parts. In the second case, the construc-
tion is transparent, with a meaning that is productively ‘built’ from its components;
compare for example the ‘IPFV+NTN’ construction (§10.2.2.4), which is more more
unitary, with the ‘PFV+VIS.P’ construction (§10.2.2.5), which is more analytic.
10.2.2.2 Intentive stem
The intentive inflection -nda was introduced in §8.2.2.3. As a terminal final in-
flection, this form entails certain restrictions of use that concern the identity and
volition of the subject. It is generally only appropriate to verbal predicates that
have a volitional informant subject, as illustrated in (869). (See §11.2.3 for further




















(Nicole will tell me she is coming here) (CD/VIII:184)
The intentive morpheme -nda also commonly occurs in complex final inflec-
tions, in which case restrictions concerning subject identity and volition do not ap-
ply. The intentive inflection can be used in combination with the specificity marker
-na, the individual standpoint marker -pa, the uncertainty marker -rape, or a form
drawn from the visual, sensory, or notional evidential markers.
Certain immediate future -nda-na A combination of the intentive inflection -nda
and the specificity marker -na (-nda-na, INT-SPEC) is used to describe events that
the speaker considers certain and imminent. Giles (MSa) terms this construction
the ‘definite immediate future’. Examples are shown in (870) - (872) (see also
(882), following). As when the specificity marker occurs in the primary inflectional
position (§9.3.2.2), its use in combination with the intentive marker typically carries
a ‘pay attention!’ import.





























‘Kipu, I will not say anything to/about you.’ (T/HS:080305iii)
Context: The speaker is in the process of recording a message for her children (of





















‘Justin bring my peeler without catching your breath, I am about to peel
sweet potato.’ (ED/VIII:161)
KK judged that -nda-na was not suitable for events planned for the following
day as this is not immediate enough (873); nor for the final verb of a conditional














‘If I see Nicole, I’ll tell her.’ (CD/XIV:32)
The form -nda-na typically occurs with volitional informant subjects (as in
(870) - (872)), reflecting the usual distributional pattern of the intentive inflection
in final clauses (§11.2.3). However, -nda-na is also used with non-informant and/or
non-volitional subjects where the speaker is sure that the event will happen soon
and wishes to stress this. For example, KK and KP suggested that (875) would be
used as a response to a child that has been pestering her mother about when her





‘[He] is coming today!’ (CED/TandI)
Examples (876) and (877) describe an involuntary activity, mis-stepping and
falling (the second with a non-speaker subject). The -nda-na construction stresses
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the immediacy and urgency of the subsequent directive sentence. KK and RA































































‘You’re about to fall, give me your hand!’ (CD/XIV:101)
In example (878) use of -na emphasises that the fact of Kenny’s going is taken











‘Kenny will go, will you go, or stay?’ (ED/XIV:103)
Possible near future -nda-pa The complex inflection -nda-pa, composed of the in-
tentive inflection and the individual standpoint marker -pa is used for events in the
near future that the speaker identifies as being possible. The speaker suggests that
from his or her point of view the predicate activity could happen soon, but he or
she does not commit to it as a planned event. A suitable way to translate this con-
struction into English is with the modal verb forms ‘might’ or ‘could’. Examples
are shown in (879) - (881), with additional context indicated under the translation







‘I might cook some sweet potato.’ (OH/VIII:32)
Context: The speaker gets up from a conversation and people start to go about their
own tasks.





‘You could sleep.’ (LC/XIV:108)







‘[She] might go with Kenny.’ (CD/XIV:101)
RA judged this sentence was possible as an answer to the question ‘Who will go
with Nicole?’ but added that it was “more like a guess”.
As examples (879) - (881) illustrate, -nda-pa is not strongly assertive. A further
illustration of this is shown in (882). RA judged that in a situation where someone
is starting to eat something, and somebody else rudely tells him/her not to, it would
make sense to rebut this prohibition using the intentive inflection with assertion
marking (§11.1.2.1), or with the complex inflection -nda-na (see previous), but that


















(I will eat!) (CD/XIV:21)
The nda-pa combination is appropriate for making indirect requests and ‘sound-
ing out’ whether something is permissible. For example, PK suggested that the sen-
tence shown in (883) would be suitable for a speaker wishing to borrow a certain
music cassette from a friend. Example (884) is drawn fom Giles’ (MSa:L16) data





‘I could hear [it]...?’(CD/VIII:23)
Context: The addressee is showing the speaker a cassette tape that the speaker
wants to borrow.











‘I’m going to eat the sweet potato that’s here. (Is that alright by you?)’
(Giles MSa:L16)
Examples (883) and (884) illustrate that using -nda-pa works as a hint; unlike a
directive form such as the imperative, it does not signify an attempt to assert control
(nor does it expose the speaker to the potential embarrassment of issuing a command
that is not obeyed). Unlike the bare intentive inflection -nda, -nda-pa does not
directly index the speaker’s desire or intention. If the speaker and addressee do
indeed have different ‘plans’ concerning whether or not the predicate event should
or will take place, -nda-pa protects both parties from an overtly confrontational
exchange.
Uncertain future, -nda-rape The intentive inflection can be followed by the uncer-
tainty marker -rape, as in (885) - (887). These utterances are speculations concern-
ing an uncertain future event. Example (885) has the same structure as an alternative
interrogative (§11.1.3.4). The sentence shown in (887) is further marked with the

























‘I may meet money [lit. ‘stone’] somewhere, or I may not meet it, ah, that I























[When the men have gone away to war...] ‘...the women live with fear. What







‘[It’s] raining, perhaps he won’t come {I opine}.’ (LC/VIII:32)
See also (924) and (925) in §10.2.3.2.
Intentive inflection + evidential Visual, sensory, and notional category evidentials
can occur in combination with the intentive inflection. These constructions describe
situations in which a speaker has observed evidence that an event will take place,
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and allow for expressions of inference and surprise (the information is new or un-
expected) concerning unrealised events.
Examples (888) and (889) show the current sensory evidential -yarua following
a verb that is inflected as intentive. In (888), the speaker describes an event that she
thinks will take place (‘the plane will land’), based on the sound and flight path of
the plane. In (889), the speaker describes an event that she would like to take place.
The context for this example (the speaker indicates that she wants me to play back











‘I will hear it {I feel}...’ [i.e., please play it for me.] (LC/VIII:70)
In (890) and (891) the intentive inflection is followed by the previous sensory
evidential form -yaritia. In these examples it can be seen that the indication of
‘future time’ supplied by -nda is oriented from the point of perception rather than
the time of utterance. For example, I questioned KK as to whether the sentence
shown in (891) gave any indication as to whether the rat had indeed made a nest,
or was still in the process of making a nest, or would be making one later, or what.
KK was emphatic that there was no way of knowing from (891) what sort of state
the rat’s nest was currently in; nest-building was an unrealised activity at the time















‘As [the duck] jumped up, his wings flapped noisily and [the ogre] would
hear {he thought} it is said.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Context: A duck is trying to retrieve a stolen object from a sleeping ogre, but







‘The rat was planning to build a nest {I heard}.’ (CD/VIII:168)
Context: In the night the speaker had heard a rat rustling and scuffling at a particular
spot in the roof, gnawing things up, etc.
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Example (892) shows the intentive inflection followed by the notional current
evidential -noi. KK suggested that example (892) would be used when the speaker
has just arrived in Kopiago in the plane from Mt Hagen (that is, would not have
heard any local gossip yet), and sees that Kenny is preparing to kill and steambake
pigs (for example, rocks are heating in the fire, people are milling around, other
foodstuffs such as greens have been gathered). I suspect that a speaker would be
particularly keen to exploit the mirative function of -noi in such a situation to con-
vey that it is a complete accident he or she just happened to turn up when pork is
available - people should not think that he or she knew about the steambake and







‘Kenny is going to kill a pig {I realise}’ (What a suprise!) (CD/XV:55)
In (893) and (894) the completive visual evidential form follows the intentive
inflection. Unfortunately, the context is obscure in the case of these two examples,
so although the combination is possible, it is hard to say exactly what it means; pre-
sumably the speaker has observed signs of intention in somebody else, or otherwise
seen something that leads them to posit that an event will occur. This construction














‘[S/he] wasn’t going to look {I saw}.’ (OH/VIII:161)
There are also some examples in the data of the impersonal sensory evidential
form yanua (§9.2.7) following verbs that are inflected as intentive, as in (895) and
(896) (see also (902) in the following section). ‘Sensory’ is the only evidential















‘My boy will kill paku pigs eh {it can be thought}?’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).4)
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10.2.2.3 Desiderative stem
As a terminal final inflection, the desiderative inflection -no functions as a deferred
(or polite) directive marker (§8.2.2.4). The desiderative inflection also occurs as part
of a complex inflection in combination with -pa and sensory evidential markers. In
these instances the desiderative makes reference to a desire or sense of necessity
experienced by the informant concerning their own actions.
-no + pa Examples (897) - (899) show the desiderative inflection in combination
with the ‘individual standpoint’ marker -pa. This construction is rare in my data,




















‘I want to see the plane.’ (Giles MSa:L8)
-no + sensory evidential Examples (900) - (903) show -no in combination with
the sensory current evidential and sensory impersonal evidential. Typically this































‘This poison is breaking me {it can be felt}, I must go down {it can be felt},
it will kill me {it can be felt}.’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
3I have the impression that -no-pa is used more for expressing ‘idle’ desires than strong state-
ments of need or intent, but this needs to be tested.







‘I need to urinate.’ (OH/VII:23)
10.2.2.4 Imperfective stem
Consonantal and wa-class verbs that are inflected as imperfective (§8.2.2.2) can be
further marked with the specificity marker -na, and with notional evidential mark-
ers. There is also some evidence that imperfective verbs can be followed by visual
and resultative category evidentials, although this is rare. Regular verbs do not have
an imperfective form, but can be marked with the individual standpoint marker -pa
as a functional equivalent to the imperfective inflection, and further marked with
notional evidentials only.
IPFV + SPEC Examples (904) and (905) show -na following consonantal verbs
that are inflected as imperfective. The IPFV+SPEC complex inflection provides an
equivalent for consonantal and wa-class verbs to the use of the specificity marker
on regular verbs in describing noteworthy present time events (§9.3.2.2). The spe-
cificity marking is quite emphatic, stressing the relevance of an event and cueing an













‘A wasp is bringing a grub.’ (LC/VIII:14)







PK’s suggestion of context regarding this constructed sentence was: “I want to go
but the other person keeps talking to me and I say, okay, I’m leaving now!”
As for inflectional use of the specificity marker, Duna speakers I worked with
typically stressed the importance of visual perception when discussing the appro-
priate use of -na as an ancillary form. For example, PK paraphrased the constructed







‘A man is coming.’ (CD/VIII:23)
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Examples (907) and (908a) are taken from stories. Using specificity marking






















‘Hey, that high pandanus I will just take it, he thinks, and the man’s quickly




























The nine brothers, each one hadn’t come [i.e., not one had returned],
now what road could this [nine] possibly have gone by?’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
IPFV + NTN evidential Notional evidentials (§9.2.6) occur following a verb that is
inflected as imperfective, either through stem alternation or the individual stand-
point marker -pa (INDV), which provides a functional alternative to the conson-
antal imperfective stem form, and provides temporal rather than information status
meaning in this construction.5 The IPFV+NTN construction is typically used in de-
scribing an activity that is inferred to occur habitually (first noted by Giles MSa).6
This allows for expression of (semantically) inferential evidence beyond the narrow
confines of the results category evidential markers (§9.2.5), which are only used in
reference to perfective events.
An example of IPFV +NTN is shown in (909). The (hypothetical) situation is that
the speaker has just observed a bird caught in a spider’s web. The speaker advances
a hypothesis that this happens regularly.
4Note also that in (908a) the speaker moves seamlessly from being outside the character as a third
person narrator to being inside the character’s head, voicing his thoughts; another way of drawing a
listener into the story-world.
5The wa-class verbs are attested in this construction both in their imperfective stem form, and
with -pa added (preceding -noi). I do not know what contrast (if any) this alternation encodes; it
may be indicative of a general trend of regularisation for wa-class verbs.
6In his analysis of Foe, Rule (1977:74) describes two morphemes that are semantically and func-
tionally similar to the Duna ‘inference of habitual activity’ complex inflection, but he analyses these
as referring to ‘future tense’ rather than ‘habitual aspect’. This is also a plausible interpretation of
the Duna construction, as inferring that something ‘always happens’ strongly suggests an inference
that it will happen. However, in the Duna case a habitual interpretation seems more in keeping with
the available examples.















‘When the birds come flying here, this spider catches them {I realise}.’
(ED/XIV:3)
Example (910) is taken from a text describing the speaker’s childhood hanging
around the fringes of a restricted bachelor cult area and secretly observing their
ritual activities. He has heard a particular ka˜o spell-song (see Haley 2002:149-50;
Gillespie 2007b:40-2) that he does not know the purpose or meaning of. One time
he sees/hears that this ka˜o is sung when the initiates don their decorated headbands;









‘Aha, that one places the headband {I realise}.’ (T/SN:220205)
Examples (911) and (912) show the previous (rather than current) notional evid-
ential markers following imperfective verb forms. In (911), a character in a story
observes two mysterious men entering a hole in a rock at nightfall, and concludes















‘Those two men sleep in a house like that {he realised}.’ (T/TK:050305i)
In (912), two characters in a pikono narrative are approaching the land of the
dead. They observe untidy heaps of leaf litter from where bush turkeys have begun
to make egg-incubators, but then abandoned them. This image communicates the



























[...] amburali birds would try to build nests but would give up dis-
heartened {they realised}.’7 (P/KY:KG05V3(2).3)
7Kenny Kendoli’s commentary on this (translated from Tok Pisin) was as follows: “The two of
them see that it seems that amburali birds have cleared places for nests there, they want to clear a
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IPFV + visual or results evidential There are a few examples in the textual data of
the visual completive evidential -tia being used in combination with an imperfective







‘A boy is travelling there {we have seen}.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
It seems sensible to interpret (913) as an example of an ancillary (complex in-
flection) construction, indicating that an imperfective event has been visually ob-
served, prior to the time of utterance. The event is non-stative (and so cannot be
appropriately described using the visual evidential -rua as an inflectional form).
Although this structure is attested in the textual data, I found that some speakers did
not find it readily interpretable in declarative constructed sentences, so it does not
appear to be highly productive.
One situation in which it appears more ‘natural’ to use IPFV + -tia is in yes-
no interrogatives (§11.1.3.3), as in (914). As is discussed in §11.2.2.2, the use of
evidential markers as final inflections in yes-no interrogatives is quite unusual; such
a construction effectively questions the addressee’s perception as much as the event
itself. This can imply doubt about the addressee’s veracity and the reliability of
his or her evidence, so that the interrogative functions as a challenging utterance;
see, for example, (1061). Using an evidential as an ancillary form in a yes-no
interrogative avoids this to some extent as it separates the event from the evidence.
The semi-finite imperfective verb identifies the queried event,8 and the ancillary









‘The cannibal truly came {you saw}?’(P/AM:NH0312B)
Results evidentials may similarly occur in combination with consonantal imper-
fective stems in yes-no interrogatives, as in (916). KK suggested that this sentence
place but they have found it difficult. They don’t see the actual birds, they see the nests half done.
The two characters themselves see this, and the pikono teller reveals their thoughts.” In the final
sentence, Kenny is commenting on the fact that in narratives evidential categories commonly reflect
the viewpoint of major characters in the story, rather than the narrator.
8A problematic fact for this analysis is that the inflected verb is imperfective, rather than perfect-
ive. For example, it seems that it would make more sense in (914) to use the perfective stem of the
verb, ho ‘come.PFV’, as the event that is being queried is (theoretically) completed, not ongoing. I
suggest that the suppletive visual forms of the consonantal verbs are originally derived from ho+tia
(etc.) and that it is no longer possible to ‘undo’ this morphological operation; in order to create a
contrast with the inflectional evidential the imperfective form must be used.
9In Foe, evidential markers have distinct forms according to whether they are declarative or
interrogative (Rule 1977).
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would be used when speaker and addressee are out searching for a runaway pig,
and the addressee is ahead on the path looking carefully at the ground. KK further




‘It has gone by {you infer}?’(CD/XIV:8)
10.2.2.5 Perfective stem
Perfective verb forms can be marked with the visual evidential marker -rua, sensory
evidential -yarua, and specificity marker -na.11 Generally, complex inflections that
involve a perfective stem are semantically analytic, with meanings that are com-
pletely predictable given the usual meanings of the individual forms.
IPFV + VIS or SNS evidential The stative visual previous form -rua can occur as an
ancillary following a verb that is inflected as perfective, as in (917) - (919). In this
complex inflection (PFV+STAT.VIS.P), the verb is independently specified as per-
fective with respect to ‘now’, and -rua is added to give extra information about how
the speaker knows that this event took place; they have seen something that suggests
it.12 The domains of the ‘PFV + rua’ construction and the inflectional ‘results (pre-
vious)’ evidential marker -rarua (§9.2.5) thus overlap to a considerable extent, as in
both cases a bound final form indicates that an event has been ‘indirectly’ observed
prior to the time of utterance. Typically -rarua will be used in situations where there
the observed material comprises clear results of a recent event; for example, fresh
animal droppings, a dead fire that is still warm. The ‘PFV + rua’ construction can
10However in constructed sentences such as (915a) in which I added a results evidential to a
regular verb inflected with -pa ‘INDV’ (that is, parallel to the use of INDV+NTN on regular verbs
to express the same meaning as IPFV+NTN on consonantal verbs), KK was doubtful that this made
good sense, and suggested that the ‘straightforward’ inflectional use of -rei as shown in (915b) would
be better.












‘They steambaked your pig {you infer}?’ (CD/XIV:7)
11Note that, with respect to consonantal verbs, the perfective stem is in some sense incorporated
as a component of what I classify as primary inflectional use of evidential and information status
markers.
12This structure is paralleled in the Bogaia evidential system, which allows for the addition of a
visual evidential form to a verb that is inflected as past (Seeland 2007a). See also Loughnane and
San Roque (forthcoming).
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be used where the evidence is more insubstantial or degraded. For example, KK
judged that the constructed sentence shown in (917) would be used if the fire had







‘The fire had gone out {I saw}.’ (CD/VIII:86)
When occurring in the primary inflectional position the visual previous eviden-
tial determines aspectual features of the predicate event, and only occurs with verbs
that have an inherently stative meaning. However, when it occurs in a mediating
capacity -rua does not ascribe aspect to the predicate and can follow verbs that are













‘[I] was coming to the house, Metai had gone to gather chestnuts {I saw}.’
(T/HS:141103)
Although it does not directly index the predicated situation as stative, the PFV+rua
combinations provides an analytical way to describe past states that were visually



















‘The ones that exist in the forest, they are like that {I saw}, they existed in
three sizes {I saw}.’ (T/HS:080305ii)
Context: Speaker describes how brush turkey eggs of distant forest places come in
three sizes, based on one occasion when she received eggs as a gift from a Hewa
man.
Example (919) adds to a picture of how certain complex final inflections provide
analytic ways of expressing relationships of aspect and information source that
are not accounted for by a single evidential marker. Visual category evidentials
have quite particular temporal specifications: the visual evidential -rua is used as a
primary inflection in reference to states that are assumed to be ongoing at the time
of utterance, and the visual evidential -tia occurs as a primary inflection in reference
to perfective (completive) events. There is no single visual evidential that can occur
as a primary inflection to encode prior witnessing of a state that belongs to past
13This contrast supports a hypothesis that -rarua is derived from an erstwhile ancillary construc-
tion made up of the information status marker -ra SHRD (§9.3.3.1) and the evidential -rua, because
-ra is typically used for events in the very recent past.
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time, or imperfective (progressive) events. Different strategies appear to be used to
fill these gaps, as represented in Table 10.3.
Table 10.3 Expression of previously witnessed events




We saw in (779) in the previous chapter that speakers may fill the ‘past time pro-
gressive’ area for visually observed events by using the non-visual sensory marker
-yatia; although the information source type is not a match, the aspect specification
is. Two complex final inflections can be brought into play to fill in two other areas.
The visual evidential tia can be used as an ancillary marker on an imperfective stem
in describing a progressive event that was previously witnessed and is assumed to
be still progressing, exemplified in (913). The visual evidential rua can be used
following a perfective stem in the denotation of a past time state, exemplified in
(919).
Examples (920) - (922) show -yarua following a verb that is inflected as perfect-
ive. In these examples the sensory evidential indicates the speaker currently feels





‘The spirit has come {I feel}.’ (OH/VIII:23)
Context: Whilst at a mourning house, the speaker expresses his feeling that the







‘It was at the men’s house that [you] spoke/sang {I think}.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05)
Context: The speaker and addressee are discussing the addressee’s earliest experi-





‘You have heard [this story] {I think}.’ (CD/XIV:121)
Context: Someone is in the middle of telling a story, and the addressee makes a
comment about something that happens at the end of the story, showing they have
heard it before.
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PFV + SPEC Final perfective verbs can also be followed by the specificity marker
SPEC, with the usual connotations of emphasis, pertinence, and noteworthiness.
While this construction is attested in the textual data it is not common, and was
























these ones now all of them have disappeared.’ (T/HS:080305ia)
10.2.3 Examples of extra evidence
10.2.3.1 Introduction
Section 10.2.2 has described structures in which a form that can be identified as
either an information status marker or evidential marker occurs in combination with
one of the four semi-finite verbal inflections. Although unusual, some evidentials
are also attested following verbal markers other than the semi-finite inflections, in
which case I refer to them as marking ‘extra evidence’ (rather than being part of a
complex inflection). This section exemplifes how evidential markers can be used
following the uncertainty marker -rape to describe the evidence a speaker has for
thinking the predicate event may or may have occurred (§10.2.3.2), and how sens-
ory and notional evidentials appear to have some extended application following a
limited number of finite declarative TAM markers.
10.2.3.2 Extra evidence following -rape ‘UNC’
Verbal predicates that are marked as ‘uncertain’ with -rape ‘UNC’ can be further
marked for extra evidence as in (924) and (925). The speaker speculates that some-
thing might happen or may have happened, and specifies the kind of evidence that









‘Alan may go to America {I saw}.’ (CD/)







‘The world will maybe end {I feel}!’ (LC/V:49)
Context: The speaker has just heard reports of a woman in another village giving
birth to a snake, and interprets this as a portent of the apocalypse.
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Examples (926) and (927) show results evidentials following a verb that is in-
flected with -rape. In (926) the speaker and her (distant) addressee have heard
a commotion and people calling messages in the distance, and the speaker infers
that someone may have died (as long-range message-calling is the way news of a
death is typically broadcast); note that in this instance the resultative evidence that
is observed is auditory in nature (see also (1011)). In (927) a character in a pikono

































The cannibals had maybe killed and carried him off {I inferred} she
said.’ (P/AM:NH03T12A)
10.2.3.3 Extended uses of sensory and notional evidentials
Current sensory and notional evidentials are the only evidentials attested following
finite declarative TAM markers (§8.2.3).14 Such combinations are extremely rare in
the recorded data.
The current notional evidential -noi is attested following the abilitative inflection































‘Aha, Duna men butcher pig in that way.’ (CED/XIII:64)
Context: The speaker is watching some Duna men butcher a pig for the first time.
14It is significant that both the current sensory and current notional forms can be used in reference
to mental processes such as thinking, realising, believing, etc. I suggest that this feature allows for
extended use of these evidential markers in structures that are somewhat analogous to those that
employ the ‘opinion’ marker =pi (§10.4.2).
15This latter construction denotes a similar situation to the IPFV+NTN construction described in
§10.2.2.4), in that a habitual activity is being ‘realised’. However I have too few recorded examples
of the HAB+-noi form to be able to identify a consistent contrast between these two constructions.
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I found one example in the textual data of -yarua following the prophetic in-
flection -na, shown in (931). This example is taken from a text that includes a de-
scription of pre-contact time, and recounts a prophecy that was made in this period
concerning a future kind of being that would arrive among the Duna. In (931), the
prophet is questioned by his audience. The audience treat the prophet as receiving
his knowledge through the sensory evidential category (see §11.2.2.1 concerning











‘Hey, how will that one move around {you sense}? [people] asked.’
(T/SN:220205)
10.2.3.4 Comment on -rape as an ‘extra’ form
While evidentials can occur as ancillary forms following the uncertainty marker
(§10.2.3.2), the reverse order is not generally sensible. KK rejected the constructed




[It] was standing {I saw} perhaps. (CD)
However, there is one example in my data, shown in (933), in which -rape fol-
lows a visual evidential. This utterance is derogatory and sarcastic. The ‘addressee’
(not actually present at the time) is a woman who had promised to bring some
chicken eggs to the house. She did not do so, and later said (not in my hearing) that,
based on some visual evidence, she thought the chicken had been eaten by a dog.
The speaker of the utterance shown in (933) did not believe this excuse, but thought
the woman had changed her mind and was slighting the household. The speaker
places -rape after the evidential -rua to indicate that the evidence for this supposed
event is itself in question.
16Note also that the use of the prophetic inflection in questions generally signifies ‘diffusion’ of
information access, suggesting that the addressee does not necessarily know more about the ques-
tioned proposition than the speaker does; see §11.2.3.3. However, by further marking the prophetic
inflection with the sensory evidential, which does locate a particular informant, the questioners in
(931) manage to employ the most apposite future-time verbal inflection (that is, the prophetic inflec-
tion), whilst still maintaining the prophet’s ‘privileged access’ to knowledge of future events.

















‘The dog ate the chicken {you saw} apparently, well your behaviour is just
great.’ (OH/V:85)17
Example (933) indicates that -rape has some facility to supply ‘extra’ epistemic
information following a finite verb form in the same way that evidentials can, sug-
gesting that markers of epistemic assessment can in general be ‘stacked’ in any
logically tenable order. The context surrounding (933), the apparent ungrammatic-
ality of (932), and the general rarity of this structure in the data suggests that this
particular construction is pragmatically highly marked and is used to cast doubt
on another’s veracity, rather than for the speaker to express doubt about their own
experience. However, this hypothesis requires further investigation.
10.2.4 Specificity marking on finite verbs
10.2.4.1 Introduction
The specificity marker -na can be added following verbs that are inflected as stative
(§10.2.4.2) or following a (personal) evidential marker (§10.2.4.3) . There is some
evidence that -na can also be added following the standpoint information status
markers -pa and -ra (§10.2.4.4). The specificity marker highlights the proposition
and/or the evidence that is available for it as certain, pertinent and noteworthy, ex-
emplifying the typical emphatic and attention grabbing functions it has when oc-
curring on independent verbal clauses in general (§9.3.2.2, §10.2.2).
10.2.4.2 Stative inflection and -na
Examples of the specificity marker following verbs that are inflected as stative are
shown in (934) - (936). The specificity marker stresses the immediacy, verifiability,


































‘I didn’t have the school fees, so I left [school] and returned [to Kopiago].
So now here I am.’ (T/PK:020104)
17The speaker’s Tok Pisin rendering of this sentence (at my request) was: ‘O tru a, dok kaikaim
kakuruk bilong yu a, pasin bilong yu em i gutpela tru.’, that is, ‘Oh, true is it, a dog ate your chicken
did it, your behaviour is really good’.

















‘One aya rili kimbu [para tree] stands there, you look!’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
To make the contrast of SPEC-marking clearer, consider example (937). This
example shows a clause headed by a STAT-marked verb that expresses existence
only (without further indicating location), and is not marked with -na. The propos-
ition represents a sustained and uncontroversial truth and is not of special relevance
to the here-and-now of the speech situation. The person whose existence is being
affirmed is not present, and the addressee is not being told to specifically direct their

















‘My father Kelambo, he died. My mother, Kingapi, she lives.’
(T/JK:KG05V5.27)
As outlined in §9.3.2.2, there is a strong connection between the specificity
marker and sight. However, examples (938) and (939) further illustrate that vis-
ibility of the denoted state is not a requirement of extra specificity marking. In










‘There is just one [packet of] washing powder left.’ (LC/V:7)
Context: Kipu has just checked the storeroom see how much washing powder there



















‘You have brought something in the house here, what is here?’ (T/YS:270205)
Context: The speaker is sure from his daughter’s suspicious behaviour and other
signs that she has snuck an alien body into the house.
10.2.4.3 Evidential markers and -na
Predicates that are marked with evidential markers, excepting the impersonal forms,
can also be followed by -na.
Examples (940) - (946) show -na following evidential markers in situations of
emphatic assertion. In text excerpt (940) -na follows the visual evidential -tia. In
(941) -na follows the stative visual previous on a nominal predicate (§10.3).

























‘In the morning I came, you waited in ambush, you struck me, struck as



























‘It was that very Lucy {they saw}.’ (T/MK:070605vi)
Context: Some children have seen a mysterious figure at a grave, which on closer
inspection turns out to be the ghost of the grave’s owner, Lucy.18

























‘Now what’s going on, I’m poking the stick in [the magic pool] but abso-












‘I want to eat possum {I feel}, I’m going hunting.’ (ED/VIII:70)
Examples (944) - (946) show -na following results and notional category evid-
entials. As also illustrated in §9.2.6.2, the combination of the notional current evid-
ential marker -noi and the specificity marker typically indicates that the proposition
represents new and unexpected information.
18This story was told by a child approximately six years old, illustrating that the use of evidentials
to reflect the viewpoint of main protagonists within a narrative is something that is attempted from
a young age. This example is also unusual in that the specificity marker occurs twice: once in
the (nominal predicating) NP Lusi-na, and once as an ancillary marker. While there is nothing
problematic about this per se, I have not noted any other examples of this precise structure in adult
speech in the textual data (although comparable constructed examples were judged acceptable).












‘Earlier I said not to pull the taro out, it is pulled out {I infer}! he thought...’
(T/JK:KG05V5.27)
Context: While away from his home, Konopia sees the approach of a disastrous















‘Young man you’ve come {I realise}! she cried, and this one grasped his
chin...’ (T/YS:KG05V7.22)
Context: A shape-shifting cannibal, disguised as a helpless old woman, acts de-





















‘The Ukarumpa people customarily gather well to hear God’s teaching.’
(report given in a letter to folk at Kelabo from Ukarumpa.) (Giles MSa:L37)
The pikono performer Kiale Yokona uses -na with great frequency following
evidential markers in his pikono narrative. Some examples from this text are shown
in (947) and (948a). Audience members may also employ -na following evidentials
in their responses to Kiale’s performance, as shown in (948b). This marking pre-
sumably supports engagement with the narrated world as something that is vividly













‘A little boy with bright red hair was sitting there.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).1)
























‘Below, the waters of Hini, Yiane, Hiti, Yote, Yanepa cascaded down
through the trees {he saw}, ah!’








‘[whistle] Mbokolia waterfall cascading through the trees {I imagine}!’
(P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
10.2.4.4 Epistemic standpoint markers and -na
There is some evidence that the information status marker -ra (§9.3.3.1) can also be
followed by the specificity marker, as shown in (949) (a constructed example). PK
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indicated that this was a quite emphatic utterance, suggesting that it would be used
in asserting a disputed proposition. However, examples of this sequence are rare in
the data, and I feel that further examples are needed to confirm that it is currently






















‘Yes, I have called him.’ (Giles MSa:L37)
Giles (MSa) indicates that the individual standpoint marker -pa INDV can also
be followed by the specificity marker. However, she provides no examples of this
construction and it is not attested in my data, so further investigation is needed to
determine whether it is currently viable.19
10.3 Non-verbal predicates
As outlined in §10.1, some information status and evidential markers can mark non-
verbal clauses, for example those that are headed by a noun or time-stable adjective
(§4.1.1). This is an ancillary use of the forms, because they are not functioning as
part of the obligatory verbal inflectional system.
Examples (951) and (952) show the uncertainty marker -rape following non-
verbal predicates. This marker indicates that the factual status of the proposition is
uncertain; it does not contribute any past time meaning (as it does when occurring









‘Melo [a child] is a baby perhaps and is crying.’ (i.e., with the implication
‘you’re acting like a baby, stop crying!’) (LC/III:60)
19It makes sense that this combination of morphemes would be highly unusual, even if acceptable.
As a primary inflection, the marker -pa supplies a ‘present time’ reading; in a situation where a
speaker describes a current event that is worthy of specificity marking, -pa would often be somewhat
redundant, as it would be effective in most circumstances to simply use -na as a quasi-inflectional
form.















‘The earth [that they rubbed children with] is maybe salt earth I think, they
would paint that one, they say.’ (T/KP261103i)
Context: Speaker describes traditional ways of making a child’s skin healthy and
beautiful, of which she has no personal experience.
Examples (953) - (957) show evidential forms occurring on clauses that are
headed by nominal predicates and express relationships of equation or proper inclu-
sion. The evidence marker does not specify time features of the predication per se,
but explains how the relationship of proper inclusion or equation expressed in the
clause is known; this implies a temporal reference point for the predicated relation-
ship, but does not directly ascribe tense or aspect to it.
(953) Manari-rua.
PSN-STAT.VIS.P




























‘Hey, it jumped away, hey, this one is not a pandanus, it is a woman {he
realised} it was said’ (T/TK:050305ii)
(956) Kipu-yarua.
PSN-SNS.C
‘It’s Kipu {I hear}.’ (CD/X:150)
Context: Answer to ‘Who’s that?’ on hearing a voice (note the person who says




‘[The day we had that other conversation] was Saturday {I think}.’ (OH/X:130)
For non-verbal predicates of clauses that do not describe relationships of equa-
tion or proper inclusion, there is some additional argument for interpreting the evid-
ential as a time-ascribing inflectional form and treating the predicate as verbal. In
(958) and (959) for example, the sensory evidential markers can be understood as
specifying temporily bound present and past ‘events’, that are being or were exper-
ienced as sensations.
















‘Yesterday when I was eating pig, it was delicious {I sensed}.’ (CED/VII:3)

























‘There was only the one bean seed {she saw} it is said.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Example (962) shows an expression that I heard quite commonly when someone
was passing something to another person in darkness, with an accompanying nudge.20
The root form to which the evidential marker is applied can also be used independ-
ently, for example, when offering something to somebody in plain view.
(962) ho-yanua.
here.it.is-SNS.IMPL
‘Here it is {it can be sensed}.’ (OH)
Some examples of evidentials that follow time-stable adjectival predications are












‘Huh, so they are pretty tiny {I realise}.’ (CD/VIII:111)
Context: Person A had asked Person B to go and buy some fruit from Person C at a
previously arranged price, but Person B has returned empty-handed to say that the







‘They were big eggs {I felt}.’ (CED/VIII:79)
20I did not subsequently check that I understood this phrase correctly and it is possible that I have
misinterpreted it.


















‘The dog is good {I saw}. [It] did not make as if to bite {I saw}.’
(CED/VIII:59)
Example (968) shows a nominal predication that is marked with -rape, and then
further marked for evidence with a sensory evidential. This is a parallel structure to

















‘[The birds we hear] might be those who have died {I feel} we say, and we
are very sad.’ (T/HS:080305ia)
The results category evidentials and the previous visual completive evidential
markers are not attested occurring with non-verbal predicates. An attempt to use
the completive visual evidential on an adjectival predicate, shown in (969), was
considered unacceptable (KP); compare with (966), previous. This is in accordance








* Jackson’s Airport [a pig] was big {I saw} (CD/VIII:63)
10.4 Epistemic particles
10.4.1 Introduction
In this section I introduce some further bound forms (referred to collectively as
‘epistemic particles’) that can occur as ancillary markers, and provide additional
information concerning epistemic assessment of the proposition. Unlike evidential
and information status markers, they do not also occur as primary inflections.
10.4.2 Indicating ‘opinion’ with =pi
The bound form =pi (OPIN) occurs following a final predicate to indicate that the
sentence proposition represents personal knowledge, opinion, or judgement (typic-
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ally that of the informant).21 This form also occurs as an epistemic demonstrative
in referring expression such as NPs, see §6.2.
The opinion marker =pi has no corresponding function as an inflectional form
that can supply time values to a verbal predication, but it serves a similar func-
tion to information status and evidential markers in that it makes claims about the
kind of knowledge that the proposition of the utterance represents. Like eviden-
tial markers, =pi is commonly followed by the specificity marker -na, and shows
a ‘viewpoint shift’ in declarative and interrogative sentences. In translation lines
I represent the import of =pi in curly brackets, as for evidential markers. The
verb I use for this is typically ‘opine’, which is I find a suitable approximation
of the meaning that =pi provides in most cases. The marker =pi can be con-
ceptually interpreted as a verb-like complement-taking predicate that has the in-
formant as a ‘opining/thinking/judging’ argument, and the marked sentence as a
‘opinion/thought/judgement’ argument. However =pi cannot be defined as a typ-
ical verbal root as it cannot occur as an independent predicate and does not bear
verbal inflection. Futher, the putative ‘thinker’ is not independently referenced in
the clause as a subject argument NP (although he or she may be coidentified with
the subject of the verbal predication, as in (971)).
As an ancillary marker that follows a final predicate, the opinion marker =pi
typically implies that the speaker has a reasoned basis for their opinion; it does
not necessarily have any connotation of uncertainty. Using =pi appears to be most
appropriate to situations where the speaker personally regards the proposition as
quite ‘self-evident’, but does not anticipate that the addressee has arrived at the same
opinion (perhaps because he or she does not have access to the same information
that the speaker does, or has failed to notice something). However, further work
is needed to establish the range of circumstances that =pi fits, and how it contrasts
with evidential and information status markers.
Some examples of =pi following verbal predicates are shown in (970) - (973). In
these examples =pi is structurally analogous to an evidential or information status
marker in a complex final inflection construction as described in §10.2.2; for ex-
ample, preceding =pi the desiderative inflection -no refers to a need/desire of the













‘You have no wings, you will not fly {I opine} [she] said...’ (T/YS:270205)
21Fasu (Namo Me) has a post-verbal particle with the form /pi/ that has similar meaning to the
Duna =pi (May and Loeweke 1980). In both cases it seems plausible that the particle is related to
the Engan subgroup word /pi(i)/ ‘language’ (Lang 1973; Rule 1977; Lomas 1988), building on the
idea of thought as internal utterance.



































‘This is a cannibal, it came wanting to eat men, shape-shifted [to trick
people] and killed men {I opine}.’ (T/JS:KG05V5.40)
Context: The speaker finally realises what must have been the fate of his missing



















‘Now you have an earthly body {I opine}, and you will die on the earth
here.’ (T/YS:270205)
Context: The speaker (a sky-world woman) explains to her companion that he must
remain in the earthly word, and will not be able to return to the sky-world with her.
In (974) and (975), =pi follows finite verb forms that are inflected as habitual
and abilitative, respectively. PK suggested that (974) was functionally more like a






















‘The bananas have ripened, birds could eat them {I opine}.’ (ED/VIII:143)
















‘Your tongue’s red {I opine}!’ (ED/III:60)







‘Lila your [man] is good {I opine}.’ (LC/VIII:59)
Context: The speaker and her interlocutors have been discussing the fact that LSR’s








‘They are not pumpkin leaves {I opine}.’ (ED/III:60)
In the the following example it seems that the (narrative internal) speaker uses
=pi somewhat sarcastically. The speaker has been arguing with her husband over
who should go to investigate a dog barking nearby; her husband appears to be miss-


























‘When [the man] said to go and look, the woman said, I’m a woman! (i.e.,
in case you hadn’t noticed!), man you go and look, she said {I was told}.’
(T/YS:270205)
The opinion marker is only very marginally compatible with information status
and evidential markers in independent clauses.22 Constructed sentences in which
I added =pi following a verb that was marked with a visual evidential, sensory
previous evidential and results previous evidential were judged unacceptable (PK),
as shown in (981) - (984). It does not sound sensible to declare one’s previous











[A pig] went {I saw} *{I opine} (CD/VIII:95)
22pi is attested following some of these verbal inflections in reported thought constructions, for
example, those that are introduced or headed by the verb kono- ‘think, know’ as a complement taking
predicate.














[The pig] has gone {I inferred} *?{I opine} (CD/VIII:95)























[A pig] is going *{I opine} (CD/VIII:95)
Sentences in which I combined =pi with sensory current and results current
evidential markers as in (989) and (990) were judged acceptable, but without a
great deal of enthusiasm, and I found no examples of these combinations in the
textual data. Combining =pi with -rape was thought to sound okay and is attested
elsewhere in the data (see example (887)). The acceptability of (989) - (991) sug-




‘[A pig] is going {I hear} {I opine}.’ (CD/VIII:95)
(990) ngo-ri=pi
go-RSLT.C=OPIN.
‘[The pig] has gone {I infer} {I opine}.’ (CD/VIII:95)
(991) ngo-rape=pi.
go-UNC=OPIN.
‘[The pig] has perhaps gone {I opine}’ (CD/VIII:95)
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Overall, the distribution of =pi is such that it operates in functional opposition to
evidential and information status markers as a mediating form, and provides expres-
sion of a kind of epistemic assessment that is parallel to the domains of evidence
and information status.
10.4.3 ‘Hypothetical’ and ‘probable’ markers
There are three other bound forms that, like the uncertainty marker -rape, express
the speaker’s epistemic assessment of the proposition as something that is not ne-
cessarily true or known with certainty. These markers do not occur as primary
inflections on final verbs, but follow inflected verbal or non-verbal clauses. Further
investigation is needed to better understand how these forms contrast both with each
other and with -rape.
The forms =koae and =nokoae indicate that the speaker considers the proposi-
tion as hypothetical, denoting an event that is or could have been possible, but he or
she does not know how or if it actually happened or will happen. These morphemes
occur in speculative sentences (§11.1.3.6), and are always marked with the ques-
tion marker =pe (§11.1.3.2) and/or include a question word. I do not know how
=koae and =nokoae contrast with each other (although it seems likely that =nokoae




















‘Who could have brought this?’ (P/PP:KG05V2.15)
Context: The (narrative-internal) speaker, a young woman who lives alone, discov-

























‘The disappearance, what could be the reason for the reware birds leaving?
I’m telling you that has a reason.’ (T/HS:080305ia)













‘The one that is left over whose could that be?’ (T/YS:270205)













‘Could he the owner of this land or could he be another man? he said...’
(P/AM:NH03T12A)
According to Giles’ data, =koae at least can precede the evidential marker -noi









‘This tree might’ve hit me.’ (Giles MSa:L35)
The hypothetical epistemic particle =nokoae is homophonous with the counter-






‘If [the dog] hadn’t been asleep, it would have bitten [you].’ (CED/XIV:32)
The form =pakapi (PROB) occurs sentence-finally to indicate that the speaker
doesn’t know the truth of the proposition, but thinks it probable (and expects to
be able to find out).23 This form is rare in my data. Giles (MSa:L18) describes
pakapi as meaning ‘probably’, and notes that statements marked with this morph-
eme “are always made on surmise, never on evidence”. Examples are shown in
(999) - (1002). Example (1002) shows a (hypothetical) exchange between two

































‘Your son will he too tell pikono, do you think that later he will probably
want to tell them and will tell them, or he doesn’t know and he won’t know











‘Ambuape is clearly not here, he probably went to see the plane.’ (Giles
MSa:L18)
23It seems likely that the pi in pakapi is related to the opinion marker. However, there is no
evidence that paka can occur as an independently meaningful sentence-final form so I treat this
marker as non-compositional. See also the close of §6.4.2 concerning a possible source for this
form.











‘There is probably water lying on the ground down there.’ (Giles MSa:L18)










‘Could Lepani have gone to Moresby? Lepani has disappeared.’




‘He’s probably gone to Moresby.’ (CED/XIV:94)
10.5 Examples of complex information source description
10.5.1 Introduction
In this section I provide examples of some complex constructions using the verbs
ruwa- ‘say’ and ke- ‘see’ that support the expression of information source. This
does not comprise a comprehensive description of such constructions, but is inten-
ded to illustrate how other combinations of evidence and/or time features can be
built to further fill in gaps in the evidential paradigm. These constructions are not
evidential markers, but are functionally related to them.
10.5.2 ‘Reported’ information source with ruwa- ‘say’
It can be noted that evidential markers do not delineate a general ‘reported’ evidence
category, for example, a specification that the informant knows of the proposition
of an utterance because he or she was told it by someone else. The notional pre-
vious marker -narua performs this function to some extent, but only in regard to
narratives for which an ‘original teller’ (that is, someone who personally attests the
narrative) is considerably removed from the speaker’s own source, or not traceable
at all (§9.2.6.3).
A way to indicate a reported information source that does not also imply this
amount of remove and/or unreliability is to use the verb ruwa- ‘say’, inflected with
the visual evidential -tia (§9.2.3.2) at the close of a verbal or non-verbal clause.
The verb form occupies the position of a complement-taking predicate in a reported
speech construction (see, for example, (970) and (980)). However, if no particular
speaker is identified as producing the reported utterance, tacking ritia onto the end
of a clause can effectively communicate that ‘I heard this from somebody’, analyt-
ically expressing reported information source.
This function of ritia is illustrated in the exchange between LSR and Julie Pati
shown in (1003). After having heard that Rodney is back in the area, LSR asks Julie
whether he arrived today, anticipating that Julie saw him getting home, as shown by
use of the visual evidential -tia. In (1003b) Julie replies using ritia, showing that
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she knows about his arrival from a verbal report. In (1003c) LSR pushes the point
by suggesting that Julie hasn’t seen Rodney herself. At (1003d) Julie replies by
detailing a (non-specific) author for the report, expressed as the subject of ritia.
In the exchange, ritia moves from functioning as an information source marker to
occurring as the final predicate of a clause with an indefinite subject; this illustrates

























‘A woman said {I saw}.’ (LC/VIII:94)
Text excerpt (1004) is taken from a description of the habits of birds (brush
turkeys). The speaker has not seen these birds herself, and is careful to establish
this at the outset of her text, as seen in lines (1004a) - (1004c). Throughout her
subsequent description of the birds and their habits, she follows every final clause













































Because I live here in a clear place, the forest [places], Kaguane people,











Ah, I heard this talk.



























The koayu bird heaps together a big mound of leaf litter below in the



















































Another is the koalo (bird), they said.’ (T/HS:080305ib)
There is some evidence (from the elicited and constructed data only) that for
at least some speakers ritia can be used as a structural equivalent to an epistemic
particle.
Typically, the intentive inflection -nda can only be used inside a reported speech
complement if the subject of the complement clause is coreferent with the (utterance
internal) speaker.24 This is illustrated by judgments PK made concerning the sen-
tence shown in (1005). PK asserted that example (1005) could only be spoken by
someone who had heard the news from the original speaker, Kirsty. The speaker of
(1005) reproduces the intentive verb form as used by Kirsty in her original utterance
(a typical feature of indirect reported speech Duna, in which pronominal reference
reflects utterance-external deixis, and verbal inflection reflects utterance-internal
deixis). PK judged that in order to recast the proposition ‘Kirsty will go’ as repres-
enting reported information, the verbal inflection would either have to be changed
from the intentive to prophetic form (1006), or the reported utterance would have
to be nested inside another ruwa- complement (1007). That is, PK treats ritia like
any other complement-taking form of the verb ‘say’, in which the predicating ele-
ment(s) of the complement clause should be inflected the same way as in the ‘actual’
utterance.
24This is also the case for conjunct verb forms in Newari (§11.2.1.1), and this structural feature is
what motivated his use of the terms ‘conjunct’ and ‘disjunct’.





































‘Kirsty will go and return, [Kirsty] said, [someone else] said.’ (CD/VIII:95)
In contrast to PK, KK and RA judged that the sentence shown in (1008) could
be said by someone who has heard the news from Kenny himself, or from someone
removed from the original speech act who has heard the news second- or third-hand.
Timon Kangapu also felt that a comparable (although not exactly parallel) structure
(1009) was suitable for a speaker who had heard others (not the complement clause
subject, Lepani) talking about Lepani’s travel plans. These judgments suggest that
ritia is structurally comparable to an ancillary marker in a complex final inflection;
the intentive inflection signifies ‘future time’ rather than necessarily ‘speaker inten-
































‘Lepani is going to Moresby [people] said, I wonder could it be false or
true, have you heard?’(CED/XIV:85)
Examples such as (1008) and (1009) suggest that in at least some circumstances
ritia can have the grammatical status of an epistemic particle, rather than being
part of a construction that has comparable semantics to epistemic marking, but is
structurally distinct from it. However as described in regard to (1005) this not the
case for all speakers, and more data are required to examine the viability of this
structure in natural language.
10.5.3 Some constructions with ke- ‘see’
The verb ke- ‘see’ can also be used in constructions that expand the evidence-
marking repertoire. In these cases, the perception event (the experience of informa-
tion source) that is entailed by evidential markers is in a sense overtly expressed as
a complement-taking verb.
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As described in §9.2.2.3, evidential markers express a contrast as to whether the
perception event is current or previous with respect to the time of utterance. Ex-
amples (1010) and (1011) show that through complementation with ke- it is also
possible to make reference to future perception events. In (1010) and (1011), the
final verb of the complement clause is marked with the current results inflection,
preceding the verb ke-. This verb is inflected as intentive, positioning the perception
of evidence as desired rather than actual; the current information source specifica-
tion refers to a time that is contemporaneous with the intended seeing rather than













‘Wanting to find out where hex had done the steambake hey kept going...’
(P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
Example (1011) shows an utterance from the end of an interview, just before
the speaker asked to have the tape rewound so that he could listen to the recording.
The speaker anticipates that he will infer from evidence (that is, by listening to
the audio recording) whether or not he has said everything necessary in the text
he has just recorded. As the speaker is talking about assessing aural (rather than
visual) material, it is clear that the semantics of ke- are extended beyond literal


























‘Now, what I said I want to find out if I have not said a piece somewhere or
if I said it all,...’ (IV/RS-PK:i300505ii)
In examples (1012) - (1014), a sentence that is marked with the visual evidential
-tia is marked as subordinate with the morpheme -ko and occurs as a complement
of ke- ‘see’. The verb ke- is inflected with the habitual aspect marker -na. This
structure in effect combines a visual specification with habitual aspect, a complex
semantic specification that is not represented in the evidential or TAM paradigms.
The examples shown in (1012) - (1014) are taken from personal narrative texts in
which older speakers describe their childhoods.























































‘Let’s go to Perakoya, I would see her say. And we two would go.’
(T/HS:61103iii)
The construction exemplified in (1012) - (1014) is one of a family of different
structures that can be used to express habitual events. The simplest way this is
achieved is through use of the habitual TAM marker -na HAB as the sole inflection
on a final verb (§8.2.3.2). Reference to the information source by which the habitual
event is known can be achieved through a complex final inflection using an evid-
ential marker, as exemplified in (909) - (912), or an extra evidence construction, as
exemplified in (930). Habitual situations can also be presented as a matter of opin-
ion with the application of an epistemic particle (974), or as reported information by
the conventialised use of the perfective visual form of the complement-taking verb
ruwa- ‘say’ (1004). Finally, where a complement-taking perception verb is overt
in the sentence and is marked as a habitual occurrence, this aspectual specification
takes scope over the seen situation expressed in the complement clause.
10.5.4 Comments on the forms and derivation of the evidential markers
In this section I provide some suggestions about the forms of the evidential mark-
ers, and their possible histories, as illuminated by constructions described in this
chapter. The origins and (ongoing) development of the Duna evidential paradigm
comprise a large and complex topic that is beyond the scope of this thesis, and re-
marks will be limited to raising a few points that seem relevant to the bigger story
of where the forms have come from.
It is likely that some of the evidential markers described in §9.2 are derived
from complex constructions involving an inflected verb followed by an ancillary-
like marker, that may in turn be derived from a complement-taking verb.
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This is suggested for example from the way that the results and notional eviden-
tial categories are marked on consonantal verbs. The results markers -ri and -rarua,
and notional markers -nei and -narua follow the o-base form of consonantal verbs,
and this probably represents a (fossilised) expression of perfective aspect (§8.2.2.1).
That is, we can posit an erstwhile construction involving a verb that is inflected as
perfective, followed by an additional morpheme ri or nei that provides information
source content, similar to the PFV+-rua examples looked at in §10.2.2.5.
In the case of the consonantal verb results marker -ri, a fairly good candidate
for the historical source of this morpheme is the verb ruwa- ‘say’ (discussed in
§10.5.2), which, based on other wa-class verbs, would have the final stative form
ri (unattested in the current data as an independent final verb).25 As this verb is
used to refer to thinking as well as actually speaking, a reasonable hypothesis is
that the current results marker ultimately derives from a complement construction:
the perfective-marked clause was a complement of the matrix clause predicate ri
‘saying, thinking’, used to express the fact that the proposition was a matter of cur-
rent thought. This hypothetical earlier structure is represented in (1015a), with a
suggested implicational meaning of inference from results. The verb form ri lost
its status as an independent predicate and became a bound indicator of information
source, something like the epistemic particle =pi ‘OPIN’ (§10.4.2), with the verb of
the former complement clause being treated as the main verb (1015b). The PFV+ri
construction is (becoming) fossilised to the point where it is no longer a productive
complex morphological operation; ri occurs as a primary inflection that is predict-







(I) am thinking: [pigs ate (the chestnuts)]







25Note also that Lawrence (1987) describes Oksapmin as having a ‘secondhand information’
marker ✴❘✐✴, derived from the Okaspmin verb ‘say’ ri-. This corresponds to the reported (REP)
marker -li described by Loughnane (2007).
26In my description I have chosen to represent the use of the o-base form with results and notional
evidential markers as entirely fossilised and non-productive. This decision has some formal justi-
fication, and allows me to draw attention to the presence of a certain amount of internal semantic
coherence within the array of evidence-marking forms. The fact that neither wa-class nor conson-
antal verbs ‘need’ the perfective inflection in order to be marked for results/notional evidence sug-
gests that productive perfective inflection would be redundant on consonantal verbs. Furthermore,
the markers -ri and -nei do not themselves occur in any context other than following the o-base of
consonantal verbs (and, in the case of -nei, potentially also the u-base of wa-class verbs). That is,
they cannot be otherwise identified as forms that occur productively as ancillary markers.





‘Pigs ate (the chestnuts) {I infer}.’
The hypothesis that markers in the evidential paradigm derive from complex
constructions could also help to explain the recurrence of the segmental sequence
rua in several of the forms in the evidential paradigm. This unit occurs as the visual
inflection rua, and in the current sensory marker yarua, previous results evidential
rarua, and previous notional marker narua ∼ norua. In the light of productive an-
cillary contructions, it is reasonable to suggest that in evidential markers that consist
of a syllable + rua, the first syllable derives from productive suffixal inflection of
some kind (or perhaps a nominaliser in some cases), preceding an ancillary form
rua, as laid out in Table 10.4.
Table 10.4 Composition of evidential markers (regular forms)
evidential marker Possible source construction
STAT.VIS.P -rua Vroot + ∅ + rua
SNS.C -yarua Vroot + ya + rua
RSLT.P -rarua Vroot + ra + rua
NTN.P -narua Vroot + na + rua
-norua Vroot + no + rua
Note that it does not seem correct to assume that the putative ancillary form rua
was associated specifically with visuo-perception (as the stative visual evidential
-rua is), as this is contradicted by the fact that it is incorporated as part of the sensory
and notional forms. It makes better sense to posit that rua was originally a more
general ‘external evidence’ morpheme, used to mark propositions describing events
that an informant observed (either directly or indirectly), rather than participated in
voluntarily.27
We can further note that the segmental sequence ya is associated not just with
the current sensory evidential, but with all (and only) the sensory evidential forms.
This implies that sensory evidentials comprise a family of markers built around a
27It is again suggestive that the form of this element is similar to the imperfective stem of the
verb ‘say’, ruwa. Perhaps a general non-participatory marker could have developed from this verb
where it occurred as the predicate of a matrix clause, similar to as outlined in regard to (1015a) -
(1015c). Presenting the proposition as a say-complement would have been a kind of ‘mediative’
construction, that is, a way of indicating distance from, and lack of responsibility for, the predicated
event (Gue´ntcheva and Landaburu 2007). An alternative origin for this form is suggested from the
fact that the segmental form rua occurs as a verbal inflection in Huli, where it marks current non-
visual sensory information source (Rule 1974:59).
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constructional template whereby a verb is marked with this ya28 and then followed
by ancillary forms, as laid out in Table 10.5.
Table 10.5 Compositionality and non-visual sensory evidential markers
SNS.C -yarua + rua
IPFV.SNS.P -yatia Vroot + ya + tia
PFV.SNS.P -yaritia + ritia
SNS.IMPL -yanua + nua
It remains difficult to propose derivations for the evidential markers that work
well throughout the set and for all verb classes. For example, although replacing rua
with tia results in a change of temporal specification (from current to imperfective
previous) in the sensory evidentials (Table 10.5), this is not a consistent alternation
that is observable elsewhere: the forms rua and tia also contrast within the visual
category, but the meaning of this alternation (stative previous versus perfective pre-
vious) is different to that which is found in the sensory category markers, and in the
results and notional evidence categories there is no comparable alternation at all.
Additionally, there are complications concerning the fact that markers within the
same evidential category show irregularities. For example, the hypothetical devel-
opment of the results marker outlined in (1015) is perhaps plausible for consonantal
verbs, but not for regular or wa-class verbs, which receive the form rei (rather then
ri), and do not show any expression of perfective aspect on the verb stem, as rei
is directly attached to the uninflected verb root or the i-base form. The origin of
the regular/wa-class resultative inflection suggests a different derivation from that
of consonantal verbs.29
Overall, the forms of the evidential markers suggest that the paradigm as presen-
ted in Table 9.1 is developing piecemeal, put together from a collection of inflec-
tional and complex structures that are drawn into relationships of opposition (for
example, previous versus current time) that are reasonably constant throughout the
set. However, some of the oppositional relationships are aberrant, as forms that be-
long to the same evidential category may encode a distinction that is not sustained
throughout the paradigm, or skip one of the paradigmatic contrasts. For example, as
inflectional forms the visual category evidentials encode an aspectual distinction as
regards the predicate event, but do not express the previous/current contrast. This
28Beyond noting that this is homophonous with the general predicating medial inflection -ya
‘DEP’, I am not able to suggest an original meaning for this form.
29In the case of the regular forms, a likely source is an erstwhile serialisation construction (§7.3)
that indicated perfect aspect, in which a form of the existential verb era- ‘be/put’ occurred as Vlast,
following a regular or wa-class verb. Recall that, although it is not attested as a final verb form
(being supplanted by the special stative form iri), ‘be/put’ has the i-base form (e)rei.
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kind of lopsidedness is perhaps partly what drives the incorporation of construc-
tions into the system as (quasi-)inflectional forms. Such a process would probably
be recursive, as incorporation may create a new semantic gap even as it fills another.
Chapter 11
Final morphology and sentence type
In this chapter I explore the meanings and functions of certain bound morphemes
(TAM markers, evidential markers, information status markers, and epistemic particles)
with respect to the illocutionary type of the sentence in which they occur. In par-
ticular, I look at differences in meanings and extended implications of predicate
markers that are associated with interrogative as opposed to non-interrogative sen-
tences. The category of ‘interrogative’ is particularly significant to a discussion of
epistemic assessment (Chapters 9 and 10), because the typical speech act function
of an interrogative sentence is that of a question, and couching a proposition as a
question is expressive of certain ideas about knowledge and how it is differentially
distributed between speaker and addressee.
Section 11.1 gives an overview of sentence types in Duna, and introduces two
further sentence-final bound forms that are associated with declarative and interrog-
ative sentences. In §11.2 I examine and exemplify particular features of predicate
morphology that shift according to whether a sentence is interrogative or not, fo-
cussing on the implications of certain final predicate markers as concerns subject
identity and volition. In §11.3 I provide an overview of issues concerning epistemic
assessment and the final predicate, drawing together material presented in this and
preceding chapters.
11.1 Overview of sentence types
11.1.1 Introduction
Sadock and Zwicky (1985:155) define the term ‘sentence type’ as referring to “a
coincidence of grammatical structure and conventional conversational use”. Defin-
itions of sentence types are based on a correlation between typical functions (for
example asking a question or making an assertion) and the contrasting structures
of utterances that achieve (or are intended to achieve) these functions. Ko¨nig and
Siemund (2007:277) remind us that the illocutionary force (function) of a partic-
ular utterance is something that is negotiated between speech act participants in a
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particular context, and cannot be precisely determined through reference to formal
properties only. However, structures that index sentence type do provide one kind of
signal of what the speaker wants the addressee to ‘do’ with the proposition encoded
in the utterance (cf. Weber 1986), for example, understand it as information that the
speaker has and is communicating to them (a statement), assess the proposition in
terms of his or her own knowledge and respond accordingly (a question), or bring
the denoted situation about (a directive).
I define Duna sentences as being one of six types: declarative (§11.1.2), inter-
rogative, speculative, imperative, optative, or assumptive. Interrogatives are grouped
with speculatives (§11.1.3) and imperatives are grouped with optatives (§11.1.4), as
these sentence types have some formal and functional similarities and it is useful to
be able to discuss them together. The positive identification of assumptive sentences
as a unitary discrete type is somewhat problematic, and this is discussed in §11.1.5.
Four diagnostics that are used in defining the six sentence types are:
i whether the sentence includes an interrogative word (§3.9) and/or the question marker
=pe (§11.1.3.2). This is a feature of interrogative and speculative sentences.
ii whether the final marker on the predicate can be followed by either -na ‘SPEC’ or
=nia ‘ASSERT’ (§11.1.2.1). This is a feature that is typically associated with declar-
atives.
iii whether there is an assumption that the sentence has an addressee subject. This is a
feature of optative and imperative sentences.
iv whether the sentence can be (notionally) reframed as a sensible ‘twin’ counterpart
that has a different value with respect to being interrogative. For example, a declar-
ative sentence can usually have the marker =pe attached to it, resulting in a corres-
ponding interrogative sentence. This feature is characteristic of declarative, optative,
and interrogative sentences.
The way these features typically play out with respect to sentence types is shown
in Table 11.1.
Excepting interrogatives, Duna sentence types are here defined largely in terms
of the final inflectional or ancillary marker that occurs on the final predicate. The
presence of a certain morpheme in this position is regarded as a function/determinant
of the kind of sentence that it is. The correspondence between predicate morpho-
logy and sentence type is summarised in Table 11.2.
11.1.2 Declarative
Sadock and Zwicky describe declarative sentences as being “subject to judgments
of truth and falsehood” and outline the general function of this sentence type as
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Table 11.1 Typical features of sentence types
Type i ii iii iv Typical see:
(=pe etc.) (-na/nia) (2S) (‘twin’) function
declarative no yes no yes statement §11.1.2
interrogative yes no no yes question §11.1.3
speculative no
imperative no no yes no directive §11.1.4
optative yes
assumptive no no no no (statement?) §11.1.5
Table 11.2 Associations of final predicate morphology and sentence type
Sentence type Associated predicate morphology
Declarative PerFectiVe, ImPerFectiVe, INTentive, STATive, HABitual,
PROPHetic, ABILitative, PROMissive, go.PRESent,
INDiVidual standpoint, SPECificity marker, all evid-
ential markers, OPINion marker, PROBable marker.
Speculative UNCertainty marker, HYPothetical markers
Imperative IMPerative
Optative DESiderative, PROHIBitive, HORTative
Assumptive SHaReD standpoint, DRAMAtic markers, EXPeCTive,
POTential OBServation
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“making announcements, stating conclusions, making claims, relating stories, and
so on” (1985:160). The declarative sentence type is most typically associated with
utterances that are statements, having propositional content that the speaker com-
municates to the addressee.
As shown in Table 11.2, final predicate markers that I define as occurring in
declarative sentences1 include: TAM markers as described in §8.2.2.1 to 8.2.2.3,
§8.2.3 and §8.3; evidential markers (§9.2); the individual standpoint marker -pa;
specificity marker -na; and the epistemic particles =pi and =pakapi. Most of the
examples shown in the sections that introduce the relevant morphemes are declar-
ative sentences. Sentences headed by non-verbal predicates (either unmarked or
marked with one of the morphemes listed) are also declaratives.
It is a core property of Duna declarative sentences that they can be derived as
interrogatives, for example, through the addition of the interrogative marker =pe;
sentences which typically function to communicate substantive content can be trans-
formed into sentences that seek (part of) the same content from somebody else.
A further typical (but not universal) property of predicate morphemes that occur
in declarative sentences is that in situations of emphasis they are compatible with
either the SPEC marker -na (§10.2.2, §10.2.4) or the assertion marker =nia. This is
true of all of the relevant TAM markers, the personal evidential markers, and the
relevant epistemic particles.2
11.1.2.1 Assertion marker =nia
The bound form =nia (ASSERT) occurs finally on declarative sentences and marks
an utterance as an assertion.






‘I am a woman.’ (T/YS:270205)
1Note that with regard to complex predicate morphology, it is the last morpheme in the sequence
that is relevant to this definition.
2In the case of the individual standpoint marker -pa the situation in regard to this feature is not
clear (§10.2.4.4). Concerning the quasi-inflectional occurrence of the SPEC marker on independent
verbal clauses (§9.3.2.2), such verb forms are not further marked with =nia, and the question of
whether they are ‘compatible with SPEC’ is problematic; this would amount to asking if a morpheme
can be applied twice, something which has not been observed as allowable in any other area of the
grammar. Finally, the impersonal evidentials: these forms have something of a semantic/functional
incompatibility with either -na or =nia. The SPEC marker implies that the predicate refers to a highly
specific and individuated occasion, which clashes somewhat with the generalised and unanchored
perception denoted by the personal evidentials. Similarly, the assertion marker =nia basically marks
the speaker as an epistemic authority, and this is also at odds with the non-specific perceiver evoked
by the impersonal markers.







‘Your body decoration is very good.’ (CD/VIII:118)
Examples (1018) - (1022) show the assertion marker occurring on verbal pre-
dicates. The assertion marker can be added to a limited subset of predicate markers,
including the perfective, intentive, prophetic, habitual, abilitative and promissive
TAM markers. It does not occur following evidential or information status markers,





















































































You brought a duck, you brought bean seeds and pumpkin seeds {I
























‘The pair of the cat and the duck, if they are inside the house, let them
stay inside the house.
3The distribution of =nia on final verbs is thus nearly complementary with that of the specificity
marker -na. The nature of this distribution suggests the emergence (or subsidence) of a grammat-
icised realis/irrealis mood opposition in declarative sentences whereby emphatic assertion is indic-
ated with -na in the realis category and =nia in the irrealis category.


















They do not shit inside the house. They go outside.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
In using the assertion marker a speaker effectively claims that he or she has epi-
stemic authority in regard to the proposition. The marker is not strictly obligatory,
but there are certain circumstances in which it is expected. For example, in elicited
or constructed answers to questions (in which the predicate was inflected with a
compatible morpheme), speakers consistently judged that a sentence sounded bet-
ter with =nia than without.
11.1.3 Interrogative and speculative
11.1.3.1 Introduction
Sadock and Zwicky distinguish the interrogative sentence type generally as that
which “signal[s] the desire of the speaker to gain information from the addressee”
(1985:156). I define Duna interrogative sentences as those that contain an interrog-
ative word (§3.9)4 and/or the interrogative marker =pe (§11.1.3.2). They are derived
from declarative or optative sentences; in this section I exemplify interrogatives that
are derived from declarative sentences only, including three basic structures: yes-no
interrogatives (§11.1.3.3), alternative interrogatives (§11.1.3.4), and question word
interrogatives (§11.1.3.5).
Interrogative sentences typically function as questions. In prototypical question
situations the speaker: does not know something (or does not know it for sure),
expects the addressee does know it, and asks the addressee to tell them this inform-
ation (or to confirm it). In some situations an interrogative sentence can be used
as a ‘rhetorical’ question, for which an answer is not expected. The speaker does
not ask the addressee to fill a gap in his or her knowledge, but may use an inter-
rogative to convey an attitude (for example, surprise, criticism) towards a situation,
and/or draw the addressee’s attention to something (see, for example, (222)-(224)
in §5.3.3.2).
This section also describes a further minor sentence type, the ‘speculative’ (§11.1.3.6).
This type is defined on the basis of final predicate morphology, comprising those
4A possible exception to this is where interrogative words appear to be used in construction with
other morphemes as indefinite pronominals (see example (360)). Too few examples exist in the data
to pursue this issue further.
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sentences that are marked with the uncertainty maker -rape (§9.3.3.2), or the epi-
stemic particles =koae and =nokoae (§10.4.3). In these cases the marker =pe also
occurs, but is not really productively applied, as in the case of -rape it is represented
as a frozen component of the morpheme, and in the case of (no)koae is basically a
required element of independent use of these forms (unless an interrogative word
is present in the sentence). Speculative sentences are like interrogative sentences
in that the speaker expresses ignorance of the proposition, and encourages the ad-
dressee to have a look at what they know about it. However, unlike typical contexts
of interrogative sentences there is little expectation that the addressee knows the
answer and will be able to respond definitively.
11.1.3.2 Question marker =pe
The question marker =pe follows a final predicate in an utterance that is non-
assertive and typically elicits information from an addressee, that is, has a question
function. The question marker may occur on verbal clauses as in (1023), and on
non-verbal clauses as in (1024). These are examples of a question word interrogat-







‘Where has Kipu gone?’ (ED/VIII:134)
(1024) ko-ya=pe.
2Sg-BEN=Q
‘Is [that] yours?’ (LC/III:60)






* Will you eat? (CD/XIV:21)
The question marker may also occur as a phonologically free form, see (1036),
and can constitute an entire utterance. In the latter case, the interrogative marker
refers back to what has just been said, typically expressing the speaker’s interest in
and/or wonder at what the addressee is telling them.5
Ko¨nig and Siemund (2007:294-5) comment that, where interrogative sentences
are derived from the application of an interrogative particle or clitic to a declarative
sentence, this marker is typically positioned sentence finally (especially in verb-final
5I observed this ‘feedback interrogative’ in conversation, but unfortunately have not found any
occurrence of it in the transcribed data so am unable to provide a suitable example.
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languages). This is basically the case in Duna, albeit somewhat complicated by the
alternative interrogative pattern, in which the interrogative marker links alternate
propositions and is not necessarily reiterated sentence-finally.
11.1.3.3 Yes-no interrogatives
‘Yes-no’ interrogatives “seek a comment on the degree of truth of the questioned
proposition” (Sadock and Zwicky 1985:178). Examples of Duna yes-no interrog-
atives are shown in (1026) - (1029), in which the interrogative marker =pe occur
on an otherwise declarative sentences. In Duna yes-no interrogatives typically have
a ‘positive bias’ effect, that is, anticipate a ‘yes’ answer that confirms the proposi-
































‘Will you eat?’ (LC/XIV:21)
(1029) hinia=pe.
this=Q
‘Is [it] this (that you want)?’ (LC, OH)
11.1.3.4 Alternative interrogatives
Interrogatives in Duna that do not contain an interrogative pro-form are commonly
structured as ‘alternative’ interrogatives which “provide a list from which, the speaker
suggests, the right answer might be drawn” (Sadock and Zwicky 1985:179). Two
(or more) alternative scenarios are presented in the sentence. =Pe indicates there
is a choice to be made between these scenarios, and is felicitously represented in
English translation as ‘or’. Examples (1030) - (1032) show interrogatives in which
two alternatives of differing polarity are suggested. In (1030) - (1032) the positive
iteration of the predicate is placed first, inflected and further marked with =pe. The
negative iteration that follows is derived with the negative circumfix na- -ya (§8.3),
and is not marked with =pe. This is typical of ‘alternative polarity’ interrogatives
in Duna (see also Giles MSa:L5). An appropriate answer (as shown in the b lines
of (1031) and (1032)) usually repeats part of the original question.
















‘Did the plane come, or not?’
b. na-hoa-ya.
NEG-come-NEG






















‘My father would tell pikono.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
Alternative polarity interrogatives such as those shown in (1030) - (1032) are
functionally akin to ‘yes/no questions’ in that they ask, is something the case? How-
ever, the scenario of this something not being the case is made lexically explicit in
the utterance; these examples are thus similar to ‘disjunctive-negative’ structures
(Ko¨nig and Siemund 2007:297) that occur in languages such as Mandarin.
Examples (1033) - (1035) show some further alternative interrogatives. These
do not offer two alternatives of differing polarity, but detail possible propositions
that ‘sketch’ (either more or less exhaustively) the semantic domain of the required





‘Is [he] standing there, or going?’
b. ngoya-na.
go.IMPV-SPEC





‘Is [that person] a girl, or boy?’
b. imane=pi-na.
girl=OPIN-SPEC
‘A girl {I opine}.’ (OH)

















‘Now, the things you like, are they the things of white people, or the











‘Ah, I have the things of my own ancestors.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
Example (1036) shows an interrogative with more complex alternative proposi-
tions. The form =pe is repeated as a semi-independent form in between the altern-
atives, functioning like a coordinating conjunction. This repeated semi-independent
use of =pe is common if the alternatives are contrasted but not really ‘parallel’ pro-
positions (that is, they differ according to several parameters, as in (1036)), or if





























‘Okay so some people or for example some Christian churchgoers, did they
read it like so in the way that you read it [i.e., without hesitation], or, did
they gather their thoughts a little?’ (IV/PK-HY:150605i)
11.1.3.5 Question word interrogatives
Interrogatives may alternatively be ‘question word’ interrogatives (Payne 1997) that
contain an interrogative pro-form (§3.9). The pro-form stands for information that is
missing from the speaker’s knowledge of the proposition, and which the addressee
is asked to supply (Sadock and Zwicky 1985:185). Some examples are shown in
(1037) - (1041). Interrogatives that contain pro-forms may be marked with =pe,
as in (1038) and (1039), or not, as in (1037), (1040), and (1041). I do not know
what factors motivate this alternation, but the presence of an interrogative pro-form






‘Who are you?’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
6Ko¨nig and Siemund (2007:300) note that, although the application of an interrogative particle
would seem to be superfluous in constituent (question-word) interrogatives, it was nevertheless the
case that in approximately half of the languages they sampled, interrogative particles could option-
ally be added to constituent interrogatives.








































‘How many children do you have? [she] says.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)










‘Is that one Ambu, or who?’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).2)
11.1.3.6 Speculative sentences
Speculative sentences are those that are marked with -rape (UNC, §9.3.3.2), =koae
or =nokoae (HYP, §10.4.3). Speculative sentences are like interrogatives in that they
are always either include (a reflex of) the interrogative marker =pe and/or include an
interrogative pronoun. However, the interrogative marker is not really productively
applied. Removing pe (or replacing the interrogative pronoun with a noun) does
not result in a corresponding declarative or optative sentence. A speaker typically
uses speculative sentences as an invitation to an addressee to assess a proposition,
without necessarily expecting the addressee to be able to resolve the speaker’s ig-
norance or uncertainty concerning it. An example is shown in (1043).










‘Could Lepani have gone to Moresby? Lepani has disappeared.’




‘He’s probably gone to Moresby.’ (CED/XIV:94)
Examples (1044) and (1045) show speculative sentences that follow the struc-
ture of alternative interrogatives.




































‘I may meet money [lit. stone] somewhere, or I may not meet it, ah, that I
do not know.’ (T/PK:020104)
11.1.4 Imperative and optative
The imperative sentence type generally “indicates the speaker’s desire to influence
future events” (Sadock and Zwicky 1985:160) and the optative represents “an ex-
pression of the speaker’s wishes” (Sadock and Zwicky 1985:164). I define imperat-
ive sentences in Duna as those headed by a predicate that is inflected as imperative
(§8.2.4.1), and optative sentences as those headed by a predicate that is inflected
as desiderative7 (§8.2.2.4), prohibitive (§8.2.4.2) or hortative (§8.2.4.3). Examples
of imperative and optative sentences are shown in the sections in Chapter 8 that
introduce the relevant morphemes.
Imperative and optative sentences in Duna share a formal feature that unlike
(most) declaratives they cannot be marked with -na (SPEC) or =nia (ASSERT). Both
sentence types are typically directive in function, being used as requests or com-
mands to get other people to do (or not do) something. They are two distinct sen-
tence types in that optative sentences can be recast as interrogative sentences,8 but
imperatives cannot. Interrogatives formed from optative sentences typically func-
tion as a request for guidance from the addressee concerning the undertaking of a
predicate activity, and are exemplified in §11.2.4.2.
There remain two TAM markers that, on a semantic and functional basis, are
included here as belonging to the larger notional imperative/optative group: the
‘warning against’ marker -wayeni (§8.2.4.4) and the ‘suggestion’ construction with
kone (§8.2.4.5). At present it is not possible to identify these as comprising distinct
types within the imperative/optative group or otherwise, but from a functional per-
spective sentences that are marked with these forms are directive, and thus more
like imperative and optative sentences than they are like any other kind of sentence.
I have found no examples of them being used in interrogative sentences, or being
marked with =nia or -na, and these possibilities have not been tested.
7That is, when it occurs utterance finally as the only, and terminal, inflection, not when it is
followed by further ancillary morphology (§10.2.2.3) or is part of a complement structure.
8I was first alerted to this possibility by Giles (MSa:L9).
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11.1.5 Assumptive
Assumptive sentences include those with predicates that are marked with certain in-
formation status markers: the shared standpoint morpheme -ra (§9.3.3.1), dramatic
markers (§9.3.3.3), and the provocative inflections (§9.3.4). I call sentences that
are marked with these morphemes ‘assumptive’ because they signal an assumption
the speaker is making concerning the addressee’s state of mind, and express the
speaker’s ‘take’ on the addressee’s epistemic relationship to this proposition.9 For
example, use of the expective marker (§9.3.4.2) signals a speaker’s assumption that
the addressee has failed to consider the situation denoted by the proposition.
The illocutionary force of an assumptive sentence is complex. They function
somewhat like statements, in that they present the proposition as information that
is known to the speaker. However, each morpheme has further particular functional
characteristics. For example, the expective marker is typically used in obliquely
advising the addressee concerning a course of action, which relates to the function
of directive speech acts. The potential observation marker is typically used in trying
to extract information from the addressee, which relates to the function of questions.
In keeping with this inherent functional multiplicity, the way certain assumptive
sentences fit in with an overall formal classification of sentence types is problematic.
As can be noted from Table 11.1, assumptive sentences are basically defined neg-
atively as those that do not show features typical of other identified sentence types.
They are grouped together as a collection of misfits that share some formal, func-
tional, and semantic commonalities, but it is not clear that they represent a unified
category of their own, and in some cases there is evidence to support classification
as belonging to another major sentence type.
For example, the shared viewpoint marker -ra marks a proposition as somehow
familiar to both speaker and hearer. Such utterances are not typically informative,
as the speaker intimates that the addressee already has a pretty good idea of what
he or she is talking about, but they are assertive, and in this respect are similar to
declarative sentences. The shared viewpoint marker also appears to have a formal
property that is typical of declarative markers, the ability to be marked with the SPEC
marker -na. However, it is difficult to assess whether -ra shares the core property of
declarative markers, which is the ability to occur in interrogative sentences.
The marker -ra does not occur productively with =pe in interrogative sentences,
but this combination is represented in the fused form -rape that occurs in speculative
sentences (§11.1.3.6), so there is not really a clear answer to this question. Further,
9This is not to say that the use of other sentence types does not also involve making assumptions
about the addressee’s state of mind: this is a fairly essential tenet of talking to other people. How-
ever, assumptive sentences necessarily signify something quite particular about the nature of this
assumption, which is not generally the case for other sentence types.
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it is possible to use -ra in a question word interrogative that is not a real question,
but more of a (musing) attempt to recover once known but subsequently forgotten
information. For example, PK explained that the constructed sentence (1046) is
the sort of thing one might say to oneself having momentarily forgotten Kipu’s
destination, and that sentence (1047) would be used if the speaker had forgotten the
















‘What day did your mum arrive again..?’ (CD/VIII:136)
The shared standpoint marker -ra thus groups with declarative markers in some
important ways, but not in others, because its semantics mean that it is not suitable
to typical questions.10
The situation is similar for other ‘assumptive’ morphemes. The dramatic mark-
ers for example indicate that the proposition communicated represents information
that is surprising and exciting. Sentences marked with these forms are functionally
very similar to typical declarative sentences in that they are informative; indeed,
most of the time the whole point of these markers is that they mark a proposition
as new information, presupposing that the addressee will be startled to hear of it.
However, unlike typical declaratives they do not appear to be marked as definite
with -na or as asserted with =nia, and there is no evidence that they can occur in
interrogative sentences.11
10This is somewhat akin to the situation with impersonal evidentials, which occur in interrogative
sentences that are speculative in function, rather than being clear requests for information that the
speaker does not have, and assumes the addressee knows; see (1055) and (1056).
11I found that people did not typically recognise the dramatic morphemes as meaningful forms in
non-spontaneous contexts, and my attempts to pursue this issue through elicitation and constructed
sentences were unsuccessful. As regards the provocative inflections and interrogative possibilities,
data is also limited. Constructed sentences where these morphemes were followed by =pe were re-
jected as non-sensical. If we imagine that these inflections show a kind of viewpoint shift (§11.2.2.1),
that is, that the expected identity of an entailed perceiver shifts between speaker and addressee in
statements and questions, this rejection is understandable. For example, in non-interrogatives, the
potential observation marker identifies the addressee as a possible perceiver. In interrogatives, this
would (presumably) switch to the speaker as possible perceiver. However, it is difficult to readily
imagine a situation in which someone asks whether or how something has happened, while simultan-
eously making reference to the fact that they could have seen it happening. Similarly, a combination
of the expective marker and =pe would convey a meaning that could be paraphrased as something
like: ‘I (the speaker) am not paying attention to this event, and you (the addressee) think that I ought
to be paying attention to it’. However, the very fact that the speaker is asking a question about the
event denies the lack of attention that -nako suggests, so this is again hard to readily imagine as a
typical scenario.
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11.2 Predicate morphology, sentence type, and subject identity
11.2.1 Introduction
Duna does not exhibit verbal agreement in the typical sense of indexing the per-
son or number of predicate participants by means of contrastive inflectional mor-
phology. However, some final predicate morphemes show patterns of distribution
that clearly correlate with the identity of the subject argument. In this section I
describe and discuss correlations that differ according to whether the sentence is
interrogative or not12 and provide ‘standard implications’ (that is, evince a strong
likelihood) as to the identity of the subject along the lines of a ‘conjunct/disjunct’
system (§11.2.1.1). Subject identity is not the only predictive factor in the distri-
butional patterns, but supplies a framework by which to examine typical as well as
semantically and pragmatically marked occurrence of the relevant forms.
11.2.1.1 Conjunct/disjunct systems
The conjunct/disjunct ‘agreement’ pattern was first examined by Hale (1980) in his
analysis of Newar(i) verb forms, and the terms derive from his description. Under
Hale’s definition, ‘conjunct’ and ‘disjunct’ describe contrastive verbal inflections,
one of which (the conjunct) occurs in statements with speaker subject arguments
and in questions with addressee subject arguments, and one of which (the disjunct)
occurs in other situations. The basic alignment of a conjunct/disjunct subject agree-
ment pattern is shown in Table 11.3.






Hale initially illustrates the contrastive Newar forms with the examples shown in
(1048). Example (1048a) shows the conjunct form of the verb ‘go’, wana, occurring
in a declarative sentence with a speaker subject. Examples (1048b) and (1048c)
show the disjunct form wana occurring in declaratives with an addressee and third
person subject, respectively. Example (1048d) shows the conjunct form occurring
with an addressee subject in an interrogative sentence.
12That is, I do not discuss inflections such as the imperative -pa (§8.2.4.1) which is clearly pre-
dictive of an addressee subject but occurs only in imperative sentences and has no corresponding
interrogative realisation.






























‘Did you go there?’ (NEWAR: Hale (1980), gloss added)
Hale further explains that Newar conjunct forms are only used if the subject ar-
gument is also a “true instigator, one responsible for an intentional act” (1980:96).
For example, if a speaker does something accidentally, or is the argument of a non-
volitional ‘impersonal’ predication such as ‘come to know’, the verb will be dis-
junct, not conjunct (1980:96). Curnow’s subsequent work on Awa Pit expanded
the definition of ‘conjunct/disjunct’ to incorporate the fact that some systems are
also sensitive to the identity of an undergoer argument (Curnow 2002). Curnow’s
definition of the terms is as follows:
A language contains a conjunct/disjunct system if, given an agentive, inten-
tional, volitional context (or a relatively neutral context with a verb that is
most commonly interpreted as an intentional, volitional action performed by
an agentive subject), statements containing a first person are distinct from
those that do not contain first person reference, while questions containing
second person are distinct from those that do not contain first person reference.
The marking used to distinguish first person in statements and second per-
son in questions is the “conjunct”; the other form is the “disjunct”. (Curnow
2002:614)
As already outlined in §8.2.1, Bickel and Nichols (2007) discuss conjunct/disjunct
marking in relation to the indexing of a role they term ‘informant’ (after Bickel
2001). A functional definition of informant is “the person whom the speaker sup-
poses or claims to be the immediate supplier of the information” (Bickel and Nich-
ols 2007:223).13 Typically, this is the speaker in statements and the addressee in
questions. As part of an agreement system, conjunct forms index the informant, and
disjunct forms alternatively index “any participant who is not the informant in the
speech situation” (Bickel and Nichols 2007:223). This definition of the informant
13Some issues concerning what is appropriately included as ‘the information’ are briefly con-
sidered in §11.2.4.2. For the time being, I focus on information as the propositional content of a
declarative sentence.
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role is similar to the ‘epistemic authority’ or ‘epistemic source’ as defined by Har-
greaves (1991 2005) concerning Newar(i). In regard to Duna I use the term inform-
ant to refer to the speaker of a declarative sentence and addressee of an interrogative
sentence. That is, I use it as a label which is defined through reference to sentence
type, rather than through reference to what a speaker supposes or claims about par-
ticipants in the speech act situation. This supports discussion of knowledge-related
features that are typically vested in the informant person, but can be manipulated to
semantic or pragmatic effect (see, for example, §11.2.2.5).
11.2.1.2 Relevance to Duna
As mentioned previously, standard implications concerning subject identity that are
generated by predicate markers in Duna typically follow a conjunct/disjunct pat-
tern.14 In particular, these implications show an alternation in declaratives and inter-
rogatives as to whether the speaker or addressee is targeted as the most or least likely
candidate for the subject slot, and are sensitive to whether or not a subject is voli-
tional. Evidential markers (§9.2) and the prophetic inflection (§8.2.3.3) align with
the disjunct category. The intentive (§8.2.2.3) and promissive inflections (§8.2.3.5)
align with the conjunct category. Other declarative inflections are (as far as the
current data indicate) basically neutral forms.15
The conjunct/disjunct distribution of forms is not strongly grammaticised as
subject agreement in Duna: it is not true to say that the morphemes under dis-
cussion encode informant (and non-informant) as person categories, and index the
coidentity of instantiations of these categories and clausal arguments. Rather, this
distinctive distribution is largely a consequence of the individual semantics of the
morphemes, the way an informant is typically linked to the perceiver entailed by
certain morphemes, and logical and/or conventionalised expectations of how people
experience events. This is discussed as relevant throughout the following sections.
14As regards the evidential markers (§11.2.2), certain morphemes tend not to be used with predic-
ates that have informant P arguments. For example, it would sound strange under normal circum-
stances for someone to describe something that had been done to them using the notional evidential
category. We can generally regard deployment of Duna results and notional evidential markers with
predicates that have an informant as one of the core arguments as unexpected, and potentially unac-
ceptable on logical grounds. Nevertheless, P argument identity does not impose any such restrictions
on the use of the visual or sensory evidential markers in the way that subject identity does, and can-
not be regarded as a clear predictive factor in predicate morphology except in a negative sense for
a small number of morphemes, and in a correlative sense as a function of subject identity implica-
tions. With respect to alternation between the intentive and prophetic inflections (§11.2.3), and the
applicability of certain deontic modality inflections (§11.2.4) the identity of the P argument has no
direct bearing on what forms are used.
15However, the fact that verbs with informant subjects draw their inflections from a smaller pool of
morphemes, coupled with the semantic contrasts expressed in the inflectional system, also means that
there is a markedly increased likelihood for certain morphemes to occur in clauses with informant
subjects. This is a tendency rather than a clearly predictive relationship, but is nevertheless notable.
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11.2.2 Evidential markers
In this section I outline the distribution of evidential markers in declarative and
interrogative sentences, with respect to the variable of subject identity. I focus on
the personal rather than impersonal evidentials, for reasons that are explained in
§11.2.2.1.
Evidential markers (§9.2) reference different kinds of information sources as
primary meanings. They are generally incompatible with speaker subjects in de-
claratives as it is unexpected (and in some cases incomprehensible) for someone
to describe their own actions through explicit reference to external evidence. Our
knowledge of our own activities is more substantially derived from performing them
rather than seeing or hearing about them. Evidential markers typically suggest that
an event is experienced by the informant (that is, speaker in declaratives, addressee
in interrogatives) as an observer rather than a willing participant, and this is illus-
trated in §11.2.2.2 and §11.2.2.3. Sections 11.2.2.4 -§11.2.2.6 describe some other
extended uses and implications of evidential markers.
11.2.2.1 ‘Viewpoint shift’ and evidential markers
As outlined in §9.2, evidential markers (excluding the impersonal forms) entail a
specific ‘perceiver’, the conscious entity that is understood to observe the evidence
in question. In declarative sentences, this perceiver is typically understood to be the
speaker. In interrogative sentences, this relationship shifts so that the perceiver is
typically understood to be the addressee; in asking a question, the speaker anticip-
ates the kind of evidence the addressee will use in supplying an answer.16
This is illustrated in examples (1049) - (1052), in which the predicate rakare
‘cold’ is marked for current sensory evidence with the morpheme -yarua (§9.2.4.2).17
Examples (1049) and (1050) are declarative. The person who senses coldness or
heat (either of themselves or of a third person entity) is the speaker. Examples
(1051) and (1052) are interrogative, marked with =pe (§11.1.3.2). The person who
16In the textual data, it is rare for interrogatives to be marked for evidence, and most of the
interrogative examples in this section are elicited or constructed. The people I worked with had no
trouble interpreting or supplying ‘evidential questions’, but these are functionally and pragmatically
marked forms in that they reflect a narrow expectation the speaker has as to the way an addressee
knows about something; situations in which this form of presumption is appropriate may be quite
limited. Although the typical function of a question is to seek information, evidential questions
covertly assert (or at least suggest) something about the addressee’s mode of engagement with the
event that is being discussed. Presumably, this can itself has implications as to the responsibility the
addressee has for a predicate activity, or the veracity and reliability of their knowledge of it (see for
example (1061)). I do not address these issues explicitly in this preliminary study, but they are clearly
significant to a deeper understanding of ‘evidentials in action’. Another issue that requires further
examination in regard to viewpoint shift is whether or not this is a consistent feature of interrogatives
that are inflected with notional evidential markers (§9.2.6). There are too few examples in the current
data to be certain on this point.
17The subjects of these clauses are non-volitional; see §11.2.2.3.
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is identified as (potentially) sensing coldness is the addressee. Thus, the perceiver










‘The boy is cold {I feel}.’ (e.g., I touch him or see him shivering, not ‘The










‘The boy is cold {you feel}?’ (CD/VIII:70)
Example (1053) illustrates the fact that, like evidentials, the opinion marker =pi
(§10.4.2) also exhibits viewpoint shift, as in interrogatives this marker switches to
ask for the addressee’s opinion, rather than marking a stated opinion of the speaker.
(1053) epo=pi=pe.
raw=OPIN=Q
‘Is [the fish you are eating] not cooked enough {you opine}?’ (LC/VIII:95)
Impersonal evidentials do not work in the same way as personal evidentials in
regard to viewpoint shift, and are appropriate to rhetorical questions or speculations,
rather than questions that expect an authoritative answer. Examples of impersonal
evidentials occurring in interrogative sentences are quite rare in the current data.
Unlike personal evidentials, impersonal forms do not entail a particular perceiver,
and so are not very suitable for situations where the addressee is identified as having
particular (and possibly exclusive) knowledge of the predicated event, as shown by





You are hot {it can be felt}? (CD/XIV:7)
The formally interrogative sentences in (1055) and (1056) are used in situations
where the speaker encourages the addressee(s) to partake in co-assessment of the
proposition, without an expectation that he or she necessarily knows more than the
speaker. Both parties have access to the evidence in question.





‘So (perhaps) they are going to the forest {it can be thought}...?’ (CD/XIV:7)
Context: The speaker and and his interlocutor are sitting around, others a little way









‘(Perhaps) There is taro in the garden {it can be seen}...?’ (T/PK201003ii)
Context: The speaker and his companions are on a journey and starving hungry,
and spot a garden.
Because of the scarcity of impersonal interrogatives in the data, and their rather
different treatment of the relationship between the informant and the perceiver, most
of the following discussion is limited to personal evidential forms.
11.2.2.2 Typical distribution
Evidential marking typically occurs on predicates with third person subjects18 as in


















‘Petros came just today {you saw}?’ (CD/VIII:8)
In keeping with a disjunct form distributional pattern (§11.2.1.1), evidential
marking may also occur on declaratives with addressee subjects, as in (1059) and
(1060), and interrogatives with speaker subjects, as in (1061). The latter situation
in particular is functionally/pragmatically marked, and may highlight the fact of
the evidence itself rather than of the predicate activity. Timon Kangapu suggested
to me that a question such as that shown in (1061) would be suitable for a court
dispute situation, in which the speaker refutes a claim by the addressee concerning
their (the speaker’s) activities. The interrogative is rhetorical as the speaker already
knows whether they went or not; this utterance questions the addressee’s evidence,







‘You spoke at the men’s house {I think}.’ (IV/KK-KY:KG05V3(2).7)
18This phenomenon is noted by Giles (Giles MSa:L13) with respect to the perfective visual evid-
ential -tia.
















‘I went {you saw}?!!’ [but did you actually see me go, I don’t think so!]
(CD/XIV:76)
Evidential marking typically does not occur in declaratives with a volitional
speaker subject, or interrogatives with a volitional addressee subject. Such marking
is generally judged odd or ungrammatical. I found that this judgment was partic-
ularly strong concerning visual and sensory category evidential markers; KK, RA,
PK and KP all categorically rejected constructed declaratives such as (1062) and
(1063) (speaker subject + visual or sensory evidential) and interrogatives such as
























* You have heard this before? (CD/XIV:121)
Examples (1066) - (1068) illustrate the non-informant subject implication of
evidential markers in some constructed sentences. These were not judged to be
ungrammatical, as a sensible interpretation of a third person subject argument was
readily plausible in each case. In (1066) and (1067), the pronouns that correspond
to the informant were assumed to be object NPs, and subject NPs were assumed to
be elided (§4.2.3.3). In (1068) the second person pronoun ko was assumed to refer







‘[Someone] came to see me {I saw}.’ (CD/XIV:135)












‘[They] steambaked your pig {you infer}?’ (CD/VIII:3)
The examples shown in this section illustrate that evidential markers exhibit a
disjunct distributional pattern in that they are typically inappropriate for (volitional)
informant subjects but are generally appropriate in other contexts.19 Activities in
which one is a volitional and controlling participant (an agentive subject) are more
normally presented as ‘directly’ experienced, not mediated by perceptual evidence.
As we have already seen in several examples in the preceding chapters, within
narrative texts, it is often the perceptual world of a main protagonist in the story
that is important to the choice of evidential marker, rather than the viewpoint of
the actual speaker (the storyteller). The typical collocation of informant and per-
ceiver is not maintained, because the storyteller commonly steps back and forth
between his or her own viewpoint (for example, using the previous notional evid-
ential in its ‘hearsay’ marking function) and information sources that are present
in the story-world as in (1069). In such cases, the usual implications that relate to
subject identity (and volition, see following) are transferred to the individual (or
group of individuals) that is the empathic deictic centre at this point in the narrative.
That is, evidential markers that evoke a protagonist’s information source will occur











‘[The children] were sitting there [by a graveside], and there was a thunder-
ing noise from inside the grave {they heard}.’(T/MK:070605vi)
11.2.2.3 Non-volitional subjects
One context in which evidential markers do occur with informant subjects is when
the described activity is non-volitional. This is a common pattern in languages with
evidential morphology (cf. Curnow 2003), and is quite typical of disjunct forms in
languages with conjunct/disjunct systems.20 Examples (1070) - (1072) are headed
19It would be somewhat misleading to say that evidential markers are highly suitable to all non-
informant subjects, as interrogatives that combine a volitional speaker subject with an evidential
marker are also atypical (see (1061)). However, this ‘oddness’ stems in the main from an unusual
arrangement of subject identity and speech act type (i.e., people do not typically ask questions about
their own volitional activities), rather than solely from incongruity of subject identity and predicate
morphology.
20However it may not be a necessary attribute of such systems; see Curnow (2002) concerning
Awa Pit.
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by predicates that semantically anticipate a non-volitional subject (see also §7.6).

















‘You are sleepy {you feel}?’ (ED/III:25)
Examples (1073) - (1077) show some further examples describing situations in












































‘So he and the duck, the two of them... oh, ah, I’ve forgotten something













‘I didn’t have any sense and I was crazy {I (later) realised}’ (T/HS:180605i)
Context: Speaker describes a time when she was ill and delirious.
21I would not say that it is entirely typical to mark involuntary experience clauses for sensory
evidence in this way; in the textual data (which includes many descriptions of speakers’ illnesses,
fears, emotional responses, etc.) it appears just as usual for people to use non-evidential inflections
in recounting these kinds of personal experiences. However, sentences such as (1070) - (1072) are
always accepted as perfectly sensible and sayable, in contrast to the ungrammatical volitional subject
examples shown in (1063) and (1065).









‘Goodness me, it’s difficult for you to walk [lit. ‘desired going tied’] {you
feel}?’ (T/IH:NH03T6A)
Context: Yeripi Pake taunts his cannibal enemy, whom he has just thrown down a
cliff.
Example (1078) shows the imperfective non-visual sensory evidential -yatia be-










‘hmmn, [she] was extremely annoyed {she felt} it is said.’ (T/PK:080605ii)
Examples (1079) and (1080) show constructed declarative sentences with speaker
subjects that are marked for results and notion evidence, respectively. PK and KK
found these sentences readily interpretable; it is logically and semantically coherent
that someone could accidentally cut their hand, and then infer from evidence after
the event that this is what happened. The results evidence marker directly ‘maps’
the event as experienced by the speaker. The notion evidential marker has additional


















‘Oh, I cut my hand! {I realise}’ (CD/Pbook)
However, as shown in (1081), the perfective visual evidential still doesn’t sound
right with a speaker subject, even within an ‘unintentional’ context. The semantics








I cut my hand {I saw} (CD/Pbook)
This suggests that the Duna evidentials are not grammaticised or conventional-
ised to actively index non-volition per se. Semantic and logical applicability is still
paramount in determining whether a particular evidential marker is appropriate or
not. This is distinct from the use of vision-related evidential inflections in languages
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such as Foe.22 Rule (1977:72) says that the visual evidentials of Foe (which con-
trasts with participatory/factual, sensory, results and notion evidential inflections)
can be “used of something the speaker is doing or has done if he has not been doing
it deliberately or consciously, and only becomes conscious of it subsequently”.
11.2.2.4 Dreaming
Another situation in which it is appropriate for the visual evidential to occur in
declaratives with speaker subjects is in recounting dreams. This is exemplified in
(1082), which is taken from a dream narrative. I recorded dream narratives from
three speakers, and they all made extensive use of the visual evidential throughout
(regardless of subject identity). This suggests that emphasis on visuo-perception
is a typical feature of dream recounts, again reflecting a fairly direct mapping of a











‘I was angry and I sat there {I saw}.’ (T/KP:120205ii)
Curnow (2001:8; 2003:49-50) notes that in Tibeto-Burman languages that con-
trast an evidentially unmarked inflection with evidential inflections, a visual evid-
ential with a first person subject in declaratives occurs in descriptions of dreams,
and Rule (1977:72) reports the same for Foe.
11.2.2.5 Declaratives with addressee as perceiver
A speaker can employ evidentials in declarative sentences as if they are ‘look-
ing through the addressee’s eyes’, effectively placing the addressee in the posi-
tion of perceiver. This is exemplified in the sentences shown in (1083) - (1086),
in which the speaker references evidence as it is available to the addressee, rather
than the standard pattern in declaratives of encoding evidence that is perceived by
the speaker.24 This draws the addressee’s attention to their own experience of the
event described, and the evidence that they can or should observe in regard to it.
In such cases the typical disjunct distributional pattern of evidential markers is not
necessarily observed.
Example (1083) is taken from a largely monologic text by Kenny Kendoli, de-
tailing some recent events surrounding a young woman’s death, including a com-
pensation payment that had to be made in relation to this. I had been in Rewapi
22See also Curnow (2003) concerning Qiang and Amdo Tibetan
23I do not know whether it is appropriate to question someone about their own dream activities
using the visual evidential, but this seems a plausible hypothesis if the context is amenable. For
example if someone said ‘In a dream I saw myself sitting down’ it might not be too odd to ask them
‘where did you see yourself sitting?’.
24It is notable that in these kinds of examples the evidential marker is usually followed by the
SPEC marker. This correlation requires further investigation.
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the whole time these events were going on, and had witnessed the handing over of
the payment (in money and pigs). Towards the end of Kenny’s account I started
to ask him questions about the events, in some cases asking him to repeat things
that he had already explained, for example what the status of the compensation pay-
ment was. Example (1083) was part of Kenny’s response to one of these queries;
he knows full well that I independently observed the compensation payment, and











‘We took their money and pigs {you saw}.’ (LIV/KK:230205)
Example (1084) is another utterance taken from a ‘learner interview’ between
myself and Kenny. On this occasion Kenny has been relating how he caught a snake
the previous night (see also (85) and (86) in Chapter 4). The snake had been coiled
in a tree, and I ask Kenny to show me exactly where this was. Kenny had chopped
the branch where the snake was, and he now points this out to me. In doing so he
















‘The tree branch there, there it has been cut with an axe [by me] {you in-
fer}.’ (LIV/KK:311003)
In (1086) the speaker uses the sensory evidential -yarua, making reference to









‘You are in pain {you feel}, drink medicine.’ (CED/XIV:155)
Example (1087) shows an extract from a pikono story performed by Kiale Yokona,
in which he uses current and impersonal non-visual sensory evidentials. KK and RA
25Example (1085) shows what may be an addressee-oriented use of the opinion marker =pi. My
interlocutor said this to me after I had just tested the stability and efficacy of a hanging scale, pulling
on it to make sure that it could bear weight, and was set to zero at rest. It remains possible that the
speaker was expressing his own viewpoint here, but I can only say that in this situation, and with his
accompanying gesture of tilted head and raised eyebrows, it felt to me as if he was stating what he
thought to be my opinion, seeking confirmation that the scale was ready to be used.
(1085) kharu=pi-na.
okay=OPIN-SPEC
‘So it’s okay (in your opinion).’
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commented that with his use of these markers in this extract, Kiale is explaining to
the audience ‘you must think this, you must imagine this’, suggesting that it is the
non-visual sensory information source and imaginative experience of the addressees
that is being encoded by these forms here. This is unusual in Kiale’s performance,
as he typically uses (primary inflectional) evidential markers to evoke the percep-
tion of the hero within the narrative, or of an eyewitness to the events, rather than
couching the story as an imaginative enterprise on the part of the hearers. It may be
significant that in this passage Kiale appears to be backtracking in the story to repair
an earlier omission. Thus, at this point, he gives an instruction to the audience that


















































It’s earlier {you imagine} and he has not yet crossed the Nundu river of
the land of the dead.’ (P/KY:KG05V3(2).3)
The (often quite emphatic) reference to the addressee’s information source as
exemplified in (1083) - (1086) represents another situation in which evidential mark-
ers may occur with informant or perceiver subjects (for example, a speaker subject
in a declarative, as in (1083)). Such examples illustrate that the relationship between
subject identity and evidential marking (that is, the disjunct distributional pattern)
is one of implication, not entailment. A similar situation is found in Oksapmin,
where the visual/other-sensory evidentials may only occur with a speaker subject in
a limited number of situations, one of these being where the the speaker is “putting
the onus of evidence onto the hearer for pragmatic reasons” (Loughnane 2007:8;
see also Lawrence 1987:62).
11.2.2.6 Extended disassociation
As exemplified in sections 11.2.2.2 and 11.2.2.3, use of visual evidentials typically
implies that the informant did not participate voluntarily in the predicate activity.
The non-participatory implication of evidential markers can be extended to a sense
that the predicated activity has ‘nothing to do with’ the informant. This is illustrated
by the contrast shown between (1088) and (1089).
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Example (1088) shows a fragment of conversation between myself and Richard
Alo. On seeing Richard at Kopiago station, he asked me the whereabouts of my
fellow researcher Kirsty Gillespie, whom I was sharing a house with in the field.
I replied using the sentence shown in (1088b), using the visual evidential -rua.
Richard corrected me, saying that I should use the stative form of the verb (rei)
instead. As someone who was typically ‘at the house’ with Kirsty, it was not right
for me to talk about her presence there using a visual evidential.
















‘You should say andata rei.’ (LC)
In contrast to Richard’s correction in (1088), example (1089) shows a question
asked of me by Philemon Heri when I met him on the path to his house, I coming
away and he heading homewards. Philemon asked me if his mother (Metai) was at
their family house, inflecting the verb with the visual evidential. Philemon is coding
my (not his own) relationship to the predicated activity; I do not live with Metai,







‘Metai is at home {you saw}?’ (LC)
The above examples suggest that visual evidentials can further imply the rela-
tionship between subject/predicate and informant even where the informant is not an
argument of the clause. The idea of non-involvement can extend beyond the clause-
internal argument-predicate relationship to the ‘real-world’ informant-subject rela-
tionship. For example, the subject of a sentence marked for visual evidence should
not be in a close familial relationship with the informant, where the predicate de-
scribes an activity that subject and informant habitually engage in together (even if
they are not doing so at the time of utterance).
Speakers may manipulate this effect, using visual morphemes in describing
events that they wish to disassociate themselves from,26 or to emphasise that a situ-
26For example, when I was eliciting data concerning somewhat taboo topics such as sexual rela-
tions, KP would typically suggest sentences that were marked as either reported with the verb ruwa-
‘say’ (§10.5.2) or with visual evidentials.
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‘In the morning I came, you waited in ambush, you struck me, struck as
hard as you could {I saw}. (T/HS:080305iii)
The use of a visual evidential as a distancing device may also be appropriate for
reasons of politeness. For example, on one occasion I went for a walk by myself
and inconsiderately entered someone else’s garden without their permission. On
my return to the house, Haya Suku questioned where I had been, and asked me to
describe the garden that I had trespassed upon. I replied that it had a guava tree in it,
using the stative form of the verb ka- ‘be/stand’, kei, to describe the tree’s existence.
Haya reprovingly corrected this to the visual stative form karua. Upon my repetition
of this form, she praised me for speaking properly. Presumably, Haya found my use
of kei to be presumptuous in this case. I should not have been in a position to assert
the existence of this tree in the first place, and it was more appropriate for me to
back off, and describe the contents of the garden as an outside observer.
As is intimated by this incident, a speaker may also choose not to use an eviden-
tial where it would be semantically apposite, in order to assert a close relationship
with the subject or activity of the predicate. For example, in relating rindi malu
(‘land history/geneaology’, see §1.3.3.1) the speaker avoids evidentially marked
morphemes which may effectively reduce their connection to the (true) events they
relate. In identifying a particular (extant but not at the time visible) tree or stone
as the marker of an important site (such as the site of the death of an ancestor), the
speaker will not use the visual evidential -rua on the existential verb, even though
this may be appropriate from a purely ‘information source’ point of view. Simil-
arly they will not use notional previous evidentials (§9.2.6.3) when describing the
lives of their ancestors (though, strictly speaking, they may be known about from
third-hand type sources), opting instead for the evidentially unmarked perfective
inflection -o (§8.2.2.1). This inflection, by default at least, carries connotations of
the speaker’s personal involvement in the narrated events (§9.2.9).
De Haan (2005) argues that evidentiality should be understood as a deictic cat-
egory, that “fulfills the same function for marking relationships between speakers
and actions/events that, say, demonstratives do for marking relationships between
speakers and objects”. In accordance with this view, the examples looked at in this
section suggest that Duna evidential marking is part of a deictic practice as dis-
cussed by Hanks (2005), which speakers may engage in “not to position objects [or
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actions/events] but to position themselves”.
11.2.2.7 Summary
Using an evidential marker on a final predicate implies that the informant is an ob-
server of rather than a volitional participant in the event that is described. Evidential
markers thus have a particular subject identity implication: if a sentence is eviden-
tially marked, the subject is probably not the speaker (in declarative sentences) and
is probably not the addressee (in interrogative sentences). However this is not a
strict entailment, and does not constitute a subject agreement system. Disruptions
in this typical pattern may relate to whether or not the informant did something un-
knowingly, is relating a dream, or is casting the addressee as perceiver for pragmatic
effect. Evidential markers can further imply an informant’s general disassociation
with the predicate activity and those who participate in it.
11.2.3 Intentive and prophetic inflections
11.2.3.1 Introduction
The intentive inflection -nda (§8.2.2.3) and prophetic inflection -na (§8.2.3.3) are
both used in describing future events, without any specification as to the immediacy
of these events (that is, unlike complex final inflections with -nda, see §10.2.2.2).
The morphemes are not systematically contrastive in that they are not formally equi-
valent (for example, the intentive is semi-finite and combines freely with ancillary
markers whereas the prophetic generally does not) and their semantics are not neatly
comparable (that is, they do not encode different values of a single semantic para-
meter). However, the distribution of the intentive and prophetic inflections follows
the conjunct/disjunct pattern quite closely, the intentive being a conjunct form and
the prophetic a disjunct form. The exception to this is in questions with third person
subjects, where the intentive is the more usual form. The typical distribution of the
intentive inflection -nda and prophetic inflection -na in declarative and interrogative
sentences is summarised in Table 11.4.




third person Prophetic Intentive
addressee
As a starting point for comparison, I find it helpful to think of these morph-
emes as entailing ‘perceivers’ similar to those entailed by evidential markers (see
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§9.2.2.2). Both the intentive and prophetic inflections imply the experience of an
event by conscious (typically human) entities. The intentive inflection focusses on
how an irrealis event is currently perceived by a particular individual as an inten-
tion or plan. The event may or may not come to be actualised, but the plan of it
exists. The prophetic inflection focusses on the fact that an event will manifest and
be perceived by unspecified people in the future. Duna speakers’ free translations
of prophetic predications (see comments at §8.2.3.3) suggest that this perception is
assumed to be visual in nature. The perception entailed by the prophetic inflection
is also impersonal (§9.2.7) as it is not necessarily tied to a known individual in the
speech situation. The sense of the prophetic inflection can thus be approximated as
‘it will be seen that...’.
With respect to viewpoint shift (§11.2.2.1) in declaratives and interrogatives,
the intentive morpheme behaves similarly to the evidential markers as described in
§11.2.2, that is, the perceiver is typically identified with the speaker in declaratives
and the addressee in interrogatives. The prophetic inflection does not show this al-
ternation; as the inflection does not entail a specific perceiver who holds a locatable
viewpoint, there is no clear viewpoint shift.
11.2.3.2 Declarative distribution
In declarative sentences that describe future events, the intentive inflection typically
marks predicates with speaker subjects as in (1091) and (1092), and the prophetic
inflection typically marks predicates with addressee or third person subjects, as in
(1093) and (1094), respectively. Typically, a speaker has a personal plan of their
own future activities, and the intentive inflection is highly suitable to a speaker
subject predication. However, a speaker does not claim this ‘insight’ concerning the
activities of others, and these can be more appropriately described through reference
































‘Kenny will go tomorrow.’ (ED/VIII:198)
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The standard speaker subject implication of the intentive morpheme in declarat-
ives is illustrated by (1095). In this sentence the final bivalent verb is inflected with
-nda and only one argument is overtly referenced in the clause as an NP, ita ‘pig’. It






‘[I] will eat pig.’ (CD/V:62)
Constructed declaratives that go against the correlation of the intentive with
speaker subject and prophetic with non-speaker subject are typically judged as un-
grammatical. This is seen in (1096) (speaker subject, prophetic inflection), (1097)
























*Kipu will close the door (CD/TIbook)
The examples looked at so far show that the intentive and prophetic inflections
have a distributional pattern that is typical of conjunct/disjunct systems. As is also
typical for conjunct verb forms (§11.2.1.1), the intentive inflection is generally con-
sidered odd (1099) or unacceptable (1100) in declaratives that describe a situation
in which a speaker subject is non-volitional. A speaker does not usually ‘plan’
something that is beyond their conscious control. As shown in (1101) - (1103),
the prophetic inflection may be suitable for these circumstances, contra to the usual
bar on prophetic marking with volitional speaker subjects (for example, compare










*I will fall (CD/XIV:144)

































‘I am in pain and so will not (cannot) go to the garden.’ (CED)
Example (1104) also shows the co-occurrence of a speaker subject and the
prophetic inflection in a declarative. This sentence is taken from a text in which the
speaker addresses her children, describing how her spirit will return to visit them
after her death. The speaker emphasises that her return will be witnessed whilst also







‘I will return here.’ (T/HS:080305iii)
Examples (1101) - (1104) illustrate some situations in which a declarative sen-
tence with a speaker subject can be marked as prophetic rather than with the usual
intentive marking. See §11.2.3.5 concerning situations in which it may be appropri-
ate for the intentive inflection to occur in declaratives with a non-speaker subject.
11.2.3.3 Interrogative distribution
In this section I describe the distribution of the intentive and prophetic inflections
in interrogative sentences with addressee, speaker, and third person subjects. This
distribution attests a conjunct/disjunct pattern with respect to speaker and addressee
subjects. However, this is not maintained with third person subjects as in this case
the two inflections are used contrastively, the intentive being the more usual form.
The intentive inflection exhibits viewpoint shift (§11.2.2.1) between speaker and
addressee according to sentence type, whereas the prophetic inflection does not. In-
terrogative sentences inflected with -nda continue to locate a specific current per-
ceiver, now identified as the addressee (instead of the speaker as in declaratives).
Interrogative sentences inflected with -na continue to evoke collective future per-
ception; the addressee may be able to ‘comment on’ the situation, but they are not
appealed to as the single most relevant source of information.
Interrogative sentences with an addressee subject are inflected as intentive as in
(1105) and (1106). The speaker assumes that the addressee has a plan of their own
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future actions, and use of the intentive inflection reflects this. Using the prophetic



















‘Will you eat?’ (LC)
The intentive inflection in interrogatives carries a strong implication of an ad-
dressee subject, as illustrated by the constructed example shown in (1107), in which





‘Will [you] eat a man?’ (CD/2003)
Interrogative sentences with speaker subjects are usually marked as prophetic,
as in (1108) and (1109). Such questions are always somewhat functionally marked
as it is unusual for someone to make a genuine request for information regarding
their own actions (see also §11.2.3.4). As explained by Hale (1980:100) regarding
Newar, “the speaker cannot ask a true question about an action in which he portrays
himself as a voluntary instigator”. In (1108), a yes-no interrogative (§11.1.3.3), the
speaker queries a proposition over which she herself has little conscious control. In
(1109), a question word interrogative (§11.1.3.5), the speakers are trying to come
up with a way to solve a problem; they are not ‘voluntary instigators’ because they
























‘What will we do? they sat saying to each other...’ (T/PK:201003i)
In interrogative sentences with third person subjects, the distribution of the in-
tentive and prophetic inflections does not match typical conjunct/disjunct subject
patterning, which would predict the prophetic inflection as the usual form (Table
11.3). Instead, the two forms are used contrastively. The intentive is the function-
ally unmarked inflection, exemplified in (1110) and (1111), and is also typical for
questioned subjects, as shown in (1112).





















‘Who will go?’ (ED/XIV:108)
Using the intentive inflection suggests that the addressee (as informant/perceiver)
has a plan (in the sense of a mental model) of the queried event, and is in a good
position to provide information about it. This is a good functional basis for asking
a question. The prophetic inflection can alternatively be used in third person sub-
ject interrogatives when the speaker does not assume that the addressee necessarily
knows more than they themselves do; the utterance is more ‘wondering’ than ‘ask-
ing’. Prophetic interrogatives are thus functionally similar to speculative sentences
(§11.1.3.6) and interrogatives with impersonal evidentials (1055 and 1056).
The contrast between intentive and prophetic interrogatives with third person
subjects is illustrated in a comparison of (1113) and (1114). These examples show
two different ways of querying the destination of a third person who is about to
depart. RA suggested that (1113) would be used if the speaker has just seen the third
person pack up her belongings in the company of the addressee. The addressee then
comes over to the speaker who asks, ‘where will she go?’. The speaker anticipates
that the addressee is privy to specific information that the speaker does not have, as
it is likely the third person will have verbally explained or otherwise indicated to
the addressee where they are going. By contrast, the question shown in (1114) will
be used when the speaker and the addressee both observe the third person packing











‘Where will [she] go?’ (I wonder) (CED/XIV)
The distribution of the intentive in interrogatives can be seen to correlate over-
all with the speaker’s judgment that the addressee (as the designated perceiver) has
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better access than themselves to information concerning the proposition and is the
natural informant over and above others.27 In interrogatives with an addressee sub-
ject, the addressee is normally in a position to be the most authoritative informant,
as the person most fit to provide information about someone’s future activities is
typically that person themselves. In this situation, the intentive inflection is pre-
ferred. In interrogatives with a speaker subject, the intentive is dispreferred, as it
is odd to designate someone else as having ‘best access’ to information concerning
oneself. In interrogatives with third person subjects, there is usually an expectation
that ‘the addressee knows best’ (otherwise, why ask them) and the intentive is the
functionally unmarked form. Use of the prophetic inflection alternatively reflects
the fact that the addressee is not assumed to hold exclusive information concerning
the proposition, but may, like the speaker, be in a position to speculate about it.
11.2.3.4 ‘Impossible proposition’ interrogatives
Hale (1980) says that in rhetorical questions in Newar, conjunct and disjunct verb
forms follow the declarative rather than typical interrogative distributional pattern.
This is seen in (1115a), in which an addressee subject occurs with a disjunct verb
form, and (1115b), in which a speaker subject occurs with a conjunct verb form,
despite the fact that these examples are interrogative (as indicated by the marker
la). These sentences are not ‘true questions’ because they are not genuine requests


















‘Did I go there?’ (i.e., I most certainly did not!) (NEWAR: Hale (1980),
gloss added)
Duna appears to function similarly to Newar, disrupting the usual distributional
pattern of the intentive and prophetic inflections in interrogatives for rhetorical ef-
fect. Interrogatives formed in this way express strong doubt (yes-no interrogatives),
and/or suggest that there is no possible candidate to fill the ‘missing participant’ slot
(question word interrogatives). That is, the proposition is implied to be impossible.
For example, the (constructed) interrogative (1116) combines an addressee subject
with the prophetic inflection. My Duna consultant Timon Kangapu thought that
this could only be used in a situation where there speaker wished to imply that the
27The issue of ‘privileged access’ with relation to Newar conjunct verb forms is discussed in
Hargreaves (2005).
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addressee would certainly not be able to go; for example, as an implied threat when
the addressee is planning to leave home in order to avoid legal action brought by the














‘Where will I go?’ (i.e., there is nowhere) (P/AM:NH0312A)
As seen in the preceding section, interrogatives with third person and questioned
subjects do not conform to the typical conjunct/disjunct distributional pattern. Rhet-
orical interrogatives are not formally distinguished as they are with speaker and ad-
dressee subjects, but are interpreted as such from context. Example (1118) is taken
from a text in which the speaker describes how she, her siblings, and her mother
were abandoned by her father and lived without the support of adult male relatives;

















‘Now what man will butcher those pigs? she says...’ (i.e., there is no-one)
(T/KP:061103)
11.2.3.5 Further comments on intentive declaratives
My data include some examples of declarative sentences in which the intentive in-
flection does not reflect typical distribution with respect to subject identity, that is,
it occurs with non-speaker subjects. Some of these are reproduced and discussed in
this section.
One situation in which it may be appropriate for the intentive inflection to occur
in a declarative with a non-speaker subject is in the description of a situation that is





















‘(I want that) the ones who will be members [of government] now will look





‘(I want that) you will go.’ (CD/XIV:181)
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(RA translated this constructed sentence as shown, commenting that it could be
used in a situation where the speaker has to choose somebody to send as a messen-
ger.)
Some other examples suggest that a speaker can use the intentive inflection to
reflect the fact that they are an authoritative informant by virtue of a close asso-
ciation with a third person subject. This is illustrated by the constructed example
shown in (1121). Line (1121a) shows the typical declarative pattern of third person
subject and a predicate that is inflected as prophetic. On being asked whether the
intentive inflection (1121b) might also be suitable, PK reflected that it could be used




































‘They will go to Moresby on Tuesday or Wednesday.’ (I live with these
people) (CD/III:60)
Similarly, example (1122) shows a fragment of conversation (between myself
and two others) about whether or not a toddler would eat some food that I had
prepared. The toddler’s mother, Speaker B, replies to my question (1122a) using the
intentive inflection in (1122b). The other person, no relation to the child, repeats
the substance of the mother’s answer using the prophetic inflection as shown in
(1122c). I speculate that this reflects an understanding that the mother can ‘speak
for’ the child, whereas the other person does not claim this right. However, more
evidence is needed to test this hypothesis.




Will [he] eat, or not?
b. Spr A: na-nda.
eat-INT
‘[He] will eat.’




‘[He] will eat, give [it].’ (LC/VIII:33)
The use of the intentive inflection in examples such as (1121b) and (1122b) can
additionally be interpreted as relayed utterance, in which the speaker reproduces the
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speech or intention of a close associate with an assumed rather than overt ‘report’
frame.28
11.2.3.6 Summary
Overall, the intentive inflection implies that an informant personally experiences an
event as an unrealised plan and is closely associated with the described situation.
Having a plan of something presupposes control (the informant is a volitional sub-
ject argument), desire (the informant wants the event to happen) and authority (the
informant has best access to knowledge of it). These features typically (and in some
cases necessarily) coincide, but may each be sufficient to independently motivate in-
tentive marking in some circumstances. It is most usual (and always grammatical)
for intentive marking to occur in declaratives with volitional speaker subjects and
interrogatives with volitional addressee subjects.
The prophetic inflection alternatively draws attention to the actual manifesta-
tion of the event as something that will be perceivable in the future, and implies
disassociation from the described situation. The informant does not exert conscious
control over the event, and does not assert a relationship with the people involved.
This shows similarities to the disassociative implications of evidentials as described
in §11.2.2.6. It is most usual for prophetic marking to occur with third person sub-
jects in declaratives, but it may also occur (without rhetorical effect) with addressee
subjects in declaratives and speaker and third person subjects in interrogatives.
11.2.4 Deontic modality inflections
In this section I briefly outline the subject identity association of four TAM inflec-
tions that are particularly concerned with deontic modality: the promissive, hort-
ative, prohibitive, and desiderative. These subject identity associations show some
relationship to conjunct/disjunct marking in that they change according to whether
or not a sentence is marked as interrogative.
Interrogatives formed with these inflections are questions of a sort in that the
speaker ‘requests information’ from the addressee. However, the information re-
quested relates not only to the correctness of a suggested proposition or the identity
of an unknown participant (as in typical interrogatives), but also to the addressee’s
deontic attitude towards the proposition: are they happy for it to happen, do they
think it should happen, will they commit to bringing it about?
11.2.4.1 Promissive
The promissive inflection (§8.2.3.5) occurs with speaker subjects in declarative sen-
tences, as in (1123), and addressee subjects in interrogative sentences, as in (1124).
28See also Ochs and Schieffelin (1984).
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Attempting to combine a speaker subject with the promissive inflection in a ques-
tion as in (1125) was judged nonsensical (KK). The promissive inflection is only
used for informant subjects that are either making, or being asked to make, a prom-


























* Will I tell her tomorrow? (CD/XIV:32)
The promissive inflection provides an addition to the quasi-paradigm of the in-
tentive and prophetic inflections (§11.2.3) in terms of event actualisation and subject
identity. It combines the ‘certain manifestation’ implication of the prophetic inflec-
tion with the ‘informant control’ implication of the intentive inflection.
11.2.4.2 Prohibitive, hortative, and desiderative
The prohibitive, hortative, and desiderative morphemes occur as final inflections in
optative sentences (§11.1.4), exemplified in §8.2.2.4 and §8.2.4. These inflections
also occur in interrogatives that function as requests for permission or queries as to
what it would be best to do. Typically, the speaker asks the addressee whether he
or she supports an activity that the speaker intends to carry out. This is exemplified
in (1126) and (1127a) (with the hortative inflection) and (1128) and (1129) (with
the prohibitive inflection).29 An assent to a hortative imperative request is typic-
ally couched as an imperative (§8.2.4.1) as shown in (1127b). The prohibitive and





‘May I see?’ (SD/III:60)
29Giles suggests that these two constructions maintain the immediate/deferred contrast as for dir-
ective utterances (§8.2.4.6), the hortative being an immediate request for permission and the pro-
hibitive a deferred request (that is, for something that the speaker would like to do later rather than
straight away). This seems a sensible analysis and is not contradicted by the 2003-7 data, but I have
no contrastive examples that clearly confirm it.





‘May I eat it all?’
b. nei-ku-pa.
eat-EXHAUST-IMP












‘May I not cut your pandanus?’ (ED/VII:14)
In (1126) - (1129) the subject is the speaker. This contrasts with non-interrogative
use of these inflections, in which the subject is the addressee (in the case of the pro-
hibitive) and typically the speaker + the addressee (in the case of the hortative). The








‘Shall [we] cook all the food?’ (ED/V:102)
There are also a few examples in the data of the desiderative marker -no oc-
curring in an (question word) interrogative utterance, in which case the subject is
the speaker, as shown in (1131) and (1132). This does not appear to be a common
construction, and all but one of the recorded examples come from a rather special
situation, a mourning song where the singer (Kipu Piero) directly addresses the




















‘Who is there as a friend that I may go to (now that you, my dearest friend,
are dead)?’ (Gillespie 2007b:261, gloss added)
Of these three inflections, the prohibitive and desiderative can be identified as
bearing some relationship to disjunct distribution, as there is a predictable alterna-
tion between a non-speaker subject (in optative sentences) and a speaker subject (in
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interrogative sentences). For the hortative, the situation is muddied; the hortative
typically has an inclusive speaker + addressee subject in optative sentences and a
speaker subject in interrogative sentences, but these are not the only options (see,
for example, (706)). However, the fact that there is ‘something going on’ in rela-
tion to a non-speaker/speaker subject switch in all cases suggests that someone who
supplies (or is asked to supply) deontic attitudinal rather than propositional inform-
ation is included as a kind of informant. As with the evidential markers (§11.2.2)
and the prophetic inflection (§11.2.3), the prohibitive, hortative and desiderative
morphemes, broadly speaking, imply a non-informant subject.
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11.3 Epistemic assessment and the final predicate: an overview
In this thesis I have described a range of bound forms that express epistemic as-
sessment meanings, including evidential markers, information status markers, and
epistemic particles. These are used by a speaker in indicating how they and others
are positioned in relation to the propositional content of an utterance as knowledge.
They frame the utterance with respect to such questions as: does it represent know-
ledge that was gained through a particular kind of perceptual experience? Is the
proposition a state or event that other people can independently observe and know?
In this concluding section I summarise certain formal, semantic, and functional
characteristics of these forms, consider the issue of whether these groups should be
gathered together as members of a superordinate formal-functional category, and
comment on the nature of epistemic assessment as an obligatory or optional com-
ponent of final predicate morphology.
Bound evidential markers (§9.2) target ‘information source’ as their primary
semantic domain. Evidential markers do not co-occur and can be arranged as a
paradigmatic set that encodes a set of contrasts with respect to three parameters:
the evidence category (one of four possibilities derived from the features ‘seen’
and ‘direct’), personal vs impersonal evidence and current vs previous evidence.
The forms of the morphemes typically show some relationship to each other, for
example, the sequence nua recurs in the impersonal evidential forms for each cat-
egory (and does not occur as a component of other inflectional forms). Evidential
markers can typically function as both primary inflectional and ancillary forms.30
Information status markers (§9.3) indicate features that relate to the incor-
poration of information into the presumed ‘knowledge store(s)’ of the discourse
participants speaker and addressee. They are typically used by a speaker to advise
an addressee on how they should treat the proposition encoded in the utterance, for
example as something that is familiar to them or as something that is particularly
noteworthy. Information status markers do not represent a category of formally
equivalent morphemes, although they are functionally comparable. They all oc-
cur as primary verbal inflections and some may also function as ancillary markers.
Some information status markers can occur in combination with some evidential
markers.
Epistemic particles (§10.4) indicate features that are relevant to the semantic
domains of information source and/or information status, for example, that a pro-
position is a reasoned judgment of the speaker, or is something hypothetical that
cannot be directly verified. Epistemic particles do not occur as verbal inflections,
30Note however that, excepting for the sensory category marker, impersonal evidentials are not
attested as ancillary markers.
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and, from the available data, are only moderately compatible with evidential and/or
information status markers.
In general, evidential markers, information status markers and epistemic particles
show a certain amount of functional flexibility. For example, the form -yanua
(SNS.IMPL) functions as a verbal primary inflection (§9.2.7), a component in com-
plex inflections (§10.2.2), a component in extra evidence constructions (§10.2.3),
an ancillary marker on non-verbal predications (§10.3), and an epistemic demon-
strative in participant and place reference (§6.2). Most evidential and some inform-
ation status markers can function as primary inflections, or as ancillary markers that
follow an inflected final verb or non-verb predicate. The impersonal and current
sensory (and possibly also visual) evidentials, information status marker -ra, and
epistemic particle =pi, all occur as epistemic demonstrative forms. This is in con-
trast to, for example, TAM markers (§8.2), which only occur as verbal inflections,
and to proximal demonstratives (§5.2.4.1), which only occur as NP constituents.
An important commonality in bound forms that make reference to knowledge in
some way is what can be termed the ‘speaker-proposition’ relationship, following
on from the work of Rule (1977), where he foreshadows De Haan’s (2005) examin-
ation of evidentiality as a deictic category (§11.2.2.5). In describing the evidential
system of Foe (East Kutubu, PNG) Rule remarks that after initially interpreting
Participatory and Visual evidential inflections as subject person agreement mark-
ers, he realised that, “the basic relationship [encoded by these morphemes] was not
between subject and the verb but between speaker and the verb” (1977:71). I find
the identification of a ‘speaker-verb’ (or speaker-proposition) relationship highly
relevant to the morphological encoding of epistemic assessment in Duna in two
ways.
Firstly, it is relevant to the way that evidential markers position the informant
person as holding a kind of ‘meta-role’ in a narrated event. This meta-role can be
loosely defined as that of a bystander, someone who observes an event, but does
not exert active control over it. Given the non-participation of the informant that
is implied by evidential marking, it is unusual for evidentials to be used when the
informant is also the volitional subject of the marked verb, as discussed in §11.2.2.
The fact that non-participation is normally presupposed can be employed in convey-
ing greater or lesser degrees of distance between the informant and the proposition,
regardless of whether or not they are an argument of the marked clause, as exempli-
fied in §11.2.2.6.
Secondly, it is relevant to the way that markers of epistemic assessment always
imply ‘speakers’, not just in the sense of the actual speakers of particular utter-
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ances, but people who can think and talk - those with conscious minds.31 Typic-
ally the ‘conscious minds’ that markers of epistemic assessment evoke are those
of people in the actual discourse situation, the speaker and addressee. Information
status markers, for example, do not only indicate how the speaker thinks/knows
about the activity that is predicated in his or her utterance, but encode awareness that
the addressee also thinks, and has a particular state of mind as regards the propos-
ition. This awareness is also evident in the viewpoint shift exhibited by evidential
markers in questions, by which the speaker can effectively tell the addressee ‘how to
know’. The impersonal evidential markers alternatively allude to consciousness that
is anchored in unspecified people, indicating that the predicated event is observable
through the relevant perceptual faculty, without identifying exactly whose.
Using bound markers of epistemic assessment thus requires paying close atten-
tion at some level to the fact that the ‘information’ of spoken language is expressive
of human consciousness, and constituted (as well as constitutive) of human experi-
ence. This may be experience of the outside world, or the more internal experience
of ‘having things in mind’.
The theme of the speaker-proposition relationship carries through to some of the
inflectional morphemes that I identify as TAM markers (§8.2) rather than evidential
or information status markers. The encoding of a ‘relationship to mind’ is important
to the meanings of the intentive and prophetic inflections, which imply intention and
(visuo-)perception, respectively. These forms display the same kind of patterns with
respect to subject identity and volition as the evidential markers, so that a clause so
marked says something about the relationship of the informant to the activity that is
described. Certain other inflections that have to do with event modality also appeal
to a person’s internal construal of an event (for example, as something desirable),
and show a comparable alternation as regards the identity of the subject in optative
as opposed to interrogative sentences.
Bound forms that provide indication of epistemic assessment in Duna do not
comprise a discrete grammatical category. Certain formal characteristics typify cer-
tain collections of morphemes, but these do not map consistently to distinct se-
mantic or functional domains. For example, I find it sensible to treat the forms
identified as evidential markers as comprising a discrete paradigm, but these do not
stay tidily in their box according to rigorous formal and semantic criteria. Typical
formal features of the evidential markers (for example, the ability to be added to
31The phrase ‘conscious mind’ is approximated in the Duna existential possessive construction
predicated by kono ra- (thought/knowledge be/put-), to ‘have thought/knowledge’. I found that kono
iripe, ‘Does it have thought?’ was the one of the questions children would most commonly ask
on seeing unfamiliar animals in the nature programmes we sometimes watched on my computer at
Rewapi.
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both bare and inflected verb forms) are shared by at least some other morphemes,
and not by all markers of the set. A semantic characterisation, as ‘indicating inform-
ation source’ is not entirely representative of the markers’ uses (see for example
§9.2.6), and the impersonal evidential markers in particular show some semantic
commonality with the information status markers, as they are concerned with the
minds of people other than the speaker. Similarly, the information status mark-
ers show some relationship to ‘source of information’, albeit as something that is
defined in reference to the speech situation rather than (or as well as) the percep-
tual mode by which the predicated event is known. Additionally, what I identify
as a central theme of epistemic assessment, the encoding of a relationship between
speaker and proposition, is attested in morphemes that are formally indistinguish-
able from TAM markers (for example, the intentive and prophetic inflections, the
‘provocative’ markers, see §9.3.4), morphemes that do not share the typical formal
capacity to occur as ancillary markers as well as primary inflections.
It is similarly difficult to identify epistemic assessment as something that is ob-
ligatorily encoded on the final predicate. However, it is not really easy to identify
any single semantic category as being obligatorily encoded on final predicates in
Duna. Generally, it seems fair to say that a final verbal predicate must be inter-
pretable as regards an actualisation/time value for the predicated event in relation to
the time of the speech event. If this is not specified by a TAM marker, it is supplied
through an information status marker, or through the time-reference that is specified
or implicated by an inflectional evidential marker.
Questions remain as to whether it is also true to say that epistemic assessment
values are implicated by TAM markers. It is probably the case that using inflections
such as the stative, perfective, and habitual as the only marking on a final verb at
least have connotations of certainty and personal experience, in contrast to all the
other kinds of experience that could be marked, and this is an important issue that
requires further investigation, with particular emphasis on conversational data. If it
is the case that such inflections supply epistemic assessment features, these prob-
ably arise through partially contrastive relationships of functional opposition, rather
than from the minimally contrastive encoding of recognisably constant parameters,
although the latter is also possible, with information source being a particularly
likely candidate.
Epistemic assessment is thus neither a strictly obligatory nor formally coherent
grammaticised category in Duna. It is possible to create any number of well formed
sentences without overtly encoding features that relate specifically to the treatment
of the proposition as knowledge. Nevertheless, the expression of such features is
pervasive in the language, richly encoded by a range of bound morphemes that have
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an array of formal, functional and combinatorial properties. These forms support
and comprise recognition that to speak is to engage in the creation, interpretation,
and assessment of a collaboratively known and realised world.

Appendix 1: List of recorded texts
Texts recorded by LSR in 2003 (speakers AA-KL)
S(s) Date Content Time
AA 250903 Day recount: church, laundry, gardening, weaving a net-bag T 2:48
EH 101103 A sensational rumour doing the rounds: a woman adopts a mys-
terious grub that grows into a giant snake, and is killed by her
male relatives.
T 3:07
EM 141103 Recent local events: the speaker hears a report that two people
have been killed.
T 1:04
HS 061103 i Why Duna women make net-bags: because they are useful for
carrying things.
T 2:23
ii Traditional freshwater crustacean larvae-harvesting, as practiced
by women in Lake Kopiago
T 2:14
iii The speaker’s childhood and marriage. T 2:28
141103 Recent local events: the speaker hears reports that two people
have been killed.
T 1:59
HY 201003 i The cause of the current emnity between possums and dogs:
erstwhile companions come to blows, a dog kills a possum, and
another dog accidentally eats the dead possim and discovers how
delicious it is.
T 2:28
ii The cause of differentiation between two game animal species:
one animal tricks another into cutting off his tail.
T 2:07
iii The origin of Lake Kopiago: A woman disobeys a prohibition
from her husband not to let their son dig up a certain taro, and
the water that pours out from the hole drowns mother and child
and forms the current lake.
T 3:05
iv Historical narrative concerning a magic pond where Hayuwi
men used to be able to obtain pigs. After an Aluni man comes to
spy on the process, the power of the place is lost.
T 2:16
v The travels and adventures of two spirit women of Nawa parish
(Aluni area). A Hayuwi man is befriended by the women in
the forest. He fails to fulfill a promise to them and they kill
him and move away. The Hayuwi man’s behaviour caused a
displacement of precious minerals from Duna lands to the Ok
tedi mine area, and a depletion of game.
T 9:12
vi The speaker’s life, in particular his history of employment with
the church.
T 6:16
H 250903 Day recount: the speaker and others transport medicines to the
local clinic, and bring back a cast iron stove.
T 4:47
JP 250903 Day recount: LSR injures herself, the speaker looks after her and
makes her some crutches.
T 2:01
KK 161003 Recount: scoping out a new house/garden site while others go
for a canoe trip
T 3:38
311003 The speaker describes killing a snake the previous night. T/LIV 3:40
KL 161003 Day recount: transporting cut timber from the forest, visiting
and meeting up with people, sharing food, playing basketball.
T 1:26
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LSR 2003 (continued)
S(s) Date Content Time
KP 250903 Day recount: washing, LSR injures herself, trying out the new
wood stove.
T 4:32
061103 The speaker’s life history. Her mother and siblings are rejected
by her father’s family. They move around living in different
spots. Her grandmother is hospitalised for many years and
dies. The speaker moves in with her husband, has children,
and starts to work with academic researchers.
T 3:49
141103 Day recount: attempting to walk to Ekali but being turned back
by reports of Huli marauders.
T 6:27
261103 i Traditional child-care practices (as reported by others). T
ii Non-traditional child-care practices. T
iii Children’s clothing - traditional and non-traditional. T 4:04
271103 What women would traditionally do when men were engaged
in warfare: cease all domestic activities and go to hide in the
high country, fearing for the lives of their loved ones.
T 1:13
MaM 250903 Day recount: going to the station to collect a stove. T 00:20
MM 250903 Day recount: working in the garden, cooking food, sleeping. T 02:04
101103 A funny incident in the speaker’s childhood; she and two
friends scare each other.
T 2:20
MeK 250903 Day recount: collecting stones for building, playing in a toy
car.
T 00:31
MK 250903 Day recount: going to the station, collecting stones for build-
ing.
T 00:39
161003 Day recount: going for a canoe trip T :
MKa 141103 Recent events: a rumoured attack by Huli people. T 01:40
PM 141103 The speaker’s family and life history. T 2:25
PK 250903 Day recount: working on text transcription. T 1:55
201003 i A fable (heard on the radio) about why bats regurgitate their
food; because an original bat ancestor was tricked into having
his anus sewn up by an frog ancestor.
T 2:47
ii The speaker’s journey by foot from Kopiago to Oksapmin T 6:11
241103 The first time the speaker tasted chocolate. T 1:47
271103 Traditional warfare practices of men (as reported by the
speaker’s elders)
T 1:50
PP 250903 Day recount: going to the station to collect a stove. T 4:08
RS 221203 ii The speaker’s memories of hunting as a small boy. T 3:16
iii Traditional fighting practices. T 5:15
v Traditional performance genres and magic ritual stones. T/IV 2:53
SN 101203 i The speaker’s life story: as a young boy his mother is care-
less of him. His mother and brother die from supernatural
attack, and he is left to fend for himself in the bush. His life
is saved by a magical healer. During the second world war
he sees planes and for the first time, he sees the world change
and prophecies fulfilled. He sees the Duna people increasingly
neglected by government, services increasingly reduced, and
Duna society becoming increasingly chaotic and troubled.
T 11:57
ii Magic ritual stones. T 7:11
SY 141103 Day recount: cooking fruit pandanus, hearing rumours of a
Huli attack, visiting the mourning house of a recently deceased
old person.
T 1:19




KP 070104 i The torture of four women accused of witchcraft. T 2:45
ii The speaker’s hopes for the future: to receive further training
and find paid employment.
T 2:07
iii [Incompletely translated] Ten sisters are one by one led away
and killed by an ogre, until the last sister tricks him and kills
him with the help of a little spirit boy.
T 16:53
PK 020104 The speaker’s hopes for the future: to return to school. T 2:42
LSR 2005 (speakers HS-PK)
S(s) Date Content Time
HS 080305 ia How birds act as messengers to humans. T
ib Types and habits of brush turkeys (from other people’s re-
ports of them).
T
ii Commentary on what is happening in the immediate sound-
scape whilst the audio recording is being made.
T
iii A message from the speaker to her children, to be played
after her death.
T 14:45
180605 i The speaker’s experience of delirium during a serious illness. T
ii The origin of the traditional practice of using gourds as water
containers: a person follows a mysterious vine to its source
in an abandoned house and discovers gourds.
T 6:21
HY, PK 150605 i The speaker describes his experiences working on the Duna
translation of the New Testament with Glenda Giles.
IV
ii [Incompletely transcribed and translated] The speaker relates
the genealogy of Jesus Christ and compares Christian and
traditional Duna genealogies.
(L)IV
iii [Incompletely translated] Genesis (Old Testament) T 39:56
KK 230205 The recent local death of a young woman, rumours that pre-
ceded this, and legal proceedings that followed it.
T 8:20
090305 The death of an old man following an attack by a supernatural
force.
T 2:20
KP 120205 i Recount: The speaker’s trip to Mt Hagen to seek medical at-
tention, and her experience of a supernatural visitation while
ill in hospital.
T 4:26
ii Dream: the speaker’s mother dies. T 1:13
MK 070605 i The speaker and her companions are building cubby-houses,
and a roll of tobacco mysteriously appears out of nowhere as
hey work.
T
ii Recount: Birds and people calling in the night. T
iii Recount: Going cricket-hunting. T
iv Recount: Going swimming and catching fish in the lake. T
v Story about two children abandoned by their parents. T
vi The speaker describes how some of her friends were chased
by a ghost.
T 08:36
180605 Story about a magic cassowary person. T 05:00
PK 180205 Story: A young woman disobeys the command of her
brother, and is captured by an ogre.
T 3:45
080605 i Duna narrative genres. LIV 8:13
080605 ii Story about a boy who successively buys a duck, a cat, a
magic bean and a magic marble at a market. His mother
is furious and he escapes up the giant beanstalk to another
world. Everything is magically provided for and he takes a
wife. She treats the duck and cat badly, an ogre giant steals
the magic marble, and everything is lost.
T 17:48
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LSR 2005 (continued)
S(s) Date Content Time
RS 270405 ia The speaker’s genealogy/origin story (malu). T 3:36
ib Traditional sacrificial practices, and their outlaiwing and aban-
donment as a consequence of missionization.
T 1:54
+PK 300505 ii Duna narrative genres. (L)IV 2:10
RK 070605 i Story: A boy is eaten by his mother. T
ii Dream: a friend feasts upon a recently dead relative. T
iii Dream: death of the speaker’s mother. T 4:46
SN 220205 How the speaker came to learn the spells and secrets of many
things, covertly observing bachelor cult activities.
T 22:43
280205 i How the powerful female spirit Kundaleme gave the gift of
lightning.
T 18:00
ii A prophecy concerning the coming of the helicopter. T 3:07
TK 050305 i A man is adopted by two mysterious cave-dwelling strangers
and defecates in their house in the night, causing the cave-
dwellers to fight and kill each other. The man is trapped inside
the cave and dies too.
T
ii A man marries magical shape-shifting woman. She bears him
a child, but the man ill-treats his wife and she runs away with
the child, leaving him devastated.
T
iii Two women fight over a child. (Solomon?) T 5:41
Y 270205 A man meets a mysterious shape-shifting woman, impresses
her with his bravery, and is carried away to live in a sky-
world. He breaks a prohibition against eating funeral meats,
and his new friends fly away from him. Eventually his sky-
bride comes to live on the earth with him.
T 19:13
Texts recorded by Nicole Haley (2003)
S(s) Tape Content Time
AM 12A-B Adventures of Yeripi Pake. P 1:34:37
IH 06A Adventures of Yeripi Pake. T 32:28
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Texts recorded by Kirsty Gillespie (2005)
S(s) Vol T Content Time
JK 5 27 The origin of Lake Kopiago. T 4:25
JS 5 40 Ten brothers are succesively tricked and eaten by a canni-
bal, until the last brother outwits his opponent and claims
the cannibal lands for people.
T 4:45
JP 7 11 A cat that can secretly transform into a cowboy marries a
king’s daughter, wins aeroplanes and helicopters as prizes
in competitions of skill and then loses everything when
his wife discovers that the source of his wealth and magic
power is a cockatoo that makes golden coins.
T 5:34
KY, KK 3(2) 7 Kiale Yokona speaks about how he came to be a pikono
performer, the pikono composition process, and his views
on traditional and modern musical practice and continu-
ity.
IV 19:14
KY 3(2) 1-4 Adventures of Sayanda Sayape and Kaloma Koli P 2:48:50
LP 5 30 The 1997 drought T 1:16
PP 2 15 A young woman who lives alone accepts courting gifts
from both a spirit man and an ogre, and eventually
thwarts the ogre suitor with help from the spirit man
suitor.
P 23:57
YS 7 22 A man sets of to find out what has become of his nine
missing step-brothers, encounters some ogre women, and
is saved by a magical bandicoot, only to treat it with in-
gratitude once he is married and suffer from this beha-
viour.
T 11:30
23 The origin of Lake Kopiago T 7:20
Appendix 2: Sample texts
In these text transcriptions a new line is started wherever the speaker pauses for about half
a second (or longer), unless the text consists of speakers taking turns in which case a line
break is made when there is a change in speaker. Full stops and commas provide some
indication of intonation units based on my impressions from listening to the text. Commas
indicate anticipatory intonation (typically rising) and full stops indicate closing intonation
(typically falling).
1. Calls and habits of birds
In this text (HS:0803051a) Haya Suku talks about the calls and habits of local birds. My
speech (mostly at the beginning and end of the text) is shown enclosed in square brackets.



























































































































































































































































































































































This bird is talking, talking here like this. We are working down there, while






























































The bird up in the top of the tree here,










































































the one who just went calling kengele kengele, dead people, graves, over at















































































































hey, people are coming, that’s how we say. This one gives us information





















































The disappearance, what could be the reason for the re˜ware birds leaving?
































































One called koinano bird, very many would sit on a tree banch, on the heights
at the tree there sitting without any more room at the heights, lining up












































kwe˜ kwe˜ kwe˜ kwe˜ kwe˜ krrre krrre!




















































































The koinano bird that would sit in the trees no longer sits. What could
have happened in this land? The ones who would give information to us,
they do not exist. We,[?and] white people say, at this other place things are













































Now a person is coming, trouble is coming like this they would say and they
gave us information in that way, one bird the re˜ware that would sit at the






























































The koinano bird that would sit above in the trees no longer lives, these ones
now all of them have disappeared. What could have happened in the land?
As that is the case, our true people who live on this land are saying, these


















































































one called the selese˜le˜ bird used to live but now,






















































I [who] am sitting here talking, because [I am of] the children of the people




































Being of the children of the people who lived earlier, I sit here white-haired,



















































































That about the birds those that lived, that’s the story I’m telling. Some










































All have disappeared, aah, now a big change has come to stay in this land,
this is how I’m speaking. This talk, ah, I am recording [lit. cutting and




















































‘Yes I will tell another as well.’
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2. First taste of chocolate (personal narrative)


































































they were coming on the Tumbudu road to here, they came to go back up

























































































































































































































It was c-c-, cut many times. I broke off some of this one and was eating,
wow, [inaud.] it was amazingly tasty.























































































I came there. Just recently I saw, I was confused about what this thing was.
(29) ke-ya-roko,
see-DEP-SW.SIM























ah, this thing it was chocolate they gave me to eat. It was so incredibly tasty
and now I have seen it was chocolate it is said.
(31) That’s all.
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3. The hidden stranger (excerpt from a story)
This is an excerpt from a story (YS:270205) told by Yerepi Sapaya. Upon going to invest-
igate the mysterious barking of a dog near his house, a man finds a bewildering magical
creature that transforms from a possum into trees of various species, a stone, a pool of wa-
ter, a snake, and finally a young woman. The young woman leads him on a journey through





























‘So it was and the man closed his eyes and was falling, and he saw he had









like at the top of the mountain across there [a large flat-topped mountain














































now, my house, garden, my father’s house and gardens, they are the ones






























































They were walking in the gardens, my house is the one standing over there
she said, a big house like this one stood at the place. [?] stood there, a big





He saw it was like so,





















the pair went to the house and sat and she said, my people will gather at this






































She spoke, the earth below the house there was a cavity sort of thing and























She dug the hole, the man at the (?)sleeping platform. In the cavity in the


































































you have brought something here. Is there someone sitting here with you
he’ll say. He will ask, and after this [he will say], the man he is hiding








































In there you mustn’t say one word, and you mustn’t make any kind of noise




























she spoke like that and put him in, the man [she] made a hole and got him














































































Sitting there he watched, in the late afternoon, after that,
















































Gathering, gathering, gathering, gathering, gathering, coming, coming, the
































































































So it was and they put them at the house continuing from the first part to the


























Sitting there, okay, now this sweet potato, pig, birds we should share it out
























































Sharing out and sharing out and sharing out and sharing out moving along,
I’m putting yours there, putting yours, putting yours, sharing out continuing








































There where he had put the dishes, each of you take one like so, each take
one, each take one he says, and each person is taking one and taking one

















32It is not made explicit in the text when the host (the woman’s father) comes into the picture, and
it is possible that this sentence describes all the guests saying ‘sit down’ to each other rather than the
host saying ‘sit down’ lots of times to different people. Similar ambiguity persists in the following
lines. However, the person I worked with on this text (KK) immediately understood it to be the
woman’s father who is doing the organising and talking here. It is usual at Duna social gatherings
for a particular person or small group of wise and responsible people to take on the (weighty) task
of assessing the number of people and properly apportioning food.









































I and the food, I have thought [how to] share it out. [So that] it fits perfectly.
The people sitting here, a hundred men a thousand men sitting here, I have
shared it out perfectly. Exactly one is [left], so whose is it?’
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4. This body of mine is full of stories (interview)
This text (RS-PK:i300505ii) is a short interview where Petros Kilapa (P) asks Raki Patako
(R) about Duna narratives (generally referred to as s(t)ori), with occasional chipping in
from myself (L). Where one speaker interrupts another, this is shown by a forward slash at
the point the interruption (shown in the following line) begins. Sometimes one speaker’s
comments are embedded in the turn of another speaker without disrupting the turn, and

































































‘Now, ground history malu is one, pikono is another. There is just stuff such















































‘Three is that. That one, are there some more stories, are there some more
























































































‘Pikono stories [P: pikono.] ah the pikono stories that have been told here,











































































































‘Now, clearing land, building houses, clearing gardens, marrying women,






































































Malu, [it’s] really true.
33I have an odd habit (when trying to speak Duna and otherwise) of using a drawn out a sound
as an affirmative kind of feedback noise. I don’t know where I got this from. It is not a Duna
convention.














































olsem a...ol bin mekim [L: a] pastaim long en, stori long ol
bin mekim pastaim bilong en. [L:ahh uhuh] that is the really stori a.
‘It is like ah..things people did [L: uhuh] things of before, stories about




















mekim long en, em laik stori, kain olsem.
‘Things done before, [things that] he [i.e., Raki] will talk about [when he















‘That one our fathers would tell that pikono one as well.’






‘Right. They would tell pikono?’
34It is not clear to me whether Raki and Petros would have understood my comment to mean ‘The
type of story that can be termed hapia po is true’ or apposed phrases ‘Things that happened in the
































































‘Yes from the telling, they that one, the reason, they want to clear land, want
to build houses,want to clear gardens, want to stay at the bachelor cult place,
from that one, from that one it is the source that e- excites them, they want
to fight, want to fight other kinds of men. That one takes in everything, they
[see] the image, going as the pikono is told.’







































‘I have said that one is itself alone. Now [?] things of land clearing and
house building, rindi malu ground history stories, one is that one the earlier
one [i.e., the malu that R has related just before this interview], I am full of
these ones and that is so.’







‘That is still to come.’































‘So. Right now, what I said I want to find out if I have not said a piece
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